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GROOVY
Discover th

funkatronic future a
music and melod

shape
kFAR OUT!

Protext v4.3

Afully-integrated word
processor including:
I Mail merge

9•Enter the
i future movie

• Fileconversion

age today

• Pull-down menus

• Dialog boxes
• File selector

• Block dragging

2s

Maastricht
Read the full text of

Wm - q i o

the Treaty on European
Union and decide whether
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Europe isforyou!
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FORMAT

Play general with a host of

fave films,]

high-tech battle weaponry

chums!

in this demo of the ultimate
...»
~^i.
combat simulate"

HEY, DADDIO!
Get with it - get

STOS FIX

surround sound!

Persuade STOS to run

on anySTor TT
GFA SPEC
Usestunning512colour
Spectrum picturesin
GFA Basic programs

GIF to RAW

and text to create

your own multi-media
applications
—.,- ••

j

7 „. „
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Picture file converter

PLUS!
Much much more

Sample and!
digitise yourJ

AIR SUPPORT

Feature-packed sampled sound editor

come
IT'S

We investigate

COOKIIM"

t h e brave new

The fabulous

world t h a t is

available in gr

new multi-met

Falcon (also

multi-media

ON DISK The brilliant

Prot&zct word p r o c e s s o r
Lotus FC, Ween,

Shadoworlds, floptical drive, Yamaha
synth, high density drive - and more!

PLUS! Monitors pulled
into pieces and prodded!

inure

Samples analysed!

I PiBLlSHlXC

Ignore pale.imitations -

Yourguarantee

this is the real thing.

Of value

9

770957 485014

Award winning innovative products from
icd

Floppy Drives

Power Scanner

PC720B

The

HM

Link™

• External SCSI host adaptor
• Connect Atari ST to external SCSI

devices e.g. External HD,floppy drives,
Optical drives, CD ROM drives which
were originally designed forthe Apple
Mac, IBM PC, Commodore Amiga, NeXT

fiS
^=^^*^

Atari TT, Falcon

• Award winning drive manufactured by
Power Computing
"Super slim design

• Atari ST must have a DMA port
• Plug-in and go

•Up to 400 DPI
• Real-time greyscale scanning

• Virus blocker (prevents viruses)

• Compact interface

• Built-in Blitz Turbo

• 63 x 76 x 19mm in size

•Auto scan rate detect

" Boots from drive B

• No power supply needed

• Monochrome text or 16 greyscale levels
• Full image and clipboard editing

• High quality
• 12 month warranty

The Link™

• Software included

£69.95

features

• Scan join feature for taking wide scans

PC720B

£65

• Cut, paste, magnify,flip, rotate, invert,
crop, edit and many more editing
features

PC720I
• Atari internal disk drive

£39.95

• Works in all three resolutions

• Save a variety of picture file formats
• High resolution printer driver with more
drivers forthcoming

Optical Hard Drive

iraff

PC720OI
Official Atari internal disk drive .. ..£45
No case cutting but must be small button version}

• GEM menu and fast icon driven controls

• Keyboard shortcuts
• OCR text recognition coming soon
• M105-Plus scanning head

PC720P

• Disk drive inc. power supply unit ....£50
Drive Accessories

Watch out for our regular software
updates with many exciting new features,
available only to registered users

Maxell Multi-Colour disks (10)
Floppy disks bulk supplied
Boot from

Power Scanner.

Ifyou have an internal drive that is not
compatible with "Boot from drive B" this
cable will solve your problem
£9.95

• No soldering required
•Expand to 2MB or 4MB
• Plugs directly inside the ST
• Full fitting instructions
• Uses latest capacity RAM chips

Hard

£99
£169

1MB SIMM for STE

£25
£45

Blitz Turbo

• Back-up your disks at lightning speed

• Copies from the internal to the external

40 seconds

• Now you can switch between your disk
drive and Blitz Turbo without

• Read and write optical disk
•40ms running speed
• Built-in power supply
• High power cooling fan
• 25-way and 50-way SCSI ports
•SCSI ID switch
(The link™must be used to connect drive to Atari computer)

HD

•Superslim design
• Low profile mechanism

Software

• No need for a cooling fan

• Buffered thru'port
• Optional battery backed clock
• High speed 20ms seek rate
«Write protect switch, protect your
valuable data

• Power supply
• ICD interface and utility disk

drive

• Cleverly by-passes your ST's disk
controller chip
• Back-up an ST disk in around

• Manufactured by Power Computing
• 128MB on one optical disk

128MB External optical drive
£999
128MB Optical drive & The Link™ £1068
128MB 3.5" Optical disk
£39.95 each

Drives

Series 900

512K RAM STFM

New

Drive B

£99

Ram Expansion

2MB RAM Expansion
4MB RAM Expansion

£9.95
£POA

Lattice C v5.0

..£89

Devpac v2.0

..£29

HiSoftC

..£29

Proflight

..£29

Harlekin

..£45

Wercs

..£24

Knife ST

..£29

PC Ditto

..£29

..£34

Series 900 40MB

£329

Neo Disk v3 0

Series 900 100MB

£479

Devpac v3 0 ...

Add £10 for clock to be fitted to Series

Miscel l a n e o u s

900 hard disk
Power Mouse

disconnecting your Blitz interface

Special Offer

New Blitz Turbo

£25

Original BlitzTurbo

£15

£( >9.95

When you purchase this hard drive you
can buy Lattice C v5 for
£60

...£15

Optical Mouse
£29.95
Replacement Optical Mouse mat .£9.95
10 Maxell disks, Optical mouse,
Zipstick
£45

Distributor for Power Computing in Italy. D.R.R. SRL 00142, Roma. Via Duccio Di Buoninsegna Tel (06) 5193481/482 Fax 5040666
Power Computing, France, 15 Bid Voltiare 75011, Paris, France. Tel (1) 43386206 (6 lines) Fax (1) 43380028

Power Computing Ltd - Tel 0234 843388
Inkjet

Print!

All printers include cables
and next day delivery
Star

lot Matrix Cont.
LXIOO

SQ870

•9 pin

Printers

•Tractor feed

Award Winning Manufacture

• Cutsheetfeeder

Power products come wit
full technical support

•Cables

LC200 colour

£199

LC24-200 mono

£239

LC24-200 colour

£289

Citizen

•Some of the LQ100 features
LX100

Printer

Order Form
..£189

Name

Monitor
Address

Swift 24e

£279

Philips CM8833 MK2

(includes colour kit and AMI)

•With cable

Epson Printers
Laser

EPL 4 0 0 0

•
•
•
•

Ideal first time laser printer
Print speed of 6ppm
Print superb quality text and graphics
Ideal upgrade from dot-matrix

1New generation inkjet
1Advanced paper handling

• On-site maintenance

1 Print scalable fonts

CM8833MK2

•660cps print speed
'360x360 DPI print quality
1128k printer buffer
1Handles four paper types
SQ870

The Ultimate Cartridge
The Ultimate Cartridge will break into any
Atari ST program. Whether you're a pro
grammer, hacker, games player, or just
...£509

SQ1170

ffi?9

(132Columnprinter)

EPL 4000

£199

£639

curious about your Atari ST, The Ultimate

Postcode

Tel. No.

Description

Cartridge gives you the power that you
need. Updates available with new soft
ware.

Dot Matrix
EPL 4 3 0 0

• High quality laser printer
• Print speed of 6ppm
• 1MB memory
•Expand to 6MB
• Adobe postscript option
• 100 sheet tray

Features:

LQ570

•Fourfeed paths

• Flexible paper management
•225cps print speed

• Easy access control panel
• Memorystores around 4 full pages of
text

EPL 4300

£799

LQ570
LQ1070

Credit Card No.

I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I II I

• Disassemble
• Disassemble to disk

•Print text and graphics
•Optional sheet feeders
•Optional tractor feeder

EPL 8 1 0 0

•Break into any program
• Read memory
•Search memory
• Print memory

£289
£449

(132column printer)

• Edit memory
•Search for graphics
•Search for sprites
• Editscreen configurations
•Setup colour palettes
• Alter plane configurations

Signature

• Load and save screen displays
I enclose cheque/PO for

• Run external TOS programs
• Load TOS programs
• Load and save graphic screens

LQ1QO

£

Tel 0234 843388

• Low level disk editor

Fax 0234 840234

• Disk analyser

• Prints speed of 10ppm
•1MB memory expandable to 6MB
• Microsoft printing
• Ritech

• Intelligent/remote emulation switching
•Parallel/serial interface

1Networking capabilities
1Can serve 2-3 users

•Shared printing

EPL 8100

£1349

Unit 8 Railton Road
Woburn Road Ind. Estat

Kempston Bedford

• Directory editor

MK42 7PN

• Formatter

• Break and restart function
•Search for infinite lives

•250 cps printspeed
'Space saving

•250 sheet papertray
• Adobe postscript option

Power Computing Ltd

• File editor

• 24-pin

• 27 font

• Examine formats

•Format analyser

•Lookfor music

• Play music

1Scalable fonts

• Load and save music

1Enhanced graphics
•50 sheet A4 paper tray
1Dual position design
'Optional tractor feed
1LQ100 fits in anywhere!
LQ100

• Search for soundtracker music

• Search for sound samples
<£stablisked 1985

The cartridge the ST has been waiting for
£209

The Ultimate Cartridge

Power Shop, 86 Walton Road, East Molesey, Surrey KT8 ODL. 081 941 9073

£25

Specifications & prices

subject to change with out notice
Alltrademarks acknowledged
VAT & delivery included
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news about Falcon software.

24

37

58

71

99

BIRDS OF
A FEATHER

We bringyou actual pictures of
upcoming Falcongames!

iries can be answered only in the pages of the magazine,

Jon Pillar checks out the latest

budget games, including: World
Championship Boxing Manager,
Supercars 2 and Switchblade 2.

NEXT MONTH
December.

116 EXTRA SPECIAL!

Find out about something rather spe
cial that's coming your way soon.

119 PUBLIC SECTOR
How good are programs from the
Public Domain? We review the latest

releases - absolutely loads of the
things.

128 SPECIAL OFFERS
Invest in some new hardware or soft

ware at these fantastic prices, all with
the STFORMATseal of approval.

102 LYNX ROUNDUP
More funkatronic reviews for Atari's

best selling handheld. Including: Bill

136 EVERYTHING ELSE
Literally.

and Ted's Excellent Adventure, Blue

Lightning, HardDrivin',Rampage,
Robo-Squash and Scrapyard Dog.

138 OBJECTS OF DESIRE
The end bit of the magazine resplen
dent in all its glory.

132 GET STUCK IN!
Just what are all those sockets on the

splash out on games by cheating. At
least then you don't miss the end

backof yourSTfor anyway?
134 SPRITES,
CAMERA, ACTION
Is there any such thing as a decent

sequences.

49

HELP!

Got a problem? Don't worry, sit

film tie-in?

Telex: 9312134560 (FU G)

srry,we cannot reply to individuals in any shape or form,
or general ST problems, call the official Atari helpline on

Good, eh?

100 REDUCED TO CLEAR

Findout what's coming your way in

Kev Bulmer lets off a kettleful of

72

MICRODEAL OFFER

SCREENPLAY
This month we look at: Amberstar,

Lotus 3, Shadoworlds, Magic Worlds,
Striker, Tiny Skweeks and Ween.

Make the most of Talespin!

RANT
steam about the world of the ST.

80

SUBSCRIBE!

How to make next year a year to look

RGB GBH
The thinking man's guide to scan
rates, tubes and hertz.

the Falcon,the Link, Migraph OCR,
PageStream 2.2, SY-35 synth,
Scanlite and a floptical drive. Phew!

FEEDBACK

forward to.

68

REVIEWS SECTION
Pages of exhaustive reviews start
here. This month:

Scribbling, wibblingsand elder sib
lingsalltryingto have their say. This
month: porridge and origami.

start making some cash.
48

COVER DISK

S-S-SA-SAMPLED

YOUR FIRST
MILLION

79

Crammed fullof flight sims, sample
editors and multi-media programs.

What's a sample? How can you make
one? Is it painful?And whatever hap
pened to Paul Hardcastle?

course in DTP. This month: how to

Gail Blincow

* 061 474 7333, fax: 061 476 3002)

for the STand why. Alsoexclusive

Paul Hughes continues his advanced

Photography
Ashton James, Frances Tout

Ground Floor, Rayner House,
23 Higher Hillgate,
Stockport SK1 3ER
Advertising manager

NEWS

We exclusively reveal who's got it in

THE HARD STUFF
A modest roundup of the very best
hard drive utilities.

44

8

PROTEXT COVER DISK

Quite possibly the best word proces
sor in the ST world. Load it up, then
enter the Maastricht competition.

Disk Editor Chris Lloyd
Staff Writer Andrew Lowe

VISION ON

We explore video, samples, computer
graphics and how you can combine
them for the way forward in ST com
puting.

down and relax. Let us help you.

49

GAMEBUSTERS
Make the most of the cash you

60

ST ANSWERS

Get your technical problems sorted
out by writing to us - here are a
selection of your questions
answered by the experts.

131 332 93233 (Mon - Sat 6pm - 11pm, Sun 8pm - 11pm)
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THE
GREAT
STF
COVER
DISKS

"HE'S SWITCHED OFF
HIS TARGETTING
COMPUTER..."
But then he had the force on his side and we

always find that helps. You'll certainly need
a little bit of help from the force if you're
going to beat the game Air Support, a futur
istic flight sim cum strategy game. Red five,
I'm going in....

Something wonderful is
happening in the world of

ST computing. We've got
the full story on page 16

FANCY DRIVING A LOTUS?
Now's your big chance - page 80

MOVIEMANIA
We look at the

Pd^

seedy world
of the film tiein. Pan over to
page 134

•JfsasFj
^J^^U

FIRST AND FOREMOST...
Leaping lizard lumps! This
is one hell of a good Cover
Disk. We've got an exclu
sive demo of Psygnosis'
brilliant new atmospheric
game Air Support. What
with the cover feature

investigating the world of
multi-media, we've also

got a brilliant new program
called Hyperbase so you
can combine text, graphics
and sound. Oh yes, and
there's also a sample edi
tor, a GFA colour booster and more!

AND THE SECOND'S NOT BAD
Way back in the mists of
time when the ST was a

new computer, Arnor

created a word processor
called Protext. As the ST

has grown and changed, so
Protext has too. This

month we bring you the
stunning Protext 4.3. This

brilliant program enables
you to speedily create,
modify and format text.

It's so good, it's the text
processor the ST FORMAT
review team write with,
'Nuff said?

11 «fi
• Co-ordinate the efforts of your
space fighters or hop into the
cockpit and take control your
self in Air Support.

I Commit that great novel to sili
con with the fab Protaxt 4.3.

Over 120,000 people have joined Special Reserve -the Gaines Club with no obligation to buy.
• .^1JIMMY WHITE'S

•WMl'til

JL JJL ^^^M^M^^U^m^m X•{^•H^^iifl

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT 2

32.99

4 WHEEL DRIVE(LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO,
TEAM SUZUKI, TOYOTA CELICA,

COMBORACER)

19-49

A320 AIR-BUS

21.99

ACTION MASTERS (F16 COMBAT PILOT,
ITALY1990, DOUBLE DRAGON 2,
TURBO OUTRUN. WELLTRIS)
18.99

ADDAMS FAMILY (1 MEG)
ADI ENGLISH (12-13)
ADI MATHS(11-12)

16.99
16.99
16.99

ADIMATHS (12-13)

16.99

ADVANTAGE TENNIS

16.99

AFTERBURNER
B.49
AIR BUCKS
17.99
i AIR SEA SUPREMACY (GUNSHIP,
: SILENT SERVICE, P47, F15 STRIKE EAGLE,
i CARRIER COMMAND)
19.99
AQUATIC GAMES
ARCHER MACLEANS POOL
AV8B HARRIER ASSAULT
AWESOME
B.A.T. 2
B17 FLYING FORTRESS

19.49
17.99
24.99
7.99
22.99
22.99

BARBARIAN2 (PSYGNOSIS)

14.99

BATMAN THE MOVIE
BATTLE ISLE
BATTLE OF BRITAIN D/S
BEACH VOLLEY

8.49
19.99
11.99
8-49

BEYONDZORK (INFOCOM)

4.99

BLUES BROTHERS

8.99

BREACH 2 (ENHANCED)

16.49

] CAPTIVE

6.99

] CASTLES
CEASAR

16.99
18.49

CRAZY CARS 3
D-GENERATION

17.99
10.99

DARKMER£(1 MEG)

15.49

DOODLEBUG
1399
DUNE
20.99
DUNGEON MASTER & CHAOS STRIKES BACK 19.49
DYNA BLASTERS
19.99
ELITE
10.99
..IS 4

EPIC.

ESCAPE FROM THE PLANET OF
THE ROBOT MONSTERS

8.49

ESPANA-THE GAMES 92(1 MEG)

19-49

F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2
F16 FALCON
F19 STEALTH FIGHTER
FANTASTIC WORLDS (REALMS,
PIRATES, MEGA LO MANIA,

11-99
7.99
14.99

POPULOUS, WONDERLAND)

22.99

22.99

16.99

JAMES POND
JAMES POND 2- ROBOCOD
JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER

7.49
16.99
14.99

PANG
PARASOL STARS

SIM CITY & POPULOUS
SPACE CRUSADE
SPECIAL FORCES
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER
STORM MASTER
STRATEGY MASTERS (POPULOUS,
HUNTER, SPIRIT OF EXCALIBUR,

16.99
12.99
22.99
3.99
18.49

CHESSPLAYER 2150, DEUTEROS)

19.99

JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)

3.99
8.99
9.99
7.99
7.99
7.99

13.99
16.99
16.99
13.99

LASTNINJA2
LEANDER
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3 VALUE PACK

8.49
10.99

FLAMES OF FREEDOM (MIDWINTER 2) ...11.99
FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX

22.99

FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-6)

7.99

FUN SCHOOL 2 (6-B)

7.99

FUN SCHOOL 2 (8+)

7.99

FUN SCHOOL 3 (2-S)
FUN SCHOOL 3 (5-7)
FUN SCHOOL 3 (7t)

16.99
16.99
16.99

FUN SCHOOL 4 (2-5)

16.99

FUN SCHOOL 4 (5-7)
FUN SCHOOL 4 (7*)

16.99
16.99

GOBLL1NS
GOLDEN AXE

16.99
8.49

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER
CHAOS ENGINE

12.99
19.99

VENUS THE FLY TRAP)

19.49

HEIMDALL(1 MEG)

CHUCK ROCK
CHUCKIE EGG
COOL WORLD
CORPORATION

8.99
9,99
16.99
14.99

11.99

HEROQUEST + DATA DISK
19.49
HITCH HIKERS GUIDE
B.99
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION (ROBOCOP,
GHOSTBUSTERS 2, INDIANA JONES ACTION,

BATMANTHE MOVIE)D/S

n>T:

CHOO

SILENT SERVICE 2 (1 MEG)

PAINTWORKS(ART PACKAGE)

JAGUAR XJ220 (1MEG)

FINAL FIGHT
FIRE ft ICE
FIRST SAMURAI + MEGA LO MANIA

GOLF WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD
7.99
GRAHAMGOOCH WORLD CLASS CRICKET ...17.99
GRAHAM TAYLOR'S SOCCER MANAGER 15.99
HARLEQUIN
12.99
HEAD OVER HEELS
8.49

3.99

SEASTALKER (INFOCOM)
3.99
SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND (1 MEG) ...16.99

CLUB, CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA)

FANTASY PAK (COLORADO, BOSTON BOMB

19-99

; CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS)

MICRO MATHS (11 YRS TO GCSE.
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM)16.99
MICROPROSE 3D GOLF
13.99
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE
8.49
MOTORHEAD
11-99
NEW ZEALAND STORY
8.49
NIGEL MANSELL'S WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP ...19.49
NITRO
-6.99
OPERATION WOLF
8.49

KICK OFF 2 D/S
KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE
KICK OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE
KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS
KILLING GAME SHOW

CELTIC LEGENDS
CHART ATTACK (LOTUS ESPRIT.
GHOULS 'N' GHOSTS, JAMES POND,

HOME ACCOUNTS 2
37.99
HOOK
16.99
HUMANS
17-99
IK+
8 49
INDIANA JONES 2 ACTION(FATE OF ATLANTIS) 19.99
INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE
8.99
INDYHEAT
16.99
INTERNATION RUGBY CHALLENGE
17.49
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CHALLENGE ...19.49
ISHAR - LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS
15.99

ZYDEC STEREO
SPEAKERS FOR AMIGA
OR ST

BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER WITH
VOLUME CONTROLS
34.99

9.99

OT

KINGS QUEST 4 (SIERRA) D/S

10.99

KNIGHTMARE

19.99

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY (1 MEG)

22.99

WITH SPACE QUEST 3 AND HOYLES

BOOK OF GAMES 2 (TRIPLE PACK)

17.99

LEMMINGS
LEMMINGS 2
LEMMINGS DATA DISK - OH NO!
LETHAL WEAPON
LOMBARD RAC RALLY
LOTUS 3 - THE FINAL CHALLENGE
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2
LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS
MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE
MCDONALDS LAND

12.49
20.99
9.99
16.99
8.49
17.49
11.99
19.99
9.99
17.49

MEGA SPORTS (SUMMER GAMES 1 & 2,

WINTERGAMES)

CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM)16.99

MICRO GERMAN (BEGINNER TO GCSE
AND BUSINESS. CONFORMS TO NATIONAL

CURRICULUM)

16.99

CLEANING KIT FOR
COMPUTERS

•

CASE AND LONG REACH CONNECTION CABLE

4.99
16.99
10.99
22.99
8.99
16.99
1949

STREETFIGHTER 2
18.49
STRIKER
15.99
STUART PEARCE'S SOCCER SELECTIONS

POPULOUS 2(1 MEG)
19.49
POWER UP (CHASE H.Q, TURRICAN.X-OUT,

(KICK OFF 2, MICROPROSE SOCCER,
MANCHESTER UNITED. INT SOCCER)

19.99

ALTERED BEAST, RAINBOW ISLANDS)
9.99
POWERDRIFT
3.99
POWERMONGER D/S
19.49
POWERMONGER WORLD WAR 1 DATA DISK 11.49
PRINCE OF PERSIA
9.99
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2
16.99
PROTEXT VERSION 4.3 WORD PROCESSOR ...39.99
PUSH-OVER
16.99

SUPER HANG ON
SUPER SPACE INVADERS
TERMINATOR 2
THE MANAGER

8.49
16.99
16.99
19.99

QUEST & GLORY (BLOODWYCH, MIDWINTER,
CADAVER, IRON LORD)
13.99
RAGNAROK

24.99

RAILROADTYCOON (1 MEG)

13.99

RAINBOW COLLECTION

(BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW ISLANDS,
NEW ZEALAND STORY)

9.99

RAMPART
REACH FOR THE SKIES
REALMS
RISKY WOODS
ROBOCOP 3
ROCKET RANGER
ROOKIES
RUGBY WORLD CUP
SABRE TEAM
SCRABBLE DE LUXE

16.99
19-99
9.99
18.99
14.99
3.99
16.99
8.99
15.99
9.99

THUNDERHAWK

FITS 14" MONITORS

14.99

9.49

ULTIMA 5
ULTIMA 6

4.99
12.99
19.99

UNINVITED

3.99

UTOPIA
UTOPIA NEW WORLDS DATA DISK

11-99
11.49

VIKINGS - FIELD OF CONQUEST

16.99

VROOM
VROOM DATA DISK
WARHEAD
WHEELS OF FIRE (HARD DRIVIN',
POWERDRIFT, CHASE H.Q,

16.99
12.49
8.99

TURBO OUTRUN)

19.99

WIZ-KID
WOLFCHILD
WWF WRESTLING
WWF WRESTLING 2
XENON 2 MEGABLAST

16.99
11.99
14.99
16.99
6.99

1.99
7.99
8.99

3.5" DSDD
Verbatim
•ISK WITH LABEL

69p Each

RF SWITCH FOR AMIGA, ST OR CONSOLE

(SWITCH BETWEENTVAERIAL AND
COMPUTER WITHOUT DISCONNECTING) .........3.99

4.99

DUSTCOVERFOR MONITOR OR TV(CLEAR PVC)

4.99

3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER

3.99

49.99

PACK OF 50

Sega Megadrive with Sonic

Sonic The Hedgehog, Sega Joypad
Verbatim 3.5" DSDD DISKS FREESpecial Reserve Membership
and FREE extra TURBO 2 Joypad
+ LABELS 22.99

129.99

BANX DISK BOX 3.5"

POWER SCAN ATARI ST
HAND SCANNER

9.99

TITUS THE FOX

TURBO CUP (WITH CAR)

MOUSE MAT 4.99

(CLEAR PVC)

1 MEG CAPACITY WITH COLOUR MATCHED METAL

7.99

PICK 'N' PILE
PIRATES
PITFIGHTER
PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE
PLAYER MANAGER
POPULOUS & SIM CITY
POPULOUS 2

DISKBOX3.5" (10 CAPACITY)
DISK BOX3.5" (80)LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS
DISK BOX3.5" (100)LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS

12.99

DUSTCOVER FOR 80 COLUMN PRINTER(CLEARPVC)4.99
DUST COVER FOR AMIGA 500 OR ATARI ST

EXTERNAL 3.5" DISK DRIVE
FOR ATARI ST WITH
SONY/CITIZEN MECHANISM

PAWN (M/SCROLLS)

16.99
7.49
3.99
19.49
15.99
19.99

2J3QjEBn3
SQUIK MOUSE FOR
AMIGA OR ST

TILT & SWIVEL MONITOR/TV STAND.

(INCLUDES VACUUM)

16.99

MICRO ENGLISH (8 YRS TO GCSE. CONFORMS
TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM)
16.99
MICRO FRENCH (BEGINNER TO GCSE.

5.99
8.49
16.99

SENSIBLE SOCCER
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2
SHADOWGATE
SHADOWLANDS
SHADOWORLDS
SHUTTLE

3IIX 3 . Diskette Bo*

(80) STACKABLE

(HARDWARE PRICES
INCLUDE VAT &
CARRIAGE TO UK

(VERSION 2) TRUE GREY
SCALE 100-400 DPI

(INCLUDES SOFTWARE)

MAINLAND)

NAKSHA MOUSE
FOR AMIGA OR ST
WITH OPERATION STEALTH

DELUXE DISK BOX 3.5"

24.99

DIVIDERS

(80), LOCKABLE,
10.99

Sega Megadrive Streets of
Rage Pack with Sonic
Streets of Rage, Sonic The Hedgehog,
Sega Joypad

FREE Special Reserve Membership

CALL 0279 600204 FOR AFULL
COLOUR 8 PAGE CATALOGUE

and FREE extra TURBO 2 Joypad

149.99

all 0279 600204 for aFREE colour catalogue SfoesCsLal ^€4€W€
w

wwm

YSTICK

Games CCuB

JJl.fl|fimjUI

CITIZEN 120D+printer
9 PIN, 80 COLUMN, 144 CPS/25NLQ,

QUICKJOY QJ1

JOYSTICK (MICRO-

SWITCHED)

QUICKSHOT149
INTRUDER 1

2NLQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 24 MTH

22.99

PRINTER.

WARRANTY. HIGH QUALITY MONO

.«#» _ _

FREE MEMBERSHIP

FREE PRINTER LEAD

QU1CKSHOT111A
TURBO 2 JOYSTICK

COMPETITION PRO
EXTRA JOYSTICK

V"fff^|i

(CLEAR BASE)
10.99

•"•»••»•»

CITIZEN SWIFT 9
WITH COLOUR KIT 9 PIN, SO COLUMN,

QUICKSHOT 127 STARFIGHTER
REMOTE CONTROLLER WITH
TWO INFRA-RED JOYPADS

COMPETITION
PRO STAR EXTRA
14.99

^

192CPS/48NLQ, 3NLQ/1 DRAFT FONT,
24 MTH WARRANTY. A 9 PIN PRINTER
WITH COLOUR FACILITY AND FULL
PAPER HANDLING FUNCTIONS.
FREE MEMBERSHIP

29.99

MINI

COMPETITION
PRO 5000
11.99

FREE PRINTER LEAD

LOGIC 3 SIGMA-RAY
JOYSTICK
11.99
MINI COMP PRO STAR
WITH AUTOFIRE
13.99

air

IS A QQ

FREECOLOUR KIT
OUICKJOY FOOT PEDAL.
TRANSFERS ANY JOYSTICK

CHEETAH BUG
JOYSTICK
13.99

CITIZEN 224 24 PIN

FUNCTIONS OVER TO FOOT
PEDALS. IDEAL FOR FLIGHT

X

nU^tW W

WITH COLOUR KIT, 80 COLUMN,
192CPS/64LQ, 3LQ/1 DRAFT FONT,

AND DRIVING SIMULATIONS.

24 MTH WARRANTY. 24 PIN LETTER
QUALITY PRINTER WITH EXCELLENT

COMPATABLE WITH ALL

AMIGA/ST JOYSTICKS. 18.99

GRAPHICS (360X360 DPI).
FREE MEMBERSHIP

ROBOSHIFT INTERFACE FOR AMIGA OR ST

(PLUGS MOUSE ANDJOYSTICK INTO ONE PORT)

__ _

FREE PRINTER LEAD

14.99

__

!24«99

FREE COLOUR KIT

FOUR PLAYER JOYSTICK ADAPTOR

FOR AMIGA OR ST(FOR KICK OFF 2 ETC)

QUiCKJOY

7.99

CITIZEN 240C 24 PIN

PORT EXTENSION ADAPTOR FOR AMIGA OR ST

JET FIGHTER
JOYSTICK

WITH COLOUR KIT, 80 COLUMN,

(CHANGE JOYSTICKS WITHOUT NEEDING
TO REACH BEHIND COMPUTER)

11.99

240CPS/80LQ, 9LQ/1 DRAFT FONT,

5.99

24 MTH WARRANTY. ADVANCED
VERSION OF 24E WITH AUTOSET
FEATURE AND LCD CONTROL PANEL.

JOYSTICK EXTENDER CABLE
QUICKJOY

FOR AMIGA OR ST (3 METRES)

TOP STAR JOYSTICK

r

6.99

FREE MEMBERSHIP

Sega Game

FREE PRINTER LEAD
FREE COLOUR KIT

Gear

.__

Of O « 9

m" *** *

STAR LC24-20 24 PIN

with Columns

80 COLUMN, 192CPS/64LQ,
QUICKSHOT 137F

5LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 12 MTH WARRANTY.

99.99

PYTHON JOYSTICK

24 PIN QUALITY AT 9 PIN PRICE.
FREE MEMBERSHIP
_
_
_

FREE Special Reserve Membership
FREE Mains Adaptor or
FREE Black Carry Case

QUICKSHOT 128F MAVERICK 1 JOYSTICK
12.99

ALIENS 3

22.99

AXE BATTLER

24.99

GRAVIS AMIGA/ST JOYSTICK WITH

BATMAN RETURNS
COLUMNS

23.99 CHUCK ROCK
17.99 CRYSTAL WARRIORS

19.99
27.99

PADDED GRIP, ADJUSTABLE HANDLE

DEVELISH

19.99

24.99

TENSION, PROGRAMMABLE BUTTONS

G.P. RIDER

19.99 GEORGE FOREMAN BOXING ...22.99

23.99

INDIANAJONES 3

23.99

JOE MONTANA (U.S.)FOOTBALL19.99

KLAX
LEMMINGS
MICKEY MOUSE
OLYMPIC GOLD
PSYCHIC WORLD
SHINOBI
SMASH TV
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
STREETS OF RAGE

22.99
22,99
19 99
23,99
16.99
19.99
22.99
24.99
19.99

LEADER BOARD
MARBLE MADNESS
NINJA GAIDEN
PRINCE OF PERSIA
SENNA SUPER MONACO
SHINOBI 2
SONIC 2
SPIDERMAN
SUPER KICK OFF

QUICKSHOT AVIATOR
22.99

SONYKVM1410U
14" FST COLOUR
TELEVISION &
MONITOR

199.99
WITH REMOTE CONTROL
60 CHANNEL TUNING

FRONT AV SOCKETS
REAR SCART INPUT

BUCK TRINITRON SCREEN, LOOP
AERIAL

_

CANON BJ-10EX
BUBBLE JET

PLEASE STATE YOUR CHOICE OF FREE ITEM ON THE ORDER FORM

DONALD DUCK

_

FREE PRINTER LEAD 204|99

19.99
23.99
19.99
22.99
...23.99
19.99
22.99
23.99
23.99

64 NOZZLE, 80 COLUMN, 83LQ CPS
2LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 12 MTH WARRANTY.
A SMALL, PORTABLE PRINTER, VERY
QUIET IN OPERATION YET GIVING
OUTSTANDING PRINT QUALITY.

FREE MEMBERSHIP

9 9 0 OC

FREE PRINTER LEAD

« ~ W%W M

RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR CITIZEN SWIFT 9, 24, 224 OR 240C
RIBBON FOR CITIZEN SWIFT 24, 224 OR 240
RIBBON FOR CITIZEN SWIFT 9 OR 120D+

6.99

RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR STAR LC20O

10.99

RIBBON FOR STAR LC20

6.99

RIBBON FOR STAR LC20O

6.99

RIBBON FOR STAR LC24-20
INK CARTRIDGE FOR BJ10EX

PHILIPS
3332 15"
FST

6.99
19.99

PRINTER LEAD (PARALLEL) FOR AMIGA, ST OR PC
DUST COVER FOR 80 COLUMNPRINTER (CLEAR PVC)

COLOUR
TELEVISION
& MONITOR
WITH REMOTE CONTROL

214.99
ENABLESMONITOR QUALITY PICTUREFROMAMIGA, SUPER NES,

r

17.99
6.99

7.99
4.99

(HARDWARE PRICES INCLUDE
VAT & CARRIAGE TO UK MAINLAND)
Inter-Mediates Ltd. Registered Office: 2 South Block, The Maltings,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG.

Inevitably, some games may not yet be released. Please phone Sales on
0279 600204 for latest release dates and stock availability.

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CANORDERAS YOuToTn"
THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS
_...
(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

MEGADRIVE OR MASTER SYSTEM 1 VIA SCART CONNECTION.
ALSO SUITS ATARI ST AND ALL CONSOLES VIA NORMAL RF

FREE SCART LEAD
(STATE AMIGA,SEGA OR SNES)

FREE SPECIAL RESERVE
MEMBERSHIP

INPUT. INCLUDES SCART/EURO TO A/V CHANNEL, AUTO
PROGRAMMING, TWO YEAR WARRANTY. VERY SMART.

Address_

FREESCART LEAD (STATE AMIGA, SEGA OR SNES)
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP

^Postcode _

Weonly supply members but you can order as you join.
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP:
UK £6.99
EEC £8.99
WORLD £10.99
The Special Reserve full colour >
club magazine NRG is sent to all
members bi-monthly. NRG features

Enter membership number (if applicable) or
Membership £6.99 UK. £8.99 EEC. £10.99 World

full reviews of new games plus
mini-reviews, new products, Special
Reserve charts, Release Schedule and
hundreds of special offers. _
PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS

£30 worth of money-off coupon
to save even more money off our amazing prices.
We sell games and accessories, all at amazing prices, for Megadrive, Master System, Game Gear,
Super NES, Gameboy, NES, Lynx, Amiga, Atari ST, IBM PC and CDTV.

Best Service, Best Prices, Biggest Selection

120,000 people have joined Special Reserve, so don't delay, join today!

You can phone in your order or use this coupon >

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT

Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa

Switch Issue No_

Credit card

expiry date_

_Signature_

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE

P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH
Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charge
World software orders please add £1.00 per item.
Non-software items please add 10% EEC or 25% World.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

'
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WHO'S GOT IT
BY

ANDY LOWE
AND
ROB MEAD
In

recent

increasing

months,

numbers

of software compa
nies

have

decided

to

stop producing software
for the ST. In this special
news report, we ask why
they're doing this, also
what happens next and
whether

it's

all

bad

news.

then the hardware stopped selling

are a lot more subtle. With Sensi

the market. We have to consider,

in great numbers and so the few
areas of activity have fallen away.

ble Soccer, the Amiga version is
outselling the ST by 5:1. Around a
year ago, with Gods and Magic
Pockets, the ratio was only 2:1.
"It's just ridiculous when we
have our phones ringing with ST
owners who go into their local
retailers and can't get hold of ST
games. A lot of them are also told
that the game won't be coming out

by mid-'93, whether or not there
will be a method of supplying the

"Basically it's a mature mar
ket, which is a curious thing for the
software industry. ST owners want
really good games which execute
well on their machine. They just

buying teams have got it into their
heads that the game isn't going to
happen, and it's much more than

who say it's gone

misinformation.

Revenge was one of the more infa

are talking out of

games won't be coming out on the
ST... if it's good, then how can it

on ST -

where, the wholesaler and retailer

"The market is

there and people

their arses."

by user specialisation, dealer preju

Tom Watson,

Renegade MD

each other as ST FORMAT investi

gated the much rumoured down

away with on the Amiga - which is

turn of the market for ST software.

a very young market.
"Our industry's

Renegade - emerged to be one of
the best-selling games of the year.
Tom Watson, Renegade's Manag
ing Director has strong views on
the ST situation. He explained: "A

"It's believed that the better

come out on the ST? That attitude

is definitely there at retail level.
The ST market demands and so

major players in the industry were
taking carefully aimed swipes at

The publishers
Sensible Soccer- written by Sensi
ble Software and published by

even if this isn't true,

which is a bit disturbing. Some

We've found out that the ST

demands of the US market. All the

everyone assumes that it's a dead
market. The people who are chok
ing it are those who take illinformed, knee-jerk decisions - the
people who have the ability to con
strict

the

supply

a fairly
simple one and it can't cope

to

I Tom Wat

with ideas like mature markets,

son, Manag

because of the way in which cer
tain products reach the shops.
We want to support the ST, but
it's becoming more difficult
because of the way wholesale

ing Director
of Renegade
and respon
sible for the
likes of

Gads, Magic

distribution restricts the market.

lot of ST owners establish their

Distributors see ST sales as less

Pockets and

software libraries in the first few

significant than Amiga

Sensible

months. Once they've got their first
10 or 20 favourite games, they then

About 18 months ago, the ST
was seen to be suffering and the
industry treats this concept sim

become more selective about what

Soccer.

"Consoles
are
inherently
more unstable than computers. If
there were more people in the
industry who understood how to
publish, then we wouldn't be in the
situation of people not being able
to buy the best-selling game of the
year in the shops!"
Monkey Island 2- Le Chuck's

won't take a crap knock-over from
the Amiga. On the ST, you can't
get away with what you can get

software scene is being smothered
dice and the hard, console-oriented

ST market. The market is there and

the people who say it's gone are
talking out of their arses. We've hit
well over five figures on Sensible

sales.

mous games not to make it onto
your ST. US Gold were the people
who brought you the original widely recognised as one of the
finest games ever.
Danielle Woodyatt, US Gold
Public Relations Manager: "Firstly,

it's virtually impossible to convert
Monkey Island 2. You'd need a
higher spec machine. US Gold are
supporting the ST in Britain, with
games like Legends Of Valour and
Streetfighter 2, and we'll continue
to do so as long as there's a strong
user base. In America, the ST is

seriously declining, with the con
soles and PCs leading the market.
Also, if a game's sales are unlikely
to match the production and devel
opment costs - huge for a game
like Monkey Island 2 - then the
conversion just isn't going to be
viable."

Soccer. He

may look
tike a

friendly,

The distributors

A lot of the blame for the lack of

unassuming chap, but he holds

available software has been placed

"The ST market was selective

ply - either it's alive or dead; it
can't possibly be in between. In

some extremely strong views on the

at the feet of Leisuresoft and Cen-

from the beginning anyway, but

terms of market dynamics, things

state of the ST software scene.

tresoft, the two major UK software

they buy.

H\ '. .,We reported in STF 38 that Delphine Software, the French pro
grammers responsible for
Another World and Future

Wars, were not planning to eonvert their latest game, Flashhack, onto the ST. They have

now, partly thanks to canvassing
by ST FORMAT, changed their
minds, and the game will be

•.

quickly as the UK market.
There's a much stronger demand

for ST games in France and Delphine are obviously keen to sat
isfy the demands of their own

been a popular format in the UK
for many years, but it's been vir
tually non-existent in France. At
the same time, the Amstrad CPC

processor, That's Write is being
developed which is compatible
with PostScript files. The DTP

package, Calomus SL from
Halco is also being expanded,
enabling you to add on extra
modules and use imported digi
tised pictures. On the music side,

ery date on the ST version yet.

was popular in France, but it
didn't do anything in the UK. It's
strange. The selection of formats
on which to develop software

"The main point is that dif
ferent formats are stronger in

has to be seen on an interna

Sound Technology's Notator

tional scale."

Logic sequencer is being
updated for greater ease of use,

market place. That said, we
haven't actually had a firm deliv

available on the ST very soon.
Marie Considiene, US Gold's
French Product Manager

different markets at different
times. The US market leads the

trend and the European market

The gloomy side is also offset
by the good news of the serious
software packages soon to be

enlightened us: "The French ST

follows on from this. As an

released on the ST. A new ver

patch in MIDI instruments with

market hasn't declined as

example, the Commodore 64 has

sion of Compo Software's word

out having to type in any text.

with an object-oriented user
interface which enables you to
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IN FOR THE ST?
• Ash Taylor,

claimed that STs are in a serious

Head Office in Swindon, told ST

Leisuresoft

decline. He portrayed people with
STs as more discerning, pointing

FORMAT: "ST sales are very weak
and, at the end of the day, it's just
a case of supply and demand. In
the New Year, we are going to cut

boss - one of

the people
responsible

for ensuring
ST software

gets into the
shops.

out that Sensible Soccer did well

on ST, but only represented 4:1 of
overall sales in comparison to the
Amiga version.
Not even the programmers
escape a portion of the blame.

I Richard
Steele of Cen-

tresoft. They

between con
soles and PCs.

mark. He lays the apparent blame

going to convert the software

software and admitted that he's no

for the ST's demise on the distribu

longer recommending the ST to
customers. He pointed out that, in

tors, explaining that for every hard

viable.

the past two weeks, he has been

because they don't have the stock.

The retailers

offered only three new ST game
releases when compared with ten
for the Amiga and, after Christmas,

waning games potential and mov

companies like Special

themselves.

software-hungry ST owners. If the
demand is there, why aren't the

demands of the market and that

the ST suffers because, unlike the
Amiga or PC, it isn't modular and

At WH Smith's, Amiga games
outsell their ST counterparts by
5:1. The only ST game in the top 50

as

biggest newsagents in the country

becomes

more

polarised between the high-per

sold,

CBS

lose

one

sale

Mike sees the ST abandoning its
ing further towards becoming a
specialised machine, particularly in
the fields of music and DTP.

as ., -j.;*:/. i v

major high street stores stocking
the goods?

every other title is Amiga. It's also
a depressing fact that one of the

market

Rubysoft's shops will not be stock
ing STs.

drive

Reserve

have been one of the havens for

so sells badly anyway. Surpris
ingly, we were also told that Amiga
sales are beginning to drop away
the

reaching the £200,000 to £300,000

onto the ST, they would expect a
similar fee, which simply isn't

distributors. ST FORMAT gave
them the opportunity to defend
A Centresoft spokesperson
told us that their purchasing deci
sions were only based on the

plenty of life in it. His company still
enjoys a high turnover of ST prod
ucts and estimates a sales potential
of around £1,000 to £1,500 per day,
with annual sales of Atari products

the publishers for not providing the

Many ST FORMAT readers have
complained that ST software is
getting more difficult to find in
the shops. As a result, mail order

has polarised

Even at Special Reserve, ST
software now represents only 13%
of sales - a figure which, this time
last year, was 33%.
Rubysoft's Cliff Clark blamed

Business Software, the ST still has

Stephen sees the programmers
earning more money writing
console games and, if they're

claim the soft
ware market

back even more."

STs becoming more
specialised?
But according to Mike Alderton,
General Manager of Cambridge

is Sensible Soccer at number 18 -

forming consoles and PCs.
At Leisuresoft, Stephen Mold,

is selling more Commodore 64
games than ST games, with only
the Spectrum faring worse. As a

the Software Purchasing Manager,

result, Julian Neal, at WH Smith's

If you're unhappy about the attitude
of anyone or any company in the ST
industry to ST software and would
like to voice your opinions, then
contact the companies listed below
to either protest or register your
support. Things aren't going to
improve until you can emphasise

Telephone numbers
Renegade = 071 481 9214
US Gold » 021 625 3366
Leisuresoft n 0604 768711
Centresoft = 021 625 3399

WH Smith's Head Office
•b 0793 616161

Special Reserve (Mail Order)

your presence and enthusiasm to

"• 0279 600770

the people who have the power to
influence the direction of the ST

Rubysoft«071 381 8998
Cambridge Business Software

software scene...

f 0763 262582

FISHY, VERY FISHY...
Be warned. Cod knows, those fishy
puns are going to be skating
around with monotonous regular

agents... He's decided it's time to

ity over the next month or so. Yes,
you'd batter believe it - Pond is

relax and has gone on holiday.
The Aquatic Games - starring

back, only this time he's not fight
ing off any evil piscine enemy

James Pond and

the Aquabats are
going to be doing
the back-stroke in

the deep end of
your ST some
time
ber.

in

Novem

It chronicles

the exploits of
Pond and his pals
as they do a spot
of rather marine• The shell-shooting event. Pond has

oriented

limber

been stung. By a jellyfish, perhaps?

ing up in preparation for their next

Quite remarkable. Oh, and relax

adventure - a terrifying confronta
tion with the dread-inducing Dr

girls, he's married.

Maybe. Who writes this stuff? It's a
slightly irreverant sports sim fea
turing the cute one and the Aquabats competing in such mind
bendingly silly events as the 100
Metre Splash, the Hop-Skip-Jump
and the Leap Frog. This probably
includes a bit of joystick waggling
and an ample number of puns to
carp on about.

There are eight events in all,
plus bonus events, four new char
acters, practice or championship
mode, three skill levels and a four-

• Mr Pond is famous for his eager

player option, enabling you to get

ness to get out there and meet his

together with three chums and
have a good argument about what

kind of a fish James actually is. It'll
cost you the customary £25.99 and
we'll do our utmost to review it
next month. Fin.

public. Here, our very own produc
tion assistant but soon-to-be-new-

games-writer Rob "Cuddles" Mead,

tries very hard to pretend that he is
posing with James Pond and not a

Millennium PR assistant dressed up
in a silly outfit.

EDUCATION WAS NEVER THIS MUCH FUN
Noddy's Playtime is a graded creativity
and entertainment package for home

computers based on solid educational
principles for 3-7 year olds.
Drive with Noddy in his car and explore
the magic of Toytown, visiting the 8
special learning locations.
• Railway Station - memory game
• N&B Works - observation game

• Chimney House - musical fun
• Noahs Ark-jigsaw puzzle
• Farm Yard - animal matching
• Market Place - letter recognition
• Post Office-counting
• Police Station - maze game

Also included is a junior Art Package
which develops your childs creative
ability.
• Picture Colouring.

• Electronic 'fuzzy felts'.

• Freehand drawing with pens and
spraycans.

• 50 pre defined fill patterns.

• One finger on, one finger off mouse
control for tiny hands.

Noddy's Playtime features user friendly
icons so that even the youngest family
member can learn and have fun.

There is a choice of 3 carefully defined

learning levels designed in consultation
with teachers. Noddy's Playtime also
includes FREE: Toytown map, keyboard
overlay and wobbler.
A comprehensive manual and parent
teacher guide will enable you to bring

your childs imagination to life.
ST Format

ST 520 and above, (FM/E compatible),
colour monitor or TV required (D/S).
Available from the end of

November at major stockists.
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THE JUMPING BEAN CO.
Original Text and Images © Darrell Waters Ltd 1949/68. Text and Images of

Leen Gate Lenton Nottingham NG7 2LX
Tel 0602 792838 Fax 0602 780963

BBC Television Series © BBC Enterprises Ltd 1992. Licensed by BBC Enterprises Ltd.
NODDY is a trademark of Darrell Waters Ltd and is used under Licence.

ENIDBLYTON (signature logotype) is a trademark of Darrell Waters Ltd and is used under licence.

NEWS
FALCON040

FALCON040
BOOSTS NEW
ATARI FAMILY
would already have an impressive

projects being carried out on both

catalogue.

sides of the Atlantic. These include

increase on the internal IDE drives

RPG games, communications soft
ware and hardware, music pack
ages and art programs.

of the Falcon030. The new hard

With all these additions to the

Atari

have

been

developing a 68040
based Falcon com

Falcon range, it is becoming clear
that Atari have developed a whole
range of machines based on the
32-bit technology - not, as some
periodicals have suggested, just

puter. It will almost cer
tainly be released in the
third quarter of 1993 in a
brand new PC-looking case
and is likely to cost around

the one machine. With the initial

£1,000. It is to be entirely
compatible with existing

decent crack at the portable mar

Falcon

they have got a portable machine

software

and

will

achieve the seemingly im
possible feat of improving
on Falcon's superior pro
The

launch Falcon, the cheaper bun
dled consumer model in early '93,

machine,

named

Fal-

con040, was developed alongside
Falcon030. Atari always intended
to release the machine a year after
they launched the original Falcon
as a direct broadside at the busi
ness market. With all the usual Fal

con features such as the DSP chip
inside the case, but running off a
32MHz 32-bit chip, the machine will
be absolutely perfect for heavy
duty graphics, music and sound
applications.
It also seems almost certain

that Atari are going to launch an
all-in-one CD-Falcon sometime dur

ing 1993. This machine - which we
told you about five months ago will comprise a CD-ROM unit and a
Falcon in a brand new VCR style
case with either a remote control

or a reduced style keyboard - that
is, without a keypad or function
keys. Atari have signalled their
intention to make this compatible
with CD-I. This means that, on the
machine's launch, there would

with the new machine. Contact ICD

the

on «r 0101 815 968 2228.

American

arm

of

Electronic

con in '93 they would have a sure

for

Atari

to

have

custom written for the Falcon to

ensure 100 per cent compatibility

Arts. If Atari bundled this with Fal
fire hit.

is

US - probably £50 here. The ICD

• The most promising snippet of
information we've come by is that
DPaint 5 is being programmed by

CD-Falcon at the same time, all that
remains

drive software will cost $50 in the
software in both of these items is

the Falcon040 in late '93 and the
a

• ICS Electronics Corp (* 0101 408
263 5500) are working on some
thing they call "DSP Simulations,"

• ICD are working on two Falcon
products that they are willing to
discuss; the first is a SCSI tape

ready to be launched at the right

streamer to enable standard Teak

although the project is not running
at full speed yet because they have
other work to complete first on
other systems. They promise more

time.

tape drives to be used for hard

details soon.

ket. There can be little doubt that

If Falcon

does as well

as

everyone thinks it will, then musi
cians and businessmen alike are

cessing power.

V

drive backup. The streamer is com
plete with just the documentation

very likely to be crying out for a
portable alternative.

for $100 in the US, which will prob

Development news
Meanwhile, the number of devel

ably translate to £100 in the UK.
They are also developing a
professional version of the ICD

opers for Falcon continues to grow.

Hard Drive Utilities, ICD claim that

ST FORMAT have discovered some

this new hard drive software will

extremely interesting development

enable a 100 per cent speed

to be finished and will be on sale

• A company that goes under the
modest title of Intergalactic Devel
opment are working on a murder
mystery game based on the Jack
the Ripper murders in 19th Century
London.

You play the part of the
detective in charge of the murder
case, following clues around the

IENT SNIPPETS
Lexicor Software are an approved Silicon Graphics
Developer and have had many years experience working
on software for graphics work stations. The latest Silicon
Graphics work station they are producing software for is
the Iris Indigo, a 33MIP UNIX work station capable of 24bit colour displays.
Their proposed Falcon software is almost identical to
the Iris Indigo software and is directly compatible. During
a recent demonstration at a show in the US, a Falcon and
an Iris Indigo were running the same software side-byside and nobody could tell the difference between them.
The major difference, however, is in price - the Falcon
will sell in the US for between $799 and $1,300, Iris

Indigo

workstations

sell

for

between

$15,000

and

$37,000.

J Tongue-twister alert. Wuztek Omnimon Peripherals are
getting together a delicious sounding Falcon video
frame-grabber. It's a 24-bit, true colour beastie which
runs in 320 x 480 resolution. The European distributors of
this package are going to be Macro CDE in Germany and
it's likely to set you back $500 - $600. At current
exchange rates, that's about the same number of
pounds.

• The appropriately named Failure Prevention in Califor
nia are working on a multi-media package designed to
track down faults and solve problems in large engineer
ing projects by asking a series of questions. The system
is up and running on PCs and is used by the local power
companies. Although the original graphics were created
on an ST, the new software will be bundled with a Falcon

Whitney S Software, who wish it to be known that
they have nothing to do with the famous AOR female

and is likely to undercut the opposition.

already be plenty of titles available

singer, are developing a video-titling system for Falcon.

and

"Low-end," we were told, "very low-end." The idea
behind this is to make the system immediate, homebased and easy to use. There's no distribution deal as
yet, but be prepared to get out those holiday movies.

• Glankonian Software, also hailing from the States, are
planning a TT-style paint program, a Bulletin Board ter
minal system and a integrated system similar to Works,
which has a word processor, database, spreadsheet and
all sort of goodies in one big package.

make

more
use

would

be

of Falcon's

created

to

hardware.

Thus whereas other CD systems
suffer from outdated hardware and

a paucity of titles, the CD-Falcon

More fitari

The Serious Page
The HiSoft Promise

Diamond Edge

While many other companies are abandoning the
Atari market, we are moving forward, acquiring
and writing new titles, many of which are detailed
on this page.-

£39.95
Utility

Help

Rest assured that we will continue to offer you the
best software at truly competitive prices with a
range of customer support options to ensure that
you can use your Atari 680x0 computer, and our
software!, with confidence and ease.

Devpac 3

£79.95

HiSoft Devpac 3 is the latest version of the popular
assembler/ debugger package for all Atari 680x0

computers. Packed full of features, it is the ideal
programming environment for beginners and
professional programmers alike.
Improved and extended, the Devpac 3 macro

We are very encouraged by the Falcon030, believing
that it will breathe new life into the general-purpose
microcomputer market, which has often been
driven by the computer enthusiast, who will find
this new machine both fascinating and exciting.
We will sticker all Falcon030 product with Atari-

and Compatible, watch out for them.

From the authors of Diamond Back, the popular
hard disk backup program, comes a new package
that is essential to any serious user of an Atari
680x0 computer.

TruePaint

Diamond Edge is a complete set of management,
optimisation, diagnostic, repair and data recovery
tools for use with floppy disks and hard disks.

approved labels for convenience and clarity; there
are three such labels - Fakon030 Exclusive, Enhanced

assembler is now often 40% faster than its

predecessor (without using pre-assembly), has
many extra, switchable optimisations and, with the
ability to pre-assemble files for inclusion, can now

£39.95

claim to be the fastest assembler on the Atari
Desk File Flags

computers. It produces 68000 up to 68030 code (via
a user option) & supports the maths co-processors.
Devpac 3 is supplied with a professional 350-page,
wire-bound manual, all the necessary include files
for your system (ST/STe/TT/Falcon030), GST and

Extra Block

XBoot 3

£34.95

We are pleased to have acquired the exclusive
rights to version 3 of this package, which
provides comprehensive management of your

Lattice linkers, various utilities, example programs
and a complete 68000 Pocket Programmer's

AUTO folders.

XBOOT is an efficient, easy-to-use program

Reference Guide. Call or write for more details.

and comes with a well-written and useful
manual.

Wordflair 2

£129

Kuma Products

We are delighted to announce, at last, the
immediate availability of the English variant of

We have taken on the majority of Kuma
Computers Ltd's products for the Atari and
Amiga computers, while Kuma concentrate on

Wordflair 2, version 1.1. The main features of this

exciting, and long-awaited, package are:

•

Full support for FSMGDOS which is included
with the product

•

Much improved user interface

•

English language spelling checker and
thesaurus included, with up to 5 user
dictionaries. Plus hyphenation

their book titles.

Due for release in November 1992, TruePaint is the

We are re-compiling K-Spread 4 under Lattice C 5.5

first art package to take advantage of the true colour
capabilities of the Falcon030 computer. Some of the
highlights of the product are:

and hope to end up with a faster, more compact
product, which we will correct and enhance.

•

Works in all resolutions including 768x480
True Colour

•

Improved graphic handling including the
ability to preserve the aspect ratio of the

Easy-to-use multi-window environment with
menus, toolbox and keyboard shortcuts
Full range of drawing tools

graphic, hide the graphic (for faster display)
and find the graphic on disk

•

Expanded and improved region setup with a

•

A large variety of effects including shear,

•

Zoom, full screen mode with edit, colour

•

Animation, FSM/Speedo GDOS support, wide
variety of file formats including IFF, TIFF,

wrinkle, smooth, rainbow etc.

easier choice of Calc/Graph/Write regions
•

Enhancements to the database handling
including the ability to
import tab- or commadelimited ASCII files
Wordflair 2 is now
in stock.

The package
requires at

picker, bezier curves

JPEG and more

Watch out for more details of this exciting new
package, or call us and we will send you a brochure
when this is available.

Superbase
Professional

£99.95

Following the sale of the ST and Amiga versions of
Superbase to Oxxi Inc with whom we are working
closely on a project for the Falcon030, we are
pleased to be able to offer Superbase Professional
(Version 3) at a substantial saving over its previous
recommended price.

All HiSoft's products should beavailable through
your local computer dealer. If you havedifficulty
in obtaining a titleyou can order directly from
HiSoft using yourcredit or debit card - just call
fulia, SallieorMarlynne on 0525 718181.

least 1Mb
memory or
4Mb if

used with
an Atari
Laser

HiSoft BASIC 2. Harlekin 2. Lattice C 5.5, HiSoft C.

Highspeed Pascal, FTL Modula-2, KnifeST, WERCS.
HiSoft Devpac, Wordflair, Diamond Back, Superbase,
Diamond Edge, K-Spread, K-Data, K-Word, FirST
BASIC. HiSoft FORTH. ProFlight, Tempos 2 ...

printer.
All prices include UK VATand P&P within the UK. Please
call for export prices, educational discounts etc. E&OE.
Specifications and prices may change.

HiSoft
High Quality Software

The Old School, Greenfield,
Bedford MK45 5DE UK.

Tel: +44 (0) 525 718181
Fax: +44 (0) 525 713716
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...Falcon040 continued
fog shrouded streets of White
chapel. The game includes over
140 period-style pen and ink draw
ings of the streets of Whitechapel

• Lexicor Software, designers of
the impressive Phase 4 range of
CAD and animation software for

the ST and TT, are working on Fal
con true colour versions of their

LATEST

cor are also working on the soft
ware for a fully functioning genlock
and imaging cartridge combination
capable of 15-bit image capture.
The genlock and cartridge have
been designed by a company

• Another project that we've heard

called JRI

put together your own high quality
rendered images. You can contact

about is

Phoenix 512. This

that have been scanned in to create

software.

an authentic spooky atmsophere to
the mystery. For more details con
tact Ezra Sidron on ® 0101 319 323

The present version of Prism
Paint runs on the Falcon although
the colour palettes are "not exactly

tions) who have already completed
the hardware side of the project.

Lexicor Software on s

5293.

correct" on the new machine. Lexi

This should be available now.

453 0271.

(John

Russel

Innova

is a

graphics package that gives you
the ability to create 512-colour tex
ture mapped animations using a
scanline

Tenderer. You can then

0101

415

DRAGON ON A BIT...
It is debatable whether or not

haunted

we

Princess Daphne from the evil
clutches of Singe, the dastardly

need

another excursion

into

Dragon's Lair land, but Readysoft
have gone and done it anyway.
Dragon's Lair 3 - The Curse Of
Mordread is, in all it's gloriously
animated, er, glory, all set for
November release.

Cast back your mind to Dirk's
first couple of outings... In the first
one, he had to toddle off down to a

castle

and

save

the

dragon. After that he had to escape
from the castle and face the para
normal power of a psychotic
Shapeshifter.
Oh yes, and there was an offi
cial sort of sequel, subtitled Time
Warp, in which Daphne was
whisked away by the dreaded sor

• "Cackle
cackle. You are

doomed. Dirk.
Your sword can
not match the

powers of I, evil
and downright
unsociable
Mordread." "Oh

cerer Mordroc. This time things are
slightly differen; Mordroc's wicked
witch sister, Mordread, is, under
standably, a bit miffed at her broth

ers demise at Dirk's hand. To get
her revenge she has kidnapped
your family and you have to brave
hell, high water and full-screen ani
mation if you're going to stand a
chance of getting 'em back. Phew.
You'd think that Dirk would just
give up and retire to a quiet coun
try cottage or something. But no you're in charge, as you guide him
through 60 scenes - and six disks gawping at the 1,500 frames of ani
mation, and gagging at the lack of
hard gameplay.
With any luck, Readysoft

• "Eek! I've been turned into some

kind of weird transvestite by one of
Mordread's more effeminate

spells..."

have learned from the lessons -

yeah?" "Yeah!"

and appaling reviews - of all the
previous Dragon's Lair animations,

"Yeah?" Cartoon

characters argu

ing again. Dearie

and remembered to include some

I "...and now I'm being squeezed to

me. Still, great

vaguely flexible gameplay for a
change. You'll read about it first in

death by Tweedledum and Twee-

artwork, eh?

ST FORMAT.

dledee. I just can't make sense of
any of this. This is the last time I

appear in one of these daft games."

BLOCKS AND BALLS
Domark have a nifty conversion
of a classic coin-op ripe for release
just about now, actually. Rampart
is set in medieval times and gives
you the opportunity to take charge
of a coastal castle, deploy some
lethal cannons and lob cannonballs

<6if0ffl$$,l
After conquering the enemy, ifs

at advancing enemy boats.
But it ain't all vibrating trigger

always good fun to capture the sur

fingers. There's a bit of - gasp -

vivors for a bit of public entertain

thinking

ment. There, got through the whole

involved. Your cannons need to be

caption without saying anything
like: "Be careful, you could lose

placed carefully and strategically if

your head playing this game."

and,

urn,

intelligence

you're ever going to get anywhere
and, after every bout of blasting.

you're likely probably need to do a
spot of rebuilding. This involves a
Tetris style rotate 'em and slot 'em
in part and, should you fail to patch
up the castle in the allotted time,
then the enemy takes enormous
delight in blasting it to pieces a bit
more easily next time. So your
strategy has to be to place your
cannons in sensible positions,
build lots of new keeps to house
new cannons and blast the enemy
ships into tomorrow's seaweed.
Review next month barring unfore
seen circumstances.

Right, if you're one of the incredibly sensible people who has turned up to the
Future Entertainment Show at Earls Court, then you'll be jolly pleased to hear
that Andy Hutchinson, the Editor and Andy Lowe, Games Editor of this illustri

• Come and

ous mag are giving a seminar. What the means is that you can toodle over to
the Radio One Roadshow at 11.30am on Friday 6 November and listen to these
two young men wittering on about Atari, the ST, the Falcon and the cost of
beer at the Earls Court bar. If you're reading this after Sunday 8 November

human in the

then you've missed us. Don't worry though, you can rectify this fault by com
ing next year. Who knows, the Falcon might be the talk of the show!

I In medieval times, bad town plan
ning caused folks to build enemy
castles right next to each other with

only thin strips of water separating
the two. Eventually everyone kissed
and made up and such petty territor
ial disputes were resolved.

pl

meet this
disastrous

H^^^B

I

'. •

• Oh yeah

and Andy
Lowe will
be there

flesh at the

B .*^ H

too- Come

Future Show.

Wk laB

and feel

sorry for

He doesn't

I

him.
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Ladbroke Computing International have
dropped the price of some of their Atari com
patible mice. The Golden Image Opto/
Mechanical Mouse is now £14.95 while the

290dpi Jin Mouse has dropped by £2 to £7.99.
Contact Ladbroke on * 0772 561071 for fur
ther details.

• Ladbroke have also reduced the price of
the Atari SC1435 colour monitor by over £70
to £179.95 including leads. Now there's no
excuse for hogging the TV when everyone

else would rather be watching EastEnders

with full MIDI support. Contact Microdeal on

or Eldorado.

t

• Make your own animated films with
Videomaster! This compact video grabber
and sound sampler unit enables you to create
your own 512-colour films on your ST and

In last month's Feeling Partner review we
stated that Heavenly Music were the pro
gram's manufacturers. Heavenly Music are,
in fact, a separate company, and they can be

4,096-colour films on the Falcon - it is due to
go on sale on Saturday 14 November for

reached on « 0255 434217.

£69.95.

You can also get hold of the Rave sam
pler for £19.95 - this a budget priced sampler

CLASSIFIED ADS

coiVHj/ro

fOB

0726 68020.

Feeling Partner's distributors, Music Pro
Imports UK, have been taken over by Zone
Distribution, and their telephone number is
v 071 738 5444.

DAZED AND

1 CONFUSED

At last! You can now advertise your outdated or unwanted hardware
in the pages of ST FORMAT - or you can see if anyone else has got
what you want by advertising in the Wanted section. This service is

available to you for the small sum of a fiver - just fill in the form
opposite, (in BLOCK CAPITALS please) in 40 words or fewer, then
tick the relevant boxes. Only telephone numbers can be printed that is, not addresses. Put the coupon, together with a cheque or

postal order for £5 made payable to Future Publishing Ltd into an
envelope and send it to:ST FORMAT Small Ads, ST FORMAT, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

We're sorry, but we cannnot take your small ads down over the tele
phone, so make sure you use this form.

USE THIS COUPON!
Note: You cannot include software, appointments and service
advertisements in this section

Please run the following insertion in your next available issue:

• The umpire's a pig and the cheerleaders are, er, also mammals of some
description. The wacky and bizarre antics of "Bunny" - a rabbit who knows
where his burrow is.

Last seen presenting the won
derful Ishar RPG, Daze Marketing

I would like it to appear in the following section (please tick):

have plumped for an easier going
little affair in the shape of Bunny
Bricks - a game which, we are told,
is the first ever cartoon-style,
arcade, brick-breaking baseball
game to star a rabbit. Ever.
What

FOR SALE

bunch

• STF
• TT

• STFM
• STACY

• STE
• MEGA STE
• HARD DRIVES • PRINTERS

Q MONITORS

• MISCELLANEOUS

we

have

animated

here

is

features

a

in

which our floppy-eared chum,
Bunny - original name, there -

must smash up piles of bricks with
a baseball bat, while his chums,

WANTED •

I enclose a cheque or postal order for £5.00 made payable to
Future Publishing Ltd.

Sharky, Naf Naf, Cocky and Angel
Einstein, generally get in the way

Probably not.
Programmed

by

the

ac

claimed French Silmarils dudes, it's

all a well-deserved thumbs up to
cartoon guru, Tex Avery. It's also
got no fish in it. Plenty of carrots,
though.
• "OK, Bunny. We

Method of payment (please tick)

• Cheque

of

and look cute. Bunny has plenty of
options to assist him - including
multi-bats, machine guns, Superbats and many more. Probably.
The game is stuffed with bonuses,
puzzles and riddles and there's a
rather attractive digitised anima
tion of the famous "in the pot"
sequence from Fatal Attraction.

• Postal Order

want a good,
clean bashing
session.

Name
Address

Remember -

.

nothing below
the bob-tail and
come up

Postcode

Daytime phone

thumping."
Looks weird,

this one,
doesn't it?

Please send this form, together with payment to ST FORMAT
Small Ads, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.
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MULTI-MEDIA

START

HERE

VISION ON
You're ambitious, you're creative, you
look to the future instead of harking
back to the past. Don't just sit
there, do something about it thrust yourself into the glorious
world of multi-media, intro

T h a t old Hollywood adage
"too much reality is not what
the people want" fits some

what awkwardly into the world of ST
home computing.
The phenomenon of Virtual Real
ity proves that people are unintimidated by the prospect of merging their
"real" experiences and interests with i
more symbolic domain, no matter
how clumsy the interface. The tech

nology of Virtual Reality isn't quite at the level of

duced to you by Andy Lowe,
Chris Lloyd and Clive Parker

universal acceptance - but, with the Falcon
imminent, much talk of this multi-media thing
has been flung recklessly around and it's about
time we put you in the picture.

Make it look good

-time or decompression end, you'd much
er dip your toe in the water of. say, an ani
mated film or demo... just to sample the way in

int is the art program for you.
It has many gorgeous features,
including the all-important ani
mation section. Available from
Electronic Arts at w 0753 549442

'"oh multi-media is applied. Give it"a go

Write it

PROTEXT hcunent

PROTEXTl.SftU IK

Ch IS4

Col U

Line 20

Insert

DESIREE OXMON VIII 11 - "THE CASE IF THE MRHASHEP KECEPTHtLE"
1. INT. Kitchen. CSV.
Middle-distance shot of ALFRED. He his his hick to us and is evidently leimn

finest word-processor

lover the sink, furiously washing dishes. Great pines of soap-bubbles sorrow
hin and his scrubbing.
, ,
FK: Scraping, sloshing, clanking, clinking. Perhaps the occasional grunt of

available on the ST.

Kffllfinii

CMERai Slowly close in over following,.,

Great printing facilities
turn a powerful pro
gram into an essential
buy. But - you don't
have to buy it at all. It's

Nee OMISruff and oeiinous)

Alfred Enzyne was a nan of great foresight, intelligence and understanding. H
'lived alone in a sparse but comfortable abode,
CftMERft: Beginning to speed up its approach,..
VOICE OVER

But, Alfred's life was to change - the day he,,,

on this month's Cover „
Disk. Hurrah!
• Summon the cr«

pi Jarring chord,
VOICE OVER

..left a trace of a stain on a tea-cup,

Iknife appears fron the right-hand side of the screen,,

So und

Make it look

ersua-

st want

original or surreal-looking. You

program. Then, get things
ing over the top of the imag
So, you could feasably have ,
toon character wandering
around over the top of a dig
tised picture of a rain
dingy old street. Weil
Digitise those images
Vidi-ST - available fro

n't exactly
: for its ear-

ittingly astonishing internal

use samples. To slap some sound
into your DIY effort, try the

Replay 16 from Microdeal on
» 0762 68020. A sam-

'

pier that can simultaneously hold up to
r 128 samples in memj ory and only costs
l £129.95. Super.

bo on w 0506 41

-ost of £99.95.

• It's hard to believe -

but this L-shaped,
er, box is actu

ally a powerful image was im

r»rV? .

#^50

and affordable -

luxe Paint and

sampler. Get

around with.'

that Funky

say something

hipping at the '
•media

" But we

ather you didn't.

Drummer record

MULTI-MEDIA
START

applications and software which make use of
more than one data medium. It's a loose term

which can have slightly altered implications on
different levels. But, depending upon how far
you actually want to delve into it, the benefits
are enormous and, for ST owners and general
Atari enthusiasts, Sam Tramiel's recent claim
that the Falcon is the first true multi-media

including multi-media.
Apply now. The future

cinema or lounging around on a second-hand
sofa, the experience is supposed to be the same
- you power yourself down and power-up the
world of the film in your imagination. The inter
face between you and the software or film is
worn so thin that you, ahem, "enter" the world

"interactive"

has

become

almost standard in the computing industry. Infocom called their adventure games "interactive

fiction" beginning an increasingly rowdy spate
of pushing and shoving to produce the first truly

of the medium.

interactive experience. It's a lot like the sense of
disbelief-suspension when you're watching a
film. Whether you're reclining in some plush

A group of clairvoyants

it's welcome news. Here at STF, we use a com

the lowdown on some of the more

major tabloids - er - data media and

types of multi-media application

So, with Falcon geared up to storm into
Dixon's any day now, and with Sam Tramiel
proclaiming it as a "revolutionary", all-in-one
combo-box, you're going to have a seriously
wonderful multi-media workstation on your
hands. Just forget about PCs. Falcon030 soars
above 'em in every category. Including multi
media. Apply now - the future starts here.

.

b-

of CEEFAX. Laser disk players, previously
seen as over-expensive luxuries, are finally
catching on - they are shamelessly storming
into the market previously occupied by the
video cassette. The surprise is that laser
discs are far from new. Around eight years
ago, they enjoyed a stormy relationship with
the amusement arcade. Games like Dragon's
Lair and Space Ace used laser discs to store

Laser Disc

a series of animated cartoon scenes wh

These are CDs which come in different sizes,
depending on the job they need to do.
Remember the old Betamax format? Well,
soon we could be saying: "Remember the old

the player, by various joystick actions,
accessed. These games demonstrated the
good and bad points of laser discs - wonder

VHS format?" No longer will you be slotting
in that cassette and sitting back to two hours

but very little gameplay. Home entertainment
seems like the perfect place for them.

LISTENING

like any established data medium, the price

A disc from which information is extracted

is slowly starting to come down - indeed, in
the US, CDs are a lot cheaper than in the UK.

Straits album, but it was as a result of one of
the key words of the '80s and '90s - conve

the mere idea of this would have seemed like
science fiction...

In the film Blade Runner, Harrison Ford's charac

GAWPING

by laser action. CDs really began to establish
their position in the music industry around
1986. This had nothing to do with that Dire

bination of ST and Macintosh technology to
freeze, enhance and manipulate 2D images from
software to use as screenshots. Ten years ago,

ter uses a voice-controlled slot-in machine to

MIXING YOUR MEDIA
If you think of Fleet Street when we
mention this media business, here's

but the time for the commercial use of this kind

of technology is not far away.
Military enhancement capabilities are
nothing short of awesome - wherever you are,
you may actually be being occasionally watched
by someone. Of course, this may be a little dis
concerting for you and I, but for Bobby Davro,

'em in every category -

friendly "combo box," we may be getting closer
face at home.

the image is meant to be 3D in the first place,

Falcon 030 soars above

starts here.

to breaking down that elusive real-world inter

is set in the future, it's not made clear whether

Just forget about PCs.

machine are exciting enough to signal a new
stage in personal computing. With a machine
that can be truly described as a multi-media-

word

c

analyse a photographic image. Because the film

More than one medium

Multi-media is, essentially, just what it says -

This

HERE

ful sound, fast access, incredible visuals -

• The first application of laser discs in the arcade

- Dragon's Lair. Ifs an incredibly crap game,
which would make a brilliant cartoon and, con
sidering the direction in which laser discs are
going, it probably will.

The massive storage space - the big advan
tage of the format - is leading them further
in the direction of home computing. The days
of the 3.5 inch floppy could, indeed, be num
bered.

nience. Over recent years, one of the big con
troversies surrounding CDs has been their
price. In the case of the music business, it's

I The laser disc. The future of home entertainment?

true that CDs retail for inflated prices in com
parison to their manufacturing costs, but.

Well - er, perhaps if you overlooked that T'Pau CD...

MIXING

ming about. If this kind of expertsystem is what you're looking for, it
will be easily attainable on Falcon

Atari have a new machine on the way. Bet
you didn't know that, did you? It's a 32-bit
megabeastie called the Falcon and it can do
the kind of thing you see here so much better

- both visually and aurally. The icons at the
base of this PC application. The Multi-media

Encyclopaedia Of Mammals enable you to
manipulate data in many ways. You can hear
what the animal sounds like, check out pic
tures of various examples of the species and
even watch a brief film of dolphins swim

maybe you could believe it.

,

"^Hjfii >lphin
DOLL-fir,::'

I,,

Sp&cies: about 4S I

S M I L E ! The s h a p e o f
a b o t t l e n o s e dolphin's

Watch and wait.

mouth makes it look

fr»iendly--and i t is.

• Amateur David Attenboroughs pay
/

attention. One of the beauties of multi

media is the number of different things
it can turn its hand to. If you want to
find out everything there is to know
about a certain species - say, duck
billed platipi - you can. People may

laugh at you - but go ahead anyway.

Orders

&;

I'owi:

cetaceans
fish/squid, shrimps, birds,
mammals

Habits:

•imwiBBPfiiliii'iii i &JIIL

i

actiue day and night.:
social., usually liuing in
groups

t

Status:

common to r-^r&

•
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MULTI-MEDIA

ON

YOUR

ST

THE PRESENT
Imagine working on a DTP pack
age on your ST where you have

The Link -

enables any ST to connect directly to any SCSI

a vital breakthrough for the ST?

or SCSI2 device. This covers CD-ROM drives,
floptical drives and hard drives.
The Link is different to previous adaptors
because it plugs directly into the SCSI port on
the device you wish to connect your ST to. A

choice of thousands of fonts on

a CD-ROM disc supplied with

I the program. This is not fan
tasy, these sorts of
discs are already

The main problem with the ST and advanced
technology like CD-ROMs and floptical drives
has always been the problems with interfacing
the two together. ICD have now come up with

PC

The Link (£59 from Gasteiner = 081 365 1151,

and Macintosh

see review page 113), a host adaptor which

available

for

applications
and

are

soon

to be in use on
ST

and

standard DMA hard drive lead is then able to

connect the Link to your ST. Previously, all
adaptors were built into the hard drive case
adding a hefty sum to the
price of the drive. Because the
Link is a separate unit, there is
now no need to build Atari

Falcon

specific drives.

setups. With new
avail

The final element is some

able, STs can now link to indus

software to drive the exotic

interfaces

try standard CD-ROM drives and

devices you're planning

access the vast amounts of data

connecting to your machine.
ICD are finishing off the final
part of the driver software,

available on CD-ROM discs. With

the advent of new floptical disk
technology, possibilities for the
ST are expanding.

on

called MetaTOS, which is to
enable data on PC CD-ROMs

to be read. Huge amounts of
data

plug-in device for the ST, the Videomaster. This
exciting new device slots into the cartridge on
the side of the machine and works in virtually

the same way as the more famous sound sam
pler created by 2-Bit. The basic unit is a com
bined video digitiser and sound sampler,
enabling you to record and process both sound

form

are

the first video sequencer for the ST and it works
in exactly the same way as a sound sample

Videomaster by 2-Bit Systems

of multi-media with the advent of their latest

CD-ROM

of ST owners.

change the way that the ST is used by opening
up the world of CD-ROM to all Atari's machines.

2-Bit Systems (otherwise known as Audio Visual
Research) are making their play into the world

in

soon to be within easy reach

• This nondescript looking piece of kit could

sequencer. Video clips can be combined with

Video clips can be
combined with sound

samples to make ST
generated films.

sound samples to make ST generated films and
sequences, the length of the sequence you cre
ate is limited only by memory size. A Public
Domain video sequence player program is also
provided so that any sequences you create can

be played back without needing the main soft
ware. Quarter size sequences of film can either
be overlaid on to a full size still background or

on to a moving background using a picture-in-

The digitiser enables monochrome quar
ter-screen pictures to be grabbed at 25 frames

for playback at full speed. Full screen still pic

picture technique.
You need a minimum of 1MByte of RAM

tures can be recorded from a VCR or camera in

along with a colour monitor and double-sided

per second directly from a VCR or video camera

16 greyscales, or in 16 or 512 colours from a
video camera using the filters provided. Pictures

and vision.

disk drive to be able to do all this. On the Falcon

can be saved to disk in Degas, Neochrome, IFF

the program can provide 4,096 colour video
grabs in true colour mode, with extra true colour

and Spectrum 512 formats. The Videomaster is

modes being developed.

• Using an electronic RGB splitter
with Videomaster, colour grabs like

this can be made from any video
source on the ST and saved in Spec

trum 512 format. Well, not exactly like
this, you have to have the correct

tape in the video recorder first.

• Even without an RGB splitter,
excellent results can be obtained on

an ST with Videomaster. While grab

bing the pictures you can grab the
sound at the same time and create

your own little video films. Watch
out Ridley Scott, the ST is coming.

MULTI-MEDIA
ON

Atari CDAR-504 CD-ROM drive

YOUR

ST

•

were produced and are sitting in storage in a
warehouse somewhere.

Atari entered the

Atari entered the CD-ROM arena, then left it

again almost immediately back in 1989 with the
CDAR-504. This was a CD-ROM unit designed to
plug directly into the ST DMA port for CD-ROM
functions and also to be able to play standard
music CDs through the home stereo. While the
machine was a technical success, it was never
actually launched on to the market by Atari,
although there are reports that a
substantial

CD-ROM arena, then

left it again almost
immediately.

It now looks as though any chances of an
Atari built CD-ROM drive being released on to
the market has passed, with
only two CD-ROM titles ever
being produced. One of the
titles was the parts inventory

for a Boeing 737 - not really
the top item on your average
shopping list. The main rea
son touted for the drive being
dropped was the lack of support
for the Atari CDAR-504 platform - although
it would appear to be very difficult to
develop software for a machine
that you can't get hold of.

number

Atari now seem to have
abandoned

their

CD-

ROM drives in favour of

providing compatibility
with industry standard
devices by means of the

SCSI2 and DSP ports on
the Falcon.

• The infamous CDAR drive from Atari. If they
had just managed to get some software devel
oped. Atari could have been years ahead of

Commodore CDTV and Philips CD-I. That didn't
happen, however, and the CD-ROM never appeared.

Floptical drives a new storage medium

rate guides for the drive heads ensuring pin
point positioning and elimination of errors.
The actual drives are SCSI devices and can

The latest technology to appear in the ST world
is the floptical drive. A floptical disk looks

exactly the same as a standard 3.5inch floppy
disk - the major difference is in the high density
magnetic coating giving a storage capacity of
21MByte on a single disk. Floptical disks use
barium ferrite (BaFe) for the magnetic coat
ing on the floppy, a material which is much
more reliable than standard ferrite coat

ings. This enables much higher track densi
ties to be created, 1,245 tracks per inch (tpi)
instead of the 135 tpi of standard disks.
The optical part of the drive is the
tracking mechanism. Because of the high

track density of the disk, an extremely
accurate tracking system is necessary to
read and write to the disk. The surface of

the disk has concentric tracks (servo tracks)
embossed on to it which cannot be altered,
damaged or erased in any way. An infra
red LED shines on to the servo tracks and

the reflected light is picked up by an optical
lens which guides the read/write heads to
the correct position over the data. In this
way, these servo tracks act as highly accu• When this ordinary looking floppy disk is
put into this equally ordinary looking floppy
drive you suddenly have multi-media poten
tial. This is a floptical disk and drive, and

this disk has a 21MByte storage capacity
when formatted.

be driven by ICD host adaptors and software,
physically the floptical drives are the same size
as a 3.5inch floppy drive. Floptical drives can
also

read

and write to

standard

720K and

1.44MByte floppy disks, so you can use a flopti
cal drive to read any 3.5inch floppy disk. The

large amount of data that can be stored on a
floptical disk makes it an ideal medium for

multi-media applications - with 40MByte and
80MByte 3.5inch floptical disks under develop
ment this medium is likely to become popular.
Ladbroke Computing International (* 0772
203166) are soon to be selling a standalone flop
tical drive for £439.99 with 21MByte disks cost
ing £24.99 each. See our review on page 114.

IMULTI
ON

MEDIA

THE

FALCON

Long before the buzz words and trendi-

IN THE
UTURE
• That enigmatic

ness

"I've got more
screen modes

than you, so
yar-boo
sucks." The

Falcon delivers

multi-media

came

into

In the Falcon, the hardware moves up
several notches with the power of a
full 32-bit processor and the stunning
DSP chip - that's a Digital Signal Processor to
the rest of us. This little wonder can fiddle around

with digital signals at a hell of a whack, so audio and video
signals can be processed in real-time. The multiplexor chip con
trols all the housekeeping so the co-processors can be assigned
tasks and left to chug away on their own.
that doesn't involve you having to investigate a
second mortgage. True and powerful multi
media applications are on your doorstep.

Eyes up front
The Falcon delivers eye-popping graphics in a
squillion colours - 262,144 to be exact. There is
a multitude of graphics modes up to 768 by 480
pixels in size with a cornucopia of 65,536
colours on-screen. A built-in graphics co-proces-

with all colours of the rainbow and 16-bit stereo

VGA-bashing

sound with all kinds of special effects. Multi
media has finally got a machine to do it justice

visuals like this.

of

multi-media software to run on the ST.

All the ports you could ever want are built in too
- including SCSI 2, IDE and DSP connectors - so
a wide range of industry standard devices can
be hooked up. This makes the Falcon a poten
tially dangerous machine in the multi-media
scene. At the recent Glendale computer show,
Atari presented a full screen Tina Turner video

smile says it all,

factor

being. Atari were already developing

AND IN THE RED CORNER
Multi-media has been hanging around waiting for a
cheap platform to arrive. And what do you know along comes a whole bunch at once, and some are a lot
cheaper than others. To make the most of it you really

PC-Contemptibles
The PC was never designed to
be a

multi-media machine and

The Macintosh is held in high

need

regard as a professional piece of
machinery - everything is slick
and compatible with almost
nothing. The price you pay for
all
this
is
money and
absolutely loads of it as well. To
get a decent multi-media plat
form you need an 030-based

that's £1,000. And all this is
without even investigating any

getting a system capable of
achieving it means mixing and
matching components. Compa
nies are catching on to this and
releasing bundles ready set up,
but the prices start at walletcrushing
and
rapidly
move
upward. For starters, the central
processor has to be a beefy 386
to keep things moving at more
than a snail's pace. You need

software.

VGA,

need 8-bit colour and sound, and access to large

capacity storage. Plenty of systems have that - what

they can't match is the Falcon's 16-bit colour, sound
and magical DSP chip at anything close to the price
a Mac to do the Falcon's 16-bit

Macintosh

sound digitising act means you

machine

with

colour.

That

means you need at least a Mac
SI

not

to

mention

There

media

add

are

Macs

a

DSP

card

two

new

due

for

and

multi

release

shortly - the Vi and Vx, which
are to have built-in CD-ROM dri

ves and might squeeze in at
£2,500 before you start adding
things like DSP cards. If Apple

spare

had to survive on home sales

£2,145 in your wallet.
If you want to add a monitor
you need another few quid £290 for a 512 x 384 pixel 12
inch screen or a more impres

they would have gone bust a
long time ago - they sell sexy
machines at withering prices.
COST: £2,500 and quickly zoom
ing out of sight

sive 640 x 480 13 inch

screen at an equally
more
impressive

a

to

.^"•.':'/?:* ,i"i,, \ '.

gives

•

For some

strange reason,

everything Mac
related comes

with an impres
sive price tagstrange

""""^jaJTH

SVGA,

To match the

Falcon's

dis

play means adding a 16-bit
graphics card - that's another
£175. The sound department

e multi-media
andard. The PC

as never designed
~ "lis sort of work

ling all kinds of

Ts an expensive

8-bit colour and

Getting

still

bump up the spec, so

you

sound.

better

:tra hardware to

£595. And that

just

• ,;>:,< • •

or

graphics cards to get the dis
play up to 256 colours.

needs some attention too - you
need a sound card to get more
than
strangled
squeaks. To
come anywhere close to the Fal
con's sound, you need a Soundmaster Pro card or something
similar - that's £200 straight
off. Add at least 4MBytes of
memory and a hard drive and
preferably a CD-ROM drive and
Video digitising card. If you
want
video

full

screen

that

full

means

motion
another

expensive card such as a DVI or
a Mediaspace for compression
in real-time start saving,
though, since they start at over
£1,000. Alternatively you could
sell your furniture or send your
small children out to work.

COST : £1,200 bare minimum
and rising rapidly

MULTI-MEDIA
ON

' I

THE

FALCON

• Admit it, you

• "Look at the state of those fingernails - yuch.

were impressed
when you first

you've been gardening again, haven't you ?"

Multi-media has finally
got a machine to do it

heard CDs,

weren't you?
The Falcon beats

this, you can edit

Subtlety was never one of God's strong points,
rt graphics, though, aren't they? The Falcon
ts an amazing palette of over 65.000

slours in better than VGA resolution. Image
retouching, filtering and digitising are all

justice that doesn't

it to your heart's

involve you having to

content and use the

DSP chip to add snazzy

«"

. s

waiting in the wing

investigate a second
mortgage.

effects. Phew.

sor makes things zip along.
It can handle overscan, so
there are no borders and

it can also accept an
external video sync for
genlocking and an over

lay mode for video titling and

special effects. Add in the DSP chip and
it's starting to look like a serious graphics
engine. Video digitisers are on the verge of
being released offering full screen video digitis
ing and sequencing.

sound source and you can sample anything on
to a hard drive. Playback is eight track up to 50
KHz and CDs are sampled at 44.1KHz. Compres
sion helps reduce file sizes by up to a factor of
four. Using DMA - Direct Memory Access - the

Ears to the side

Your eyes are in for a real treat, the Falcon
sound capabilities are seriously stunning, boast
ing better than CD quality with the ability to
route it through the DSP chip for an array of

effects including surround sound, graphic
equaliser, echo, reverb, flange - and loads

Falcon can play the sounds while the main

more. It doesn't stop there, either - built into the

processor is free to get on with other things. All
this, along with MIDI ports, means the Falcon

Falcon is a full 16-bit sampler. Just plug in your

packs a formidable audio punch, stf

' ~]
Compact Disk Interactive
Enter into the home multi-media

industry the mighty consumer
electronics firm Philips with
Compact Disk Interactive - bet
ter known as CD-I. It's like Com

modore's CDTV - basically it's
CD-ROM drive coupled to a com
puter.

"speech quality" so it's possible
to hold longer sections in mem
ory- Full screen full motion is,
as yet, missing, but a hardware

add-on containing decompres
sion chips should be available
pretty soon - and that's likely to
bump up the price up by about
£120.

Philips' is a strictly play-

The heart of the machine is
a customised member of the 16-

bit Motorola 68000 family with
1MByte of memory and a hand

only device - there is no provi

sion for creating or saving your
own stuff. With the big boys
backing it, CD-I should be well
supported but the drawback is

ful of co-processors handling
the input-output side of things.

the relatively simple hardware

The display is 384 by 280 pixels

at the heart of the machine and

non-interlaced with up to 16-bit
colour - that's 65,536 colours at
once, although to save space
and speed things
up there are lesse

lack of expansion possibilities.

resolutions.

The same goes I
for

the

sound

-

it's up to the qual
ity
of
compact
discs

but

what's

known

has
as

Billed

as

a

true

Compact Disk Total Vision - is
an Amiga and a CD-ROM drive
bundled together in a black box.

world of con
sumer electron

ics, the Philips'

CDI 205 brings
multi-media to

the masses. Well,

that's the plan
anyway. Under

provision for a hard drive.
Consumer multi-media is a
where

existing software to draw on.

recorder and home computer-

new

market,

pitched

between

some
video

initial moves. The CDTV, for all
the hype, is stuck with its

play standard audio CDs, sound
played during applications or

Amiga
ancestry
- typically
using this year's concept but

games is the
Amiga affair.

backed up by last year's tech

standard

8-bit

markets. CDTV and the rival CD-

I were the first to make the

nology.

Graphics mostly are

COST: £599 basic unit

low resolution -

T: £399 base unit

that i

320 by 256 pixels in 4,09

colours, or in high resolu
tion - 640 by 256 els

in

16

colours,

resolutions can be inte

laced, bringing the verti
cal scale up to 512 pixels
though this gives a few
problems with flickers.
is

limited

by the rate that dat
be pulled off the d
meaning it is all read int
memory before it's dis

played, severely limiting
the length of any clips.
There is a special CDXL

format

to try and

get •„,,

round this problem for
animated clips, but it is

limiting only being a quar

a competent

ter

screen

in

size

in

32

colours.

Commodore

-AW O

the

Unfortunately, it's still using the
Amiga's 16-bit technology with
little prospect of this being
upgraded. Although you can

neath the hype is
enough

really be used to author your

own creations since there's no

It hit the streets before Philips'
CD-I and had a large pool of

Animation
• The brave new

multi-media

machine. Commodore's CDTV -

home computer pack at £499
including a keyboard, mouse
and disk drive. The system can't

tandard Amiga bas

weren't

sure how to market CDTV

lecnnology. The cc

at first, insisting that it

the
the

isn't a computer, now
they have given in and
relaunched a

multi-media

raw power isn't

Memory
iO
HCS

MEMORY UPGRADES

MEMORY
SUPPLIES

HCS STE and MEGA STE UPGRADES

HCS STE memory upgrade kits come complete with full
instructions designed for the novice. The complete job
should take no longer than 15 minutes. 2 and 4
megabyte kits come with free utilities disk and multitask

OTARl STE/ MegaSrrE
MEMORY Kill INC
INSTRUCTIONS

512K>1024K>2MB>4MB

ing software.

Upgrade from 520 to 1040
To 2 Megabytes
To 4 Megabytes

£13.99
£44.99
£84.99

STF (M) and Mega ST upgrade kits
Xtraram Deluxe plug in upgrading system fits inside the com

INTERFACES

2.5Mb* and 4Mb. The kit comes with comprehensive instruc

The "AdSCSI" ICD host adapter gives SCSI output from the
STs DMA port, complete with software and full documenta
tion, DMA cable and hard drive formatting software. Multirez
allows the ST to display all 3 ST resolutions on the multisync

puter. It can upgrade your computer in stages to 1Mb,

tions designed for novices. The kit uses SIMMS, so is easily
upgradeable.
Marpet Xtraram <&£J&X£ Quality SIMM upgrading system
(formerly frontier)

Upgrade from 520 to 1040
To 2.5 Megabytes
To 4 Megabytes

£44.99
£79.99
£119.99

Solder in Kit

The solder in kit will upgrade the 520ST to 1Mb. Electronics

experience is required as much soldering is needed. Check
your RAM chip configuration before ordering: 4 or 16 chips,
SMD or DIL packages. 16 chip DIL version comes C/W sockets
Solder in kit (all versions)

monitor. The forget me clock sets your STs time and date, with
cartridge-through port.

Keyboard interface allows the use of external PC compatible
keyboards on the ST.
ADSCSI

£69.99

AD SCSI Plus (with clock)

£79.99

Keyboard Interface

£55.00

Multirex

£44.99

Forget Me Clock

£16.99

£25.00

MONITORS

REPLACEMENTS
The HCS power supply and disk drive upgrades come com

plete with fitting instructions and plug straight into the ST
without soldering. The Power supply produces less heat than
the original so is more reliable.

Replacement power supply

£39.95

Double sided disk drive kit

£47.00

14" super high resolution 0.28mm dot pitch monitor is com
patible with the TT, PC, Falcon and Multirez. The new HCS
MM140 Monochrome monitor has tilt/swivel base and 14"

tube. Fully compatible with all monochrome ST software.

Multisync colour monitor

£280.00

MM140 14" FST Monochrome

£115.00

ACCELERATORS
The AD speed made by ICD fits in place of your micropro

cessor. It uses a 68000 chip running at a switch able 16Mhz

PC EMULATORS

with cache or standard 8Mnz to give virtually 100% compati

The Vortex 386 emulator runs at 16Mhz and allows true multi

bility. The 68030 SST for the Mega ST gives phenomenal
speed with a 68030 running at 50Mhz! The SST has space

tasking in PC mode on the ST. Space on board is provided for a

for 8Mb on board RAM, TOS2 included.

AD Speed ST
AD Speed STE

£145.00
£165.00

68030 SST • 50

£550.00

Fitting for above

£35.00

387 CO Processor and 51 2K of FASTRAM. Norton factor 15!

VORTEX 386 SX-16
387 CO-PROCESSOR
FASTRAM CACHE

£330.00
£117.00
£30.00

Upgrade Specialists
Marpet Nol distributer. Exclusive Best Data UK
distributor. Exclusive Jeppa Software UK
distributor. Gadgets UK distributor.

MEL
TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME

Enquiries/mail order and credit card orders please
call 081-777 0751

SPECTRE OCR MAC EMULATOR

Please phone with enquiries between
Mon to Fri 10.30am to 6.00pm. Sat 10.30am to 2.00pm .
Enquiries cannot be taken by post.

For mail order please send description of goods and cheque/PO to:

Spectre GCR cartridge gives 20% more speed and 30%

HCS

bigger screen area on the standard ST. Compatible with

theK

Dept 8, 35 Hartland Way, Shirley,

Croydon CR0 8RJ
Prices include VAT and P&P

VISA

SPECTRE GCR (Inc. 128K Roms)

£300.00

[^
JL_

Goods normally dispatched within 2 working days.""'
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Atari TT2

£950.00

PROTAR HARD DRIVES
Progate
Progate
Progate
Progate

II 40
II 40DC
II 50DC
II 120DC

DAY

YEAR
GUARANTEE

NO QUIBBLE

MEMORY

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

£288.00
£349.99
£369.00
£469.00

MODEMS
HCS Smart Modem 9600 has full FAX capability for send

and receive. Auto-answer, pulse or tone dial, automatically
determines incoming calls as fax or modem, industry stan
dard command set with support for V22bis, V22, V2T. Fully

Hayes compatible. All types c/w PC software. ST fax soft
ware option supports most ST graphics formats including Print

Drives for Pagestream and Calamus for immediate composi

tion and send. Modem 2400 has all above features but

without fax. Smart One 14400 comes with MNP level 1-5

and fax capability. Using V42 bis gives a maximum effective

thruput of58000bps!!! All types come complete with cables.

Smart One ™ Fax with ST FAX software ..£139.99

Smart One ™ Fax with only PC software £119.99
Straight Fax software
£45.00
Smart One ™ 2400

£59.99

Smart One ™ 14,400 FAX MNP V32, V32 bis
V42, V42 bis etc
£249.99

HCS ENGINEERING
SAME DAY FITTING AND REPAIRS TO
COMPUTERS AND MONITORS
REPAIRS FROM £29.99
* We offer a discount fitting service when your upgrade is purchased from us!
* Most repairs have same day turnaround on a booking system

* Repair charge includes labour and smaller items of repair

* Ask for a TOS 1.4 upgrade at the same time as your repair for only £25.00

* All repairs carry 90 day warranty
* Courier collection/delivery £5.00 each way

REPAIRS ORDERING
HCS ENGINEERING
144 Tanner Street

London SE1

Repairs and service
telephone number NOT MAIL
ORDER: 071-252 3553
Fax:071-252 1551
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As a 3.5inch file
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frenzy assaults
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AIR SUPPORT

Strategy and flight sim combine in
a riot of high-tech destruction.

your senses,

Page 24

Chris Lloyd

ph i ^ iwi Ht% m t I B ' / ' '
GFA SPEC
Want 512 colour pictures in your
GFA Basic programs? Now's your

MAN DALA

Hypnotic

patterns for

high

res

monitors.

Page 29

chance.

Page 27
ASSEMBLY LISTINGS

HYPERBASE

waves the

Create your own incredibly tasty

STOS FIX

A password protection system for

multi-media

Cover Disk

Are you having trouble getting
STOS Basic to work on your Mega

assembler coders.

flavoured mix of text, graphics and
sounds.

STE or TT? Your worries are over

world

a

well-

Page 27

around and

now with this little utility.

SOUND LAB
Brilliant well-featured sample edi

GIF2RAW

tor so you can lick those sounds

interesting-looking

into shape.

into RAW files.

Page 27
STOS LISTINGS

Page 25

tries to keep

away from
strong magnets

with

Sprite routines for STOS Basic.

Page 25

Convert all those attractive and

Page 29

GIF

pictures

Page 25

COVER DISK BACK-UP
The easiest backup program going.

Page 29
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Air Support

The reality of war is horrible, isn't it? There's

new training missions and the chance to prove

just no way round it, but a spot of guilt-free
enemy blasting and Napoleon impersonations

yourself worthy. Air Support is a complex game
with oodles of strategy and flight simulation
controls and we just haven't got the space to go
into everything here - the full game comes with
a 68 page manual.
Open up the AIR_SUPP folder and run AIT-

FOLDER: AIR_SUPP
FILES: AIRSUPP.PRG, DEMO.BIN,

never hurt anybody. In the future, war has
become so complex that battles are waged on
Choas Corporation mainframe computers - war
gaming has replaced the real thing. You're a

READ ME.DOC

trainee simulation technician and have been set

SUPP.PRG. Press the mouse button to get past

READ: READJWE.DOC
GET STARTED WITH: AIRSUPP.PRG

loose on the latest Air Support Battle Simulator.

the title screen. Now use the mouse to enter

This month's Cover Disk demo features three

your name - remember what you use because it

BY: PSYGNOSIS
RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

J

battle area. From here you make all

your tactical decisions, position
your vehicles and play general

Information p
Shows the current

state of your vehicles
when you click on 1

"jri Commands yo

I assign to your
S Y o u can turn off your vehicle and way-

point display when you're in the lowest

mechanical monste

SORTIE: follow waypoint

level of zoom.

and attack enemy craft

[~^~| This takes you to the various options
I I for the main display and enables you to

when in range.
PATROL: follow waypoin

experiment with the game settings. Selecting

list.

Opt 2 takes you to a second set of options.

~X~] Deselect Maplock and click on the map
I to scroll your field of view around. If

ATTACK: attack specifiei
craft when in range.
HALT: you guessed

you want to zoom in, use the left and right

H

Click here to contr

your command shi
I Takes you to t"

buttons on the number next to the Zoom box.

Select Maplock again if you want to return to
the fixed view of the battlefield.

I

~T"1 Your collection of vehicles. In the first
I mission you have one fighter, one tank

where you can see how
your units are doing and

I control centre;

and a command ship.

take over manual contro
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READ THIS FIRST
Tread carefully
To keep your STF Cover Disk safe,
write-protect it by moving the black
tab so you can see through the hole.
Nothing can now be written to your

Disk.

Write-protection

also

keeps

.DOC. It's always a good idea to read
these for more information on the

program. Double-click on them and

select Show to display the text. If
text disappears off the screen when
you try to read a DOC file in low res,

the original. Because we use a spe
cial disk format to squeeze programs
on to the Disk, you can't do a direct
disk to disk copy. But we've made
life easy for you with this Back-up

tions in these Cover Disk pages and
everything is sure to come up roses.

you only own a single-sided drive
you can't read STFCover Disks, or
any current software. This is because
single-sided drives are obsolete. We
brought you a guide to fitting inter
nal drives in STF 32 - turn to page 58
to order a copy if you missed it.

your Disk safe from viruses.

change to medium res and try again.

program. Follow the instructions on
page 29 and you can't go wrong.

Study the map
Space on Cover Disk pages is lim
ited, so you may find text files on the

Avoid the pitfalls
To keep your ST FORMAT Cover Disk

Now there's no need to risk damag
ing or losing your disk again!
Some programs are compressed

Disk. These have the file extension

safe you should make a backup, so if
anything goes wrong you still have

We use a double-sided disk format. If

to fit on the Disk and cannot be run

directly from it. Follow the instruc

STOS Listings

GIF2RAW

BY: BILLY ALLAN

BY: P HANNINGTON

tures. GIF2RAW takes GIF format pictures and
converts them into RAW files. If the GIF file is

larger than 320 x 200 then the picture is halved

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLUTIONS

FOLDER: STOSLIST

FOLDER: GIF2RAW

FILES: EXAM.1.BAS, EXAWMA.BAS,

FILES: GIF2RAW.DOC, GIF2RAW.PRG,

EXAM_2.BAS, STSP.MBK

GIF2RAW.RSC

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

READ: GIF2RAW.DOC

GET STARTED WITH: GIF2RAW.PRG

STOS Basic has some groovy commands for
shifting sprites around, but they never seem fast

Close, but no cigar

in size. Put your GIF file on a disk with plenty of
free space - RAW files are huge - then run
GIF2RAW. Use the file selector to select your GIF
file and the destination of the RAW file. You can

now load the blighter into Photochrome for a
look at all its multicoloured glory.
• Colours,
colours,

enough, do they? On the Cover Disk are some

You want stunning graphics with a mass of
lovely colour? No problem. On Cover Disk 37 we

listings that show a fair turn of speed, ready for

gave you the seriously flash Photochrome which

repeated 256

you to gawp at and fiddle with. You need STOS

displays pictures with up to 19,200 colours turn to page 58 to order your copy if you missed

times. GIF to

it. However, Photochrome can't handle GIF for
mat images - common on bulletin boards and

you to raid the

Basic, of course and, by good fortune, the latest
version was given away on the front of STF 38.
Just load in the BAS files and run them, then
take a butcher's at page 60 for more information
from our resident STOS expert.

designed to be transportable between machines

- although it can display 24-bit RAW format pic

colours,
colours - to be

RAW enables

lucrative veins

of GIF pic, then
gawp at them.

forms part of your ID number should you
become successful. Click on Enter when you're
done. Select the difficulty level and you're regis
tered, then click on Menu and up pops your mis
sion briefing. Press the mouse again and you

the right. To delete a waypoint click on it with
the left mouse button alone. Waypoints are used

get to the main menu. Select Start Simulation to

to define your vehicle's path, because it travels

FOLDER: STOS.FIX
FILES: README.DOC, BASICMJH.PRG

jump right in or Data Base to take a look at the

along the dotted line which connects them.
Pressing <P> pauses the action while the

READ: README.DOC
GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

participants.

You can order your vehicles - coloured

then wiggle the mouse around and use the left

mouse button to place a further waypoint. Now
select the unit and its orders from the panel on

STOS Fix
BY: M J HORWELL

first three Function keys select the amount of

blue - to attack the enemy - coloured red - by

ground detail in the craft control sections. Press

STOS is such a marvellous BASIC language

selecting one of their units with the right mouse

ing <F4> and <F5> switches the game to 3D
mode which looks completely crazy, but it

we stuck it to the front of STF 37. It has a mass

button. You then select one of your chaps to
make the attack, either by clicking on the map or
from your vehicle list on the right of the screen.
Alternatively and much better tactically, is to use
waypoints to control your chaps' paths. Use the
right mouse button to place the first waypoint,

makes sense if you wear some blue and red 3D

specs. There's a great deal of depth to the con
trol systems, so click around and experiment.
Don't forget to write down your ID number
when you complete a mission. Good luck.

of powerful commands which put you in the dri
ving seat of your ST, no problem. Well, actually,
there is one problem -the dreaded compatibility
blues.

STOS uses a rather funny way of checking
the mouse and that sort of stuff, so it has to be

updated

each

time

the

operating

system

changes. The latest version is STOS 2.6 and

FLIGHTS OF FANC
The control centre where you can
flip between all your vehicles
Initially you are at the controls of the high"
vehicle. Press the left mouse button over 1

rescue.

ward view to take manual control. Click the rigt
mouse button to fire. Using the left mouse butto
and move forward speeds you up, while ~

Inside the STOS_FIX folder is a new ver
sion of the STOS loader that runs on all of the

ST family. Just replace the file BASIC206.PRG
with BASICMJH.PRG on the working copy of the
language disk and everything should behave.
Fixing the compiler is a bit more tricky, but it's
being worked on. STOS finally gets completely

backward slows you down. Click on left an

to in order to move - er, left and right. To
to automatic control, hold the left mouse

down and click the right button. If you prel
can use joystick or the cursor, <+> and <-

instead. Press <Esc> to return to the map m

runs on everything up to TOS 1.62. Although
this is unlikely to present a problem for the
majority of ST users, if you're one of the lucky
devils with a TT or Mega STE there's quite a
high chance that you could experience some dif
ficulties. Now, at last, some incredibly clever
chap - MJ Horwell, in fact - has come to your

• The centre of the Universe. Well, Air Support.

compatible.

'OURNALISTS see new titles even'

week, each one claiming to be the
best of it's kind, to date. Yet at the recent

European Computer Trade Show it was
the journalists themselves that could
be found singing the praises of one new

title in particular - LEGENDS OF
VALOUR.

Designer of
ND the

creators ol LE

were literally jostled off
writers, retailers and fellow programm

soughttoexperiencewhatone prominent
industry figure called "A game that's
xtraordinary."

surface, screenshots in magazines could

never do the astounding graphics justice

(that's why you'll see none here). The
only way to really find out what all the
fuss is about is to experience it for
•MV.-

yourself. LEGENDS OF VALOUR -The
Dawning will be available on Amiga, ST
d PC verv soon.

Ask your retailer for more details or
IvInnEwtTiKTiVI

ddress below for an information pack.
synthetic
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Hyperbase
BY: DAVID CAWTHRAY

RESOLUTION: MEDIUM ONLY
FOLDER: HYPEBASE

FILES: BASCODE.EXE, HYPER.PRG, HYPERRUN.DOC, HYPERRUN.PRG, README.DOC
AND DEMO FOLDER

presentations rolling in the aisles. You can

create a series of windows, each holding

OPEN

ing

IMPORT

jf
i

text, graphics or sounds and link them
together using buttons to form an interac

tive database - ideal for creating informa
tive tutorials. HyperBase is Shareware and
for a £10 registration fee you get updates,
clip art and other goodies, as well as a full

READ: HYPERRUN.DOC, README.DOC

printed manual - further details can be
found in the README.DOC file. You've

GET STARTED WITH: HYPER.PRG

read the multi-media hype, now join in.

Multi-media has to be one of today's buzz

• A HyperBase system in all its glory - a set

words. Not to be outdone, this month's Cover

of windows and buttons forming an interac

Disk enables you to get your own multi-media

tive experience.

He.

HyperBase system, it's best to plan

OPTION

QUIT

loaded into a window you can click on a sam
ple to set the speed and listen to it. The sam

it's currently linked to and a box
containing one of three commands

ples provided with Sound Lab are perfect.

- NO does nothing but open speci

o I BUTTONS: Here you can create, delete,

before opening the window and

l_

R

multi-media windows together. Click on Add

QU quits the system. The first window is always opened when you

to start - you can now create visible or invisi

start up a HyperBase system.

™

SOPEN: either creates a new window for

ble buttons which are each given a name. To

you to import data into, or it opens an
existing window ready to edit. Windows can

centre a visible button you've placed in a
window, press the <Control> key. Invisible
buttons can be selected using the crosshairs
which show their location. If you lose track

dows can be open at once and, space permit
ting, you can hold up to 100 in memory.

["J-! IMPORT: each window can holdtext, a
—I picture or a sampled sound. Text needs
to be in ASCII format - Protext has a Save As

ASCII option - with carriage returns at the
end of paragraphs. Graphics need to be in

Degas Elite PI2 format or bit-mapped IMG
files. When you import an image into a win
dow, a set of crosshairs appear so you can
choose where to place your picture. You are
then asked if you want the blank areas
around the image clipped. Samples must be

Assembly

I

•g"| STATUS: gives you the low—I down on how many windows
and buttons there are, and how
much memory you have.

of an invisible button, select Show and click

on the window where it was placed.

c I FILE: enables you to load and

—I save HyperBase systems.
BLINK: The all-important part. Each win
dow appears as a little box which can

When saving you are asked to give [
a file a seven letter name. Each

be moved about.To link windows together,
select one of them and hold down the right

window is then saved as a sepa-

mouse button, this brings up a box. Select

or G - for text, sound or graphics.

Link with the left mouse button. Keep the
mouse button held down and the box disap
pears. You now have a link-line which you

ETEST: tests the system. Press <Esc> to
get back again.

can move over to the next window you want
to link. Release the left mouse button. This

SWIPE: zaps all the windows in memory.

same time. Each button within a window can
also be linked. Select the button and choose
the window you want to link it to in the same
way as before. Next to the button name

GFA Spec

«»

rate file with an eighth letter - T, S [

links windows directly, so they open at the

There's no Undo, so be careful.

"g~| QUIT: turns yournearestrelative into
—J cream cheese. Again there's no Undo
command.

BASIC languages going and a paint package
capable of using a full 512 colours at once. GFA

BY: THE PHANTOM
BY: TONY WAGSTAFF

iQUTfll

fied window, CL clears the screen

graphics on disk

black box at the top left to close a window
when you've finished with it. Up to nine win

|HOPE I

OPEN
there's the number of the window

—I show and move buttons to link your

them around. Do the same trick on the bot
tom right corner to re-size them. Click on the

II

OPTION 21

in STOS or Mastersound format - once

out your database on paper, then
assemble your text, samples and

be moved by clicking on the bar at the top
with the left mouse button and dragging

of

has

Text

;ble Nibble

HYPERSPACE CONTROL
HyperBase uses a very simple series
of buttons to control everything.
Before you start creating your

inform;
lnteres'

rtais

here

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY
FOLDER: GFASPEC

Spec is a whizzo bit of code that brings the two
together. Take your favourite Spectrum picture
and rename it SPECCY.SPU and pop it on a disk
along with 512_GFA.DAT. Now load up GFA
Basic and load in the listing SHOWSPEC.GFA

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLUTIONS

FILES: 512_GFA.DAT, SHOWSPEC.GFA

FOLDER: ASSEMBLE

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

and run it. First it loads in the DAT file - which

First we brought you GFA Basic on Cover Disk
35 and then Spectrum 512 with STF 38 - turn to

contains all the special routines for displaying a
512 colour picture - then it loads in the picture.
Take a look at the code yourself, it's easy

page 58 to order your copies if you missed
them. Now you have access to one of the best

enough to modify. 512 colour screens in BASIC
programs-easy life.

FILES: HIDEJT.IS, PASSWORD.IS,
SHOWJT.IS, READ_ME.DOC
READ: READ_ME.DOC
GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

In answer to a plea from from an assembly
coding reader comes Password in all its source-

code glory. It protect your personal files - the
contents of your diary, private letters or what
ever - from prying eyes. Full instructions on

how to get the thing rolling are in the text file
READ_ME.DOC on the disk. Of course, you need

an assembler package to run it. Luckily, we gave
GFA Assembler away on Cover Disk 35 - turn to
page 58 to order your copy if you missed it.

PROBLEMS?
My Disk is duff!

disk in a sturdy envelope along with a

ST FORMAT duplicate thousands of
disks every month and inevitably a
few go a bit wonky. If you can't load

brief note highlighting the problem
and a self-addressed envelope (we pay
the return postage) to:

any programs or open a window at all,

you may be unlucky enough to have a

March, London Road, Daventry,
Northants NN11 4SA.

I can't work a program out
Everything loads OK, but there is still a
problem with one of the programs.
You've read the Cover Disk pages and

all the on-disk documentation and yet

defective disk. Don't worry - we guar

ST FORMAT December Disk
Returns,

antee a free replacement. Send the

DisCopy Labs, Unit A, West

you still can't figure it out. Give us a
ring on « 0225 442244 and we'll do our
best to help.
pa

*

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED . 2 CASTLE STREET . CASTLEFIELD . MANCHESTER . M3 4LZ
TELEPHONE: 061 832 6633 . FAX: 061 834 0650
-
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Although samples are the business when it

appears. On the Disk are six samples for you to

comes to the sound department, often they're
not quite right - a touch too quiet, too long or
with an annoying click in the middle - and you

start with. Select one and click on OK. The main

RESOLUTION: MEDIUM

need a good sample editor to sort them out.

got. You can now enter the edit zone. Don't

FOLDER: SOUNDLAB

panic if you muck a sound up, you can always
load it again. There are options for several sam

SOUNDLAB.RRS AND FIVE EXAMPLE .SAW

Sound Lab is just that, with features springing
from every icon - it's an ideal program for sort
ing your samples from HyperBase. Open the

pling cartridges, if you have one - it may work

FILES

SOUNDLAB folder and run SOUNDLAB.TOS.

or it may not. The main purpose of Sound Lab is

READ: READ ME.DOC

Press a key to get past the flashy title screen.

GET STARTED WITH: SOUNDLAB.TOS

Click

for you to mess with samples, fine-tuning them
for your own programs. Turn up the volume!

Sound Lab
BY: DAMIEN M JONES

FILES: SOUNDLAB.TOS, READ ME.DOC,

' •' \

on

Load

and

a

custom file

selector

-,/ C-rjtTj^s -^ {km

Sound Lab's main screen. This pro
gram is Shareware, if you use it and
fancy supporting the author send

the man his money. In return you
get a printed manual and free

Sound Lab I.OQJanuary 31, 1992

^Memory Size: 3456960 bytes

MONITOR: enables you to lis-

J ten to the input coming into
a sampler cartridge, if one's con
nected.

^1 RECORD: enables you to
—I record from a sampler car

updates. Some of the options are
disabled on this version, most
notably the block copying, but the

tridge, if one's connected.

rest is all there, including impres

—I enablesyou to set the fre

sive fade and volume controls.

display now shows the waveform of the sample
ready to edit. Click on Play to hear what you've

• •I SPEED: up pops a box which
quency rate between five and

30KHz. Use the buttons, drag the

EMove the mouse here to get at the
menus. From here you can delete files.
There's also a message from the author with

slider or enter the desired speed directly
using the keyboard. Play enables you to pre
view the effect. Click on OK when you're

his address. Most of the functions are dis

done.

IM: trims the sample around the cur-

LIZU rent block, causing everything blue to
be deleted. Don't confuse with remove.

abled in the Shareware version.

o I Total amount of memory available for

—I samples.

adjust the maximum and minimum volume

below the main window. Invaluable for fine
editing.

levels with the sliders or typing in the values
directly. Click on OK when you've finished.

o I The main window. The samples wave-

—I form appears here. Click with the left

jo I ZOOM OUT: zoom out from the sample

and right mouse buttons to select the block
of sample to operate on.

—I again after zooming in.

~T\ The name of the sample along with the

—I full file path.

igl FADE: up pops a Fade window to show

121 ZOOM IN: zooms in on the sample, you
—I can then move around using the slider

|^| HIDE BLK: once you'vedefined a block

—I the block. You can fade in and out and

1 REVERSE: reverses the direction of the

C-J current block. Useful for picking out
Satanic messages in heavy rock.

—I this hides it temporarily so you can hear

HIGH BIT: converts between different

or edit the whole sample. Click on it again to

C1I sample formats. Useful for importing

get your block back.

samples designed for different machines.

c I Current sample frequency.

igl CUT: destroys your block, use with
S T h i s indicates the size of the current

block. Initially, this equals the total size

—I care. The section that gets zapped
appears in black.

of the loaded sample.

i j I Slider to move about the sample once
—I you've zoomed in. Click on the arrows
or use the white bar.

rgl PLAY: Plays the loaded sample,if you
—I have a block selected it only plays the
section in highlighted in black.

Back-Up
BY: BRIAN TILLEY

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLUTIONS
FOLDER: BACK UP

FILES: BACK_UP.TOS
GET STARTED WITH: BACKUP.TOS

There's nothing more frustrating than acciden
tally deleting a file you didn't mean to or tread

ing on your Cover Disk and ruining it. OK, there
are probably more frustrating things, but it's a
definite bummer. Still no worries, because you
backed-up the disk with this neat little backup
utility didn't you? Of course you did. Before you
do anything write-protect your Cover Disk

Igl VOLUME: a box appears with the cur—I rent block. Use the slider to set the new
volume level, you can preview the effect.

LOAD: Sound Lab has a swish file selec-

I

1 tor, just click on the one you want and

select OK. At the top right are buttons to
change drive, re-read directories, select file
masks and exit folders.

You can enter the value directly with the key

231 SAVE: a sort of reverse load, really.
—I Type in a new name for your sample

board.

otherwise you lose the original.

REMOVE: this removes the current

block highlighted in black.

move the little black tab so you can see through

«] QUIT: sends you back to the Desktop.
1 Remember to Save first.

the hole. Now nothing can be deleted or written

Mandala

to the disk. Now get a new disk ready and run
Back-up. From the menu press <1> and swap
disks when prompted. In a twinkling of an eye

RESOLUTION: HIGH ONLY

you have a fresh new copy of your Cover Disk.
The source disk is the disk you are making the

FILES: MANDALA.DOC, M

BY: OLIVER J BROADWAY

FOLDER: MANDALA

copy of - that's the Cover Disk. The destination

READ: MANDALA.DOC

disk is the intended backup disk. If you have two

GET STARTED WITH: MANDALA.TOS

drives then drive A is used as the source and
drive B as the destination.

Mandala is a frivolous piece of work that dis

Back-up can also be used to back up other
disks. Press <2> to see if it's possible. You can't
disks, it's illegal anyway, but almost all other
disks can be copied. You can relax now, you're

plays a changing pattern which er, you can sit
and watch, but it only runs on high res moni
tors. Run MANDAL.TOS, sit back and enjoy.
When you're mellow press the Spacebar to
return to earth, mentally centred and ready to

prepared.

face the rigours of the modern world.

get past the copy-protection on commercial

Protext is Unbeatable Value!
Protext 5.5
"// you need a professional word processor
Protext is perfect"
Amiga computing
Amiga Format and ST Format Gold Awards

low

Just

1Mb required (Amiga or ST). Free demo disk available.

£80

Upgrade from any earlier version on same computer just £40.

Prodata
"... reliable, easy to use and excellent value'

n0]Af

AMIGA COMPUTING

Just

Database manager. 1Mb required (Amiga or ST).

£4o

Exfile
The magazine for Protext users. Packed with information to
help you make the most of Protext including mail merge
and macros, printing solutions and tutorials.

6 Is sUe<

for

£is

a new easy-to-use transfer solution for sending

Announcing Lapcat

files between different types of computer.

Lapcat was designed for the NClOO, Amstrad's new Notepad Computer. To make file transfer easy something new
was needed; the difficulties in sending files via the serial port are well known - the problems of different
connectors, different types of leads, baud rates and the software at the other end. Lapcat is a combined

software/hardware package that transfers files quickly via the parallel port.
The Lapcat software is built into the Amstrad NClOO. The standard package consists of the Lapcat lead plus
software on disk for the computer of your choice. This will enable you to transfer files between an NClOO and your
chosen computer. Lapcat is not just for NClOO owners because you can buy software to transfer between any two
of the supported computers. No technical knowledge is needed.
Lapcat prices:

(Please state clearly the type of computer you are using - PC, Atari, Amiga).

With software for one computer

T—^'KJ

Software for extra computers L_ II \J

EACH

Amor Ltd (stf), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1 3HA. Tel: (0733) 68909 Fax (0733) 67299
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Christmas is coming and the goose is getting

fat! ST FORMAT'S giving away an amazing package so you can
process text in a VDU kind of way. Protext v4.3 is here in most

of its glory. Clive Parker shows you what you can do with it
T h i s month we bring you the absolutely
brilliant Protext 4.3, probably the most
popular word processor ever released

for the ST. We have managed to secure the lastbut-one version of the program from Arnor,

which is complete apart from the dictionary files
which unfortunately we couldn't include
because we didn't have enough room. The dic
tionary disk, along with the full manual, can be

ordered using the special coupon on page 33.

-

-. -

iOW!

You there - yes, you at the back! What have we
told you before about using your Cover Disk to

Disk pages. Follow these instructions and make a

back-up copy of your Protext v4.3 disk, then make

work from, eh? What if your dog eats it and you
haven't got a back-up copy? You're in trouble
then, aren't you?
On the main Cover Disk is a wonderful little
program called BACK_UP.TOS, full instructions on
how to use the program are in the main Cover

another copy just to be on the safe side. Once you
have made the back-ups you can use one as a
work disk and put the original disk in the safe.

You know it makes sense. Now print out 100
times "I must always make a back-up of my ST
FORMA 7"Cover Disks."

Modes

Protext has two main modes, Edit mode and
Command mode. We concentrate on Edit mode
here because it is used for text creation which is
the main use for the program. Command mode

pressing the right mouse button or pressing
<F3>. Items in menus which are faint (greyed
out) cannot be selected. If an item has a tick next

to it that means it is selected. The » symbol next

<Esc> twice to exit. The options in a dialog box
may consist of any of the following:

Text boxes: text strings are entered. Enter by
pressing <Return> or clicking on another option.

deals mainly with file and printing options
which can be a bit complex to the beginner if

to an item indicates there is a sub-menu.

you're using a Command line - it is much easier

the menu bar makes the menu drop down - click

lects other options.

on an option to select it. To exit a menu without

Command Button 1: Cancel: abandons current
option with no action being taken.

to use the menus or keyboard shortcuts. If you
wish to use Command mode, then pressing the
<Esc> key opens the Command window at the
bottom of the screen.

Moving the mouse pointer over an item in

selecting anything, click outside the menu.

Some menu items cause a dialog box to appear,
these boxes contain various options that you
can select or deselect by clicking on them.

General functions

You can select all the menus from the menu bar

along the bottom of the screen, you call it by

Pressing the <Esc> key leaves a dialog box with
out any actions being taken, if you are entering
a text string in a dialog box, you need to press

Option Button: select or deselectan option.
Linked Options: when this is selected, it dese

Command Button 2: Confirm or Go: proceeds
with operation then exits dialog box.
Protext has its own built-in file selector
which lists the files that are in the current direc
tory on-screen. The cursor is moved over the
files and you click or press <Return> to select

INSTALLING PROTEXT TO DISK
A configuration program, CONFIG

.PRG, is supplied so you can set up
the program to suit your system.
Protext Configuration Progran
N
S
L
R

-

Main configuration nenu
Save new configuration
Load configuration
Reset default configuration

• All the options in CONFIG.PRG

appear in large friendly boxes with
menu options picked by moving a
highlighted bar up and down over

Using CONFIG.PRG you can define
all aspects of the program's opera

the colours used by the program.
Insert your backup disk into
Drive A and run CONFIG.PRG. After a

few seconds a menu box appears.
The up and down cursor keys move
a selector bar up and down through
the options. The left and right cursor

C - Set Colours

I - Keyboard Language

UK English

F - Use ten File selector

HO

set the

/

HARD DRIVE SYSTEMS.
Copy all the Protext files
to a folder named Protext

disk configuration; moving down

on one of your hard drive I
partitions. Now run the
CONFIG.PRG and select Initial Instal

guage and the file selector.

ers, screen colours, preferred lan

option. Pressing <Esc> exits from the

FLOPPY DRIVE SYSTEMS: Select Ini

to

• The first line shows the current

the list enables you to set up print

tial Installation and press <Return>.
Use the left and right cursor keys
until the option that matches your
setup appears, either Single floppy
disk A or Dual floppy disk A/B. Now

idea

GEM file selector on at
this point.

• Install Printers

options on a selected line; pressing
<Return> selects the highlighted

tion line just above the bottom of
in

good
t

keys can scroll through the various

the various choices. An informa

about the current option, white the
bar at the bottom of the screen dis
plays the control keys.

first menu page and select

tion, from the default disk drive to

i

lation in the same way as in the

floppy drive setup. The program
move down to the printer selection

automatically searches for hard drive

area, select Parallel or Serial depend
ing on your printer type, then move

partitions, so simply select the cor
rect drive. Set up your other desired

into the printer list. There are 109

options and then save them.

parallel printer drivers supplied, so

your particular printer should be rep
resented. After you have set up your
preferred options, go back to the

After saving your setup Protext auto
matically loads in the correct config
uration every time you use it.

E

Our Service department can repair ST's in
minimum time at competetive rates. We can
arrange tor courier pickup and returndelvery of
your machine to ensure it's safety. We even have
a same day service which will ensure your
machine is given priority and subject to fault,
completed the same day. We can fit memory
upgrades. PC Emulators. Security devices. ROM
upgrades, hard drives to Mega STE's etc.
We oiler a Quotation service for £15 for which we

will examine your machine and report back with
an exact price for repair. If you do not wish to go
ahead with the repairs then just pay the £15.
However if you do go ahead then the charge is
included in the minimum charge. Please noteThe minimum charge covers labour, parts are
extra.

Quotation

Min repair charge
Courier Pickup
Courier return

Same day service
STFM(E) PSU
1Mb Internal drive
A/B Boot switch
I—V

•

£
e
£
£
£
£
£

£

Trie Data-Pulse range has recently been re-designed. The Data-Pulse Plus range now offers a more
compact case that cuts down on noise even more, all ports are marked, an extensive range of

software utilities are now included and our range of special offer utilities has been expanded
confirming our commitment to future support. We are continually improving the quality and price/
performance ratioof our drives. We have recently incorperated the MAXTOR hard drive mechanisms
whichoffer low power cached 11ms access time. 127Mb lormatted capacity. 150.000 Power on hours

mean time between failures and all for a lower price than our old 105Mb drives.

^Extremely low noise.

[MABotives include Vault archiver. Backup

Lm Fu8y Autobooting and Autoparking.

[vf DMA device selector & On/Off switch
on front of case.

software.

Virus

kjler,

MCP

she!

program.McSstudio Master demo.
Data-Pulse Plus 40Mb ICD

E

28999

15
35.25
11
6
15
39.99

Data-Pulse Plus 52Mb ICD

drives/Laser printer.
Ef Ful metal case measuring 300mm x
285mm x 51mm (wdh), providing good

Data-Pulse Plus 80Mb ICD
Data-Pulse Plus 127Mb ICD
Data-Pulse Plus 213Mb CD

39.99
4.99

mechanism ICD hostadaptor, high quaity Data-Pulse Plus case ^ur"u nopuuai itoasa
and psu. The drive is capable of storing over 20Mb of data ona 20Mb Floptical disk£24.99

Star SJ48 Bubbiejet

shielding and monitor stand.

319.99
379.99
429.99
53999
4.99

HDTurbokJt

The New Data-Pulse Plus Floptical drive, is a 35 SCSI prjMh Flnntir>al

single 35' Floptical disk and can also read/write 720K and _.

..

. .,

P43Q QQ

.

.

_._

U4Mb 3S floppy disks. The average access time is just 65ms Floptical Upgrade to Data-

addition to Data-Pulse Plus hard drives where it would be ideal

for fast data backup, drive.

u^, untmitad Stnraon raoacitv

MM! H—B ""rm caOflMtY

Al Star dot matrix printershclude 12mentis en site
warranty.Add £3 for Centronics cabte.

The Aries Upgrade board is an in house
designed. Mutti layer board utilsing high density
ZPP RAM chips. The board has been designed
to allow progressive upgrading from the base
512K up to 4Mb. The board does require some
soldering but once installed is very relable. The
board is hand assembled in our workshops by

520STE
1Mb 520STE
2Mb 520STE
4Mb 520STE

skilled technicians and is fully tested before
despatch. It also comes complete with fitting

£219
£229
£264
£310

nstructions and test software. Our technicians
can lit the board to any ST lor a small fitting

charge. We can arrange courier pickup and

New-8833MKH colour monitor with

Lotus challenge 2

£189.99

Cable for ST/STE please specify£9.99

Nodes can also Auto boot accessories from a host's hard
oT'tve.

NEW PRICE
Data-Net Node Consisting of 1
Datanet hardware node ♦ 1 Universal

Network Node software only

£99.99

Sihouette is a bit image and vector graphics

drawing program with Auto tracing. The package

offers Auto- Tracing Beziers, B Splines, high

resolution gray scabs Supports FSM-GD05,
requires Mb ST or TT High resolution reports
MGDEGAS THY MacPaint GEM, SGE Exports:
WG, GEMU3), SQF DXF EPStPostscript).

Only £60
Aries SIM

Star LQ-20 dot matrix
£124
Star LC-100 colour dot matrix £165
Star LC-24/100 dot matrix
£179
Star LC-24/200 dot matrix £209
Star LC-24/200 colour d/m £259

The Universal Network software is a Muttitasking network
package which does not tie up fie server whist drive or
printer accesses take place. It allows the snaring ot Hard

WW//.'/.'.'//.-.:'.'.-,.-,,.: -.•••••..,,:;:

an upgrade to existing Data-PulsefPlus) users andas a built in Uiamona bacK H fc<iy.My
£210

Data-Net hardware is fuMy Lantech compatible and can be
used with Universal Network software.

Silhouett

and the data transfer rate is 200K per second 6 times taster Pulse (Plus) HD £319.99
than floppy disks. The lloptical is availableas a stand alone unit _.
._
. „ „__ __

Printer

connects via Coaxial cable and BNC connectors. The

or'tves and Centronics printers anywhere on 9ie Network.

[vf'All drives are fonnatted/partifioned and Q^Ffgh quaity ICO boards including on
, testedready to"plug in and go".
^board clock andcontroller software.

Ef DMA Out port for daisy chaining extra

J_

- Net is a high speed network solution developed in
house at Ladbroke Computing lor tfje ST/STE. Ladbrokes
Data-Net hardware consists of an unobtrusive cartridge
which plugs into the cartridge port ot your ST/STE and

return to ensure last turn araound. A same day

fittingservice is also available. Please phone for
further details of courier and same day service.

Aries Uoorades (any ST(F)(M))

Special Offers
512K SIMM Upgrade for

512K Aries board £ 39.99
2Mb Aries board £ 79.99*
4Mb Aries board £ 129.99*

Courier pickup

£

11

Courier return

£

6

Fitting charge
£
Same day charge £

15
15

Please check the configuration of your
machine before ordering.
* - Special offer

STE

£799
2Mb SIMM Upgrade for
STE

£4799
4Mb SIMM Upgrade STE

£92.99
Please check configuration before ordering

The New Falcon 030 £479.99
The NEW

1Mb RAM, 16MHz 32 bit 68030 processor 32MHz 56001 Digital

Signal Processor 8 channel 16 bit CD quality DMA sound chip,
Microphone input for stereo sound digitising. 65536 colours in
320x200 mode, 256 colours in VGA mode. SCSI II bus. Internal IDE
hard drive interface, Mutti TOS Multitasking operating system.
Phone for VGA monitors, IDE hard drives, SCSI hard drives etc.

&150Dpi resolution
&500mm/SEC Tracking speed

H''Opto/Mechanical Mechanism
B' Includes Deluxe Paint ST

&Switchable between ST/Amiga

B' Direct mouse replacement

£24.90 with D-Paint £ 19.99 without D-Paint
The Golden Image Hand Scanner for the Atari

B' 100. 200, 300, 400 Dpi scanning

ST features a 105mm scanning head variable
contrast control user selectable scanning
resolutions of 100. 200. 300 and 400 Dpi. one
letter mode lor high contrast B/W images and 3

Im 105mm scanning head

resolution

B' 1letter mode. 3 photo modes

photo modes for various shades of grey. The B' Includes Touch Up
highquaity hardware is backed up by two of the B' Includes Deluxe Paint
most respected graphics packages around. Scanfe is an accessory which allows the
scanning and saving ot files whilst your favourite
Migraph's Touch Up for scanningand editinghi
res and grey scale images and Deluxe Paint art
package lor lower resolutioncolour.

editor or DTP packageis running Theaccessory
supports Golden Image. Mgraph. GeniScan and
DAATAscan Hand Scanners

The Official Golden Image OpucalMouse is B' 250Dpi. 500mm/sec tracking speed
a high qualty. 3 button, replacement q'FuBy Optical

m^J£f^^'r^to'r%rZ
Q'Mouse
mat Included
no moving parts and offers far higher "
.
relateityuTajiopto/mechartc^mica

£20

Gl MOUSB
The

The Golden Image External 3.5" Floppy
drive for the Atari ST features 720K

formatted capacity, double sided
double density. Through port
compatibility for older ST/STM
machines, external PSU.

EK 720KFormatted capacity
B' New Low price (no trackcounter)

B' External Power Supply

B' Daisy Chain Through Port

Golden

Image

Opto/Mechanical

Mouse offers 290 Dpi resolution. 2
Microswitched
buttons
for
greater
relabiity and crisper. more positive
resonse. Anti-static siScone rubber coated
bal Also includes mouse mat

Only £14.99

M Switchabfe smiriga

Jin M WW
Don't be deceived by the low price of this
mouse. Mass production of the Jin mouse

has resulted in a high quaity Opto/
Mechanical mouse featuring 290 Dpi
resolution, 500mm/sec tracking
Anti-static silcone rubber coated balL

Only £7.99

adbroke Computing titemaionai arethelongest established Atan dealer intheUK. we haveuSevelc
developed anextensive customer service poncy

'hich involves testing of all Hardware prior todespatch toensure that goodsarrive in working order offering tree advice and support over the
ihone andkeeping cutomers informed. Although our prices arenotalways the cheapest wedoendeavour tooffer consistently goodservice

nd backup All prices correct at copy date 13/10/92 (while stocks last), and are subject tochange without prior notice. All prices include VAT
ut exclude delivery. Add £5 tor next working day courier deSvery. add £10 for Saturday courier delivery tnarHand UK onM. Add £3 for postal
delivery, only onitems under £50 (check with staff before ordering). Al prices available onMai Order Shop prices may differ Shop/Mail order
premises 33 Ormskirk Road Preston Lanes. PR] 20P Open Mon-Sat 9.30am-5:00pm. Phones answered from 9:00am. Ladbroke Computing
htemational is a Hading name of Ladbroke Computing LtdBFPO addressesoverseas, deduct175% VAT and addnormal UKcarriage
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a
Select the PROTEXT.PRG icon.Yo

Pressing the right mouse button

then presented with a blank area with

changes the top bar to a GEM style

I Load in the file "Tutor 1." You see the
text relating to Cursor Movement.

an information bar at the top of the screr-

menu bar, do this and select Load file from

Press <Esc> and the window at the bottom

and another information bar a quarter of the

the File menu. Don't worry about the bizarr

way up the screen from the bottom.

message saying "echo off."

disappears revealing more text. Use the cur
sor keys to scroll through the text.

you no« nrps^ CIRL-rl you mil find that the itirsnr will hop
ml of lh|. 1m„. ,,r,d prrvvimj Tllil <i w111 return the
^or to tin* beqiimiiN) .it Ui(> hue. tither ..( thcii- <unn..ml-, no he

i>'<l'-ttrl*.i Hi II

•• .'.I
in'i position
i'i( frun
Iron .tii'i
i'umiiuii
start or end ol * line

iin the line as

a muck neans -.1 «ettin<i lu the

r-ker, it is tine to
..in) end of Hi" ir1*!

I I The use of function keys are explained

I in this bit along with descriptions of

I I Alternatively you can us

JRemove unwanted markers by placing

I markers which memorise a position in

when you should use them. The other func

the text so you can jump to it instantly. Press

tion keys enable you to access other func
tions from the keyboard.

the cursor over them and pressing
<Delete>. To moving to a marker, press <Con-

<Control> and <@> and the marker box shown

trol> and <@> then the number of the marker

here appears.

you wish to move to.

one of them. If you find the Protext selector con

Up

fusing, select the GEM selector when you're ini
tially configuring the program.

Move up one line

<Control> «>

Down
<Shift> Left

Move down one line
Move left one word

<Control> «>

<Control> <L>

<Shift> Right

Move right one word

Edit mode commands

<Control> <G>

<Shift> Up

All editing commands can be called by the key

Scroll up one line

board, using <Control>, <Shift> and <Alternate>

<Shift> Down
<Control> Left

along with other keys on the keyboard. <Con-.

Scroll down one line
Move to start of line

<Control> Right

Move

trol> and <F> formats a piece of text and <Control> and <J> justifies a piece of text. All the Edit

<Control>
<Control>
<Control>
<Control>

Scroll back one screen
Scroll forward one screen
Move to start of memory
Move to end of memory

commands are available from the menus as well

as from the keyboard and the shortcuts are writ

ten alongside the menu options. Here is a sum

Left
Left
<[>
<]>

Left

Move left one character

Right

Move right one character

<Control> <)>

mary of the cursor movement commands:

back a paragraph
forward a paragraph
last position
line/page/column

File size

The only limit to the size of files you can create
and edit with Protext is the capacity of your disk:
large files are not loaded completely into mem

to end of line

<Control> <[> <Control> <
Move to start
<Control> <]> <Control> <
Move to end
<Control> <(>
Move back a page

Move
Move
Goto
Go to

ory but are loaded in sections from hard drive or

floppy disk. If you are creating a large file it is
best to use a blank formatted disk because tem

porary and backup files are created while you're

working on a document thus taking up disk
space. When a file is edited and saved, the origi

Move forward a page

nal version of the document is retained as a

INC? YOU BET*
As a service to you we have inclu
the full text of the Treaty on E

es that the Editor thinks
ittiest wins. That's it.

pean Union, Maastricht 1992 for
tricht type stuff!

to use with Protext, kindly supp
by David Pollard Publishing,
decompress the treaty follow this

Wow, there's text (
Coal and SU

Atomic Energy and

procedure. Copy the MAASTRIC
folder on Cover Disk 2 to a blank for

vtWsUl.f

matted disk or to a hard drive parti
tion. Open the MAASTRIC folder and
double-click on the MAASTRIC.TOS
file. The file now unfolds and decom

presses the text files that make up
suitable for loading into Protext.
The README.ST file shows the

print it out right now!

use up the large amount of p
required for a full printout, thi
printed version of the treaty is av

ing on how he feels at the time.

There are no other prizes and no
payment can be made in Dmarks. If

you send in more than one entry you
ir opportunity to
i better politician

will be made to type the entire text
of the Treaty into Protext 20 times,
and we'll cut your head off should

« 0865 240048 to order a copy. Full

yourself £100 to spend on ready
printed copies of the treaty. All you

one who is. Send those entries to

MAASTRIC.TOS archive.

add to the Maastricht treaty - and

Publishing, contact " 0865 727203 or

""T that the films muct ho InarlnH

have a printer or you do not want to

<l jf Is i- \" '

Affairs

may or may not ratify the

endment submitted, depend

your own amusing amendment to

Future Publishing or related to some

Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1
2BW by Thursday 10 December.
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and a number will

cause

the

(Portugal], the High Contracting Parties

adapted the following Declaration:

I of the specified page, whilst
-: he cursor across the screen to
the prefix, or emitting the
I to the line nunber. Vou should

ies to the treaty on European Union signed at.
day of February 1392,

1

3-.--*»JtifcJilWifafliAiMMi

'^i^^r^^^H^
the File menu. Clicking on this causes

Print menu to bring up this menu. All

you wish to move to. Experiment until you are
familiar with them.

;OHraearflaiTiers

I Protext has a Desktop menu option in

| Select the Print text... option from the

U T o go to a specific line, column and
page within the text, select the Goto
line/page/col option and enter in the position

the normal printing options are available like

a GEM menu bar to appear from which you

number of copies, odd and even page print
ing, single or continuous paper and so on.

frozen until you quit from the Desk menu.

can csll Accessories. All other, functions are

)n L Hay L992, in Guinaraes [Portugal), the,High Contri

^TT

Treaty on European Union adopted the following Declara
< iirmnni'm

ill SHIKG THE EUROPEAN COMMUHITV
which shall

be annexed

leaty, benefits under 01

„. ,_r to 1? May
enployn
nder then who hawe

l°9e|

eauiualent tl

llE OF THE EUROPEAN SVSTEH OF CENTRAL BANKS AND OF THE EUROPEAN

ers a subject that, when selected, is
displayed on the main work screen. The best
way to get familiar with Protext is to work
through the tutorials and experiment. Enjoy.

extra features built into it. Marked

of the functions have keyboard shortcuts

blocks can be searched through, the search

assigned to them. This is one of two methods

can be made in either direction through the

of selecting block markers.

file and spaces in text strings can be ignored.

backup file on the disk. This ensures you always
have at least one recent version of a file if any

file into a selection of smaller blocks which are
easier to manage.

at a given time, so it is quicker if the file is in
sections.

might have to delete some older unwanted files

stant disk accessing; anyway, small files make

on the floppy disk to be able to carry on editing
the file. Alternatively, you could split your large

specific parts of a document easier to find. You

Finally, don't be afraid to experiment with
Protext, if you use a backup copy of the text files
being worked on you cannot harm anything if
you try out new options. Never be frightened to
try something novel. Now, get those fingers fly
ing over those keyboards and produce a master

usually only work on a small part of a document

piece to be proud of. stf

Remember, if there are any problems with

thing should, by some unpleasant misfortune,
go horribly and irreparably wrong.
If the disk gets full then a warning "Disk

your machine or the power supply, a large docu

full" message is displayed on-screen - you

larger than the memory is slow because of con

ment could be completely lost. Working on files

"I THE WRITE

j ARIMOR mail order

I WORD AT THE

Name

Protext dictionary, manual and
printer drivers for £20

Address

Telephone

Postcode

Quantity

Description

Price
£20.00

Dictionary, convert program, RAMdisk
Upgrade to Protext v5.S

£55.00

TOTAL ORDER

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

• Access

• Visa

ICheque

•

PO

Credit card no

Expiry date

If you weren't paying attention during all those
years of English classes, then your spelling's proba
bly not much cop. Even if you're a PhD then the
odds are that you still make spelling mistakes when
you're composing text. It's here that a spelling
checker comes in handy. It reads through your doc
ument and highlights suspicious words; it can even

come up with the correct spelling for you. You can
get hold of the spell checker for Protext by filling in
the form opposite and sending £20 to Arnor at 611
Lincoln Road, Peterborough, PE1 3HA. Included for
that price and on the same disk there's a plethora of
printer drivers, a RAMdisk utility and a text conver
sion program, not to mention the chunky manual
which goes into details we couldn't fit in here and
doubles as an attractive paperweight. If you'd like
to treat yourself to the latest version of Protext -

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

v5.5 - with improved GEM support, a more com

direct mail from other companies i—I

prehensive dictionary and a wider selection of
printer drivers, it costs £55 and is available in the
same way - just fill in the form and send the dosh!

To order by telephone, call * 0733 68909

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
ge

I Each of these help menu options cov

I Pretext's search function has many

I All the program options are available

I from the drop-down menus, and many

Amor Ltd

SEND THIS FORM TO: Arnor Ltd,

611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough, PE1 3HA
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REFERENCE HARD DRIVE
COMBINING EXCELLENT

rY

A

PERFORMANCE WITH QUALITY

AND HIGH CAPACITY, OUR HARD
4RD
DRIVES OFFER EXCEPTIONAL

0*1

VALUE FOR MONEY!

3!

FAST ACCESS NEC SCSI
MECHANISMS FOR OPTIMUM

TY —«^|^^^

PERFORMANCE • HIGH QUALITY
METAL CASING • AUTOPARKING
NlG

• DEDICATED POWER SUPPLY • COOLING FAN

AATARI

• ICD INTERFACE & SOFTWARE • DMA THROUGHPORT

40MB VERSION

ONLY £299.00 ONLY £449.00

'KICK OFF' with GAZZA at

Z]h" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES

* 'ASTERIX'
CD EC I * 'GAZZA
2' MANAGER 90' ..(RRP:£25.53)
rK.CCI
'TRACKSUIT
..(RRP: £20.42) * 'SKIDOO'
.... . "™" *'SUBBUTEO'
..(RRP: £25.53) * 'LEONARDO'
With every * the ball game'
..(RRP: £24.99) * TOp QUALITY JOYSTICK

STE Pack

* 'TREASURE TRAP'

..(RRP: £25.53)

- PLUS -

'DISCOVERY
EXTRA' PACK

'Sim City'« 'Escape from the Planet of Robot
Monsters' • 'Final Fight' • 'Nine Lives •
'NeoChrome' •

'FirST BASIC •

(RRP:£24.99)

(RRP: £7.99)

(RRP: £7.99)

(RRP: £9.99)

TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER E170.00 !

Excellent STE starter package from Atari including the 520
STE with 1Mb Drive, 512KRAM, DigitalStereo sound,

520 STE

100MB VERSION

'Atari ST Tour'

Full 1Mb Unformatted

Capacity * Quality Sony /
Citizen Drive Mechanism

• Convenient On / Off switch on rear

of drive • Long reach connection cable
for location either side of computer

CO JO QQinc.VATand
*>~ £— • w • ^ ^

INCLUDES ITS OWN

delivery

EXTERNAL PLUG-IN PSU

ONLY E269.99 WITH 1 MB RAM FITTED

ire of other makes of drv

ONLY £299.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

ONLY £349.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

5.25" External Drive 40/80 Track Switchable

1040 STE including educational & productivity software :

1040 STE'FAMILY
CURRICULUM

I Educational Softwaremodules, splitinto threeage categories,
from EarlySchool to GCSE revision. • Productivity Software
£100) • Plus! Hyper Paint, Music Maker and FirST BASIC

Prices include VAT,

PRINTERS

EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE

1 2 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY
Star LC 20 Successor to the LC 10, 4 fonts, 180/44cps

£ 129.99

MEW.'Star LC 100 Entry level 9-pin colour, 4 fonts
Star LC 200 9-pin colour, 4 fonts, 180/45cps

£ 168.03
£ 193.88

NEW! Star LC 24-100 24-pin, 5 fonts, 192/64cps
£ 196.23
Star LC 24-20 24-pin, 5 fonts, 192/64cps, excellent features
£204.45
Star LC 24-200C 7 colour 24-pin, 5 fonts, 200/67cps
£269.08
Automatic Sheet Feeder for LC 10" printers (pis.state model)....£ 64.95

l«|

Star FR15 COLOUR powerful 9-pin colour, 31k buffer
Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin, 80 col, power printer

£ 249.99
£ 369.00

| Citizen 224 Colour 24-pin colourwilh 3 LQfonts, 192/64cps,
2-Year manufacturer's warranty, optional sheel feeder

£ 249.99

I Olivetti JP-150 Inkjet good qualify- exceptional value

£ 249.99

! Canon BJ-10EX award-winninginkjet.Epson compatible

£ 233.83

JP-350S Inkjet excellent high speed300dpi printer
191 | Olivettiincluding
Epson Emulation Cartridge1

§

*—^— */C/i vw

delivery

400dpi HANDY SCANNER

£ 349.99

Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500

£ 327.83

Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500C COLOUR

£ 410.08

NEW! Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500C COLOUR
Panasonic KXP2123 Profesional 24-pin Colour Quietprinter

£410.08
E 399.00

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR
With its dedicated monitor input, this model
combines the advantages of a high quality
medium resolution colour monitor with the
convenience of remote control Teletext TV

- at an excellent iow price! Features dark

glass screen for improved contrast, plus
full range 3-way speaker sound output.

ONLY £399.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

QUALITY SCANNING
THE RIGHT PRICE !

SOLDERLESS MEMORY
UPGRADES FOR STs

delivery and cable

Representing outstanding value for
money, this package combines top quality
scanning hardware with the distinctively

GIVE YOUR ST THE BENEFITS OF SIMMS RAM
EXPANSION WITH OUR SIMPLE-FITTING UPGRADE!
• Fits Atari STF, STFM and MEGA series computers

• Uses SIMMSRAM Modules for Effortless Upgradeability
• Full kit with detailed instructions- no specialist
knowlage needed

powerful DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL software
Ata genuine 400dpiscanningresolution, this newscanner produces trulysuperb
qualityscans. Has a full105mmscanning width,variablebrightness controland 100 /
200 / 300 / 400dpiresolution. Daatascan Professional scanning andediting
softwareallows real-timescanning in either lineart or in grey scales. Provides
powerful editing features and
~
excellent compatibility with
most DTP and Paint Packages,
eg. Deluxe Paint, Touch-Up.

• Probably the neatest ST RAM Upgrade available!

Upgradeunit unpopulated
£ 44.95
With 512K RAM Installed, gives 1Mb RAM total....£ 74.95
With 2Mb RAM Installed, gives2/2.5Mb total
£119.95
With 4Mb RAM Installed, gives4Mb total
£199.95

WE GUARANTEE that this is the

smoothest, most responsive

and accurate replacement mouse you
can buy for your Atari ST. Excellent
performance, with a 300dpi
resolution. Amazing low price!

•J.B. Due to the large variance In design ot the Atari ST, there is a small

minority of boards in existence which may require a little soldering.

520ST PLUG-IN 1MB
SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADE
Allows easy upgrade to a total 1MbRAM • Simple, fast and effective RAM
upgrade path • Suits almost any 520ST model (not suitable for STE

£14 99 SATISFACTI0N
GUARANTEED
GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE
NEW LOWER PRICE!..

• machines) • Requires no soldering or technical know-how

TRACKBALL
High performance trackball which operates from the

Monitor Switch Box - switch belwe
monitors without the need for unpluc

mouse or joystick port. Super-smooth, accurate and

versatile, allowing total one-handed control. Top
quality construction and opto-mechanical design,
delivering high speed and accuracy every time.

Philips CM8833 Mk.llMonitor(GenuineUK version,stereo sound) including cable, 1 year on-site maintenance
and 'Lotus Esprit Turbo 2' game
NEW! Atari SM146 14" Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

ST SOFTWARE

No driver software needed !

£ 199.00
£ 119.95

SPECIAL !!!
We are offering a complete

NeoDesk3
Firs! Word Plus
Data Manager Professional....
Cyber Paint 2.0
Cyber Studio (CAD 2.0)
Degas Elite

£29.95
£57.95
E 29.95
£ 37.50
E 37.50
£ 22.50

Deluxe Paint

£ 44.95

Timeworks DTP Version 2

ReplayS
HiSoll Devpac 2.23
Lattice C 5.06.02
Power BASIC
Atari Fastcom2...
Atari Archive...
Mavis Beacon Torches Typing

£ 89.95

£63.95
£ 44.95
£ 115.00
£29.95
£34.00
£ 30.00
£22.50

ONLY £99.99

TRUEMOUSE

£269.00 delivery
lncludingVAT
& cable

Digita Home Accounts 2
£ 49.95
Personal Finance Manager Pro..... £32.95

£74.95

f9QQ QQinc.VATand

• featuring Wordprocessor, Databaseand Spreadsheet (RRPover ONLY £349.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

PACK'

^

Very quiet • Slimline design
• Cooling Vents • Sleek,
high quality metal casing

Wordprocessing and Desktop

Publishing package complete
with graphics import facilities.

Available with any
hardware purchase
over £75.00.

FIRST WORD PLUS ♦
TIMEWORKS DTP 2
©MLLtr*

N.B. Due to the large variance in design of the Aiari ST. there i:

ONLY £29.95

minority of boards in exislence which may require a little soldering.

OTHER RAM UPGRADES
520STE 1Mb upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
520/1040 STE 2Mb upgrade (2x1Mb SIMMS)

£ 30 00
£ 60.00

520/1040 STE 4Mb upgrade (4x1Mb SIMMS)

£ 120.00

520STFM 1Mb RAMUpgrade kit, requires soldering

£ 49.00

520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves
Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves

£ 79.00
£ 149.00

520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit, with full titling
instructions. Requires very slight case moditication

£ 49.95

ZY-FI Amplified Stereo Speaker System
VIDI-12 ST incorporating VIDI-Chrome
VIDl Complete Colour Solution

£ 39.95
£ 99.95
£ 160.00

VIDI-RGB automaticcolourseparator add-onforcolourinput £ 64.95
AT-Speed / STFM HardwarePC emulator(16MHz 80286) with
DR-DOS 5.0 and maths co-processor socket.
Supports VGA/EGA(with SM124) and EMS

£ 199.95

Atari LYNX-2inc. 'Batman Returns' and Power Supply
Slime World

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS
Fixed rate repair service, includes disk drive faults

Turbo Sub....

Chips Challenge
£16.99 Ishido
California Games ....£19.99 Crystal Maze

E 54.95

Please contact us on 0386-446441
Please note that we reserve the right to refuse any
machine which is beyond economic repair

£21.95

£ 99.99

...£25.99

Robo Squash

...£22.95

Robotron

£24.99

Atari Lynx Pouch Accessory
Joystick/ Mouse ports accessibility adapter

£ 9.95

For STF/STFM/STE machines

Dust Covers - availableforany ST

£19.95
£22.95

...£25.99 Xybots

£ 4.95

£4.95

forany MEGA

£9.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT @17.5% AND DELIVERY
Same day despatch whenever possible. Express Courier Delivery (UKMainland Onlv)£6.50 extra.
•MAIL ORDER OEPARTMENT-

F
leal
Unit 9 St. Richards Rd
Evesham
Worcs WRl 1 6XJ
S 0386 -765180

5 Glisson Road

322 Witan Gate

Cambridge CB1 2HA

Milton Keynes MK9

H

0223 • 323898

B1 0908 - 230898

251-255 MoseleyRd
Highgate
Birmingham B12 0EA
B

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham, Worcs WRl 1 6XJ
Call us now on © 0386-765500 ••••
Mon-Fri., 9.00 - 7.00; Sat, 9.00 - 5.30

fax : 0908 - 230865

lax : 0386 - 765354

Open Mon • Sat, 9.30 - 6.00

Open Mon - Sat, 9.00 - 5.30

Open Mon - Sat, 9.30 - 6.00

Corporate Specialist

fax: 021-446 5010

CorporateSpecialist

Open Mon - Sat, 9.00 - 5.30

Fax: 0386-765354

"ISA

Technical support (open Mon-Fri, 10.00 - 5.00): 0386-40303

021 - 446 5050

fax : 0223 - 322883

i£o

Send an Order with Cheque, Postal Order or
ACCESS/VISA card details. Please allow 5

banking daysfor Cheque clearance.

Government, Education and PLC orders welcome

All products coveredby 12 Months Warranty

Allgoodssubject toavailability.

• NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING 'TIL 7PM, WED - FRI •

Evesham Micros]

Analogic Computers
(U.K.) Ltd
Mon-Fri. 9am to 7pm Saf9am to 5.30pm

Jnit 6 AshwaVCentre

:lm Crescent,

TEL: 081-546-9575

(ingston-Upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 6HH

FAX/TEL: 081 -541 -4671

THE OFFICIAL ATARI REPAIR CENTRE

to
©

• COMPUTERS • PRINTERS • MONITORS
REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES
320/1040 ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE

£59.95

Including next day delivery by Courierservice.
9 Fixed Charges • Very Fast Turnaround
i All repairs carry a full 90 Day Guarantee
Winters and Monitors
p- Door to door
%L courier service

Please ring for quotation

We pick up computers for repairs and memory upgrades for
- Next Day delivery by Courier service for only £5.00 + VAT

o

MEMORY UPGRADES

coo*

MARPET DEVELOPMENTS OFFICIAL XTRA-RAM DELUXE INSTALLERS

520 STF/STFM to 1 Meg
*£59.95
520ST/STM/STF/STFM to2.5 Meg .£89.95
520 ST/STM/STF/STFM to4 Meg..£139.95

520 STE to 1 Meg
520STE to 2 Meg
520 STE to 4 Meg

ifl

*£17.95
*£59.95
*£114.95

W EMULATORS and ACCELERATORS
PC Speed
AT Speed8
AT SpeedC16

£89.95
£134.95
£199.95

Vortex 386 SX-16

£349.95

AD Speed ST
AD Speed STE

coo

*£144.95
£169.95

520 STE Discovery Xtra Pack
1040 STE Family Curriculum Pack I
Mega STE
=alcon 030

PROTAR HARD DRIVES (New Protar Series 2)
Profile 40
Profile 40 DC
Profile 50 DC
Profile 80
Profile 100 DC
Profile R44

£289.00
£309.00
£369.00
£429.00
£499.00
£579.00

All Protar Hard Drives with Disk Cache have

2 year replacement warranty.
New Protar series 2 accept a second internal drive
• Support upto 7 extra SCSI devices • Autobooting
• DMA Throughport • Device Number Switching
• Disk Management Software

ACCESSORIES and INTERFACES

MONITORS
Atari SM146 High Resolution Monochrome Monitor
Atari SC1435Colour Monitor

POA
£215.00

STFJSTFM ScartLead

£14.95

Dust Cover

STE/STFM Lead to Philips CM8833II £14.95 Mouse Mat

Philips 14" TV/Monitor (Designer Model) +Remote Control +Scart Cable £255.00

Philips CM8833 Dust Cover £6.95 10 Blank Discs
AD SCSI
Twin Joystick/Mouse Port extension

Philips 15' TV/Monitor+Remote Control +Scart Cable (Model 3332)
Philips 15" TV/Monitor as above with Teletext (Model 2331)

Squik Mouse

Philips CM8833 Mk II

POA
£239.00
£269.00

POWER SUPPLIES
STFM/STE Power Supplies (Service Exchange)
£34.95
NEW STFM/STE Power supplies with ONE YEAR GUARANTEE ...£44.95

Lead

£5.95 AD SCSI with clock

£14.95 Forget Me Clock

£4.95
£4.95
£5.95
£69.95
£79.95

£16.95

I DISK DRIVES
High Density 3.5" Internal Drive
1Meg 3.5" Internal Drive

£54.95
£44.95

a

1Meg 3.5" External Drive with its own PSU

£59.95

Q

<*i

PRINTERS
Star LC20 Mono
Star LC200 Colour
Star LC24-20
Star LC24-200 Mono
StarLC24-200 Colour
Citizen 120D+

3

£139.95
£199.95
£204.95
£254.95
£279.95
£129.95

Citizen 124D
Citizen Swift 9

£179.95
£189.95

Citizen Swift 24E (Colour)

£289.95

Please ring for Canon, Panasonic and HP range

• All pricesinclude VAT and NEXT DAY DELIVERY subjectto availability
• Fixed charge for repair does notinclude Disk Drive Replacement &Keyboard
• All prices subject to change without notice
• We reserve the right to refuse any ST Repair

VISA

<fi

FEEDBACK

YOUR

FEEDBACK

LETTERS

W'

Editor about it. Address your letters to The Editor, Feedback,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW
Is it all getting too much for you? Write to the

Stars on someday
I am writing concerning

some

the force between this copy of STF

Ram heads and

and himself.

pentagrams

basic (and far too common) mis
conceptions in Mr Wilcox's letter

Ergo, either astrology relies

I wish to point out to people (like

upon an entirely new force (which

Julian van Eyken, STF 37) that the

which you printed in STF39. There
are three main points.

is not actually "contravening a law

occult does not mean black magic,

of physics," but it would add sev-

just as voodoo doesn't.
Gem says:

First,

Mr

Wilcox

states:

"Physical science is hopelessly illequipped to deal with joy and sor
row,
love,
humour...
hope...
compassion." This is not the first

Astrology either
relies upon a new

time this argument has been pre
sented to me, and it is only right to
point out that this is asking too
much of physics - physics is just
that, a physical science. Emotions

Collins

occult, mystery, or secret. Also

Midgard is the home of humanity

super-natural - n. esoteric knowl
edge - vt. hide from view."
In other words, the occult is

in the Teutonic tradition and is in

the middle of all worlds, which

the unknown. Many things fall into

Middle Earth?

this category including ghosts, psy

fallacious

chic

phenomenon, magic of all

read "fairy tales" - that is, the

older ones like those by the Broth
ers Grimm because they often
contain ancient lore. Another thing

rance as evil (particularly as igno

ences do.

with me.

Second, according to even
the most detailed horoscope, any

Chris Preedy, Surrey

one born on the same day in the
same maternity hospital will have

stf: I've heard of the force being
"with" someone, but this is pretty

magic are bad, you would be right.
On the positive side of occultism,

identical horoscopes during their
lives. Does Mr Wilcox seriously
believe that they will lead identical,

racey stuff. Could we have stum

consider Jesus - didn't he wield

bled on the fact that this is, indeed,

occult

a new science? I wish we'd worked
this out when I was at school. I

Last,

even

similar

lives?

to

chemistry, but if astrology had

physics itself, the only four forces
known (and, by definition, stars
can only have any effect upon us
from a force or by physical contact)
are the weak and strong forces

been a fourth option I'd have been
laughing.

tree of life which is the basis of

powers?

Saints are

representation of the cabbalistic
western occultism. Note also that
voodoo (from Vodun) means "cre

ator of the universe" or God, in
other words.

Tom

Rees

(STF

37)

con

also

demned astrology - admittedly

recorded as having them. Yoga is
the pursuit of "union" with God

astrology is a tad hard to swallow,
but then don't the gravities of the

and he is most definitely hidden
(assuming that, of course, he/she/it

tides? A certain John H Nelson dis

does exist).

covered

As for role playing games,

sun

and

the
a

moon

connection

create
with

our
the

planets and stormy ionospheric

only someone who has little knowl

conditions

edge of them could possibly con

wave radio reception), much as it

sider them to be connected with

was
described
by
ancient
astronomers. Applying the angular
relationships between planets he
increased correct prediction of bad
weather conditions by over 30 per
cent. So the plants affect the earth.
This means it is likely that people i

a star, because the star is neutral in

extremist

observable

- hop-scotch is meant to be the

Classes in astrology would

above the atomic level), electro
magnetic (which cannot come from

is

So many people think that

the "occult" is bad because they
do not know anything about it or
have heard the worst. If, however,

have been a hoot. Teachers could

have said things like, "Now, if the
sun is rising through the fifth
house in my chart, what job will I
be best at?" They could ban

(neither of which

rance can be).

you say that satanism and black

never did fancy biology, physics or

resorting

Another thing to note is that

occultists often mention that they

kinds, and divination, so the occult

the former is true, I hope that Mr
Wilcox will share his Nobel prize

or even slightly
Surely not.

equals Middle World or perhaps

should not be dismissed in igno

ences which do not recognise
astrology as a valid means of pre
diction, any more than physical sci

eral new ones), or is fallacious. If

have discovered them. The word
rune means almost the same as

"Occult' a. secret, mysterious;

force or is

are the domain of the social sci

which have occult connections,
being used in divination and
magic. The Teutonic god, Odin
(Woden, Wotan) is supposed to

books

like

Practical

the occult - this is, no doubt, down

to the use of "magic" in the game
systems, which is as fictional as

charge) or gravitational, which is

Physics or Biology for Beginners.

the magic in most fiction.
It is interesting to note, how

negligible even when compared to

What fun.

ever, that JRR Tolkien used runes

(which

hinder

short

STARS OF THE FRIENDS
My grand-daughter, Ashleigh, was born prema
turely and had to be put in an incubator to give her

I next thought about the copyright, so I

author of any programs you might use.
TJ Gray, South Ockendon, Essex

a chance in life. On our first visit to see our little

phoned the author, D K Wilkinson, who was very
pleased to think that his program could be put to a

wonder we noticed that there were many babies in
incubators and that the Special Baby Care Unit at
Basildon Hospital desperately needed another one.
The unit are asking for help and ideas to raise

charitable cause. He agreed to let me use it in such
a way, only requesting that his name be put with
any use of the program.
I would like to thank the STF team for provid

stf: What an excellent idea, Mr
Gray. The ST has been used for

the sum of £20,000 to pay for this new incubator. I

ing us all with a good read and good quality Cover
Disks. Also a very big thank you to Mr Wilkinson
for letting me use his program to help raise much

gave a lot of thought to this and I came up with
the idea that, for a donation to the fund men

tioned, I could supply the parents of new born
babies with a star chart and horoscope with the
aid of my ST, printer and the program Astro 22.

needed funds.

Could you use your ST for a local charity in
your area? If you can, don't forget to ask the

any number ofpurposes in the j

past, so it's great to hear Jl

about a new and highly use- /
ful one. We'd be pleased if,
you would donate the £100
you've won from th'
to the hospital w
best wishes.

I3§r/

FEEDBACK
YOUR

are

LETTERS

affected

since

we

consist

largely of water. If we fully
grasped the laws of physics, then
the meaning of life would perhaps
be apparent.
To underline the strangeness

houses support machines on
which they know they can shift
software - it's as simple as that.
Ultimately what makes their job
easier is a quicker machine. You
see, if the processor's up to the
task then they can write relatively
sloppy code and it still runs at suit
able speeds.
The Falcon isn't a games

Bad sports? Us?
I am deeply disturbed. How can
you sound serious about the ST as
a superior machine when you con
fess that you use a DTP program
on a Mac to produce your maga
zine? The Amiga magazines don't
need a Mac to produce their publi
cations, they use a 3000 mainly
because they have the right soft

whatever kind of

machine or a serious machine, it's

ware to force their machine. You'd

whatever kind of machine you

machine you

want it to be. Falcon is a home

have to be on the moon to deny
that almost all Amigas are
1MByte. The reason is very simple

because whole sprite and screen
handling routines have to be writ
ten into games, those features are
high on the list of reasons why
many top games are ignored on
the ST.

of people's personal beliefs, read
this:

I

know

someone

who

believes in UFOs because he saw

one (many people saw it - news of
it even reached the Nottingham

Evening Post), but he doesn't have
any faith in scientists. He says:
"How do we know they don't
make it up?" See - just because

The Falcon is

computer, it's not a console or a

want it to be

you don't believe in something,
doesn't mean it doesn't exist.

going into the effects of gravita
tional pull on the human body.

Of course, you may say that Fal
con is not supposed to be a games
machine anyway, yet you can't
deny that this kind of software
support is what makes or breaks
the sales of computers. I would

Does that mean that we have tides

like to be able to continue to sup

David Smith, Nottingham
stf: Strewth, I didn't realise there
was so much heavy research

and ebbs just like the oceans? Are

port Atari products, as well as the

these what affect our moods? Of
course not, our moods are

best in MIDI and serious applica

affected by the enormous number
of chemicals we consume so that

our food stays fresh in its environ
ment-unfriendly packaging.

tions. I hate to admit it, but the

answer to this question could well
sway my decision as to whether to
purchase the machine or wait to
see what Commodore comes up

with before making up my mind.
Falcon hell

Peter D Ward, Kent

have seen statements from soft
ware houses who say that,

it

has

been

designed to fit into any home and
provide an almost endless number
of services. If what you want to do
is play games, it can do that better
than any machine on the market. If
you want to create music, it can do
that better than any machine on
the market - and if you want to
number crunch, then (with its

powerful processors) it can do that
better than any machine around
The simple fact is that all the
major software houses have either

- expansion boards cost half the
price of ST ones, like all other
Amiga accessories. It's true Com
modore may thank game players
for the big sales, but you cannot
call it a console. Be serious!

I've had a B2000 for a while,

and I'm really proud of it - it has
great graphics, sound, animation,
real multi-tasking and is userfriendly- unlike the ST. But I have
to confess I still have a desire for

an ST and I'm probably going to

buy one this year - should I

come out in favour of the Falcon

choose an STE or a Falcon? Apolo

or are keeping a close eye on its
progress. In this issue of STF
there's a Falcon games preview
(page 72), a Falcon review (page

gies for my poor English, I learnt it
using a DataEast PC manual
though I sold the PC ages ago.
Ricardo Madeira, Portugal

106) and a multi-media feature

Does the Falcon support sprite

graphics and hardware scrolling? I

number cruncher,

stf: Sprite graphics no, hardware
scrolling yes. I can't see the logic
of your point, however. Software

(page 30). All of these show
exactly what Falcon can do. And

stf: We do produce ST FORMAT
on Apple Macintosh setups, but

this is just the beginning.

that's because they were what our

SHADES OF GREY
lous and unfounded your assertions are.
Sierra would have to push their chip set

keep constantly re-inventing itself with
gecko-like monotony every time Intel bring

wastes the Amiga. However, you are miss

quite a bit further in order to recreate the

ing the point - Amigas are not the competi

262,000 colours Falcon is capable of- this is

tion, PCs are. The Falcon does not really

somewhat better than the really rather

a new processor out.
The Falcon is, in every single way, supe
rior to all but the most outrageously expen

stand up against them now that virtually
every large company is collaborating to
bring PC prices down. PCs now have 64

tame 32,768 colours your state-of-the-art
PC strains to produce. You say that the PC

sive PC. Alright, so it's possible to perform

now has 64 sound channels. We've asked a

sound channels and normally display 256

lot of people and can only find a hugely
impressive Inot!) seven channel sound

con is capable of on a PC, but all the differ
ent cards and processor upgrades needed
to perform this would cost you many thou

card.

sands of pounds.

I followed the insight into the new Falcon

with great interest and, you are right, it

colours at 1024 x 768 resolution. Now

Sierra chip sets push that number up to
32,768 colours - far better than the Falcon
can manage. The CD compression sockets

look interesting, however, but the chip
speed of 16MHz is not really very good - 32
or even 50MHz would make it more appeal
ing - especially to power users.
The PC socket would have been very

good two or three years ago, but now Intel,
who make the chips, are really pushing the

With Falcon you get 262,144 colours
with full overscan, a blitter chip, stereo 16-

bit digital DMA audio input and output,

The Falcon is, in every

eight channel 16-bit DMA sampling (at up

way, superior to all but
the most outrageously
expensive PC

signal processing chip, an enormously
quick 32-bit CPU, all the ports and sockets
you could ever dream of- and all for £450.

This point about sound and your other
peculiar point about MHz speed sums up
the whole problem with PCs and it's one

read one more letter from a sanctimonious

which PC owners have been woffling on

performing and utterly doomed machine,

about for years. The MHz of a computer has

then I shall probably split open like the dog
at the beginning of The Thing and devour

486. What I want to know is why compa

nies are suddenly going mad about Win

dows 3, when equivalent software has
been around for the ST, Amiga and Mac
ever since these machines were created and with much easier installation systems.

Adrian Bridgett, Alderley Edge, Cheshire

son can get wrong? I'd point you in the

absolutely nothing to do with its real speed
or processing power. It is only the PC mar

direction of STF 40 and the prize winning

ket which can create benchmarks for itself

letter which proves quite easily how ridicu

in this way and which feels the need to

stf: Oh dear, how many facts can one per

some of the multi-media tasks which Fal

to 50kHz), a fantastically powerful digital

The sooner PC owners stop performing

their own prehistoric benchmark tests on
infinitely superior hardware like the Falcon,
the better things will be for all of us. If I
PC owner who's regretting spending so
much money on such a gloriously under-

the entire PC FORMAT team. Of course, this

won't help matters at all but at least it'll
help to fill the gap between meals.

FEEDBACK
YOUR

bosses gave us - we didn't decide
to use Mac kit, it was rudely thrust
upon us by an uncaring adminis
tration. I can, however, assure you
that all the Amiga magazines we
publish (the admirable Amiga For
mat, Amiga Shopper and Amiga
Power) are all created on Macs,
just like ST FORMAT. For that mat
ter, every single magazine Future
publishes is created on Macintosh
equipment - that's including PC
magazines.

Quite why you think Amiga
upgrades are cheaper than ST ones

is beyond me, perhaps

the

demo on

MAT Cover

ST FOR

Disk 38.

Nice in Nice

I was told that many ST

^s a French 9T

problem. They gave
me a new copy but it
still didn't include the

samples.
Bennie Cook,
Surrey

they're

stf: The people at
Sensible Software

tell us that they

they're exactly the same price - as

didn't have the
room to include

I'm glad you're going to buy

/
/
/

some of the sam

an Atari machine, I'm sure it'll pro

ples in the ST ver-

vide you with good service
because it has great graphics and

sion of Sensible

«?•* Metg, woo ,„,
bi„3 """an
,,. Paris-Dalr^r
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sound, animation and multi-tasking

Soccer. They bunged as many as
possible within the game, but ran

abilities as well as user-friendli

out of room for the crowd chants.

ness. Oh, and it's good to hear that
you've got rid of your PC.

This is what you're missing out on
- a bit of hissy background noise.
What appears to have happened is

glad he's here all the same.

Portugese pleas

that the game's distributors, Rene
gade, used the same box for both

I've had my STE for nearly a year
now and originally bought it
because of its amazing MIDI com
patibility without having to splash
out extra dough on a MIDI inter
face. I've also been known to enjoy
a good joystick bashing. I recently
purchased a small compilation by

Did you know that Atari's comput
ers are virtually non-existent in
Portugal? Sad but true - there are
probably less than 100 STs here,
most of them are owned by musi

the ST and Amiga, failing to notice
that the ST version is different. A

spokesman said: "We are sorry,
but it's a genuine error - that line

only say it has taken him rather a
long time to see the light, but we're

Farty karate

cians, the rest by people who
heard of the ST and had to go out

should have been overstuck on the

searching for it. The small number

The game's still a belter any
way. Oh, and while we're on the
subject, some owners of shops and

System 3 entitled The Premier Col
lection and while Tuskar, Flimbo's

members of the wholesale commu

are so-so games, the fourth is IK+
which I was led to believe to be

of machines in this country is sim
ply a consequence of bad informa
tion - or lack of any information at
all. Hardly anyone knows of the ST
or even Atari, so how can people
buy a computer they have never

heard of and where can they buy a
computer they never see any
where? Why are Atari ignoring Por
tugal, letting it be flooded with PCs
and Amigas that, in my opinion,

ST version, but it was overlooked."

nity are telling people that the ST
version of Sensible Soccer doesn't

exist. This is untrue; if your local
computer shop isn't stocking it, try
a mail order company like Special
Reserve on a- 0279 600204.

Quest and The Last Ninja Remix

excellent. Since the whole pack
was going for just £12.99, I thought
I couldn't really lose.

When I got home I loaded up
the amazing IK+ only to receive a

five second demo and a message
saying "Bum Copy...." Naturally I

never perform as well as the ST?

Miguel Marcos, Portugal

was not too pleased, so I returned

Look here, this is

useless - get an

the package for a refund. With this
I purchased IK+ on a budget label.
However I'm still presented with

stf: If there are so few Portugese
Atari owners, how come I get more
letters from Portugal than from
France? Weird. Anyway, no doubt
Atari will attempt to redress the
balance of computer ownership in

Stunt Car saviour

Portugal with the release of the Fal
con. If you want to complain to the

I was at my friend's house playing
Sfunf Car Racer on his Spectrum

man who knows better than most

+2. "Look here," I remarked, "This
is useless. Get an ST like me, it'll

stf: I spoke to Archer Maclean who
programmed IK+ and he said that

be better." The next day he
ordered a 520 STE and his Spec
trum now lives in a cupboard. Do I

the STE didn't exist when the game
was created, so he can hardly be
blamed for its non-functioning. The

1302, USA.

get some sort of prize or some
thing?

message you're getting is the same
as that which a pirate would see.

Sensible Sounds

Nathan Thomas, Southampton

Archer told us he put a few flags in
among the code to check the legiti
macy of the program - the STE
reads these incorrectly, assuming
wrongly that the program is
pirated. If you'd like to take this up

about the state of Atari in Portugal,
write to Sam Tramiel, Atari Com

puter Corporation, 1,196 Borregas
Avenue,

Sunnyvale,

CA 94089-

ST like me

full of crowd sounds" the only
samples I got were samples from

the same horrible facts. Can you
tell me if (a) is IK+ compatible with
a 520 STE and (b) System 3's
address - I'd like to write to them

I bought Sensible Soccer a few

days ago, only to find that, despite
it saying on the box "second disk

V

owners have had this

more expensive in Portugal, but I

are other accessories.

I

love the game, but I was
puzzled by the lack of
samples, so I took it
back to the shop. There

can assure you that in the UK

I

LETTERS

stf: Well, you get to appear on the
hallowed pages of this magazine,
Nathan, is that prize enough? As to
your friend's 16-bit revelation, I can

because I think this is a bit shady.
Jose Williamson, Harrogate

J
with System 3 who are responsi
ble

for

Adrian

its

distribution,

Cale,

18

contact

Peterborough

Road, Harrow, Middlesex.

Das Song

Have you heard the ST "singing"
the lyrics in the song by U96?
Also, is there any truth in the
rumour that an ST is to take over

from Philip Schofield in Joseph?
Lee Wheelhouse, Sheffield
stf: We haven't been able to con

firm whether or not Plppy
Schofield is to be replaced by an
ST. We can, however, exclusively
reveal that an ST is to become the

next Heritage minister, that the
pound's movements within the
ERM (the what?) will, in future, be

monitored by an ST and in the
next series of Eldorado, Fizz is to

be played by a Lynx.
Over-cooked brain cells

I am an unemployed surrealist
with a very vivid imagination.
When I insert a disk into my drive,
the monitor turns into a large cube
of semi-translucent jelly-like mate
rial of a blueish hue which wob

bles slightly. At the same time
there's a strange high-pitched
squeaking
sound of a

noise

not unlike the

wheel that needs a

drop of oil. At the same time, mil
lions of frozen peas shoot out of

the cartridge port, completely fill
ing the room. Can you help?
John Wings, Hornsey
stf: No.
Your ten most common

Falcon questions
1. Will my existing ST games soft
ware run on the Falcon?

i

•1
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stf: No, ST games will not run on

stf: No, Atari have designed a

the

new type of memory card that
plugs onto the Falcon mother

Falcon

and

were

never

intended to, Software companies
are working on Falcon specific ver
sions of games that will be the
equivalent of top-of-the range PC
titles with digital stereo sound and
SVGA graphics. With these capa
bilities it is pointless making the
machine downwardly compatible

board to save on production costs.

Falcon memory cards will be avail
able in 1MByte, 4MByte and
16MByte versions. Prices for the
cards are said to be comparable
with the cost of SIMMs memory.
4.

with ST titles.

stf: Any Atari hard drive with a
SCSI socket plug directly into the
Falcon SCSI2 port; drives with
DMA ports will not be able to con
nect directly to the new machine.
However, Atari told us that
because the DMA signals are
available on the SCSI2 port, all
that you're going to need is a spe
cially wired lead to connect to ST
drive. This has not yet been con

Does the

Falcon

have

MIDI

on a VGA monitor?

stf: Yes, you will be able to use all
the Atari monitors with the Falcon,

only some of the higher VGA reso
lutions will be unavailable. Atari

monitors (and even TVs) will be

able to display many of the 256
available

the Falcon.

colour monitors are nearer to £150

with identical MIDI in and MIDI out

7. Will Atari be making a Mega ST

in price than £1,000, so buying one
isn't going to break the bank.

ports. MIDI thru is also available

style version of the Falcon?

2. Will my existing serious soft
stf: Yes, the Falcon has the same

MIDI capabilities as the ST and TT
stf: The official Atari UK line is
that much ST software such as

SC1435 monitor with the Falcon or

will I have to spend up to £1,000

firmed. Any SCSI drive can be
plugged in and used directly with

sockets?

ware run on the Falcon?

9. Will I be able to use the Atari

colour

and

true

on

colour

modes

Falcon.

SVGA

the

DTP packages, word processors,
CAD and design programs and
MIDI sequencers should be

on the MIDI out port, wired to pins
1 and 3 in traditional ST fashion.

stf: A Falcon with a Mega ST style

10. When will I be able to buy a
Falcon, and how much will it cost?

upwardly compatible with the Fal
con. In practice, ST software that

5. Will the joystick and mouse

case with separate keyboard and
main processor unit is planned for

stf: The latest news we have had

ports on the Falcon be easier to

early 1993.

does not follow the Atari program

get at?

ming "rules" exactly run into
problems. The dongles for high
end MIDI packages are going to
have to be redesigned and some

programs

will

have

to

"tweaked" to make them

case, the joysticks are in the same

be

place. However, the next version

100%

of the machine is going to be in a
Mega ST style case, so the mouse
and joystick ports will be in a more
sensible position.

Falcon compatible. Upgrade ver
sions should be available from the

major software houses.
3.

stf: Because the first models of
the Falcon use the traditional STE

Will the Falcon use SIMMs

memory slots?

for the release of the Falcon is the

8. Will STF be covering Falcon
software, and will the name of the

middle of November 1992, so you
should be able to get one today!

The

1MByte

version

of

the

magazine be changing to Atari

machine

FORMAT?

priced at £499, but many suppliers
are already offering lower prices

stf: We are going to be covering
all aspects of Atari Falcon news
which will involve reviews and
articles about Falcon software and

without hard

drive

than this.
Want to share your innermost

emotions about things ST with
70,000 others? Then write to The

hardware. There are no plans to

Editor, Feedback, ST FORMAT.

6. Will Atari hard drives work on

change the name of the magazine

30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon

the Falcon?

as far as we know.

BA1 2BW.

ATARI REPAIRS
JUST £49.95 inc.
• Atari registered

• Over 10 years experience with Atari computers

• Up to 20 qualified technician engineers at yourdisposal
• We will undertaketo repair or service checkyour Atari 520ST (FM) computertor just
£49.95 including parts, labour, VAT and post & packing

• Somecomputers maybe repairedwithin 24 hours of booking in.

• Prices include full servicecheck, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power
supply unit if necessary

• Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extraif these units are
unrepairable and require completereplacements)

/

'..

• All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty

:a<\\

Upgrade theoperating of your Atari 520 ST (FM) tothat ofthe more advanced Mega ST computers.
We can supply and fit theTOS 1.4 operating systemto your computer increasing itsoverall performance
byapproximately 20% and disk accessing speed by30%. Also gives MSDOS data compatibility
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER:

All thiscanbe yours if yousubmit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this advert along
with just an additional £25.00 we will supply and fitTOS 1.4operating system
at no extra cost!

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand
deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing
payment and this advert, and we will do the rest. (Important, please
include a daytime telephone number andfault description).

*Ifyou require 24hour courier toyour door, please add £5else your
computer willbe sentback by contract parcel post.

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE
CHAUL END LANE

LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (4 lines)
WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in their opinion
are beyond reasonable repair.

is

FREE!

FROM SILICA

NEW ATARI ST PRICES
PLUS) FREE GIFTS

TENSTAR GAMES _PACK

FROM SILICA!
SEE PANEL TO LEFT

NEW! REVISED PACK
520ST-E DISCOVERY XTRA
HARDWARE:

520ST-E COMPUTER
£249.99
8MHz 16-Bit 68000 CPU. 512K RAM, Mouse,
TV Modulator. Internal PSU, 1 Mb Disk Drive
SOFTWARE - ARCADE GAMES:

Final Fight - A superb street fightinggame. £25.99
9 Lives - Cartoon qualityplatform romp
£24.99
Robot Monsters - Arcade Shoot 'em Up .... £19.99
Sim City - Take control of your own city .... £29.95

When you buyyour newAtari 520.1040or Mega
ST-E computer from Silica Systems, we will give

BONUS ARCADE GAMES:

you an additional £324.75worth of softwareFREE

OF CHARGE, including somegreatentertainment
and productivity programs. These free gifts will
introduce you to the world of ST computing and
help you togetoff toa flying startwith your new ST.
Plus, with every ST and Tf, we will give you 16
nights holiday hotel accommodation for you and
your family toenjoy a break at home orabroad.

ASTERIX
CHESS PLAYER 2150
DRIVIN' FORCE
LIVE AND LET DIE
ONSLAUGHT
PIPE MANIA
RICK DANGEROUS

Missile Command

£9.99

Crystal Castles
Super Breakout

£9 99
£9 99

Battlezone

Neochrome • Art package
1st Word • Word processor
FirST BASIC• Programming language

ROCK W ROLL

FREE

ANIST - Animation Package

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY

£29.95

FROM SILICA:

Silica Productivity Pack*

£44.98

TenStar Games Pack

1st WORD*

£219.78

£59,

Total Value: £825.55

Every Atari ST from Silica comes supplied with Word processing package tram GST
a free 72 page colour brochure with accom

£29.99
£59.99
£49.99

ST Tour- Tutorial Disk

SKWEEK
TRIVIAL PURSUIT

PLUS! FREE

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

£9 99

SOFTWARE - PRODUCTIVITY:

SPELL IT

Less Pack Saving: £576.55

£19.99

SILICA PRICE: £249.00

modation vouchers. These entitle 2 people to Spelling checker to complement 1st Word
stay up to a total of 16 nights in any of 250 ST BASIC
£24.99
hotels with accommodation FREE. All you Basic programminglanguage withtutorial
have to pay for are your meals (prices are
listed in the brochure).

'Does not include 1st Word

WORTH
NEARLY

ATARI TT

MEGA STE
1040ST-E
MUSIC MASTER
The Music Master Pack features one of the

most popularcomputers used by musicians

NEW! 1040ST-E
FAMILY CURRICULUM II

combined with the renowned MIDI

PRO24 III to provide a perfect environment
for novice and professional alike. The
acclaimed MIDI Recording and Editing
Systemfrom Steinberg, PRO24 III is used
by manytop musiciansincluding DireStraits
and PWL. Using any MIDI keyboard, PRO
24 offers the ability to writeand compose

HARDWARE:
1040ST-ECOMPUTER

• 16mhz16-Bit 68000 processor
• 32MH232-Bit 68030 Processor

• 354"1.44Mb Double Sided Disk Drive
•

2/4/8Mb RAM Versions

• 3'A" 1.44wb Double Sided Disk Drive
•

2Mb RAM

• Hard Drive Options Available

• Stereo 8-Bit PCM Sound Output

•

•

• Stereo 8-Bit PCM Sound Output
• FREE Silica Productivity Pack

4096 Colour Palette

• Built-in 68882 Maths Co-Processor

•
•
•
•
•

Up to 1280 x 960 Resolution
VME + SCSI Expansion Ports
Expandable to 36MbRAM
Hard DriveExpansion Options
FREE16 Nights Holiday Accommodation
2Mb RAM

4Mb RAM

4096 Colour Palette

'

then aPP'/ real lime editing to remove
mistakes.

SOFTWARE:

PRO24 IN

£150.00

Silica Productivity Pack

£104.97

TenStar Games Pack

£219.78

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA:

MWKZVU '
NEW!

£299

Total Value: £774.74

PLVS!

16 NIGHTS

Less Pack Saving: £475.74

HOLIDAY ACCOM.

LOW
noire
-MlUt

Inc VAT- Rat STC 1261

SILICA PRICE: £299.00

HARDWARE:

SPECIAL PROMO PRICE!
2m MEGA ST-E ikuni

8Mb RAM

SILICA PRICE

RRP

STC 8939

music to a ve[Y ni9n standard. You can
£299 99 recortl UP lo 24 ,racks simultaneously, and

TV Modulator. Internal PSU, 1Mb Disk Drive

• Ffl£:E Tenstar Games Pack

• FREE 16 NightsHoliday Accommodation

£899 £1199 £1499 {ZO&flg.
STC 3925

8MHz 16-BiteaoooCPU, 1MbRAM^'oiise""

STC 8977

1040ST-E COMPUTER

The Falcon Has tandem
•

16mhz 32-bit 68030 Processor

•

32mhz Motorola DSP and BLITTER

HARDWARE:

• DSP capabilities for voice
The new Atari Falcon 030 is here! It is
recognition, speech synthesis and
a powerful, versatile, multipurpose
numerous audio special effects
home computer, offering unmatched
performance for its price. Included in • True colour display: 768 x 480
its advanced specification are multiple • 65,000+ colours on screen at once
co-processors for sound and graphics,
true colour displays from a pallet of • Record 8 channel, 16-Bit stereo
sound and play back 4 channel,
over a quarter of a million colours and
16-bit stereo simultaneously
16-bit stereo sound input for speech
recognition and sound sampling. • SCSI II, DMA, MIDI IN & MIDI
These all combine to provide a new
OUT, Stereo audio & microphone

computer capable of running unrivalled
sound,
graphics
and
multimedia
applications. The Falcon is an ideal
upgrade for Atari ST owners who are
looking for a more powerful model, as

Internal PSU, 1Mb Disk Drive

SOFTWARE MODULES:

PLAY AND LEARN - A Game with Words and Sentences
JUNIOR SCHOOL - Answer Back/General

ATARI FALCON 030

co-processors

Inc VAT .Ret: STC 8433

£299 99

8MHz 16-Bit 68000 CPU. 1Mb RAM, Mouse. TV Modulator,

16mm. 32-Bit 68030 CPU, 1MbRAM,

Knowledge Quiz, Spelling and Primary Maths

3H", 1,44Mb FDD

GCSE - Micro Maths,French,and GeographyQuiz
HYPER PAINT- FullColourPaint Package

SOFTWARE:
CALAPPT - PersonalInformation Manager- Enhanced
version calendarnlhivinfj imparl,^.port &printing
PROCALC - Calculator

SYSTEM-AU0IO-MANAGER- An Auto Folder/

DeskAccessorycombination thatallowsthe userto
recordsounds Iroma microphone and assign various
system (unciions

MUSIC MAKER fl - Music Creation Software

£49.99

FIRST BASIC- Powerful Programming Language

£49.99

1st WORD - Very easy-to-use Word Processor

£59.99
£29.95

ANI ST - Animation Package
GAMES

9 LIVES - The ultimate in payability! - help Bob Cat save Claudette

TALKING CLOCK - Announcestho timeal preset
intervals

PRINCE - Do battle in this tenth century game of warfare

AUDIO FUN MACHINE - A revolutionary audio

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA:

program using DSP

LANDMINES &BREAKOUT - Twofully feaiuredgames

Silica Productivity Pack*

£24.99

£24.95

£44.98

TenStar Games Pack

£219.78

ports

Total Value: £1035.27

£499 £299

• 1.44Mb Floppy Disk
•

£76.59
£58,54

£55.54
£39.99

1,4 or 14Mb RAM

it is compatible with the majority of ST

• Optional 65mh Hard Disk

application software.

•

2.vn RAM.QuaHD - Ret: STC 7000

IrtcVAT-Ref: STC 1272

£899!

Built-in ADC & DAC converters

Less Pack Saving:

£736.27

SILICA PRICE:

£299.00

PLUS! 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY!
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION I

'Does no! include 1st Word

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY IN THE UK MAINLAND

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU ~1
•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On allhardware ordersshippedinthe UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Teamoftechnical expertsat yourservice.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven trackrecord in professional computer sales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London &Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of yourrequirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: Major creditcards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.
Beforeyou decide when to buy your new computer, we suggest you thinkvery carefully about WHERE
you buyit.Considerwhatitwill be like a fewmonthsafteryou have made yourpurchase,whenyou may
require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the
companyyou buyfrom contactyou with detailsof new products?AtSilica Systems, we ensure that you
will have nothingto worryabout. We have been established for almost 14 years and, withour unrivalled
experienceand expertise, we can nowclaim to meet our customers'requirements with an understanding
which is second to none. Butdon't just take our word forit.Complete and return the couponnowforour

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

MAIL ORDER:
Order Lines Or.

: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.Q0pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Opening Hours:

Fax No: 081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Seltridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Tel: 071-629 1234
Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sal 9.00atn-5.3Qpm

ESSEX SHOP:

No Late Night Opening

Tel: 081-309 1111

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.00pm (Sat close 6.30pm)

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
Late Night: Thursday - 8pm
Lale Night; Friday - 7pm

Extension: 3914

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Keddies (2nd Floor). High Street, Southend-nn-Sea, Essex, SS1 ILA Tel: 0702 462426

Mon-Fri 9.30am-5.30pm (Sal 9.00am-6.00pm)

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 0702 462363

To: Silica Systems, STFOR-1292-79, 1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 40^
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE ST RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:....

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "SilicaSystems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA

081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

Postcode: ..

m

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
ESOE • Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon tor the latest information.

ARD

DRIVES
ADD-ONS

Hard drives for STs are now cheaper

THE
HARD
STUFF
Y o u ' v e got your shiny new
hard drive set up and

you've transferred all
your software when you come
across an unexpected problem.
How on earth are you supposed to

don't

FROM: LADBROKE

at some of the essentials

needed for your drive to
stay in tip-top condition

want to use a Desk Accessory, or if
an AUTO folder program causes

searching through thousands of

Degas high resolution picture files,

directories. The new versions of

both

your system to crash?
These may not seem like par
ticularly major problems if you

TOS (2.05 and higher) have a
search function built into the Desk

pressed. Although this facility is an
enormous help, it still leaves many

top file menu so you can search for

other areas that need looking after.

only ever use a floppy drive, but if

file names including standard wild
cards, so setting up a search for

To this end there are several utili

INTERNATIONAL
PRICE: £29.99

thi

cream of the crop when
it comes to hard drive backup - it's

very easy to use and as adaptable
as you're likely to find. The pro
gram is very easy to get into,
with simple menus and
options. Making your first
the
backup
following

*r

92

and look after.

desk Accessory slot. The program
works best as a time saver by

using

PRICE: £39.95

This is a great program enabling
GEM's limit of six Desk Acces
sories to be circumvented. Multidesk Deluxe can be used as a DA

which takes up one slot in memory
or as a Desktop program enabling

options you intend to use and

other

the program tells you how
i many disks you need, so

unloaded. So if you are using a

,0 you can pre-format them.

ation option and you want to

DAs

to

be

loaded

and

program without a folder cre

create a new directory, you
creation DA from the Multi-

Accessories.

you need another DA, it can be
loaded in as a non-resident Acces

sory, used, and then unloaded.
Just set up a buffer large enough
for your biggest DA which gives
enough room for any Acces-

-y x
q

non-resident

These use pre-specified areas of
memory and are designed for use
"on the fly" on a one off. If you
have booted your system and find

sory to be used. Simple -

'a

even the manual avoids jar-

JS1 qonese - and essential if

can simply load in a folder

2 is so easy to

uncom

would look in all directory paths for

•b 0753 832212

• Diamond Back

and

ties around specifically designed to
make your hard drive easier to use

MULTIDESK DELUXE

Wonderful stuff.

compressed

files including the characters *.P?3

FROM: ATARI WORKSHOP

Backups can be normal file
backups, image backups and com
pressed file backups - there is
even an option to back up Spectre
GCR partitions. The final touch is
the floppy disk calculator - just
enter the type of floppy and format

•b 0772 203166

is

Clive Parker takes a look

nstructions in the manual can be
achieved in minutes, it's that evena-total-ST-illiterate-can-do-it easy.

COMPUTING

Back

after the data on it.

somewhere on a 100MByte hard
drive it can be a nightmare of

:;Y\APJ><-'.Mir r:i"VL.Si 2:

Diamond

to use it wisely and look

you are looking for a particular file

keep track of where everything is in
among the incredible maze of files
and folders? What if you

than ever. Buying the drive is only half
of the deal, though - you have to learn

y

you have a hard drive.

use it fully

I Multidesh

deserves the

enables you to

FORMAT Gold it

stuff your

received in

memory full
with DAs until

issue 37.

there is no
room left to
run programs.

Desk File Edit Configure DpUon^^

HOTWIRE

105MByt.es seems reasonable. On
this drive you could have one pro

That's what Hotwire

Droid

AcopyST v3.i

FROM: ATARI WORKSHOP

Icon Designer

Pacific Islands

Pack Ice

n 0753 832212

gram for each 100K of disk space -

does - and you can

Freeze Dried Tern

Revenge Special Ed

PRICE: £29.95 OR WITH

that works out at over 1,000 possi

even

Quick CIS
File Transfer

Trip a Tron 038
Mono Tetris

MAXIFILE (OPPOSITE) £49.95

ble programs to search for and
load, delving down through direc
tory after directory. It can take quite

lists of programs to

Hotwire

is

a

menu

utility

for

launching programs, this one is dif
ferent

to

the

norm,

though,

because it enables you to initiate

any program on your hard drive by

your hard drive, it is still a
big time-saver to have your

run. You

DTP packages, WP
programs and utili

Although you probably don't

DAs or AUTO folder programs. Not
much use, you may think, but

other

could keep separate
menus for graphics,

don't use very often.
have that many programs on

you'd be wrong. OK, imagine you
have a good sized hard drive -

load and

some time to find a program you

selecting it from a menu - not just

have

ties and change
menus

;

rjDC

Desktop Designer

CatspaH - Inagecat

Dianond Back II
Formatter
File Finder

Daatascan Pro
MiGraph TouchUp
Trensverter «4.6

ConputerEyes HiRes

DC Fornattcr 3.G2

AutoZest

Hod Song
Fnstcopg Pro

GCR Test Progran
Spectre GCR 3.1

Populous II 1Kb

Funface III
Breakout Editor

Autosort 2,1
STF Backup TBS

Cybernetix

FastCopy III

|^a.^4iP

when

"V you need to. Hotwire is a
handy program which soon
makes itself indispensable.

^

most popular 54 programs '°/^
on-screen ready to run at

V

-X4UL-TIM*S<I [7ml
1
-DC5BE- FILE
I"1'! |

• Just press the simple hotkey com
bination to run a program - um, was
it <Alternate> <Shift> and <C> <R> <A>

<P> for the on-line Eldorado update?

HARD

DRIVES

ADD-ONS
MAXIFILE 3
FROM: ATARI WORKSHOP
•b 0753 832212
PRICE: £29.95 OR WITH

HOTWIRE (OPPOSITE) £49.95
What can we say? This is another
Codehead product designed to
prevent ST-related hair loss by giv
ing you total control over the files
on your hard drive - it modestly
calls itself "The File Management
Supertool." It is a Desk Accessory
which you can call at any time you
like to perform maintenance on

any of the files lurking on your

ranging from altering the attrib
utes of your programs to perform
ing mass transfers of files from
partition to partition. All the usual
file-type stuff is catered for, like
creating folders, file copying, disk
backup, formatting disks and so on
- virtually every file manipulation
tool you can possibly think of is
covered here. Since Maxifile and

Hotwire were designed by the
same people, the two programs
are compatible and work happily
in tandem. Two manuals are pro
Sr
vided so you can make the

hard drive.

best

There are many func

use

of

Maxifile.

Get

this to earn eternal adora-

tion from your ST.

tions available in Maxifile 3

SEE PACE 58 IF YOU MISSED
THAT ISSUE

Superboot 7.4 is an almost vital
utility if you're in possession of a

hard drive. Why? Well,

on

the

drive

&

Maxifile

gives you

Source: F:\
Dest: D:\

K»XlFILE

96,377 bates"in IS itens.
I TEMP
I STR838
i STR837
I POPII

9/21/92

9/21/92
9/18/92
9/18/92
9/17/92
9/17/92

! TAILSPIN

63872
32585

a bit, up a bit and

press the Space
bar. The item
selected is now

and has

Graphic Info
Print Dir

by for boot

innumerable

I

Auto-S'wap

I

IMouse lITrTnTl

ML S| WK-I

as be &L(•" w•X-\

Believe us - it

HOTE^

begin... This is

Restore screen to LOW resolution
Leave screen in MEDIUM resolution

the configuration

•
1

Restore ORIGINAL screen colors
Leave SUPER BOOT colors in effect

program where
you set all the

default options.

HARD DRIVE TURBO KIT
FROM: LADBROKE COMPUTING

•b 0753 832212

INTERNATIONAL

PRICE: £29.95

•b 0772 203166

This program is a commercial
offering which provides very simi

PRICE: £4.99 WHEN YOU BUY

with the added bonus of a built-in

FOR COLOR SYSTEMS -

FOR COLOR OR MONOCHROME SVSTEMS --

place on your

X-BOOT

toolkit. Getting the program on to
the hard drive is dead easy - the
installation program on the floppy

B

hard drive.

FROM: ATARI WORKSHOP

lar features to Superboot 7.4
(above) but with an improved
range of options. You can set up
and load all your DAs and AUTO
programs into start-up screens

sequence to

options.

deserves a

HE
j

enabled. Stand

(almost)

Disk Info

of

• Left a bit, right

maintenance

Copy Disk

hundreds

means you do not have to manu
ally disable and enable utilities
before resetting your machine.
With up to 30 predefined
setups that can be launched from a
function key along with separate
DESKTOP.INF files and GDOS
setups, this is one Share
ware program that is well
worth registering for.
0

your file

Fornat Disk

9/82/92

39

are

aspects of
Create Folder

9/21/92

I DVKAMO

there

over all

9/22/92

I STORVBOO K
: HOREGRAB S
) GRABS

because

AUTO programs and DAs avail
able, and using the menu system

100% control

Bg Charles F. Johnson
iofvright i=^,:.V' :::e-:sj software

10/28/92
10/23/92
9/28/92
9/22/92

: HflRDEHAR HAR
) HVPERTEX T

STR837
LZH
WORKBOOK TOS

if you

glance back to the intro on these
pages you can see we mentioned
loading different Desk Accessories
and AUTO programs every time
you boot up (if you need to, that is)
to run different applications.
Superboot lives in your
AUTO folder and is set up to be
the first program to run - it then
displays a menu of all AUTO
,*,
folder programs and Desk
Accessories

•

Desk rile

drive). Using the cursor keys to
move through the menu, and the
Spacebar to select or de-select
items, you can load a unique set of
utilities every time you boot up.
This sort of thing is exactly
what you need for a hard drive

SUPERBOOT 7.4
FROM: STF COVER DISK 36.

Desk

File

Backup

Restore

Tuneup

• Hey.

Options

we've just

\

run a

level

one diag
nostic on
drive C. No

IT WITH A HARD DRIVE

problems

Michtron's hard drive Turbo Kit is

one of the older hard drive utility
programs around, though it is still
very popular and useful. It is split
into three main sections, backup,
optomization and memory cache,
all of which are easy to use.
The optomization program
works by reorganizing files on the

I
* Drive 'C
*** Drive

"» Toolkit L.

found here.

selected.

Captain.

C:

Running consistency check on drive 'C.

Results of drive 'C consistency check:
... No problens found.

or its own special format, called
TAR. The advantage of using the
TAR format is speed - the entire

sectors, access speed is increased
markedly. By using the default
options suggested in the configu

takes about 20 seconds to transfer

drive so that the files become con

contents of a hard drive can take a

ration program, a good balance

the files to the hard drive. It's a bit

tinuous

can'

harder

thing readable, although the con
figuration program soon sorted

process does take a while but you
do benefit in the long run with a
marked speed increase. While the
program is modifying the disk con

this out.

tents, data files are rewritten to

X-Boot is an excellent pro
gram with many handy
functions, but it just
doesn't feel quite
&

temporary files and locations. If
you interrupt this process you can
corrupt the data, so be very careful
when you use this utility.
The backup utility can either

while to copy to a normal disk file
by file, but the TAR backup uses
image copy techniques so as to
ensure maximum speed and effi
ciency when you're saving or
restoring data.
The cache program works by
retaining details of the last sec
tors

write to normal GEM format disks

re-reading the hard drive

to

change

the

awful

default screen colours to some

as comfortable to

use as Superboot.

<

#

blocks

of

sectors

-

this

accessed

drive. By
details in

on

the

hard

holding these

be

achieved

between

best

access times and memory used for
the cache. Both of the main utilities

use GEM menus for all options and
are relatively easy to use - the
manual is adequate but could have
been reproduced to a better qual
ity. Despite these little niggles ^?v.
and that's all they are - the

0

\

Hard Drive Turbo Kit is a
KS$ good suite of programs

RAM rather than

y

worth laying your mitts on.

—h/_

A BIT OF AN OOPS!
A couple of tiny errors crept into the hard
drive roundup in ST FORMAT 39 concerning

pose and doubles as a drive access light. The
reason that the fan in the drive is so quiet is

tar drives use the same drive mechanism and

the Ladbroke Computing hard drive. Lad

because there isn't one!

have identical access times;

broke would like us to point out that their
drive is only 51mm high, not over half a
metre as quoted. The power light is dual pur-

The access speed comparisons were also
awry because we inadvertently tested the

In the light of this, we would like to
increase the STF rating to 85% from 82%.
Apologies again.

Protar drive with the cache on and the other

drives with cache off. The Ladbroke and

MUSIC

SAMPLING

S-S-SA-SAMEveryone's does it, but you can get busted for it if
you're not too careful. Try it once and you're hooked
Chris Lloyd just had to find out what "it" was
S a m p l e s aren't only things salesmen try
to impress you with, they're also a
way of recording sound that makes it
easy to go "nin-nin-nin-nin-nineteen" just like
Paul Hardcastle. The music scene is full of peo
ple sampling each other and games are full of
snippets of speech and explosions. You can get
the hardware to sample sounds yourself and the
Falcon even has it built in. So what exactly are
samples and why are they so clever?
Sampling is a method of converting sound

lution of the number it's converted into. The fre

AHflLYSER

HHflLVSER

quency of the sampling is measured in kHz, in

this case this means how many thousands of
times a second a signal is analysed and con
verted. CDs are sampled at a rate of 44.1kHz, so
the signal is processed 44,100 times a second.
Samples for games are generally sampled at a
rate between 5 and 20kHz. Obviously the higher
the frequency the better, get above 16kHz and it
starts to sound half-way decent. Bit resolution is
the number of bits in the binary number the sig
nal is converted into. A bit is a single binary
digit - a nought or a one. Sampling is generally
done at either 8, 12 or 16-bits. 8-bits gives 256
discrete signal amplitudes, while 16-bits, which
CDs are sampled at, gives a whopping 65,536
amplitudes. So, the higher the bit resolution, the
closer the digital sound is to the original.
Using a high bit resolution and sampling
rate gives brilliant sound but also creates a huge
mound of data. One second of 8-bit sampling at
32kHz needs 32K of memory - double that if you
want stereo. CD quality recording needs an
humongous 176.4K of memory a second. To
sample a three and a half minute single requires
a seriously huge 37MBytes, hence the systems
that record straight on to a hard drive. With the
base memory of the ST range at 512K this

into digital data which can be manipulated and
replayed. Your ST is a whizz at fiddling around
with such data, but can only deal with it in
binary form. The sampler uses an ADC (Analog
to Digital Convenor) which takes the signal from
a sound source - CD, microphone or whatever and analyses the amplitude of the signal at suc
cessive instants of time. It then converts the sig
nal into a binary number which is stored in your
ST's memory or directly on to a hard drive. The
sound, which consists of differing air pressures,
has already been converted into varying volt
ages by microphone or original recording.
Sound quality
The quality of samples depends on how fre
quently you analyse the signal and the bit reso-

• 30
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• The STOS Maestro sample editor is easy and
quick. Like all editors you get a visual representa
tion of the sound and a range of editing tools.

explains why you don't get great wodges of
sampled sounds in an ST game - it all costs far
too much precious memory.
Signal conversion

Before you can hear a sample it has to be con
verted back into an analog variable voltage sig
nal and then into sound using the more familiar
technology of an amplifier and speaker. On an
STFM the DAC (Digital to Analog Convenor)
process is handled by the central processor and
the data piped to the Yamaha sound chip which
uses all three sound channels combined to pro
duce the signal. This explains why you can't

GET TOOLED UP
So you want to get sampling?
No problem, whack a sampling
cartridge into the cartridge port,
attach a

There

are

direct

to

hard

disk systems like Sound Tools,
but these cost up to £2,000. If
you need to handle huge sam
ples it's probably better to wait
for

the

pretty much taken over
entire sampler market.

Falcon

with

its

FROM: MICRODEAL

•b 0762 68020
PRICE: £129.95
Fantastic value - a 16-bit

tTOTmff

resolution and a sam-

"™SL

pling rate up to 50kHz.

range

ST

of

is

blessed

hardware

here are five

with

ferred

a

samplers,

•H'W

of the best. Also

via

ICRODEAL
" u/zt> o8020

trols are comprehensive,

PRICE: £59.95

there's a

An 8-bit effort with sampling
rates of up to 48kHz. There is a
drum machine and MIDI options.
The editing software is powerful
- a good place to start.

drum machine

12-bit

sampling has never been cheaper

improved

sound. There's also Mastersound

2 which you can get for an amaz
ing £14.95 - see page 68. It's a
fairly basic 8-bit sampler, but if
all you want are sound effects
for your game then it's up to the
job. Both of these packages are
available

from

Microdeal

on

STF Rating: 89%

Basic, STOS Maestro Plus con

tains all you need to add samples
into your own STOS programs.
This sampler is an 8-bit affair
with sample rates up to 32kHz.
The editor isn't the most sophis
ticated, but is very easy to use.
It's too expensive at this price
though - it's a good idea to keep
an eye out for special offers.

STF Rating: 79%

MIDI

and MIDI Play programs are
included. Getting into serious

for

Excellent stuff.

synths or other sam
plers. The editing con-

available are Replay Professional
which is an 8-bit sampler with a

playback

with sampling rates of up to
48kHz and features full STE sup
port. The hardware includes its
own DAC to improve sound out
put. The editing software is very
comprehensive and jam-packed
with features including a range
of digital filters and special
effects like cross pan fading.

Samples can be trans

16-bit

sampler built in - if you can con
trol your excitement.
The

the

sound source and off

you trot. The maximum sample
size is determined by memory
size.

•a 0762 68020 who seem to have

or as much fun to use.

STF Rating: 92%

FROM: MICRODEAL
•b 0726 68020
PRICE: £89.95

This

is a

stereo 8-bit sampler

STF Rating: 82%

FROM: MICRODEAL
» 0726 68020
PRICE: £39.95
Stereo Master works on all STs

but you need an STE to get the
stereo effect using the phono
sockets on the back. It uses a

two channel 8-bit sampler with a
sample rate up to 28kHz. You
can apply a range of effects and

FROM: MANDi

play the results with a MIDI key

" 0625 859333
PRICE: £71.99
Designed to complement STOS

board. It has its limitations, but
at this price it's a beauty.

STF Rating: 77%

MUSIC

SAMPLING

SAMPLE-PLED
WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?
ANALOG: In sound technology,

BIT RESOLUTION: The number of

this describes a conventional

bits used to describe the ampli

electric signal. A continuous sig
nal producing smooth waves.

tude of the sound.

of

range of 48 decibels while a 16bit sampler can manage up to 96
decibels. Samplers which have a
wide dynamic range are the ones
to go for, because their sound
reproduction is much better.

DYNAMIC RANGE: The range of

(FFT): Three dimensional plotting

sound

of frequencies against time, like
a graphic equaliser.

DIGITAL: Data which consists of

BIT: This is a single binary num
ber, either a nought or a one.
The only numbers computers can
understand. All the data and pro
grams you use on your ST are
written in binary code.

numbers

-

discrete

pieces

FREQUENCY:

of times
sured in
rate

is

sands

The

number

a second, mea
Hertz. Sampling;

measured

of Hertz,

in

as

thou

is the

pitch of a musical note.

information.

FAST
from

the loudest to the

quietest. 8-bit samples have a

have samples and chip music at the same time
without things getting tricky. The STE has a ded

icated DMA (Direct Memory Access) sound chip
which handles 8-bit samples, leaving the main
chip to get on with the game or whatever.
The DMA chip can handle stereo and has
adjustable bass and treble. It gives much better
sound quality, the only snag being the four fixed
replaying frequency rates. The Falcon has some
serious hardware, a built in 16-bit DAC and ADC

and a Digital Signal Processor capable of pro
cessing the signal in real-time, so you can add
some snazzy effects and hear the results straight
away. From the chips the signal is amplified and
played back, the quality of the circuitry affecting
the sound quality. Connecting a hi-fi or speaker
system is a must - the monitor's little speaker
just can't hack it. To improve things, the better
samplers uses their DAC circuits' incorporating
filters to smooth out the jaggles in the signal.
What's the point?
So why should you go to all this bother to con

vert sound to and from a digital format? If you
want realistic sounds coming out of your ST,
then the only real way is to sample it. A good

FOURIER

TRANSFORM

game accompanied by screams, explosions and
so on, is a world above the strangled beeps
made by the ST's sound chip. For music it opens
the doors on sophisticated ST-controlled edit
ing. Once the sound is in binary you can edit it
like any other binary data, applying all sorts of
heavy mathematical effects and filters, cut and
paste sections, or whatever. You can generally

fiddle about with it without any loss of quality if you were to try the same on a tape machine
the sound quality would rapidly fall away.
Sampling might sound like the ideal recipe
for perfect sound reproduction, but it has its
own problems. Digital data, no matter how high
Desk file

1.90351s at

1.90351s at 16168Hz

Hag : 55s/p

Digital Filtering

I LP PASS I fUrM pfigSI

^~ ma*

I

HUTCH
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mm

the sampling rate and bit resolution, is always
going to be an approximation of pure analog
sound - you can't improve on the real thing.
Digital recording has its problems with distor
tion, too. Granulation at low noise levels occurs

when there just aren't the numbers of steps to
describe the quiet sections, with a resultant loss
in sound quality. Most of a sound tends to be in
a limited section of the dynamic range. For
example, you may have 16-bit resolution, but
most of the noise is going to be in a fairly nar
row band, thus limiting the effective resolution.
Sampling also adds high frequency distortion
which needs to be filtered out. To cut out the

distortion, the sampling rate needs to be over
40kHz, although you can get away with lower
sample rates in games. A sampler only sounds

Block Edit Hisr |mfll Configure
P:\SMIPLES\STEHIH.I'.SW H bit Hons]

Length

SAMPLE RATE: Frequency
at which the sound signal is
analysed and converted into
digital information.

as good as the weakest link - flash DACs and

Wk

chips need to be hooked up to decent circuitry
and amplifiers to make the most of a system.

TREBLE

I FILTEB I

IB

Sampling gives you the chance to make
near perfect recordings and opens a whole new
world of possibilities. Most sound studios have
a sampler or two tucked away causing a minor

• You can do a lot fiddling and filtering in

revolution in music technology. You and your

sampling, using only a couple of mouse clicks.

ST or Falcon are part of that r-r-revolution. stf

ANALOG VS DIGITAL
Each "slice" or "sample" is represented by a
binary number. The frequency of these sam
ples gives the sample rate and the number of
bits used to describe each "slice" gives the
bit resolution.

STEP THIS WAY
There you are happily nicking everyone
else's sounds when you're nabbed by the
long arm of the law. Copying other peo
ple's work for your own purposes without
permission is illegal. When the copyright
laws were put together, the idea of sam
plers wasn't dreamed of - as usual, the

legal world has lagged behind technology
leaving a rather confusing situation.
Borrowing a sampled drum beat here or
synth sound there isn't going to lead to
midnight raids, but using whole sections or
vocals might. Utah Saints used a chunk of
Kate Bush's Cloudbusting and ended up
paying her most of their royalties. James
AN ANALOG SIGNAL: This consists of a con

tinuous stream of information, the sound

curve is smooth and theoretically made up
of an infinite number of points. In audio
equipment this trace is formed by the varia
tion in voltage within the signal.

A DIGITAL SIGNAL: The pure analog wave
has been converted into discrete pieces of
information. The wave looks blocky and, to
fool the ear, you need to use masses of digi
tal info to get a decent sound. It's easy to
edit and filter without losing sound quality.

Brown has a team of legal eagles trying to
recoup some rewards. If you're only going
to use the samples within the safety of
your own home, there's no problem. If you
plan to distribute or use them commer
cially asking permission is a good idea.
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YOUR FIRST
MILLION

You

know

how

to u s e

T h e y say that making your first million is
the hard bit - subsequent riches com

desktop

ing to you easily. If you're searching for

publishing
packages,
you have a flair for
document layout

and you want to
start your own
business. Put the

three together
{forget the
recession) and

yourself into
Paul Hughes'
capable hands and start making
s o m e money

success - financial or otherwise - in your own
desktop publishing business, you need to start

off pointed in the right direction, armed with
the best tools available to you. Apart from the
right hardware and software combination, you
also need your own business stationery - for
example, business cards, letterheads and com
pliment slips, as well as a portfolio.
Remember that if you intend to offer your
services on a professional basis, it follows that
your own stationery should also look profes
sional. The first thing you need is a name for
your business - try and think of something
memorable but not too long and convoluted.
Next you need to decide what information
should be displayed on your business card.

may be judged solely on the artistic presenta
tion of your card, so it is well worth giving
some extra thought to the final appearance.
Collect as many different cards as possible to
give you an idea what looks good. In general,
unless you have been trained in graphic design,
keep things simple and you won't go far wrong.
Letterheads and compliments slips
These should be designed on a similar format
to your business card. Depending on the style
of your company name, you may find that you
need to change the layout of the address and
telephone and fax numbers to give a more
pleasing effect. Experiment, but try and stay
faithful to the overall company image. This
applies equally to your own stationery or to a
prospective client's.
Portfolios

Should I list all my services?
The most attractive cards are the simple ones
where there is just the company name, card
holder's name, address and telephone and fax
numbers. The problem with listing all your ser
vices is that it can look messy and, in six
months time, there may be a service you don't
want to continue to provide or one which you
would now like to include but isn't listed on

your card. Another downside is where a
prospective client has a particular query in
mind, but, since it hasn't been listed on your
card, he doesn't bother to ask whether you can
do it. Remember that the quality of your work

Depending on the type of work you want to do,
at some stage you are likely to be asked for
examples of your work. This may seem like a
Catch 22 situation, since you may not have
actually done any outside work at that stage,
but there are several things you can immedi
ately put into your portfolio. Incidentally, you
can buy a portfolio at any of the well-known
high street stationers - an A4 ring-binder that
takes clear plastic wallets is ideal.
Start by printing out all your fonts. Typing
in: "The quick brown fox jumped over the
sleeping lazy dog," gives you every letter of the
alphabet. Arrange the fonts in logical sections

BUSINESS CARDS
>T> File
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This first business card is a basic

| example of the sort of thing you're
likely to want. Ifs easy to produce, gives all
the information about you a prospective client

is going to need to know.

toon

I I This second card is a variation on the

| basic theme, with just few minoralter
ations to the layout of the names and
addresses. Both cards are straightforward and
can easily be reproduced by your print shop.

I I Here there's a drop-shadow on the

I logo. For best results you should only
use shadows when you're outputting to bro
mide or film (see STF 39). This kind of design
can make your letterhead harder to construct.

MASTERCLASS

COMPLIMENTS SLIPS

| Your A4 sheet (21cm

Based on the lette,

I

I Now add your "with compliments" to

| first card (see below), make a copy on

deep), is now divided into three parts.

a separate page. Using the ruler and auxiliary
top of the page and then two further lines at

This is the industry-standard compliment slip
size. Butt the letterhead up to the top line.
Next, guided by your grid lines, create extra

9.9 cm down and 19.8 cm.

lines 1cm above and 1cm below, as shown.

grid lines, draw a horizontal line 1cm from the

beginning with the serif-types (a serif is the
stroke at the end of a line on a letter, in fonts
such as Times Roman, Garamond and so on),

followed by the non-serif types (text made up of
plain lines as in Helvetica, Futura and the like),
and ending with any "fancy" fonts like Script or
Old English. Refer to STF 40 for commercial font
suppliers - and if you don't have a copy, turn to
page 58 to order your issue. It may seem pretty

your portfolio. There are a multitude of paper
tints, weights and grades on the market which
can significantly enhance your work.
Your portfolio should, by now, be looking
pretty healthy. You could try adding something
a little different like an A4 poster saying some
thing like: "Closing down sale! Massive reduc
tions! Everything must go!" Include starbursts
and anything visually attention-grabbing, but be

obvious, but ensure you don't forget to print the
font name alongside each example. Next, gather

careful not to over do it. For further impact try

together all your best clip-art and print a good
selection. If you would like more clip-art than
you've got at the moment, refer again to issue

fluorescent shades.

40 for more sources.

Samples
You now need some samples of your stationery.
In general, you should stick to around two or
three different styles of business cards, letter
heads and compliment slips for your portfolio
since you are likely to find most clients don't

want anything too clever - although obviously
tastes do vary. Some clients tend to get con
fused if you offer too many options.
Be creative with paper

Try printing some samples on coloured paper to
give a visual lift to the overall appearance of

getting hold of some Day-Glo paper in various

The quality of your work.
may be judged solely on
the artistic presentation
of your business cards

the line at position 8.9 cm - the top one
in the group of three. Repeat this in each of

the three parts and you can then get three
compliments slips out of one piece of film,
thus keeping your costs to the minimum.

Junk mail... or is it?

Hang on to every brochure and leaflet that lands
on your doormat. They can become useful

sources of inspiration - who knows, it might not
be long before your work becomes a source of
inspiration to others. Study advertising in news
papers and magazines for the techniques pro
fessional ad people use for getting messages
across. It's surprising how many clients not only
ask you to provide the layout when you're
putting a leaflet together, but also expect advice
on the sales message. You may not feel too
confident tackling that sort of thing at first, but
with a bit of practise, you'll probably find you
actually enjoy it. And you get paid for it!
Remember that many printers,

Other things you could include in your portfolio

lasers
included, don't enable you to print closer than
13mm from the top of the page. This means
some juggling if you are producing your own
compliment slips. However, if you intend to use
a bureau outputting to bromide or film (see
issue 39), then this problem is unlikely to arise,
because everything you see on your screen is
printed. Make sure your screen settings are,for

are

an A4 sheet.

party

invitations,

sales

leaflets,

CVs,

invoices, newsletter front pages, club member
ship cards, labels - anything at all you feel is
likely to be applicable to the people you want to

So, there you have the perfect and profes
sional way to start your desktop publishing
business - now all you need to think of is that

attract to your business.

inspirational name... stf
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lot. (0226)442244

I A full view of an A4 letterhead that

Fax. (0225) 4460I9

I A close-up of the same letterhead -

I A half-view of the second card's

*would match the card on the far left.

note how well it matches its partner

Note the positions of the name and address
relate to those on the letterhead and cards,

ing card. Keeping the styles the same gives
your business an identity that people can

depends what you personally like and the

giving a consistent appearance.

relate to without needing to read the words!

image you want to project.

prospective partner. As you can see

from this, neither is right or wrong, it just

MONITORS
WHAT'S

INSIDE

CATCHING A TUBE
Here you can see the basic layout
of the Cathode Ray Tube, as used
in every colour TV and monitor.

GLASS

RED, GREEN AND

SCREEN

BLUE PHOSPHORS

The cathode emits electrons that
are accelerated towards the

CATHODE

screen and then deflected by
magnetic coils

RAYGUNS

to hit the right

PHOSPHOR

,LAYERS

SIGNALS

spot on the
inside of the

glass.
GREEN

/

The three

/ beams converge
•jf at the mask and
then travel on to hit

their assigned colours.
The differing angles meaning
only the correct coloured phos
phor is hit. The accuracy of this

ELECTRON

DEFLECTION COILS

BEAMS

MASK J

stage determines the quality of
the final picture.

of a final colour. Get up
close

RGB
GBH
ave you ever pressed your nose
up against your ST's monitor and
noticed all those little dots? Tiny

points of light that are alternately red,
green and blue. What's going on in there?
If you've mucked about with an art pack

age you are probably familiar with pixels, the
elements ST pictures are built up from. In low
resolution the screen is 320 pixels horizontally
by 200 vertically - 64,000 of them altogether.
Each pixel is one of 16 colours chosen from a
palette of 512 or from 4,096 colours on an STE.
As in the world of printing, the colours are an
illusion - they're made by mixing three colours
to give the
impression

to

the

screen

and

you find that each pixel is,

natively coloured phosphors. Behind the screen
is a mask full of tiny holes to ensure that each

beam is only able to hit the correctly coloured

in fact, made from a collec
tion of dots coloured red,

dots.

green and blue - the different

by the dot pitch - that is, the distance between

intensities of the colours give

the dots. Monitors have a much finer dot pitch

you the final colour. It's an

ADVANCED| additive colour system; if you
have maximum intensities of

all three colours you get the effect of white,
while maximum intensities of red and green
give a bright yellow. Your ST can produce eight
different intensities of each colour, while the

STE can produce 16. These combine to give 512
or 4,096 different permutations and hence the
total palette.

Red, green and blue
Your ST produces its video signal for a monitor

The sharpness of the picture is determined

than TVs. The Atari SC1435 monitor has a excel

lent dot pitch of 0.41mm whereas a normal TV
has a pitch of 0.6mm or greater. The Falcon uses
VGA monitors to produce the better screen reso
lutions with typical dot pitches of around
0.3mm. Making such an accurate mask is diffi
cult, especially as the screen gets bigger; you
can easily pay twice as much for a 20 inch moni
tor as opposed to a 14 inch.
Atari's high resolution monitor has such a
crisp beautiful display because there is no mask
- the electron beam hits the phosphor directly,
making an almost perfect display.

in RGB format, this means the information for

the red, green and blue colours are transmitted
separately giving a crisp clear picture. You can
use the built-in modulator to connect your ST
directly into a TV set, but this combines the
information into one signal and the TV decodes
it again leading to a degraded image. That's
why it's always best to use a dedicated monitor
rather than a TV. Although many modern televi
sions have SCART -

Standard Connector for

Audio, Radio and Television -

sockets that

enable them to accept an RGB signal directly,
the tubes aren't as good and the circuits aren't
optimised for the RGB signal.
Monitors and TVs have CRT displays, Cath
ode Ray Tubes. The technology dates from
the valves you find in old radios. That glass

you spend so long staring at is basically a
huge valve; a stream of electrons are fired
at the glass face which is covered in dots
made of a chemical called phosphor which
glows in proportion to the intensity of the
beam. There

are three

beams

in

colour

monitors and the screen is made up of alter• Atari's very own monitor, the SC1435. Take

a look inside, though, and you can find a
Philips tube. The picture is excellent - bold,

bright and crisp.

Beam me up!
The electron beams scan across the tube line by
line until the whole picture is built up. The faster
this happens, the more stable the picture. TVs
have a vertical frequency rate of 50Hz, that
means the picture is redrawn 50 times a second.
Your ST can

handle 50Hz and 60Hz in

colour and a impressive 70Hz for a high resolu
tion monitor. To display all three resolutions
you need a multisync monitor capable of chang
ing frequency. If you haven't invested in a moni
tor and taken your graphics seriously, start now
- there is no substitute for the crispness of a
dedicated display. So, get your nose off the
glass please, stf

FALCON FRONT
The new wonder-child, the Falcon, has seri

ously upgraded display capabilities com
pared to the ST. You can connect it to a
standard ST monitor - colour or mono - as

well as to a TV, composite monitor or just
about anything. But for the really good
stuff you need a VGA monitor, capable of
displaying all the video modes right up to
768 by 480 pixels in 65,536 colours.
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HINTS

AND

TIPS

Attention! Cheats, tips
and solutions at one 'o'
clock. Your home is in

danger. Evacuate now.
This is not a drill, it's a
GAMEBUSTERS

screwdriver. Welcome

Cheated this month:

ANDY
LOWE

Indiana Jones

He's mean, he's

and the last crusade ...

lean and he

Ishar,

pulls the wings

legend of the fortress-

..Page 50

off birds.

Knights of the sky

..Page 49

Populous 2

..Page 49

Supercars 2

..Page 49

Games walk in

shadow and he
takes two

..Page 54

to this month's

Gamebusters. As usual,

Andy Lowe apologises
for the silly intro...

..Page 56

lumps of sugar

..Page 53

This space is specially reserved for the misfits those odd chappies you just can't pigeon-hole.
Here's a merry tip or two to give you a jovial
shove in the right direction.

ST ANSWERS
BILLY ALLEN

TIM TUCKER
ST expert

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY

and bare

Microprose
This first snippet comes from Derek Price of Newport. If you
can survive their attacks for long enough, climb above the
service ceiling of the enemy fighters you encounter - this
assumes your aircraft has a higher ceiling. The enemy then
hang on their props - eh? - trying to reach your altitude,
and are sitting ducks. This approach is particularly useful
when challenging enemy aces.

bungee-jump
off his shed
at weekends.

CLIVE PARKER

TONY WAGSTAFF
This man

r m

#•'

*l&fe7^J^Hf\&.

techie wizz,

eats, sleeps,

slug farmer

lives and

and owner of

breathes on

a complete
set of Pinky
and Perky

his ST.

POPULOUS 2

Bullfrog
Press <F9> for more manna, says Daniel Rodziewicz of
Stoke-on-Trent. If this works, it makes the game a little
easy... But there you go.

No wonder

• Well, it's a very nice
settlement, actually.

CDs.

Very picturesque.
There's a little corner

shop down the road

Techie tips this month:

and the neighbours
are very friendly.

Assembly pointers
Falcon questions

Page 62
Page 64

Music and Mic
STFORMAT'S I

Games

Page 64

STOScorner...

How hand scanners work....Page 60
Modems
Page 60

VGA Monitors
Write On

..Page 62
..Page 61
.Page 60
..Page 64
..Page 64

Occasionally, some
one drops fire-bombs
on us, but that's the

only drawback.

SUPERCARS 2

•VHHHBHB

Gremlin

Oh

WIN SOME DOSH!
Did your all money go up in smoke on Bonfire

/ Night? Has Guy Fawkes left you skint? Then simply

no,

it's

Daniel

Rodziewicz

again. This time, he says that if
you enter your name as "Won
derland" for Player One and
"The Meek" for Player Two, you
can't lose. Check it out and see.

send us a hot and happenin' Gamebusters or ST

^

Answers tip, along with your name and address to
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1

2BW. You could be the lucky recipient of one of
our highly-prized STF rosettes and £25.

•

Drive 'em hard and fast. The

Supercars. He was a racing
driver who was set for a make

or break confrontation with the best. She was his girl cool, sophisticated, sexy. This is an ST game, not a film.

TURIM TO PAGE 60 FOR ST ANSWERS »

HELP!

GAMEBUSTERS

ISHAR, LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS
An almost sickeningly good
French role-playing game
Ishar has all the

usual ingredients forests, spells, ugly
creatures who
wave swords at

you, fun pubs,
people with
white hair and

•ts\ unpronounce
able names...

and if that's not enough,
there's the translation hiccups
to chuckle at. Anyway, cheers
to William Leary from
London, who sent in some

rather invaluable tips which
should enable you to get that
tiny bit closer to slaying the
slimy old git, Krogh...

items lying around. Look for the bushmazes and try to steer yourself
through, poking your nose into every
corner. You need the money.
Use your head when recruiting

all his weapons and gold, then stick
him at the front of the configuration.
In a fight, he is the first to be killed. A
bit merciless, but highly effective.
The training courses are a bit

characters. Think twice before you

damaging on the old gold reserves,
but they're the best and quickest way
to build up that essential character
experience. Once you're outside the
training house, save the game.
Now, send all of your party back
in to the training house and try every
one out. The character who passes the

recruit thieves - they have a tendency
to sneak off with your loot when
you've crashed out at one of the inns.
Assassins are equally unstable.
If any member of the party starts
to become a bit of a pain, try to sack
him. If no-one agrees, don't slaughter
him - his mates may retaliate. Just nick

test most effectively is the one you

Getting started on Ishar... Borminh is a smooth talker. Give him money and he tells you the names of a few good inns. You

Carry on eastwards and, near a pool, turn south. Enrol Kiriela in the birch wood. Place Kiriela in the second line and

Continue to the south west and skirt the bushes to the west. Kill off the Ores and go into the house to recover the treasure. On the

When you cross the bridge, beware of the barbarian. He's tough, a few fireballs should deal with him. In Lake City, don't enrol

1!

must train exclusively when the saved
game has been reloaded.
Finally, three snippets of brief, but
vital,

information. Write down the

prices of all the items encountered.
Enhance the map provided with a
rough one of your own, note down all
the important landmarks and don't be

• "Well, hi there, cutie pie. Whafs a big, strong
warrior like yourself doing out here?" "I intend
to seek out and destroy the evil one, Krogh,
who has split this once fair land asunder. Will

afraid to run away if you come up

you join me in the fight?" "No, but you can

against someone who's a bit hard.
Good advice there, William, but

now we need the complete solution to
this rather wonderful game. Can any
one oblige? There's £25 up for grabs.

come back to my cottage if you like."

^maanWrmcti facrimfiritiuxi taEnmltaTMffi Ijacmisifeascs ffltmcmfsTMCtt

can enro/ Borminh, but he is a bit of a traitor, so don't fall asleep in his presence. Use him in fights to receive blow...

prepare a fireball rune. Turn south west towards Angarahn where you should recruit Kirian at the inn, go shopping and visit Akeer.

way back, pick up the teleporter which is east of the house. After teleportation, turn south east and cross the bridge.

sshmHSSH

Golnol and Nasheer- they're traitors. Go south along the river and take the first bridge. Find White-Iron. Now you're on yourown... ^

SOFTWARE

A ATARI
520ST-E 0.5Mb Start Pack

£249.99

520ST-E 1Mb Start/Family Curriculum

£289.99

1040ST-E 1MbFamily Curriculum

£284.99

1040ST-E 1Mb Pro24 Music Pack

£299.99

Mega ST-E 2Mb Limited Offer
Mega ST-E 48Mb HD Upgrade
ST-E Upgraded to 1Mb
ST-E Upgraded to 2Mb
ST-E Upgraded to 4Mb

£434.99
£270.00
Add £30.00
Add £60.00
Add £120.00

SM146 1411 Mono Monitor

CALL

SC1435 14" Colour Monitor

£189.99

STBook (Aug 92)

£1159.99

TT030

options from £964.99

TT 52Mb HDUpgrade

£270.00

PTC1426 14" TT Multisync

£379.99

Forget-Me-Clock II

£59.95

Calligrapher Professional
£99.95
Calligrapher Professional Gold ...£139.95

ATARI HARDWARE

tra-RAM Deluxe

3D/Animation/CAD/Graphics

Word Processors
1st Word Plus

Cumana Disk Drive

K-Word 2
Protext v4.3
Protext v5.5
Protext V4.3

£29.95
£49.95
£99.95
£49.95

That's Write
Wordflair

£89.95
£59.95

WordPerfect

£169.95

Word Writer
Write On

£37.99
£44.95

Timeworks Publisher 2

£91.95

Assemblers/Compilers/ Languages
Devpac 2

£42.95

• Free RAM test. RAM disk & printer
spooler software

• Sets system & keyboord clocks
every time you turn on or reset
your ST

• Detailed instruction manual

•
•
•
•
•

10 day money back offer!
Unpopulated
£34.99
5Mb populated
£49.99
2Mb populated
£89.99
4Mb populated
£139.99

"

• Two year guorantee - including
battery

• 10 day money bock offer
.Only

£17.99

Alfa Data Trackball

• On/Off Switch

Personol Findnce

£17.95

Basic Programming
Programming Utilities

£17.95
£21.95

Sound & Music

....£17.95

£96.95
£34.95

£52.95

Hisoft C Interpreter

£41.95

Data Manager Prof

£34.95

Hisoft Forth

£28.95

Highspeed Pascal

£74.95
£111.95
£34.95

£79.95
£79.95
£79.95

Databases

K-Data

£37.95

Proddta

£67 95

Cashboot Combo

£54.95

Cashbook Controller
Home Accounts

£41.95
£21.95

Home Accounts 2
Personal Fin Man Plus

£37.95
£29.95

System 3

£41.95

Communications

£9.95

Horlekin2
Knife ST

£41.95
£24.95

K-Graph 3

£37.95

K-Resource2

£29.95

Neodesk3
Turbo ST
WERCS
Temous2

£29.95
£24.95
£24.95
£28.95

3D-Calc

£22.95

DGCalc

£27.95

2
3
4
4T

£21.95
£44.95
£67.95
£96.95
£112.95

Band in a Box

• Robust Metal Casing

C-Lab Creator
C-LabNotator

£179.95
£269.95

C-Lab Notator Alpha
Dr T's Copyist App
Dr T's Copyist DTP
Dr T's Omega
Dr T'sTiger Cub

£179.95
£94.95
£234.95
£284.95

DrT'sX-OR
Concerto
Quartet

£209.95
£29.95
£34.95

That's A Mouse

£21.95
£21.95
£21.95
£17.95

Hisoft Basic 2

• 12 Months Warranty

£69.99

Word Processing
Database Management
Spreadsheet
Home Productivity

Adimens Plus
DGBase

• Capacity 720K Formatted

• Only

£22.95
£27,95

£69.95
£23.95
£39.95

K-Spread
K-Spread
K-Spread
K-Spread
K-Spread

• Internal PSU

MasterCAD
Snectrum 519

£48.95

Spreadsheets

• High Speed Access

£19.95
£37.95
£59.95
£29.95

FTL Modula 2

Lattice C v5
Nevada Cobol

• Cumana CSA354 3.5" Drive

£42.95

FTL Modula 2 Developer
GFA Bosic Compiler
GFA Basic Interpreter

C-Font

• Clock cortridge with full pass
through port

Deluxe Point

Degds Elite
Easy Draw 2
Easy Draw 2 Supercharged
Hyperpaint2

Atari Applications

£224.95
£164.95
each £44.95

Prc£peroDevToolkit^^^^;;;^^54^5

Atari ST-F/ST-FM and Megd ST
t Easy Installation - No soldering onmost STs

£34.95
£36.95
£42.95
£42.95
£42.95

Desktop Publishing
CompoScript
Pagestream v2.2
Pagestream Font Sets

ProsperoC
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

• Internal SIMM RAM upgrade for

Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Paint 2
Cyber Studio
Cyber Texture,

£54.95

£94.95

FaSTcomm2
K-Comm2
Mini Office Comms

£39.95
£37.95
£18.95

Educational
Better maths 12-16 yrs
Better Spelling Over 8

£19.95
£19.95

Fun School 2 Under 6
Fun School 2 6-8
Fun School 2 Over 8

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

Fun School 3 (or 4) Under 5
Fun School 3 (or 4) 5-7
Fun School 3 (or 4) Over 7

£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

Magic maths 4-8 yrs
Maths Mania 8-12 yrs
M Beacon Teaches Typing

£19.95
£19.95
£22.95

Micro French GCSE

£19.95

Micro Maths GCSE

£19.95

Primary Maths 3-12 yrs
Spell Book 4-6
Spell Book 4-6 Data
Spell Book Over 7
Spell Book Over 7 Data
Spell Book Data Creator

£19.95
£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£11.95
£7.95

The Three Bears

£19.95

Things to do with Numbers
Things to do with Words

£14.95
£14.95

The French Mistress

£14.95

The German Master
The Italian Tutor

£14.95
£14.95

The Spanish Tutor

£14.95

HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS

•
•
•
•
•

256 grayscale hand scanner
105mm wide scanning head
100/200/300/400 DPIswitch
Rotary Contrast Control
LED scan speed indicator

• 1 Text & 3 Photo modes

•
•
•
•

• Reliable Microswitched buttons.

• Supports autofire and
incorporates click & lock button.
• Rapid & smooth point-to-point
movement.

Metric/Imperial scan scale
Touch-Up software included
Merge-lt software included
OCR software optional

• Only

• Designed for easy one hond
operation,

£149.99

Internal .5 Mb RAM Upgrade 520
ST, STM and STFM Computers
• Easy Installation - No
soldering on mostST's.

• 2 yeor warranty
• Crystal option with
2 colour shining crystal ball
• Only
£29.99
• Crystal option
£34.99

The official ATARI UK TOS 2.06 is

supplied on a board allowing you
to keep your existing ROMSgiving
compotibility with existing and
future software. The board is also

• Free RAM test. RAM disk &

designed to be used as an ST-E

printer spooler software.

adaptor for either AT-Speed or

• Detailed instruction manual.

• 10 Day money back offer!

Only

£39.99

ATonce, Pleose state STE or STFM

when ordering.

• Only..

• Operates in a small desktop
area - 70% less than Atari mouse

equivalent,
• Offers 290 dpi resolution 8c
genuine micro-switched buttons.
• 12 month warranty.

i Only..

..£14.99

Philips 8833/11

£199.99

Citizen 120D+

£124.99

Citizen Swift 9 Colour

£184.99

Citizen Swift 200 colour
Citizen Swift 240 colour

£234.99
£284.99

Citizen Pro Jet

£394.99

StarLC-20
StarLC24-20
Star LC-200 Colour
StarLC24-200
Star LC24-200 Colour
StarJet SJ-48
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM ST-E
2Mb Xtra-RAM ST-E
4Mb Xtra-RAM ST-E
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM Std
2Mb Xtra-RAM Std

£139.99

Pace Linnet 1200 Modem
Pace Linnet 2400 Modem
Stereomaster

Playback
Replay Professional
Replay Stereo
Replay 16

£22.99
£69.99
£64.99
£89.99

£199.99

Naksha Mouse

£24.99

£199.99
£224.99
£274.99
£229.99
£19.99
£59.99
£114.99
£44.99
£89.99

Golden Image Mouse

£19.99

Universal Monitor Stand
Universal Printer Stand
Centronics Printer Cable

£11.99
£6.99
£4.99

ST-FM to Scart Cable
ST-E to Scart Cable

£11.99
£14.99

£4.99
£6.99
£19.99
£7.99
£5.99
£24.99
£44.99

PC-Speed (ST-E/ST-FM)
AT-Speed
AT-SpeedC16
AT-Speed ST-E/Mega Adaptor
AT-Speed Mega ST-E Adaptor

£94.99
£129.99
£199.99
£25.00
£45.00

3.5" 40 Cap Disk Box
3.5" 80 Cap Disk Box
3.5" 150 Cap Posso Box
10 x Sony MFD2DD 3.5" DS/DD
10 x Sony Bulk 3.5"
50 x Sony Bulk 3.5"
100 x Sony Bulk 3.5"

Pace Linnet Modem

£139.99

10 x TDK MF2DD 3.5" DS/DD

Mail Order Hotline
091 510 2666
Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. Allitems subject to availability.
Allprices and manufacturers specifications subject to change without notice.
Al!prices include VATand UK delivery. E81OE Alltrademarks acknowledged

SOFTMACHINE
..£69.99

£214.99
£254.99
£29.99

DeptSTFI2. 24 Derwent Street, Sunderland SRI 3NU Fax- (091) 510 2666
Call by appointmenr only. Shop prices may vary.
Goods are not offered on a trial basis. Goods are offered subject to our conditions of sale.
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£7.99
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GAMEBUSTERS

CZEM
Wizkid - way
out, weird, won
derful and, er,

something else

beginning with
'W." Wacky,
maybe?
Anyway,

A

behold

stars for no cost. When you have
enough money to buy everything, buy
it. Next, jump onto the handle of the
well until the bucket appears. Get into
it. Enter the women's toilet and pick
up the can of soft drink. Now go into

for this

pretty darned

bizarre little platform game no, hold on, it's not really a
platform game, more a
bounce- things-off-your-head'em-up from the distinctly

the

coin

in

left, left.

Go into the men's and you're faced
with more doors, as shown in The

Third Door drawing below.

currently taking over Peter
Molyneux 's position as the
most-mentioned programmer
in STF. Oh, and if you're
good, we might just print the
complete solution next
month...
On Sunset Wizovard, finish the tune as

quickly as possible and try not to lose
any stars. When the shop appears, buy
as many stars as you can. Even if you

have full energy, you can buy more

Jump to Level Eight: Room 106.
Directions: left, right, left, right,
left, right.

The door on the right is a secret door,
which leads to the cave maze. As the

Jump to Level Nine: Room 123.

manual says, "Go through the exit,
even though it's not there. Try Room

Directions: left, left, left, right,

I On BBC2 tonight it's The Wacky World Of
Wizkid, written by Bernadette Hughes and
her husband Jethro, who is a radish-

fetishist. In this week's episode, Wizkid
throws some bags of nuts at a bunch of
fluffy chicks with hilarious results.

left, left.

32 to see what's where." Next, you're
Maze picture below for the effects
they have when you enter them.

Jon Hare - the man who is

right,

Jump to Level Seven: Room 91.
Directions: right, left, left, right,

Use

faced with two doors. See the Cavern

and the bits at the end are

right,

the

men's.

The main tips come from

courtesy of Sensible's very own

right,

right, right, left, left.

"thingy" machine and you are trans
ported into a cavern, which looks like
the Secret Cave picture below.

the

unsensible Sensible Software.
Andrew Gillham of London

Directions:

Jump to Level Six: Room 78.
Directions: right, right, left, left,
left, right.

these tips
and cheats

Jump to Level Five: Room 67.

You start from Room One. To get to
Room 32, take the following route...

Change sound: Room 76.
Directions: right, right, left, left,
right, right.
Continue: Room 124.

Directions:

left,

left,

left,

left,

right, right.
Right.
Right.
4.
Right.
16. Right.
32. Right.

Hidden game: Room 206.
Directions: left, right, right, left,
left, left, right.

When you're in Room 32, you are
given instructions on the effects of the

Meanwhile, Jon says...
Hold down <H> when the game
begins loading and you are

other rooms...

rewarded with a musical treat.

1.

2.

If you're in possession of an
Continue: Room 124.

even number of stars, then the

Game help: Between rooms 201-211.

lava flow on Mount Wizimanjaro

• Miss Roper, who was famous for her

acrobatic facial expressions, often blurted

out the word "elbow" at incongruous
moments for a little comic effect. At one

point she almost made a living out of this,
but then she got a job as a hang-gliding
instructor and it all changed for her.

isn't able to kill you.

The following is a list of rooms that
have an effect on the game,
starting from Room One:

On the Wizball level, don't

shoot anything apart from the
mothership at the end of the

Jump to Level Two: Room 46.
Directions: right, left, left, left,
left, right.

level. You are then given an extra
five lives in the final, nostalgic
confrontation with Zark. If this

sounds a

little, ahem, difficult

then simply stay at the far right
Jump to Level Three: Room 51.

of the screen. It's a safety zone.

Directions: left, right, right, left,

Directions: left, left, right, left,

There. That's the complete solu
tion. If you still can't complete
Wizkid then you've either got a
dodgy joystick or you're com
pletely crap. Which

right.

is it to be?

left.

Jump to Level Four: Room 58.

• "Mummy, I just went for a wee and this

• Don't you just hate having to get up? It's

strange man - who looked a bit like Pac-

so difficult, isn't it? Even fictional ST game
characters don't escape the rigours of the

I God, this bubble-gum tastes terrible. It said

if I wanted to see his kittens." "Now what

early morning call, apparently.

it was strawberry-flavoured on the machine..

have I told you about telling lies?"

Man with legs and a green face - asked me

t doo
Can only be seen
when approached.

Women's

oor Right door
doubles the num-

doubles the number

ber and adds one
every time.

every time,

GAMEBUSTERS

INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST CRUSADE
Jaz Pearson of

think it's very clever to have no

Blackburn has been

leader, no structure, no meet

rather a busy indi

ings and lay in bed all day.
You find yourself in a room
where your trophies are kept.

vidual over the

past month or

Look for a storage bin which is

six. But he's

between two windows. Search

won himself £25

the bin to find a jar of solvent
and place the sticky tape into
the liquid. While you're here,

for his trouble,

having
managed to
complete this
ridiculously
complex effort from
Lucasfilm Games - the people

who brought you Monkey
Island, but not its sequel.
Grrr. Anyway, cheers to jaz
and here's the solution. Oh,

and Indiana Jones has just

look on the left to come across

a small package. Here you find
the Grail Diary, without it you
are lost. To avoid the students,

leave through the window and
throw the crisp sandwich. Now

go back to Henry's and pick up • "Come and have a go if you think you're hard enough." "Er, I'm sorry m
both the plant and the table tionally renowned archaeologist, not a street brawler." "Well, excuse me

an interna-

cloth. Examine the chest, then

use the key to unlock it. Look
inside and get the old book.

been re-released on the Kixx

Exit the house and travel to Venice

label at the super soaraway
budget price of £14.99.

Venice

window and the message. Now go
and find the exact book in the library.

Look at the inscription on the pillar -

hook. Not far from here you can find a
room with a ladder in it.

Climb up, return to where the
plug was and walk to the door on the

Once Dr Sneider has left, you head

there are three Roman numerals on it.
Make a note of the numeral which

back to the pub. Walk to the back

corresponds to the one in the diary.

machine. Use the red cord on machine

Barnett college, 1938
Meet the prof and then go and
change your clothes. Now exit from

where the two lovers are and examine

Head over to the slab and climb in the

the wine bottle. Pick up the bottle and

hole.

and turn it on by using the wheel on
your right. Also, look for another

here and follow the two guys to

or on - the fountain and walk to the

Roman catacombs

room which has three gold statues
near a door. Look at your diary again

Donovan's. Sit around and join in the

library. Now you have some important

You are now in a room with three

and push the statues until they are in

rendition of Mellow Yellow, but don't

exits. If not, climb back up and try

the

again. Look at the catacomb book,

opens for you. Enter and you see a

go to the fountain. Use the bottle in -

right.

You

correct

now

order.

find

The

a

strange

door

now

sing Sunshine Superman. Have a natter

reading to do. There are three books
you are looking for. Use the What Is

with him and then return. Next, go to

command to find them. You

Kampf, How ToFly A Biplane and Secrets

then exit through one of the doors
and walk until you see a room with

narrow stone bridge. This would have

Henry's house and head over to the
bookcase. Push it, examine the tiny

Of The Roman Catacombs. When the

two skeletons on the eastern wall.

machine.

spot and pick up the sticky tape. Go

response changes from "books" to
"book," you know you have found one
of the books required. Locate and get
the red cord, plus the metal post. Look
in the diary and you see a picture with

Look at the skeleton on the right, take
the hook on his arm and keep going.

tunnel on the side of it. You now find

a cryptic note - these change from
game to game. Make a note of the

stone bridge. Use the hook on the
wooden plug. Use the whip on the

into the bedroom and get the picture.
Now head back to the college and the

gym - remember to talk nicely to the
students. Don't make any rude jokes
about their cardigans, or the fact that

they're all in the Anarchy Society and

need

been up if you had not turned on the
Go over the bridge and enter the

Find a room with a torch in it. Use the

a room with a chest and some skulls

wine bottle on the torch, then pull the

on it, plus a wooden door. Look at the
diary and push the skulls in the correct

torch. Now find your way across a

order. Don't forget that his left is your

right. After the door opens, enter and
head for the room with the coffin.

Open it, look inside the coffin. Leave
here and go back into the room where
the manhole was. Climb up ladder and
head off towards Brunwald castle.

Brunwald castle
Enter the castle and knock out the

butler. Head north, find the drunken

soldier. Talk kindly to him and offer to
get him another drink. Get his stein,
head for the room with the burning
fire and the keg of beer. Use the stein
with the spigot and, once the steam
from the fire has finished, get the
roast boar and leave the room.
Now head back to the entrance of

the castle, give the stein to the first

HELP!
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• The college. The Old
English architecture

betrays an idyllic
ambience of academic
excellence. Great-

looking trees, too.

guard and enter the door. Get the ser

vant's uniform and leave. Nearby is a
room with a fireplace, find it and push

the window, get the silver key - which
is hanging from the candelabra - and
use it in Door Three. The alarm goes

indicator until it goes green, pull out

Now your father is safe, get the Grail
and give it to the knight. Now leave.

the T lever and the black knob three

Next- hang on, you've done it. Good.

the first statue. This shows a hidden

off. Enter the room. If the room has a

times. Finally, push the red starter

passage. Make a note of this for later.

cabinet in it, open it to get 75 marks.
If not, look to your left or right to find
it, then exit the room and give the
Grail Diary to Vogel.

Close it again and exit the room. Say
to the second guard that you are sell
ing fine leather jackets and that you
have authorisation. Sell the jacket to
him for 15 marks. Walk up to the steps

You now find yourself tied to a

Open the chest and look in it to find

chair with Henry. Save the game. You
can push or pull the chairs you are
seated on - keep pushing until you

another 50 marks. Put on the servant's

have

uniform and leave the room.

armour. When satisfied, push the suit.
You should now be free. Then push
the statue on the left of the fireplace.
The hidden passage is revealed again.
Enter it and you are now outside.
Walk over to the motorcycle with the
sidecar, get in and use it.
On the way to Berlin you are
stopped at a checkpoint. To get past,
say that it is out of the question and
that the only papers you can find are

and find a room with a chest in it.

Give the painting found in
Henry's house to guard number three.
Go east and you find another room

with a small chest in it. Open chest,
look in chest, get uniform, examine
uniform to find a key. Put on your
Indywear, exit room, head back down
the stairs to where you found the ser
vant's uniform. Now, use the brass key

in the clothes lock and pick up the
grey uniform that's there.
Enter Room One and fight guard

number four - this poses no great
problem as south from here is a first-

aid kit. Exit room, apply the first-aid
and head upstairs. You need to insult

another guard to get past. Do this
until he lets you pass, then go through
Door One. Throw the roast boar to

the dog, take the trophy, open the
door and get the pass.
Change back into the Indywear
and go back downstairs into the
kitchen. Fill the trophy with beer from
the keg, change back into the grey
uniform, go upstairs and give the tro
phy to Bif. He hits himself with the
trophy, because he is rather stupid. All
you have to do is give him one punch
to finish him off. Then go and punch
out guard number two, look through

the

chairs

under the

suit of

move the dial to B, click on the tank

button. Shortly after take-off, you are
shot down. You crash-land on a farm.
Go over and use the car on the left.

WANTED

Show the border guards the pass

Your tips, cheats, hints, complete

which Hitler signed. Carry on to Iskanderun where the Holy Grail is located.

solutions and other related items

The temple
Save the game. Enter the temple and
get ready to be tested. To pass the

first test, look in the Grail Diary.
Locate the picture with the "X" in it

and click the cursor on the same place
as the "X" in the game. Next, look at
the top of the screen and note how

God is spelt. If it says "Jehova," you
can walk on the initial letters. Next,
position the cursor at a point on the
other side of the chasm. If you choose
the wrong spot, then you die. The

the marks. Hand over the money.

final test is to choose the correct Grail.

When you arrive in Berlin, Elsa gives
you the diary back. When you come
across Hitler, give him the pass. He

Use the information you obtained ear
lier. Once you've chosen a Grail, take
it over to the holy water and fill it.

of wonderment. Specifically, we
need complete solutions for Ishar,
Wizkid, Elvira 2 and loads and loads

of level-codes for Lemmings. No!
That was a joke. We don't require
level-codes of any description or
solutions to Monkey Island and
Another World. A few tips for Crazy
Cars 3 would be good, though. To
claim your £25 reward send your
tips into Gamebusters, ST FORMAT,
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon
BA1 2BW.

Andy Lowe's recent desertion
to Gomes Master means, that from

next month, Rob "Milky Milky"
Mead is going to be your new
Gamebusters host.

signs it for you. Time to head
for the airport.

-.&iaHi
The airport
When you get to the airport,
you find that you don't have
enough money to buy tickets,
so get Henry to go over to
the man with the blue coat

and ask him about his grand
children. Then pick the man's
pockets. Exit here and board
the zeppelin. Because there

are heaps of guests on it you
find it a bit tough, so go out
side and steal a biplane. Get
in, push all the switches up,
• "Well, Dr Jones. It has

panoramic views of, er, the

river, the sausage factory and
the industrial complex." "I'll
take it. Is the furniture

• Dewy-eyed for his own heady

included?" "Ah, no." "What

days at college, Dr Jones wanders

else is included?" "Well, not

around the corridors and remi

the apartment, obviously. Er,

nisces about his old flames, his

in fact, the only thing

lecture notes and that night when

included is the collection of

nkn he stayed up until 4am, watching
videos. What an anarchist.

rusty old coins behind the
sofa." "Ah..."

HELP!
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ULTIMA 6

Mindscape

's nothing on, is there? There's just nothing ever

on. These gadgets have no soul. I want some meaning- A
natural force of great beauty and wonder. Then again, I
might just nip down to the chippy..."

i your world, five seasons have passed since

lur triunphant horieconing f ron Britannia.
It looks like a role-playing

Ignore the first clouds and you

special this month. So, to

should find the treasure.

Captain John is at the bottom
of Hythloth, which is better

round it all off, here's some

almost effervescently useful

tips on this excellent RPG

accessed from the far south-east of

from the marvellously named
Patrick Lowe of Derby. Ta very

the Gargoyle world. Learn to speak
Gargoyle and join with Beh Lem.

much. Now, get on with it...

This makes more and more sense

nFind the shrine of singularity

the further you go, doesn't it?
QMost dungeons are marked
on the map. You just have to

in the mountains north of the

stone table. When you're on the
Gargoyle island, use your balloon.
B F i n d the violet lens in the

largest building on the Gar
goyle island.

To get into the thieves guild,
either pickpocket Homer or
Phoenix - the lady under Britain
who has several glass swords,
magic helms, and so on. Ask Homer
about the pirate's treasure. To find
this treasure, you must enter two

of the three hardest dungeons,
Destard

and

the

Pirate's

Cave.

Invisibility spells make Destard eas
ier. In the Pirate's Cave, constant

healing helps. Phew! This is compli
cated. Are you managing to follow
it all so far? Hmm.

•

Go as far to the left as you
can on Level One, enter the

maze and explore the "off limits."

Outside, a chill
La/Va^j^^&^fe^-jgpT^^^^Vfts/W^

EYou need to get the boat of
the

humblest man

in

New

PJ1 In buccaneer's den, talk to
••••

Homer.

His

information

on

Avatar's Shrine.

Captain John's treasure is vital to
the quest.

E l n the bank in Britain, you
can find 2,400 gold pieces in

PPJ Magic fans are important.
••i They change the wind's

magically locked chests.
m l n the village of Britain you
can obtain a magic bow with

EThe storm cloak dispels all
uses of magic when it is read

Magincia if you are to reach the

direction.

out spending any money. Talk to

ied. Brilliant, eh?

an NPC.

RJH When talking to Budo, on

look harder for them.

E Y o u can find one NPC and a

•••

•

magical helmet in Trinsic, as
well as a glass sword. Now come

KJ1 In Trinsic, Sandy can tell you

If you become frustrated at
any point, talk to lolo. Ask
him three times about spam. Then
ask about humbug. Break into a
rendition of the Spam Song and, if
you feel particularly jovial, have a
go at the Argument Sketch.
QFor an interesting discourse,
talk to the gypsy's dog and
say "Speak."
B T h e Wizard of Oz can be
found
in
the catacombs

under the Lyceum. If you retrieve
this book and give it to Lord
British, he gives you loads of gems.
Bl Also under the Lyceum is the
•

book of lost mantras.

The glass sword hits for 255
points of damage and kills a
Gargoyle instantly. If you don't
believe it, ask your mother.

on, this is silly...

EOn Britain, ask Gwynneth
about the triple crossbow.
There is an egg room with
E
dragon's eggs on the fourth

Buccaneers Isle, say "Guild."

•••
more about the pieces of
map in return for a dragon's egg.
Right, that's enough, this has got
way too silly.

level of Destard, north of Trinsic.

E l n the serpent's hold, there is

a building to the far west of
the city. In a secret northern room
there is a triple crossbow.
ETo get into Sutek's castle,
bash

down

the

iron

door.

This needs lots of attacks. To lower

the draw-bridge, cast telekinesis on
the crank.

glass, glass, bottle. Did you see
that? No? OK. Just like that. Glass,

E J In the catacombs of Sutek's

•

• "OK now, pay attention. Bottle,

castle, you find the body of a

bottle, bottle, glass. Look. I'm not
doing this twice. No magician does

balloonist. Search him for instruc

his trick twice. It ruins the effect."

tions on how to make a balloon.

"Oh, why can't you shut up?"

A lonely stroll along an unfamiliar forest patl

til brings

you

upon

a

curious

gypsy

uagon,

}.( exotic colors dappled in the su Finer shade.

it<

e Mouse

Laugh while you learn

At last you really can
take control with this

.with

ingenious device.
The Mouse Yoke ® does not

need a game card or special
items, it uses your own mouse
for smooth and accurate

control, unrivalled by some
yokes costing over 3 times as
much. More fun and less hassle

for only

£24.95

^•tttrViAio/tVorV*
Unit 1b Beehive Trading Estate, Crews
Hole Road, St. George, Bristol BS5 8AY
Tel: (0272) 550900 Fax: (0272) 411052

Suitable for most computers

If information only required, please enclose SAE quoting

inc. portables

interest. Prices exclude p&p. Please add £1.95.
Please allow up to 21 days for delivery.

Explore English, Maths and French with ADI, the lovable extra

terrestrial. As you learn, he'll entertain you with funny remarks, [

whistly voice and weird faces.
He'll congratulate you when

you do well and cajole you
if you make mistakes.

Railway Simulations

There's one package for

for the ST
Experience the challenge of railway operation in the comfort ofyour own
home. Ifyou have an Atari ST capable of medium resolutiondisplayyou
can enjoy these absorbing games.

each school year and the
software closely follows the
guidelines of the National
Curriculum, drawing on the
talents of some of the most

To avoid any possible disappointment, please note that these are not

"arcade" games, but realistic simulations. There are no flashy graphics,

though most do show a track plan on the screen; the emphasis is on
providing you with sufficient information to make the right decisions.
NEW! Bristol 1990- Frequent Regional Railways services between Cardiff
and Portsmouth; Inter-City services from Paddington and between the
South-Wast and North-East; local services to Weston, Taunton and

Gloucester; occasional Regional Railways services to Southampton,

Weymouth and Exeter; parcelstraffic and some freight workings; engines
and unitsvisiting Bath Road depot for servicingor refuelling. £15.95

NEWITehachapi 1991 - Based onthe Southern Pacific/ SantaFejoint line

over the mountains from Bakersfield to Mqjave, including the celebrated

Tehachapi Loop. One of the most intensively worked stretches ofsingle
track anywhere, withhelper operation on many trains; a lot of concentration

gifted teachers in the country.

As a result ADI ideally complements whatstudents arelearning I
in school, and acts as a superb revision tool.

Available NOW:

English ©

V*MjhA/

Having problems with your
nouns and adjectives? Can't
sort out your suffixes and

prefixes? You need ADIEnglish,

is needed. Work trains and an inspection car add to the complications.

covering all the basic elements

almost all trains required helpers, often two. Passenger operations

by the National Curriculum
syllabus.

Glossary of American terminology provided! £15.95
NEW!Tehachapi 1927 - Steam operation on this Southern Pacific/ Santa
Fe jointline(see above). Atthis timethere was even less double track, and

complicate your task. £15.95

Special Offer! Both Tehachapi simulations described above for lust
£23.95, saving £7.95!

Prices shown above include VAT, postage & packing (UK or overseas).
Please send payment or credit card details with order, and state your
computer type and disk size.

Many other

of English grammar required

Maths ® © Q C
If your algebra and geometry
are causing you grief, look no
further than ADI Maths. These

railway

games

available - please send SAE for
complete list.

MasterCard

SIAM Ltd. (Dept. ST12), 1 St. David's Close, Leverstock Green,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP3 8LU

are just two of the topics
covered by the packages whatever your maths problem,
ADI's got the answer.

French®®®1'
Say bonjour to French with
ADI! The ADI French 11/12

BARBAR0SSA JUNE 1941

package introduces first year
students and beginners to

Price £17.00 unboxed

France and French, and older
students will find the 14/15

Available for ST 520 &1040 by mail order only
Asimulation of the German invasion of the Soviet Union during the Second WorldWar.
The campaign is fought using a strategic map and a scrolling tactical map forty screens
in size.

Designed for people whoenjoy intelligent games, allowing players all the time they
need for thought, based on strategic and tactical manoeuvre not on mere mathematics.

You commandthe Germanarmy through intelligentarmy commandersagainsta
computer opponent, developed over ten years, that commands the Russian army as
competently as a human player.

Easyto use interface produces a fast pacedgame with the need to change army orders
onlywhen the player deems necessary. Written by KenWright, the most prolific author
of strategy war games.

package ideal as a revision aid.

...and each pack costs just £25.99!

Join the ADI family today!i

e

UrOPRESS
SOFTWARE

Europa House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP

Cheques made payable to K.W. Software, 155 Ringinglow Road, Sheffield S11 7PS

Telephone: 0625 859333

Available for

the Amiga,
PC and ST.
On sale atallgood software
retailers including Boots,
Virgin andWH Smith.

r* J* ^fc • JT Stif/ in stock: 20 (37 programs on Disk, plug-ins guide), 21 (animation), 22 (desktop publish-

li^^^rf' IV ing, word processing, recover lost data, Devpac 11, 23 (15 programs - 3D construction kits,
3D, comms), 24 (Llamatron, ST video, digitisers roundup), 25 (memory upgrades, classic

games, emulator roundup), 26 (protect your ST from viruses, UVK on the Disk, ST on TV)

ST h
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November 1992

Disk: Trip-A-Tron, the
powerful lightsynthe
sizer, Cybernetix,
Talespin, the interactive

•FORMAT

ti3»777T7n
fttaifSo1

-...:...i

view with Archer

Maclean, movers and

wn

Book, Captain Dynamo,

Two Disks: Spectrum
512, SpecCode,

multi format slideshow;

Sensible Soccer demo,

Disk: Magic Story

S^TTL
i^if]
P

^ September 1992

October 1992

1r—'!«J Pk»*Y if^x **'

adventure creator.

Inside: Battlemania,
samples roundup, Lynx
games roundup,inter

MS? ISSUE 38

ISSUE 3 9

ISSUE 4 0

PackIce;Pro 12

Mapper 2

sequencer;

Inside: Get closer to

Inside: Sequencer
roundup;makesome

your STwith Summer
School, Falcon and

noise feature; hard

MegaSTEsinvesti

driveroundup,DTP

gated,STOS tutorial,
gettingprofessional

masterclass. We ask

IWETAL... I

Are Games Too Hard?

shakers in the ST world.

B~1

ISSUE 3 5

ISSUE 3 6
August 1992
Two Disks: STOS

Basic languageand
An/mastersprite
designer,International
Sports Challenge demo,
3DPicture modelling
package

a*i

Inside: How to create

greatgames,monitor
roundup,Calamus SL

£$&&!Zz£' July 1992
s'i L- •- •»'-,"."" Two Disks: K-Spread
^lllPIlK 2spreadsheet package;

MARK!

r«i j—•

i^J.

a^
—' -f%lgl K

SttnifJ

and much more

ESSjjj heroes of yesterday?

HP inkjet printer review

ISSUE 3 3
April 1992

Two Disks: GFADraft

Two Disks: Write On

P/us 3 complete 2Dvec
tor drawingpackage;
Campaign demo;Intro

Designer; sixmorefull

package; Leander pre
view;two raytracing
programs; complete
Penguin game;fractals

,

ISSUE 3 2

yiTPfc

March 1992

Disk: Knightmare
demo; Kozmic pattern
generator- exclusive;
STOS extension and

f

%**-

sp| morel
f Inside: Find outhow

programs

and more!

Inside: Over 20 pages
of all sorts oftips; com

i~J you can makemoney

pleteguideto
raytracing; get the best
from Sequencer One

of STOS 3D and

Timeworks 2; over 40
ST tips!

ISSUE 31

ISSUE 30

ISSUE 2 9

Two Disk>

Disk: Autoplay intra

jj with your ST; reviews

December 1991

February 1992

fefW& Soui

sequence creator;

Sn"d Baby

Daylight Robbery and
StereoReplay demos
Inside: Making your

•hos; and more

own intros; score-writ

m^

^%^^ ^^70u need to

*1^ .^iJloget started

^^with the ST; roundups
WU of top software,games
»fVl and add-ons; inside

\

EVAS?""""

Inside: 21 pages of art
guides;STBook
portable tested;weird
games; 120tips;
Buyer'sGuide

fit;

§

Inside: upgradesstepby-step; STastrology;
program fractals

soup up yourST; what

happened tothegames

*!•

v3.5, GFA Assembler,
GFA Raytrace complete;
PacificIslandsdemo,

completedatabase and
astrology programs,

.^....,. ager, and more
:?!;,;•£", Inside: 50 ways to

ISSUE 3 4

B Disk: Stgis^Vaster
|Eh| prejs^^ \eof

FORMAT

YOUR MIND

YOUR SuperBoot 7.4, The

~N May 1992

• MAKE YOUR!

Two Disks: GFA Basic
EXPAND

5T Financier money man-

reviewed and rated

•

June 1992

BUrUr Fire and Ice demo,

stWSIWB j""-'-"

with MIDI music

your STE, assembly

^b^^BE^j

j*>.

Tnside:Being creative
on yourST-desktop
publishing, program
ming,graphicsand
music; highres games

)S^>

ing packages; STrelated book roundup;
Band in a Box and

other packages
reviewded and rated

How many reasons do you
need to subscribe?
You guarantee your copy
each and every month

You get it delivered direct
/our front door

You get the first crack at
all those special STF offers
You get software packages
and accessories - as a gift!

You can save money on the
price of the issues

You get your copy of STF
before it's in the shops

Complete the coupon on the right and return it to us straight away.
Can't wait? Then phone our credit card hotline for fast and friendly service: g Q458 74Q'

Please use the coupon below. Prices per issue include Cover Disk, packing
postage. Note that issues 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39 and 40 are a little more because you get two disks! Each copy
costs: in the UK £4.00, in Europe £5.45 and elsewhere £7.50. Add £1 each for issues 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39,
4
9,40.

How important is STFto you?
Subscribe so you don't miss us!
We don't need t o bribe

l»tfSS»»

you with gifts to
persuade you to
subscribe to STF f but
see opposite if we do) -

YOU EVEN GET SOME CIFTS! ULTIMATE VIRUS

KILLER, TWO FREE ISSUES AND A

BINDER

When you subscribe to ST FORMAT, you don't get a year's supply of
your favourite ST magazine. And that's because you get two free
issues, so we'll keep you supplied with
the latest and greatest ST news,

you want to subscribe

reviews and features for 14

^JKHs

because you know this
is the best ST mag
around. We bring you
definitive reviews, the
most interesting fea

months instead of 12! At face
value, these issues are worth
£7.90, but with the second

Disk containing a software
package, they're worth far
more than that. As if

that's not enough, we're
also giving you an
incredible new, shiny
red ST FORMAT binder
so, as you collect your
subscribed-for copies
of STF, you can put
them away safely,
preserving them in pris

t u r e s and t h e l a t e s t

and greatest news.
But you knew that
anyway.

,,

W

tine condition. Last, but certainly not
least, we're going to give you UVK
v5.4 - ifs worth £9.99 and it's capable
of recognising over 60 viruses and
repairing over 450 virus damaged

games disks. So - subscribe today!
•<-.

~i r

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Name

Name

Address

Address

^Telephone

Postcode

• UK £39.95

D EUROPE £67.80 •

Postcode

REST OF WORLD £96.85

Toensure you receive your magazine and Disk quicklyand in perfect condition,
all overseas subscriptions are sent Air Mail

L. i Visa

• Cheque

Please send me the back issues I have circled
Issue
32

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

UK £4.00*, EUROPE £5.45», Elsewhere £7.50* percopy
*(No 33,34,35,37,38,39,40: add£1 extra percopyl

Method of payment- please tick appropriate box

• Access

Telephone

• P0

Method of payment- please tick appropriate box

• Access

Credit card No

Expiry date

D Visa

• Cheque

• P0

Credit card No

HbbR
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies

Expiry date

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies

Future Publishing Limited.

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:

SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT,

Future Publishing Limited.

FREEP0ST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.

SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT,
FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.

No stamp required if posted in UK, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man
PLEASE NOTE! THIS COUPON IS VALID UNTIL 31 DECEMBER 1992

No stamp required if posted in UK, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man
PLEASE NOTEI THIS COUPON IS VALID UNTIL 31 DECEMBER 1992
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ANSWERS

Brains and the rest of the International Rescue squad
are here this month, ready to come to your aid at a
moment's notice. Clive "Yes, m'lady" Parker dives
headfirst into the mailbag and sorts out those tricky
technical problems. Write to ST Answers, 57 FORMAT,
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW

THE ICONS
\sA .' ' J-W
Have you just bought
n turn to

ith this

COMMS

If you talk through
your monitor - and
some people can check this out for

help with those comms.

Whether your disks
are floppy or hard,
this is the spot for
you. Wesolve your
disk problems here.
GAMES

— Oi! If you want to
cheat then read the

Simple scanning

^___^ Whatare hand scannersand howdo

9^ Njj? they work?
\S^'> Mark Herbert, Bristol
•uTrnrrH

stf: That's what we like, the simple stuff. There
are two ways to answer this question: the easy
way and the techie way.
1. A scanner is a small device that plugs into
the cartridge port of the ST and enables you to
copy pictures from paper and photographs and
convert them to a computer image.
2. Hand scanners are opto-mechanical devices
which contain many electronic components
crunched down and combined into a single
chip. This chip is called a gate array. When a
scanner is activated and moved over a drawing

or a picture, light shines on to the paper from a

line of LEDs built into the head of the scanner.

Depending on the colour and tone of the paper,
light is reflected at various intensities back to a
convex mirror in the head of the scanner.

The mirror concentrates the light and
directs it through the lens on to a light sensitive
component called a Charge Coupled Device
Array, or CCD. This converts the light into digi
tal signals which are converted to a visual dis
play by the scanning software. And that's all
there is to it.

Fantasy island

<S**

The other day I mentioned to a friend
that I was going to buy a modem for
use with my 1040 STE and his advice
was not to bother. He has told me

that we are changing to a "System X" telephone

STOS CORNER

Gamebusters pages.
This section is for

serious traumas only.

More of your STOS queries answered by
Billy Allan

40 poke Sll

A changing environment

60 SECTRK=peek(S10+24)

Please can you tell me what the env command

70 NSIDE=peek(S10+26)

30 S10=st.

50 NUMSEC=deek(S10)

GRAPH
1 If you

HARD DRIVES

The harder they
come, the tougher
they fall. Our resi
dent doctor puts a
plaster on the sore parts.

Do your characters
print backwards?
Having trouble with
your sheetfeeder?
Turn to this pic for help.
PROGRAMMING

Getting your calls

is for since I can't find it in the STOS manual?

80 NTRftK=(NOMSEC/NSIDE)/SECTRK

Also, why don't the STE or Misty extensions

90 print "Total sectors =";NDMSEC

work in high res?
Mark Westguard, Johnshawen
stf: As far as we know, changing the screen
colours is all the env command does. Neither

2. You can't. It only formats disks from track

the STE commands or Misty work in high res
because the authors of these programs don't

zero to a given number and automatically

have mono monitors and so could not test

XBIOS function flopfmt () yourself.
Short of memory

know 1. How can I check the disk format (for

Every time I try to load the droid sprite files,
the sprite editor crashes and says "Not enough
memory." Do you think I need to upgrade my

example, how many tracks there are) and 2.

520 STFM?

How to format individual tracks with the For

Nicky Haley, Milton Keynes

We want information

I am writing a disk copier in STOS and want to

mat program from the STOS compiler.

month's STOS and

fill Markham, Woodley

SOUN
Doe*'

installed. This is because later versions of TOS

bootsector of the disk, which is the first sector

are larger and occupy 32K more RAM space,
leaving less room free for programs. It would

up sound like

of track zero on side zero. This routine can

give you the required information - note that
the J signs means no line return yet; the line
just wouldn't fit in our narrow columns.

those earplugs out.
ST PROBLEMS
~1 This icon is for all
other bits that have
nowhere left to turn.

We can help give
them some pointers.

stf: You can only load these files on an ST
with 0.5MByte of RAM if you have TOS 1.0

stf: 1. The format information is stored in the

lie at 16rpm? Just
mad this and take

installs the bootsector. You have to access the

mono commands.

sorted with this

assembly tips.

100 print "Sectors/track =";SECTRK
110 print "Sides =";NSIDE
120 print "Tracks =";NTHAK

10 reserve as work 10,1024

20 DRV=drive : floprdJ
start(10),1,0,0,1,DRV

be worth your while getting a memory

upgrade since they can cost as little as £40 for
the STFM. We have a 23MByte memory
upgrade on our development machine and we
usually have the STOS compiler located in a
RAMdisk; we can then compile a STOS Basic
file to GEM in seconds.

HELP!

ST

ANSWERS

exchange which willenable me to plug my STE
directly into the phone socket.
Could you let me know what cable and

software I need to connect my machine up? I
have not heard of this system before but my
friend is an electronics lecturer and has a Mas

ters Degree in Science, so he must know what
he is talking about.

""AtariST. HereisaTStHatSUPPort

Popular boards all„/?""" of*°»>e

Y^ that's ^TnT^T46'330

C F Boote, Lanes
stf: Just because someone has an MSc does not

AdUbBBS24ho, UrSW°4S43^047
theFalcon030 nr„

mean that he is necessarily sane or has a com
plete set of The Home Computer Course tucked
away. Most of the people who work on STF
have degrees and it doesn't mean a bean.

At the moment the only way a standard
computer can interface with a telephone line is

by means of hardware, most commonly a
modem. Some more advanced machines with
extra hardware - such as the Falcon with its

DSP56001 processor - can interface with the
telephone lines just using a software modem.
This is not possible with the 1040 STE no mat

ter what kind of exchange is installed by BT
because it just does not have the hardware to
process this kind of data.

3 What is an HD?

4 What are the best flight simulator and football

30 to 100 times as much. Hard drives are also

stf: 1. The chances are that, if the machine
works at all, the memory is fine because 1040

Hard drives are used mainly for "serious" com

much faster at loading and saving data than

floppies, but are also much more expensive.
puting purposes but they are dropping in price

STs have their memory installed at the factory.
If you can run software without problems, don't

all the time - a 30MByte drive can now be

worry. £150 is a reasonable price for a second
hand 1MByte machine.

on v 0532 319444.

many games are better on a

1040 machine

1 My friend has a 1040 ST for sale for

because they can load in extra graphics and

£150. Should I get the memory

sound effects.

checked to make sure that it is OK

3. An HD usually refers to a hard drive - this is a

and worth the money?

hardware device that can store many times
more information than a floppy disk, typically

2 Can I play games on a 1040 ST?

ca
Feedback ^
letterssets
or qenerV • ST"ori:AnSWers Series
-ne, Atari, ft, or anyXo st?? ^^ the "4
^^^^sTXtirT^

management games available for the ST?
Michael Jones, Herts

2. Yes, you can play games on a 1040 - in fact,
Newcomers' corner

obtained for £239 from First Choice Computers
4. Our games guru, Andy Lowe, recommends
both F-19 Stealth Fighter from MicroProse and
Thunderhawk from Core Design if you want
action-packed flight and fight simulators. Cham

pionship Manager from Domark is being
reviewed in issue 42 of STF, barring unnaturally
sunny days or other circumstances beyond our
control. It looks as if it's going to be a blast.

f fast

extensions?

of time.

2. Where can I get 5TO5 extensions from?
3. Is it worth getting STOS Maestro Plus?

numbers as a 64 x 64 sprite bank:

j
j

Try the following routine if you have your

before you can create extensions.
2. Most good PD libraries stock these exten
sions. Try Goodman's International on tr 0782

hide on : mouseoff

/

scrolling it around before

20 reserve as screen 10 :J

putting it on the screen as the
normal sprite command does, we hold 16

dim ADR(9),TM(3)

images in memory and each one is scrolled to

30 BP=0 : X=0 : Y=0
40 for T=0 to 9

50 sprite 1,0,0,T+1 : update

335650.

60 ADR(T)=BP+(X/2)+(Y*160)
70 skopy 1,logic,0,0,64,64,J

3. It all depends on what you need - Maestro is
useful because it's specifically created for

start(10)+ADR(T),0,0
80 BP=BP+2 : if BP>6 then BP=0 : J

STOS and comes with the Maestro extension,

this: instead of having just

' I one image of a sprite and
10 mode 0 : key off : curs off :J

Game Makers Manual from Sigma Press
(» 0625 531035 £12.95). However, you need a
fair understanding of assembly language

sprites on-screen is called
"pre-shifting." It works like

—.'

John Rice, Leeds

stf: 1. We learned STOS extensions from the

chat ab°"t ST s„h; !

X=X+64 : if X>256 then X=0 : Y=Y+64

the right of the last. This means that you can
place the correct image immediately without
any time-consuming scrolling to get through
first.

Unfortunately, holding 16 images of a
sprite takes up a lot of memory. Therefore we
sometimes hold eight, four or even just two
images of the sprite and round off the screen

however, it doesn't have the features of sam

90 next T

plers like Stereo Master which gives stereo

100 sprite off : update

sampling.

110 for T=0 to 3 : TM(T)=0 : next T
120 logic=back

co-ordinates to the nearest two, four or eight.
To calculate which image to put on the
screen you have to divide your coordinate by
16;the remainder is the correct image number.

130 repeat

STOS has a command to do this called mod. So,

140 for Q=0 to 3

150 skopy l,start(10)+ADR(TM(Q)),J

for instance, "165 mod 16" returns a value of
five and "18 mod 16" returns a value of two.

0,0,64,64,logic,Q*64,0
160 next Q

It is usually best to use the screen$ com
mand to draw the sprites rather than sprite.

170 TM(3)=TM(3)+2 : if TM(3)>9 J
then TM(3)=0 : inc TM(2) :J

doesn't slow down when two sprites are on

Perfect timing

I am writing a timing program in STOS Basic
where I wanted to show large numbers and let
ters on the screen. I found that the large char
acter set in STOS is very blockyand sprites take
too long to display - I need to be able to show
times in hundredths of a second intervals. Can

you help?
Bill Ciggie, Dublin
stf: If you want to count in hundredths of a
second, then the skopy command from the

Misty extension (on ST FORMAT Cover Disk

This is because screen$ is much faster and it

if TM(2)>9 then TM(2)=0 :J

top of each other.

inc TM(1) : if TM(1)>9 then J
TM(1)=0 : inc TM(0) : J

example BASIC files for you to experiment

ifTM(0)>5 then TM(0)=0
180 screen swap : wait vbl
190 until inkey$=" "

On this month's Cover Disk are some

with. They show the basic techniques of "preshifting" and also how to simulate the various
STOS commands like wove and collide.

HELP'
ST

ANSWERS

km MUSIC AND MIDI
stf: If you want to combine
sounds from your keyboard and

Tim Tucker answers your

soundwlse queries...

your ST, you need a mixer of
some sort. The best thing to go

track to the aux, tape or CD input

Going Thru with it

of the amplifier on your hi-fi to
hear the sounds coming through
your speakers. Alternatively, you
could plug headphones into the

We have a problem with Pro 12

because it provides eight channel

headphone socket of the mixer.
If you want to use samples

DR-550 drum machine. The drum
machine is connected to the DX7

inputs which you're likely to need
if you expand your system. If you

in time with your music, you
should be using a sequencer pro

by the Thru port (the drum
machine only has an Out port).

find these are too expensive for

gram which plays sampled sounds

your budget, try the second hand

from the program.

The DX7 is connected to the ST by
the In and Out ports.

is

a

four-track

- and what equipment do I need -

good lower price model at £339,

to combine music from my key

board with stereo samples on to a

create

the

now

compulsory

"THUMP THUMP THUMP"

bass

record.

cassette

for

desk built-in. Fostex (v 081 893

I have also been trying to

their own sequences, running
alongside the MIDIsequences you

recorder which has a small mixing

Making connections
I have a Yamaha PSS 780 key
board, an Atari ST 1040, a 5T05
Maestro sampler and a MIDI sys
tem. How can I connect all this up

cassette?

individual channels on the mixer,

panning them left and right
respectively. You need to connect
the stereo output from the four

5111) do a range of budget fourtrack machines - the X-28 is a

market.

If what you're using can't do
this, take a look at Sequencer One
Plus (Gajits » 061 236 2515
£129.95). If you already own

which was on the cover of STF 39.

We have a setup of a 1040 STFM
with a Yamaha DX7II and a Boss

The problem is that the drum
machine does not come through
on to the ST, but the DX7 works

drum sound you hear in rave

A mixer gives you multiple

records. My keyboard gives off a

inputs which are mixed together

"TAP TAP TAP" sound which is no
sound on the STOS Maestro sam

and recorded to tape, and are also
sent out of the stereo output of
the mixer. You connect the jack

Sequencer One you can upgrade
through ST FORMAT for only

pler, but can't get it to thump in

output from your keyboard to a

£39.95 (see Mail Order on page

time with my music. Is there a pro

channel of the mixer. For the ST

gram I can buy that enables you to

128). This loads .SAM samples
(the format which STOS Maestro
uses) directly into it and you can

stf; The MIDI port on the DR-550 is

you need two leads with phono

then play them from your MIDI
keyboard and record them into

nected correctly, but you cannot
send MIDI information out of the

good. I sampled a bass drum

set the beat to play at a program
mable speed?
Tom Muschamp, Avon

plugs on one end and quarter inch
jacks on the other. You then take
the audio outputs from your ST to

fine. Can you help?
Tim Waltho and Peter Dutton,
Stafford

actually an In port, not an Out.
You have your equipment con

inznuE
Your assembly language

now happens is that the Timer

in the background while your pro

Index-linked tip

problems solved by program
ming guru Tony Wagstaff

counts down from the number

gram is completing other chores.

A useful tip if you need a fast

given as #data

The

FFFF8920.W

method of accessing data is to use
the "rs" directive, partner to the

Right on time

receives an "event." Once it
reaches zero it runs the routine in

I am writing a MIDI sequencing

supervisor mode, the last two

program and would like to use the

lines of which tell the ST that the

for stereo, 1 for mono.
The trick is to use the Timer

MFP User Timer.

timer has finished.

A routine to reset both itself and

A Craves, Cambridgeshire
stf: The User Timer, or Timer A,
can be used to control the play

Actually playing the samples
is the responsibility of the DMA
sound chip which, after each sam

the DMA registers. For instance,
suppose you have two samples,
and wish to play the first sample

ple has played, also sends the

back of samples. The Timer itself
is programmed with the Xbtimer

event that triggers Timer A's
countdown. Load your sample

five times and the second eight
times. Load the samples into

each time it

into memory, change up to super
visor mode, and move the address

call:-

of the sample into the DMA regis

:SRA eeju $FFFFFA0F
move.1

#routine, J

move.w

#data,-(sp)
ttcontrol,J

-(sp)
move.w

#0,-(sp)J

*0=Timer A
move,w

#31,-(sp)

trap

#14

lea 12(sp)

and di both

contain the address:-

-(sp)
move.w

ters as follows: d3

,sp

: your routine goes here

lsr.l

#8,d3

move.b

d3,$ffff8905

lsr.l

#8,d3

move.b

d3,$ffff8903
d4,$ffff8907

move.b

Move the address just beyond the
end of the sample into FFFF8911,
FFFF890F, AND FFFF8913 in the
same way.

bclr.b

#5, (ISRA) .w

rte

Set the low byte of the
sound
control
register
at
FFFF8900.W

to three, and the

bottom

set

two

the

bits

at

frequency,

starting at 6258 Hz, while bit 7 is 0

more commonly seen "6s."
Unlike the latter instruction, rs is

not given any actual memory
space. Instead, it defines where a

particular piece of data is within a
list of data. So:
rsreset

rs.1

1

memory and set the DMA register
to repeat the first. Set the Timer A

varl rs.b

1

var2 rs.w

1

with #4 as data, (that is, 5-1, since

flag

1

the first repeat is already playing).
You might then program the

top

rs.b
BSS

store

ds.b

8

routine to set a flag while the

main program continues with
other business, periodically check
ing the flag. When the sample fin
ishes its fourth repeat, the routine
is run, setting the flag. The main
program spots this, resets the

automatically gives "varl"

DMA with the address of the sec

ond sample and calls xbtimer

ter with the address of "store,"
and use the rs labels as an index,

with data which is this time set to

thus:-

#8.

the

value of four, since "top" is long
and so uses four bytes. Rsreset
sets the counter to zero, so that

"top" has the value 0. To retrieve
your data, load an address regis

When the main program

spots the flag for the second time,

move.l

#store,a6

it sets the low byte of the the

move.b

varl(a6),d0

sound control register to one to
inform the DMA to stop at the end
of this repeat, and calls xbtimer

For our purposes Scontrol needs
to be set to eight, signifying that

sample repeats while Timer A
counts down at the end of each

once again with #control set to

we want Event Count Mode. What

repeat. Got that? All this goes on

zero to switch the timer off.

The second instruction is faster

than accessing data directly as in:
move.b

varl,d0

ELP!

ST

drum machine to record on the

applications as the MT-32, so I was

stf: Sound Machine is a three

sequencer.

wondering whether or not to buy

channel tracker that uses standard

You can record your drum
machine parts using the DX7 key
board to trigger the sounds. Turn

the MT-32 software from the Pub

musical notation. You can order it

lic Domain library MT Software.
Please help!
Alex Cutteridge, Islington

quoting disk number 958 from

the Local off on the DX7 so that

the keyboard is only sending
notes over MIDI and not triggering

tact them on ? 0734 452416.

stf: The CM-32L is basically an MT-

MIDI files

(channel 10 is most commonly

for the MT-32 with it.

Having upgraded to Sequencer One
Plus, I attempted to load the *.MID
files from Cover Disk 39. Sequencer

Carlsbro

Retail

rrnPTOrffa.

rera;Ti;E3 rjr^-| mrorm wsi m)rmtigp.

32 in a different box, and conse

used for drum sounds), then set

prawns iiiraasraiHB:

Riverdene PDL, and you can con

its own sounds. Set the MIDI
receive channel on the DR-550

quently you can use any software

ANSWERS

" i l k « ram i

=*=j

I Next just click on the .MID bi

and choose the file you want to
play with In the file requester.

Limited in

One baulked at this and Pro 12

the track you're recording to on

Leicester sell Steinberg's Synth

crashed outright. How are they

Pro 12 to the same channel using
the MIDI box. Record your perfor

Works Editor for the MT-32 for £29

meant to be used?

- a real bargain. You can contact

Steve Watson, London

mance as usual.

them on » 0533 624183.

One files.

Getting to the sounds

Put it on the stave

"Import," and, when you can see

I have recently bought the Roland

Is there a music program from the

the requester, click on the .MID

CM-32L LA sound module and a

Public Domain with which I can

box. This loads the files correctly

sff; The .MID files are standard

MIDI files rather than Sequencer
In the

Roland PC-200 master keyboard. Is
it possible, using a "patch editor"
and "librarian," to change the CM-

file menu, choose

put notes on a stave and then

so that you can use them without

enable my ST to play them back
using its sound chip - that is not
via a MIDI output? I am particu
larly interested in being able to do

any problems. Unfortunately, Pro
12 doesn't accept .MID files, so
• To load MIDI files into Sequencer

ans for the MT-32 and the manual

this with drum music.

says the CM-32L can use the same

One Plus, first you have to choose

you can use them in any other
program that accepts standard

P Ramsay, Kent

Import from the File menu.

MIDI files.

32L's internal sounds?

I've seen editors and librari

Many programs have one address
register permanently loaded with
the address of all their data, and

access it in this way. It is also very
useful if you are fond of using

your own routine or handler. The

trap

#13

listing below shows how to install
this as part of a TSR.

adder. 1

#8,sp
dO,savetrap

what is known as the xbra pro
tocol, which, if every program
was to use it as necessary, would

Using the above example, if
we had 200 records of this type

handlers have been installed sim

ply by looking at the handler's

fifth record, then the following

address minus 12. If this contains
the letters xbra, then the address
minus four contains the address

move.w

#5-1,d2

of the previous handler. This, in

mulu.w

#8,d2

turn, can be checked in the same

move.b

varl(a6,d2.w),d0

hang on until MultiTOS becomes

savetrap

available.

del

my_trap

0

lea

6(sp),a0

tst.w

l_frame.w

beq.s

cpu68k

lea 8(sp)

ds.b

8*200

Hot Keys
I have managed to install a Termi

nate and Stay Resident (TSR) pro
gram into the screen-dump vector
so it pops up when I press <Alternate>-<Help>. How can I get it to
work with other hot keys? How
could this program check which
BIOS calls are being used, as in the

Michael Beasley, Avon

me how to run

the

cpu68k
btst.b

PASS

WORD. S

#5,(sp)

that

code

appeared

bne.s

super

on

Replacing the four asterisks
with four characters of your own

move.l

USP,aO

35 - I would like

super

to

routine isn't already there - in

Cover
be

Disk

able

to

keep prying eyes out of my diary.
* your routine goes here, AO points
to the arguments presented to the

Vivian Lai, Australia

case you run your program twice,
for instance.

trap.

stf: The password program is
designed to keep people from
booting your ST, rather
than stopping them

You should definitely do this
if you are installed as an Acces

movea.l

sory. The remainder of the listing

jmp (aO)

savetrap,aO

deals with such problems as the
traps being handled differently on

Make sure your routine is a mod

different machines, and how they

erate length, and leave everything

Daniel

are

Essex has sent in a

$59E

as you found it before exiting. You
may need to install your routine
from the Desktop before debug
ging as Monst2,
for instance,

mind.

#my_trap,J

expects the trap vector to stay as

month's Cover Disk in

handled

when

in

user

supervisor mode.
l_frame

ecru

move.l

-(sp)

stf: Checking what the BIOS is up
to involves redirecting the trap to

Could you tell

way.

SYSMON program that appeared
on Cover Disk 27?

Password

aO

enables you to check that your

BSS

store

del

aside from certain keys used with
<Alternate>-<Help>. If you heed
this sort of task-switching, use the
Desk Accessories or screen dump
routine, or alternatively you could

'XBRA','****'

enable you to check what other

and wanted to access varl in the

*each record is 8 bytes

move.l

The first four lines set up

structures such as those that are
found in C.

would do the job OK:-

you can't load them in there - but

or

running programs. As
luck would have it,

#45,-(sp)

move.w

#5,-(sp)

Running a program using
other hot keys is not advisable.

from

listing designed for
what you have in

it is.

move.w

Leslie

It's

on

this

the PASSWORD folder full instructions are in the READ
ME file.

HELP!

ST

ANSWERS

More top game-playing tips
from Andy Lowe

Diso
I recen

hawk and I have completed all the mis
sions, except Alaska. My question is:
what do you do to get the message
"Primary targets destroyed" or "Mission
complete, now land" on the first sec

C S Roberts, South Humberside

ChaosStrikes Back and Captivebecause I
keep getting killed?

stf: Ah, that old chestnut. Here's the

Kevin Davles, Edinburgh

tion of the Alaska mission? Are there

machines. The whole thing is a lack of

now it has come back again. The elf is

any cheats for the game? At the

memory problem and, if you have a

stf: Well, thafs your problem, mate.
No, but seriously... In Chaos Strikes
Back, to get a strong set of characters.

coming from Part Four, which does not
exist! What is wrong and how do you

thing that appears as a target and

that the game works on 1MByte, then

disk to a blank disk and rename it to

when I land, Jack Marshall shouts at me.

you have a legitimate reason to ask for

CSBGAME.DAT. Now load ft as your

What am I doing wrong?

a refund.

saved game. As for Captive, land on
the first planet (Butre) and kill the mon

Gaunt let

When I load Gauntlet 2, a green elf

appears when I've got auto-fire on. I
have to push this around. I upgraded
my ST to 1MByte and it went away, but

think I can fix it?

Matthew Brown, Berks

story... There were bugged versions of
this game that didn't work on 1MByte

US Gold know about the prob

Michael Pitman, Notts

lem and, if you have already received a

sters. Now take off and land again. The

try calling them on » 021 625 3366. Ask
to speak to the customer services
department and briefly outline the

and kill them for lots of experience.

always ask for your money back. How
ever, the end sequence to the game is

Tim Morris, Cwent

of elven poltergeist which has invaded

mission area without taking pot-shots
at everything in sight.

the logic circuits of your ST. Send
some ectoplasm to Joshua Greystoke,

Monkey business

excellent, and ifs a pity you can't expe
rience it - although it was printed in

stf: Oh,go on then. Forold time's sake.
When the game starts, type in ICAN-

ture in STF 39...turn to page 58 for your
copy if you don't have it.

in EGGSONLEGS to

stf.- Gauntlet 2 was one of the few

four-way joystick adaptor that plugged
into the printer port. You probably
have a printer connected to this port so

not to engage the enemy unless fired
upon. Ifs likely that you've ignored his
orders. Fly in extremely low and raise

¥m)mmmMMmE
isn't there. Or you may have some kind

4 The Flats, Sandwell, West Midlands

and he'll exorcise the irritating, undead

Dizzy stuff

U~..:.»n *-«nf. TUa Snrrnt rtf MnntdU MnrlW

back to US Cold, the game still heaps

out just after we get the seltzer bottle

Where are they now?

I have been trying to contact Protar

_j^A at the phone numbergiven inyour

with the same basic configuration. By contrast,

ST TO VGA MONITOR

the Falcon has superb sound capabilities, more
screen modes than a graphics artist can use,

ST HIGH RESOLUTION MONO DISPLAY

hard drive round up because I am

genuine 32-bit processing power and the

after one of their drives, but I have

DSP56001 coprocessor. It's all well worth the
dosh - and the price is bound to be discounted

been unable to get through to them, why isthis?

MD „
GREEN 6
RED 7

HSYNC 9

David Long, Wigan, Lanes

by dealers.

stf: Protar have moved to new premises and

mented in the same way as on the previous ST

because BT have not been transferring calls cor

series. For the latest lowdown on this new

rectly, they have been feeling rather lonely of

machine, have a look at the Falcon review on
page 106.

And yes, the MIDI ports are still imple

late. Theirnew phone number is «r 0628 789788

make yourself

invincible. Useful, huh?

BLUE 10
MOUT 11i
VSYNC12

GROUND 13

and the address is Protar Ltd, 3 High Street,
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 UN.

STOS Turbo602 tip

Write On bro'

Just a short note from Ernest John Smith of
Birmingham to say that the Turbo602 RAMdisk

We have had several queries from

program on STF Cover Disk 37 can be used from

readers who want to know if they
can use Write On with their daisy

within STOS Basic.

wheel printers, including Terry

Turbo602 must be the first item to run in
the AUTO folder to be able to work with 5705

Jones from Maiden and Paul Williams from

properly, but once 5705 has loaded, the

Solihull. Unfortunately, because Write On is

RAMdisk can be used to save and load data in

designedto createprintouts ingraphics mode, it

the same way as a normal disk drive. Running
the compiler from RAMdisk improves speed con

is not suitable for use with daisy wheel printers

FIGURE 1

ST TO VGA MULTISYNC
ST COLOUR DISPLAY

siderably.
I note that the Falcon 030 is not fitted with a

floppy disk drive- does this mean that, as when
the ST range was launched, it will make a great
doorstop? Isthe price going to remain so high at £500 I do not consider this to be "entry level"

computing. Finally, can you tell me whether the
MIDI ports are still supported?
Leslie Read, Surrey

a

K

VGA for all

Every month we're asked if it's pos

I

sible to connect a second-hand PC

Z
o

monitor "I've bought for £10 at an

S
2

M | auction" to the ST. Sadly, the
m answer is, generally, no.
However,

Kris

of

Stockwood in Bristol has provided
details for connecting an ST to a
standard VGA monitor to provide a

high resolution display (figure 1), and to a VGA
multisync monitor to provide colour output in

attention there at the back.

points out that, for the colour VGA multisync

without hard drive does seem high at first, but
consider that the Mega STE costs around £600

3

GREEN
RED

>±

HSYNC

BLUE 10_J

MOUT 11

•2
, 3
• 4

5
• 6

z

Brunt

stf: Er - actually the Falcon has an absolutely
wonderful internal 1.44MByte floppy drive in
the standard position - what it does not have is
an external floppy drive connection. Please pay
The £500 price tag for a 1MByte machine

. i

MD

Falcon questions

a

VSYNC12

*GROUND 13
t-

9

M

.10
.11

12

low and medium resolution (figure 2). Kris

monitor to correctly display the ST colour resolu
tions, you must be able to set the monitor to
operate at a frequency of 15.5kHz.

>T
• 8

"13

• 14

FIGURE 2
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3D CQflSTRUCTIOn KITS.O
A

VIRTUAL

REALITY

i\\*

<V

PROOU CI
Design your dream house and fly
around for an aerial view

If you like to delve a
little deeper than

IT

most, then this is the
product for you*
Welcome to the

m
' X

world of 3D

What about the kitchen? With 3D

Construction Kit 2.0 it's easy to

Construction Kit

design one yourself

2,0™ where virtual

realism becomes a

reality.
••]»X«MilUJr«UMi

Kit 2,0™ is the

:^s
The 'Create' panel Is designed to be icon]

only virtual
reality package

driven with just a mouse. No compli
cated programming - it's been done
for you!

available for

W

the home

computer.

Developed alongside
professional VR products, it offers a wide
range of facilities including:-

And once you've designed you object,
you can colour it with a comprehensive
palette.

• 3D shape designer/manipulator
• Sound effects manipulator
• Game design utility
• Print out/screen dump option
»Animation programmer
• Computer VCR playback function
• Clip art library with colour catalogue

Weknow how frustrating it isto buy a piece of software and

have to wade through a huge instruction manual justto set
started. Sowe've included a shorttutorial videoto get you
up and running quickly and giveyou a taste of what 3D
Construction Kit 2.0™ isall about. Starting from scratch, the
tape will show you how to create, manipulateand join
objects, design landscapes and even make yourown
game! You'll also get a glimpseof some of the fantastic results

thatcan be achieved once you've had a bit of practice.

Sim-city? Make your own and look
around. And don't forget,
3D Construction Kit 2.0™ has a data

disc full of ready made objects to get
rou up and running..

BMJJMA

Designed and Programmed by Incentive Software
© 1992 Dimension International Ltd. IBM PC Screenshots

Domark Software Ltd., Ferry House, 51-57 Lacy Road,
Putney, London SW15 1 PR

incentive
TfoAmirdlKititert

iscover the
Your computer, your creativity and
Future Music are all you need to enter

the fascinating world of making music.
We'll guide you to the right software
and hardware at the best prices, then

show you how to get the most out of
them.

Every month we will open up for you
the entire world of music technology,

from creating and playing live to record
ing and producing. Your computer can
be the starting point for making superb
music - STs, Amigas, Macs and PCs are
all at the hub of making music today.
We won't swamp you with jargon and
technical drivel because we know just
how confusing the business of music

technology can be. You'll get clear,
concise and entertaining reviews and
features, written by experts who know
what they're talking about and how to
show you how to do it too.
Find out just how
exciting creating
music can be. Future

uiure
PUBLISHING

Music issue one is at

your newsagent now!

Yourguaranteeof value

The Numan factor
QaryNvrnM'tmw ifcun, Mxhin- tad tout. m»f uw AffMtirt htm M»

enrlivr work,tat ht'i Hilluttaf muchthe mm ItctinolaH *td technique*,
from umplinjto tyutt tound*. Divld KeWnton limtiMil howht ton H.

♦ Informative interviews with

performers and sound crew

world of musi
Take control of your music!

Getting at those sounds

Connecting to your setup

Technical specification

7*>»'

♦ Authoritative reviews of all the
latest hardware and software

l^^S^^iZ*your
Technology plus creativity
musical problems every issue

Don't just listen - play!

Laying down the tracks

Buyers' Guide
Keen to ftt yourmu« AranonUp*outHorrwd ibouttakingthou tint
ttepsonthehomo recording liddw?SkfiwdRiley helotyongit p«l that
bottom rungandoiplaintwnteofthetechnique* theyumtvonat thu(op.

MM
MMtoknow
Hw boltpitcsofoquipmoot orwftwiro (oryou? Hotwro
ifetn logoforIiHorm.itIon?It'i ill hireIntheFutato Musk Buyerf Guide.
"hire

M

4 How to... guides that will help
you get the most from your gear
♦ Comprehensive buyers'
hardware and software

UTURE

m

guides to

The technology for making music is becoming increasingly affordable, giving more people than ever the access to equipment that can create, play and record to a high quality level.

•L

complicated world - ripping out needless
jargon, giving authoritative reviews, providing essential advice and keeping you up to date

fPtile*

What you need toknow iswhat equipment isright for you and

with everything to do with music technology. Join us every

how to get the most out of it. We willguide you through this

month and be part of a unique clubof music enthusiasts.

Don't s i t in s i l e n c e - m a k e a

noise!

M AKE THE MOST OF TALESPIN
GET TO KNOW ALL THE NOOKS AND CRANNIES!
Microdeal Ltd

If you've enjoyed playing with the Talespin adventure creator on last month's Cover Disk then the
chances are you're going to want to invest in the brilliant manual. For the miserly sum of £9.95 you
can get this 144 page epic
which covers all the in-depth
features of the program. This

manual is an essential com- ,

TAfTPl

panion to the program.

Lsja'u Nd"J

PRICE: £9.95

MAKE YOUR
ADVENTURES
NOISY!

Microdeal Ltd
How do you fancy adding
some real spice to your
adventure games by includ
ing some samples within
the game? Buy Microdeal's
Master Sound 2 cartridge
and you can do just that,

sample real sounds then
include them within your
adventures.

Talk

about

added realism! In this spe
cial 51 FORMAT offer you

can get Master Sound 2 for
the seriously low price of

SPECIAL!

£14.95.

PRICE: £14.95

HOW TO
ORDER

MICRODEAL mail order
Name

• Just fill in the

Address

coupon oppo

site, and send it
to Microdeal

^Telephone

Postcode

Price

Description

Ltd,
Box 68,
St Austell,
Cornwall
PL25 4YB

TOTAL ORDER

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

• Access

• If you wish to
order by credit

[card or have any
queries, ring the
telesales

department on

• Visa

• American Express

• Diner's Card • Cheque

Credit card no I

• PO

~^

Expiry date
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies

To order by telephone, call " 0726 68020

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:

h 0726
68020

Microdeal Ltd

SEND THIS FORM TO: Microdeal Ltd,

Box 68, St Austell, Cornwall PL25 4YB.

THE Nol MONITOR FOR THE ST
AND AMIGA

PHILIPS 8833 Mk n
14" COLOUR MONITOR^-ssC

USING A
• 14' CGA COLOUR MONITOR

with a domestic television set,

• OFFICIAL UK PRODUCT

then you are missing out on picture quality.

• 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY

THE GAME

THE COMPETITION

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 from Gremlin
Graphics takes racing games to new
dimensions. Pass through hazardous
tunnels; twist along log-strewn tracks;

WIN A DAY FOR 2 AT THE
1993 BRITISH GRAND PRIX

transmissions from the airwaves, it only has a UHF socket. So,
your computer has to downgrade its high qualitydigital RGB (Red,

• RESOLUTION: 600x285

Green, Blue) signal to UHF to enable your TV to receive it.
However, because yourTV can onlydisplay using RGB, it has to
convert the UHFsignal back to RGB before it can put a pictureon
the screen. Of course, every time you convert from one signal to
another,there is a loss of quality which means that the final picture
on the TVis not as goodas the original signalfrom yourcomputer.

• HORIZONTAL FREQ: 15.6KHZ
• .42mm DOT PITCH

• STEREO AUDIO SPEAKERS

Imagine grandstand seats at the most acclaimed
event in the Formula One year - The British • EARPHONE SOCKET
Grand Prix. Philips will fly you and a friend into • TTL-DIGITAL & RGB-ANALOG

CAN YOU HANDLE IT!

Silverstone and there's the chance to meet a

famous Formula One personality at a celebrity
FINAL CHALLENGE EXCHANGE
reception. It's then time to take your grandstand
If you already own a copy of Lotus
seats for the morning's practice. A delicious 4
Turbo Challenge 2, don't worry. You
course
lunchfollows; then it's back to your seats
can return the Free copy from your
new monitor and, for just £5, Philips

for the Grand Prix itself.

will exchange it for "Lotus - The Final
Challenge". You can use this new

Ifs all part of an exciting first prize package in the

very own racing circuits.

prizes of Ferrari Testarossa remote control cars.

Unfortunately, because yourTV is used to receiving inferior UHF

• FREE! LOTUS TURBO
CHALLENGE 2 SOFTWARE

packed test of your skill and speed -

speed over sand drifts. It's an action

TV?

Switch to a monitor and
SEE WHAT YOU'RE MISSING!
Ifyou are currently using your ST or Amiga

You can overcome this with a monitor, which has an RGB socket,

not UHF. Your computerwill recognise this, and send its original
RGB signal to the monitor which will display the image directly to

COMPUTER INPUT SIGNAL

the screen withno loss of quality.
The Philips8833 is the best sellingcolour monitor for the Atari ST
and Commodore Amiga. Ideal for game playing, it offersexcellent
colour graphics and has stereo audio speakers for enhanced
stereo output from the ST-E and Amiga. The performance and
reliability of the 8833 is exceptional,which is why we are confident
to offer 12 months ON-SITE warranty with every Philips 8833

• CVBS VIDEO INPUT SIGNAL
• DARK GLASS SCREEN

• GREEN SWITCH TO
SIMULATE MONO DISPLAY

Turbo Challenge Competition. And, if you don't • AMIGA, ST, PC COMPATIBLE
software to design and create your get the chequered flag, there are 40 runner-up • CABLE REQUIRED
monitor. Plus, every 8833 from Silica comes with FREE Lotus

RECOMMENDED!/

You will need a cable to connect the Philips

Philips 8833 Colour Monitor

8833 to your computer. These cables are

h

—

MONITOR STATION

currently available and the world's

w

^

CABLE - £9.95

All of the accessories below
are suitable for use with the

TILT & SWIVEL

fastest rapid fire! At only £12.95, it
represents superb value for money.
Durable steel shafted handle
8 microswitches

Turbo Challenge 2 software, all for only £199 inc VAT.

ACCESSORIES

For maximum enjoyment of Lotus
Turbo Challenge 2, we are pleased
to recommend the best selling Zip
Stik Super Pro Joystick. The Zip
Stik is probably the best joystick

•
•

See Accessories below

£11.95M0A

•I'll'

normaily £14.95 each but. if you buy one from
Silica at the same time as your new monitor,
we will give you a E5 discount so you pay
only £9.95 ™ vat. Make sure you order the
correct cable for your computer.
CAB 5510 - ST-E STEREO SOUND
CAB 5508 - ST-FM MONO SOUND
CAB 5050 - AMIGA STEREO SOUND

• Handheld/table top
•

2 fire buttons

• Triple action auto-fire
Single shot
Short rapid burst

f

Megablast continuous fire
• Rubber suction
juiiuri cups
uups ^^mmm
• Extra long"
• 1 yr g'tee

SAVE £5!

COMPUTER
WORK

STATION

£49.95
HI-TECH GRIPPA

COMPUTER CLEANING
AND VACUUM KIT

COPY HOLDER

£19.95

£9.95 S

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FREE DELIVERY IN THE UK MAINLAND
MAIL ORDER:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

)

•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On allhardwareorders shipped inthe UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Teamoftechnical expertsat yourservice.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proventrack recordin professional computersales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London &Sidcupbranches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ofyourrequirementsfrom one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to youwith offers + software and peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: Major creditcards, cash, chequeor monthly terms.
Before you decidewhento buy your new monitor, we suggest you think verycarefully about WHERE
youbuyit.Consider whatitwill be like a fewmonths afteryouhavemadeyourpurchase, whenyou may
require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the
company you buyfrom contactyouwith details of newproducts? AtSilica Systems,we ensure that you
will have nothingto worryabout. We have been established for almost 14 years and, withour unrivalled

experience andexpertise, wecan now claim to meetourcustomers' requirements with an understanding

which is second to none. Butdon't just take our wordforit.Complete and returnthe couponnowforour

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sal 9.00am-6.00pin

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 081-308 0608
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor). Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7,00pm (Sat close 6.30pm)
Late Night: Thursday - 8pm
1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Tel: 081-302 8811

Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1ILA

Tel: 0702 462426

LaleNight: Friday - 7pm

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Nighl Opening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000

Mon-Fri 9.30am-5.30pm (Sal9.00am-6.00pm)

No Late Night Opening

Extension: 3914

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Fax No: 0702 462363

To: Silica Systems, STFOR-1292-92, 1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX~>1

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON PHILIPS MONITORS
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:.

latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "SilicaSystems Service".

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA

081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

Postcode:

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specttications may change - Please return the coupon tor the latest information.

92B

FEDUPMITIHG? Q COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD.

ii ipt a nn m no ta wni in tatai
JUST
ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL

\>.L^/

«^fc-> Alldiskscanbesupplied
»« jij_2^C^^2r^^.
S- ^ »bat^^j™*™*2H2&cheques/postal ORDERS
orders TO:
tc
7^>-_ formatted and ready tousefof
tousetor any IBM -<^
-<CL CHEQUES/POSTAL
TC
^•^ ma/*MnAe
1r\e as
a* little
IH+ln as
att 4p
In rw
HleV
°^Jnesfer
per disR^J^-^

ORHFR FOR A fllJARANTFED

* NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR
(* ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding weekends)

I

TEL: 0753 553535 (3 lines) FAX: 0753 553530

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. &
MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS

A

60K)

BOX/10

5.25" (1.6 Meg)

3.5* (1 MEG)

7.00

7.00

5.00

as

12.00

5 Boxes MF2DD (50 Disks) ..Only £26.00

^tiftrVf..^
PROMOTIONS

5 Boxes MF2HD (50 Disks) ..Only £45.00 ^

WHERE IT COUNTS-

10 Boxes MF2DD (100 Disks) Only £50.00 ^f
10 Boxes MF2HD (100 Disks) Only £88.00

+ 20% OFF ALL STORAGE BOXES WITH ABOVE DEALS

£21.00
£40.00
£75.00
£175.00
£329.00

50 Disks
100 Disks
200 Disks
500 Disks
1000 Disks

2 FOB 1UFE TIME WARRANTY

DC6525

DC300XLP. ...£15.50

DC100010Mb .£16.50

DC300EXL ...£18.70

rib.£16.50

INCLUDES LABELS

cheaper disks areavailable - please call.

50 Disks

£23.00

£35.00

100 Disks

£45.00

£69.00

200 Disks

£85.00 £137.00

500 Disks £200.00 £325.00

£36.00

DSHD
£38.00
£75.00
£143.00
£331.00

PS2 MOUSE
AMIGA/COMMODORE

PRINTER STAND (Feet)
80 or 132 COLUMN
IBM PRINTER LEADS

"

...£24.00

£16.50
DC2120

£16.50

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS: PLEASE CALL OR FAX

£9
£25
£14
£27.50

NINTENDO

STORAGE BOXES
3.5" DISK CAPACITY
140
£11.50
120
£9.50
100
£7.90
80
£7.50
50
£6.50
40
£6.00

£22.00

.«

£2.50

Jj.

£2.50

MOUSE STAGE

££.

£10.00

MOUSE MAT HARD

V*

£3.50

PAPER TRIMMER

£9.50

Up 1o E3.C0 OFF above Joysticks with another purchase above £15.00

.^....£19.00

5.25" disk capacity
..£9.00

140..
120..
100..
50..

..£8.50
..£7.50

..£6.50

STACKABLE BOXES
Disk Name
3.51

Cap

Banx

80

£12.99

Dual Banx 5130/180 .£14.99

3.5 Bimby 200....E18.99
5.25 Blmby5 200....E18.99

BIMBY BOXES CAN ALSO HOLD 3 2.8" VIDEO TAPES, CARTRIDGES
ALL ABOVEBOXES L0CKABLE+ 2 KEYS.

£2 OFFBOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 BULK DISKSOR MORE

3.5' or 5.25" 10 Cap...£1.50.

£5.00

5Cap...£1.15.

1 Cap...50p

Cardboard Disk Masters...£150/1000 or £25/100

DUST COVERS

COMPUTER DESK...£90.00

AMIGA/ATARI

K_

12" or14" MONITOR

HT.«nft1A0&f

80 or 132 PRINTER

k«c*GQ\I&^ScWv

84 or102 KEYBOARD

StSlEW?.

LAZER PRINTER

£6.00

£6.00

£6.00

ffi$Ii£e„,PUcKSE55*

£6.00

Z

£6.00

£6.00

CLEANING ACCESSORIES

Ooly£13.99

£15.95

DC6250

£13.50

QS131 Apache 1
£7
QS130F Python I
£9.50
QS127 Slaughter Pair Remote Conlrol..£36.50

£21.00
-,.....£19.00

12" or 14" COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN

12" or 14" TILT & TURN WITH HANDY KNOB
MONITOR STAND

...£17.50

QS11ATurbo2
QS149 Intruder!
QS128F Maverick 1
QS155 Aviator!

TOWER CPU

£25.00
£35.00

DC6150

QS130N Python 2

LOOK SAVE YOUR EYES
Optical GlassFilter 14"
Optical Glass Filter 20'

...£15.50

MULTISYSTEM

MIPE/TR ACKER BALLS

MOUSE POCKET

12.50
12.00

DC600A

.£28.00

QUICKSHOT JOYSTICKS

100 Disks
£28.00
1000+PLEASE CALL

£27.25

13.00

6.50
6.00
5.50

£23.00

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH

SAVE YOUR EYES

2 MEG
MF-2HD

50 Disks ^^£16.00 £16.25

MOUSE MAT

COLOURED
DSDD
£27.00
£50.00
£90.00
£210.00

1 MEG
MF-2DD

96tpi
HD
£8.75 £12.00

ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL ..£*.

2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY
DSHD

1 BOX
2-5 BOXES
6-10 BOXES

ATARI MOUSE

COMPUTER MATES
BRANDED DISKS

DSDD

^WW^

jgfe 48tpi
25 Disks^K £8.50

£24.00

...£17.05
DC300XL.... ...£17.50

5.25" BULK DISKS

£32.50
£63.50
£125.50
£295.50
£580.50

DATA CAR

GOLD MASTER BRANDED

Packed in 25's with Envelopes,
Labels, Lifetime Warranty

NOTE: The above disk are based on >55% clipping level,

(S

DELIV

NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER

3.5"2MEG<1.44) | ^A.

LQQK! Great deals on Mitsubishi 3.5" Branded Disks'Wak^^^

3.5" MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA
LIFE TIME WARRANTY
DSDD
DSHD

i-nmnilTCO MATES
MATCO (UK)
/I iIS \ 1TT
COMPUTER
LTD.

PINEWOOD STUDIOS. IVER HEATH
BUCKS. SLOONH

MINI VACUUM CLEANER
£7.00
MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION ....£3.00
3" CLEANING KIT
£3.00

HEAD CLEANER 3.5" or 5.25" .£2.50
ALLTHEABOVE & MORE £11.00

DATA SWITCH BOXES
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL
4 WAY
20.00

~'"""

£8.00
£5.00
JOYSTICKS ALLMACHINES P/C

2 WAY
15.00
DATA SWITCH LEADS ..8.00 each

COPY HOLDERS
Paper ClipMonitorSide
Paper ClipMonitorTop
£8.00

A4DeskTop Anglepoise ..£15.99
A4Anglepoise G-clamp....£15.99

LABELS 5.25' OR3.5"(5.25" WITH W/P)
100 £1.00,1000 £8.00. SINGLE ORMULTICOLOUR AVAILABLE

A4 Desk Top

£4.00
£5.00

LQQK!
VIDEO TAPES, E180, LIFETIME WARRANTY, 3 HOURS
10 FOR £20; 50 FOR £90

RETAIL PACKED BLUE BOX DISKS
ALL BLUE BOX DISKS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN BLUE PRINTED
CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED FOR LIFE
3.5"720K-880K

MF-2DD 10's 1 Meg
1 Box

SUPPLIED WITH:
• CRYSTBALL GAME
• BATTERIES
• STEREO EAR PHONES

SPECIAL PACK OFFER

BUY 4 GAMES - CHOOSE ANY
OTHER TITLE FREE

UP WAITING?

£5.00

3.5" 1.44 Meg
MF-2HD10's2Meg
1 Box

£8.50

MF-2DD 30's 1 Meg
1 Box(30)
£14.00
BAMBI-2DD 1 Meg
25 Disks in 25 Capacity
Storage Box

MF-2HD 30's 2 Meg
1 Box (30)
£21.50
BAMBI-2HD 2 Meg
25 Disks in 25 Capacity
Storage Box

1 Box

1 Box

£14.00

£21.00

5.25" DISKS
M-2D 48TPI 360K

1 Box(10)

£4.00

M-2DD 96TPI 720K

1 Box(10)
£4.75
M-2HD1.6MegH/D
1 Box(10)
£5.00
10% DISCOUNT GIVEN ON
10 BOXES OR MORE

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW! ON 0753 553535

ALL ORDERS ARE NORMALLY DELIVERED TO YOU WITHIN 48 HOURS

RAIMT!

KEV

BULMER

Kev Bulmer of Dimension Creative Design,
co-author of the forthcoming Legends of Valour on:
The games publishers... "What annoys me the most is the factthat they all like to play safe.We're trying to do something new
with Legends of Valour- a role-playing game where you take on the role of a character, so we made it a one-player game
because you're trying to get into the character. All the publishers said: "Yeah, brilliant idea - but we think you ought to go for
four players, because Dungeon Master did it before - and that was successful." So you have to fight to
keep everything different. Nobody wants to do anything that's fresh or new. Now that publishers are

getting bigger - as they have been over the last few years - and developing a management strata, when you go in with the
game design they consultthe marketing department to see what they think it's likely to do. Then you get: "Oh, this sort of game
won't sell." They tell us what they believe our target audience is and what sort of games they like to buy and, as a result,
we've had no end of difficulty in trying to sell publishers new, unproven ideas that we just know people will like.

"You get this really patronising attitude from some software houses towards the people who buythe games. They

say that everything has to be simpler for the player, it has to be easier for him to understand because, apparently,
nobody has the intelligence to read a manual. It's all got to be on-screen text because, according to certain pub
lishers, Americans can't read manuals, they can't deal with arcade action. If you followed all these guidelines you'd
be left with something that offers absolutely no challenge at all. On a slightly different tangent, the other thing that

really irritates me is that we keep being advised to publish the game with American spelling. We have people
in the Houses of Parliament talking about teaching English children how to spell things properly - yet here we

are pumping material out to themthat they'redevouring eagerly which is supposed to contain American spelling!
^^^^^"•^^^^^^^^^"

On the Falcon..."We've been doing all of the Legends
• Kev Bulmer - a man with

of Valour graphics to Falcon standard - which is TV

a mission and a vendetta
against photo booths - it

So you have to fight to
keep everything
different. Nobody wants
to do anything that's
fresh or new.

quality. Once you see it on a monitor with a true 24-

takes him seconds to reduce

, .. ,

the sturdiest of them to tears.

. .. .

.

. ..,

„

bit board it is phenomenal. We can actually render stuff

to high-definition TV standard. So, we already have the graphics which can easily be put
straight into Falcon and it will knock everyone sideways. The way the Falcon architecture is laid out it's

almost as if it's been designed to play Legends of Valour. If you had a binocular headset with true
stereo 3D on it, you'd have an incredible virtuality system - and we know you can do it from some

experiments that we've been running. But trying to get anyone at Atari to give us a Falcon to develop
•^•^•^•^•^•^••^•^•^•wi

on has been really difficult. We went down to see them about Legends of Valour and we were told

that games were out, Falcon is a business machine - which we now know to be ridiculous. But when they saw it, the story changed a little and they
started to ask us what they had to do to get us to write a Falcon version, and we said "Give us a development machine!"This was promised, and
now here we are, post-ECTS show, still without a machine. I've been an Atari fan since the very first mono STcame out. I paid £750

for one of the only 200 in the country and I've been Atari-mad ever since. Now we have this new machine which ought to revolu
tionise the computerworld - it should knock IBM off its pedestal, everyone who uses a computerwill want a Falcon when they see
what it can do - and it's up to programmers like us to show people what it really can do. Software sells machines and we want a
Falcon to write some software on! Now! Please..."

PREVIEWS
FALCON

GAMES

FEATHERS
OF A BIRD
The camp-fire
crackled as

the travellers

gathered
around,

regarding the

• An attractive girl

Oh no, more llamas!

ies dead, evil

Jeff "Yak" Minter - king of the
shoot-'em-up, furry beastie fanatic,

snakes slithering

I around her once

all-round lovable lunatic - this is

i supple body. This
E picture is not from

your Falcon game. On a personal

w i s e man

mission from Atari US, Yak has

Daughter of Ser-

with wary

produced a game with all the usual
yakky features - llamas, beasties,

I pents. Ifs from
I Rome AD92. Weird,

blasting, power-ups, psychedelia
and extremely enjoyable, blood

I huh?

eyes. He
lifted his

gnarled staff
and heaved

himself up.

"My name is
Andy Lowe,
I've come to

tell you about
the games
that are com

thirsty violence. So, it's a bit like
Llamatron

then?

the Falcon."

Llamazap

tried, tested and trusted horizon

tally scrolling blast-'em-up for
mula, while deftly avoiding any of
the yawn-inducing predictability so
often lazily tacked on to games of

ried through and enables you to fly
away from something while still

planet-surface

zapping,

water

masses

action,

games and the usual

blasting it.
Llamazap features power-ups

under
of

sub-

dose of

weirdness and all things Yak. The

game should be finished by the

this genre.
The screen is split horizon

a-plenty, including flame-throwers,
spread-fire and the orb - a powerup which orbits your ship and can
be locked into a particular position

tally with objects across the top of

on-screen. The orb is extremely

"The Federation is on its knees,

the screen being inverted in per

handy when watching the scanner,
because it enables you to launch
a pre-emptive attack on

crippled by social upheaval and

spective to those at the bottom, as
though
there's
some

strange interface divid- ^|
ing the two. There's
some sharp and
convincing paral
lax scrolling which
makes the game
look

almost

sole-like.

ing out on

No.

manages to pay homage to the

snazzy
tion

con

That

little

from

innova

Llamatron

the ability to lock the direc
tion of fire - has been wisely car

time the Falcon hits the shops.

Spaced out

financial recession. It is a chaotic

time, a time when men of low
moral fibre, little integrity and nau

the nasties. There are

|^ 25 basic level for
mats

seating skin complaints can make
a fortune. In other times, they may
have been called smugglers,

featuring

• "Ah, come in.

pirates, thugs, mobsters, bandits,

What's the prob

hoodlums or traffic wardens, but

lem?" "Well, doctor,
m

involved in a

conspiracy involving
esotericism and the
black arts." "Bad news,

m afraid. You're a fictional

character in what we call an RPG."

now they all go by the monicker
of... Space Junk."
Letting Imagitec

get their
grubby mitts on Atari's new star

was a good idea. A very good idea.

Space Junk can, very loosely, be

"...Do you break into breathless,
I uncontrollable bouts of coughing

every morning? Stop bloody smoking, then.'

PREVIEWS
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GAMES

• The temple of the great

• Gathered in the hall of

goddess. Look, take it

purification, the Roman

from us, she's a great

people are bored... "Hey,

goddess, OK? The

these steam-baths are

all very well - but, I'm

Romans and the Greeks

are legendary for their

fed up of trudging over

legends. The Roman

here on those ill-

equipped patches of

Gods and Goddesses are

marsh-land." "Yeah, my

irritating because they

chariot keeps getting

have different names to

their Greek counterparts

stuck. It's terrible."

Send a punchline for

and, as a result, nobody

this caption to Rob Mead

ever remembers them.

Rome is in Italy. Thank

at the usual address.

Make him chuckle and

you, good night and

you could win a game.

sleep well.

described

as

a

space-trading

adventure game. But it's also a
game which claims to offer a com
pletely open-ended method of
interaction, leaving you totally free
to pursue almost any angle of
attack. Yeah, right. Nice coating,
what about the contents?

The whole thing is hugely
inspired by the Lucasfilm pointand-click interface - the character
is viewed from side-on and is con

trolled in a similar way to The
Secret Of Monkey Island - featur
ing actions like Use, Talk To, Give,
Examine, Push and even

Listen.

Each location is illustrated by
hand-drawn, digitised backdrops
and many background animations.
When

a

crucial

character

is

selected, the game switches to an
animated sequence featuring digi
tised latex puppets - custom
designed by Soft Options, the com
pany responsible for the Spitting
Image puppets. Not ones to shy
away
from
catchy
tag-lines,
Imagitec call this "Imagimation."

tisement for Falcon and is going to
be published by Mirage, in floppy
and hard drive versions, next year.
Millennium Falcon

After that awful headline, you can
be forgiven for expecting some
decent Falcon game news. Firstly,
this one has nothing to do with
Star Wars, nor is it remotely con
nected with space. Rome AD92,
apart from having one of those
awkward titles, is a trip back to
ancient Rome - a time of ambition,

vicious gladiator power struggles
and comedy helmets.
You play a bloke by the name
of Hector -

a

cards,

check

out

the

arcade

machines in the bars, go for a gam
ble in a New Vegas casino... the
possibilities are endless. Space
Junk sounds like the perfect adver-

jf

adversary then dies from a rup

Brian. This involves lots of political
thuggery and military command,
which, if dealt with intelligently,
can bring you up against the
Emperor himself in a final swordagainst-sword confrontation.

tured heart. Good intro. Cinematic

map views. It's a game of status,
honour, military prestige and stick
ing huge knifes into people's
hindquarters. Sounds like the most

fun you can have without watching

lation - with diverse and carefully

Caligula, doesn't it?

researched puzzles and locations.

There are six levels, each
with their own characters, controls,

landscape and plots which can be
viewed

from

isometric,

3D

and

power, a web of intrigue and a
dead body down at the dockside -

It also has a much-maligned
occult element - where you
become a specialist in a particular
discipline - so you get to throw
plenty of wicked spells and invoke

all this is featured in the arcane

all

and legendary world of the Daugh
ter of Serpents, where primeval
Egyptian forces, er, make things
difficult for you. When you arrive in
Alexandria you notice a mysterious
Turkish passenger who has been
strangely holed up in his cabin
since leaving Constantinople. The
Turk becomes involved in a quay

Games have gone for an intense,

must battle his way to the top of

Serpents' Kiss

Roman society without once recit
ing the "What have the Romans

An ancient document of awesome

• "Taxi, darlin'?" "Erm, please. Could
you take us to the lair of the lord

Satan, he who defiles the innocent,

side disturbance when a

the most high and evil upholder of

Arab lunges at him with drawn
daggers. The Turk shoots the Arab,
who retaliates by stabbing his

the antichrist? We have to kill him."

"Yeah, And I'm Frank Sinatra."

and all that. So, what's it about?

This complex role-playing
game (RPG) is designed by Eldritch
Games, who programmed Hound
of Shadow. The character design
section is beautifully thorough and
enables you to define everything
about your role from language
abilities to personality attributes.
Daughter of Serpents boasts a
graphics-based user interface which incorporates speech-bubble
text and enhanced object manipu

humble slave who

The action also features those

all-powerful sub games - you can
challenge people to games of

ever done for us?" bit from Life of

hooded

kinds

of

demons.

Eldritch

cinematic feel to the action, you
learn things via clever use of con
versation and solid detective work.

But what about the Daughter of
Serpents? Is it a strange, esoteric
priestess destined to destroy you
in a climactic psychic duel? Or is it
just a big snake with a dress on?
Both Rome AD92 and Daughter Of
Serpents are published by Millen
nium and should be available on

Falcon towards the end of the year.

s\ •

It's early days yet, but Falcon alreau,
has well over 100 developers sweating
over both games and serious software. If
this kind of support is any indication of
what's to come, the machine's future

looks distinctly dazzling. From here on,
it's entirely up to you. Meanwhile, here's
a brief outline of some more Falcon

games due for release soon
Gobliins, Gobliins 2 and Ween - The

Prophecy
French software house Coktel Vision are currently pon
dering the viability of converting their bizarre merchan
dise onto Falcon. You could always influence their

Mirage are safely in the process of converting this coinop onto Falcon. It's a fast and hectic, vertically scrolling
shoot-'em-up which should easily blow away all those
prissy little console games.
Innocent

Most definitely being developed as we speak, this is an
"incredibly user-friendly" fantasy role-playing game set in
the future. Well, it'd have to be fantasy, being set in the
future, wouldn't it? Anyway, we are assured by Psygnosis that it's a rather irresponsible, tongue-in-cheek little
affair about tax-evasion starring Lester Piggott. No, just
kidding. Innocent should be available before the end of
the year.

decision by registering your support. Call Coktel Vision
on if 010 331 46309957 or Digital Integration, their pub

...and you never know, we may even get the sequel to

lishers, on » 0276 684959.

orders immediately.

Monkey Island on the Falcon. Take our advice. Place your

• The overall map view from Daugh
ter of Serpents. As certain puzzles
are solved and locations are visited,

they are indicated on the map.
Extremely useful and jolly helpful.

See, told you they're not all really
devil-worshipping lunatics down
there at Eldritch Games.

ST
IS

FORMAT
THE

The Best off
ST FORMAT

Take the cream of
ST FORMAT: the

features, beginners'
guides, technical
tips and reviews
and combine them

in a single volume.
to Actually you
needn't bother,
' 'cos we've done it

vou. And it only
costs £9.95
iENTlALS: Eleven thorough chapters of
introduction to all aspects of your ST, covering
the very basics to the more complex aspects.
Includes: word processing, art and graphics,
business software, desktop publishing, music,
programming, comms, games and the world of
the Public Domain.

Nine chapters answering more

of your technical queries, including over 200
new tips.

A huge section including a great
Buyer's Guide, a gigantic Jargon Busters chap
ter and indexes to everything that's ever been
in ST FORMAT- you need never have to search
for that elusive review againl

As well as the optional disks - see oppo
site - there is also a section explaining how to
get the most out of them.

IOIMAL
For just an extra £4.00 you also
receive two complementary disks .
These feature: • Accompanist- a power
ful 16-track sequencer • Back-Up - a handy
utility to back up your Disks • ArtST-a
paint program with a wide range of func
tions • Cybernetix - a fast and furious blast
• Fastbase- a slick fully-featured database
• Fastcopy 3 - choose your disk's format
• Financier- a customisable accounts pack
age • Gallery- a slideshow with frills • OEM
Calc - a spreadsheet which can handle up to
100 cells •

Llamatron - an addictive alien

blaster • Maccel - speeds up your mouse
• Mountains - create beautiful landscapes
• Pack Ice- compress and decompress files
• Quickdisk- a very handy RAMdisk
• Quickview - makes reading document files
a cinch •

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Ltd
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT,

FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR

Selector - choose which Accessories

you boot up with • ST Writer Elite- a power
ful word processor • Trendy Handy Randy
Hendy Bendy Mandy - create your own
Mandelbrots • Zapcard - a digital card file

"~<**^

Dracula, 1
Frankenstein Monsi

The Mummy, The Wolff M,
The Bride of Frankenstein a

The Creature from the Black Lago<
Classic monsters from a movie i

gone by. But more than tha
creatures from our oldest drea

and our darkest nightmar

They have met and battled befc
but now they are back. Back to fo
an unholy alliance to make our wc
fears turn into a terrifying real

ATARI ST . CBM AMIC

OCEAN SOF
2 CASTLE STREET
CASTLEFIELD
MANCHESTER • M3 4LZ
TEL: 061 832 6633
FAX: 061 834 0650

Wmm

Unit 2

GASTEINER
PhiHong tSP Seagate Quantum"
Optical Pen

GOLD
AWARD
WINNER
INST
FORMAT
92%

Trackballs

Mouse

St Format 81%

Cu Amiga 79%
Superb300dpiOpticalMouse

A stylish Pen mouse with
quality constructionand

with effortHtu micro iwttch

smooth fast movement. Micro

Stylish three button trackballs.with
third button supporting auto fire

buttcni.Ffet imooth «nd

switch buttcsu. Ideal for

and dick and hold

rafiabfe. IncludesOptical

DT^artwort^tc Includes
Optical Pad

Mauss PhI sod IMosr

£26.00
£25.00

PC 720P External drive£50.00
PC 720B with Blitz

£65.00

51/4" Disk Drive

£95.00

Power scanner

£95.00

The uHtimate Cartridge£25.00

MHZ. True multitasking in
PC mode on ST

£29.95

SM144

£145.00

SM 146

POA

387 Co-Pro

£115.00

Philips 883311 £195.00

Past RAM Cache

£30.00

Atari SCI1435 £209.00

with Mat

£13.95

Multisync Monitor for ST,
STE, Mega STE and
Falcon

£349.00

The Brush Mouse with D-

-Eaial

,

UlSL

Drive £45.00

At these priceand not at
echange prices

Drive
mouse

£29.95

Marpet

Gasteiner STE and

XTRAM Deluxe Simm

Mega STE Upgrade

Upgrade for ST STF
and Mega ST
£ 39.00

2 Mb

£75.00

4 Mb

£109.00

£29.95

Peripherals

£59.00

G olden Image Optical

1/2 Mb

£12.00

2 Mb

£40.00

4 Mb

£80.00
TOS 2.06
£49.95
£49.95

STE

Multisync Switch Box£29.95

£119.95

£199.00

connect other

mouse/mouse.mouse/

joystick.
tick joy tide/joystick

£M»r^

peripherals.

£14,95

lStWonJ-t-

£55.00

Calligrapher Pro

£79.00

CallkjrapherGcld

£109.00
£19.00

That's Write VI.4

DTP Software

Pagestream V22

£149.00

Timeworks Publishing 2

£80.00

Calamus V1.9

£129.00
£339.00

£6.00

OCR Software

£165.00

loach Up

£49.00

Philips/Atari STE
£10.00

Cable

£7.00

10 Disks

Cordless Infrared
£45.00

Mouse

MACPAINT formats.CDmpatibte with all Atari's

2Mb RAM, and a Hard Disk

with a thru port^uto

Calami SL

Top quality hardware with the latest version of software from
Migraph. Allowsrealtime scanning, provides powerful editing/painting
features. Compatible Cirrports/exporU) FF.IMG.PCXXFF and

Minmum system requirement

Automatic Swhcher

between two input devices
with dick of a button. Eg.

St Format 80%
This clock is equipped

£6.00

OCR option

software.

St Format 78%

£6.00

Features:- True grayscales, 100-400 dpi, 105mm head,

Merge It Software

Real Time Clock

Joystick Switch

Modem Cable

Total solution for scanning A4 images

Touch UP and

£14.95

Printer Cable

256 Greyscale Scanners

Touch UP , Merge
It and Special OCR

Mouse with hard nut

£10.95

Monitor Switch Box Colour/
Mono
£13.95

Serial Cable

STFM

movement,with micro switch buttons.

Mouseotuy

Word Processing Software

£109.00

Goldcnlmage External 3.5"

GOLD
AWARD
WINNER
IN AMIGA
FORMAT
90%

Multisync Switch

Goldenlmage Hand Scanner Box

Official Atari Internal Disk

1/2 MB

£99.00

£279.00

Gotdenlmage Mouse

Mega Mouse

Auto Mouse/

SM124

386SX-16

PhiHong
Replacement Power Supply
for SX STF and STE

Monitors

D386 Emulator runs at 16

Tel: 081 365 1151

and mouse holder

£34.95

Vortex

Power
Bfitz Turbo

Wiflidud colour

£29.95

London N17 9QU

A 290dpi high resolution Opto-Mechanical Mouse.Top
quality construction ensures rapid and smooth

Crystal Ball

£35.95

Millmead Road

Fax: 081 8851953

Steinberg C-LfiB GST
ical Mouse

Millmead Business Centre

Easy Draw

£34.00

CyberStudio

£25.00

Cyder Control

£25.00

Cyber Paint

£25.00

Human Design Disk

£10.00

FutureDesign disk

£10.00

Aiehnechtural Design Disk

£10.00

ID Font 1

£10.00

CAD 3D

£10.00

CAD 3DDevelopers Disk

£10.00

NeoDask3

£28.00

ThatsPunPace

£18.00

Signs + Banners

£15.00

Calender* Stationary

£15.00

GrearingCards

£15.00

Music Software
C-IabNototor

Full OCR Version

Software Available
£165.00

£279.00

C-Lab Creator

£179.00

Cubeat

£150.00

Cubase

£279.00

Cubase light

£150.00

Please add £3JO postage and packing to all orders under £100.00 and Orders over £100.00 add £5.00 postage and packing. COURIER CHARGE £10.00. All prices include VAT.
Coattans* aoooptA payment*, by VS&o, Aoocw, Cheque e* patios, ocelot,

E.&.O.E. Poiooi. 4ubjeot te- change Without motion, Oodv Aubjoct to- aJAJablity. SrxKx)»aUV>a Aubjoot tie- change Without. notiocAH "feademmki.
AcauvrWledged.

Unit 2
Millmead Business Centre
Millmead Road
ALFA
DATA

IQ 11 MHOS -gVE ^rtlrfPh
PQWEB

N17 9QU
TelLondon
: 081 365
1151

A ATARf V/°rTBX PHILIPS Fax: 081 885 1953

GOLDEN

COMPUTERS

AATARr

GASTEINER MEGA DRIVE
For ST, STE, MEGA ST, MEGA STE

520 STE l/2Mb

£199.00

and FALCON

520 STE 1Mb

£230.00

520 STE 2Mb

£265.00

520 STE 4Mb

£305.00

1040 STE 1Mb

£299.00

All mega drives now comes with:* ICD host adaptor
* High quality metal casing
* Backup software
* Power cable with plug

0Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 379.00

1Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 399.00

20 Mb 24ms (Seagate)

£199.00

2Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 429.00

50 Mb 24Ms (Seagate)

£259.00

4Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 465.00

52 Mb HMs (Quantum)

£309.00

OMb With 48Mb Seagate H/D

£ 579.00

1Mb With 48Mb Seagate H/D

£ 599.00

87 Mb 14Ms (Quantum)

£399.00

2Mb With 48Mb Seagate H/D

£ 629.00

4Mb With 48Mb Seagate H/D

£ 665.00

OMb With 105Mb Quantum H/D

* Comprehensive manual
* 12 months back to base guarantee.
♦DMA

in and out (with thru' port for an extra drive/laser printer)

Feature :- Fully Autobooting ,Autoparking, Fast Access SCSI drive.

105 Mb HMs (Quantum)

£429.00 I
£479.00

£ 679.00

125 Mb 14Ms (Quantum)
210 Mb HMs (Quantum)

1Mb With 105Mb Quantum H/D

£ 899.00

All Quantums have minimum 64K Cache

2Mb With 105Mb Quantum H/D

£ 929.00

Gasteiner Floptical 20Mb Drive £399.00

4Mb With 105Mb Quantum H/D

£ 965.00

Gasteiner Floptical 20Mb Disks £ 24.00

1Mb With 210Mb Quantum H/D

£ 999.00

Note

2Mb With 210Mb Quantum H/D

£1029.00

ICD Controller With Clock For The Above Drives,

4Mb With 210Mb Quantum H/D

£1065.00

Please Add £15.00 Extra.

£479.00

Bare Drives
STBOOK

20 Mb Seagate

£99.00

1Mb 40Mb Hard Drive

£1275.00

50 Mb Seagate

£179.00

1Mb 80Mb Hard Drive

£1475.00

52 Mb Quantum

£199.00

limited quantity available

FALCON
1Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 499.00

2Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 529.00

4Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 579.00

8Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 779.00

16Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 979.00

1Mb With 64Mb Hard Drive

£ 899.00

2Mb With 64Mb Hard Drive

£ 929.00

4Mb With 64Mb Hard Drive

£ 979.00

8Mb With 64Mb Hard Drive

£1179.00

16Mb With 64Mb Hard Drive

£1379.00

Mega STE Hard Drives
50Mb

£199.00

105Mb

£300.00

210Mb

£389.00

105Mb Quantum

£279.00

210Mb Quantum

£349.00

Mega STE Kit, Atari Host-

20 Mb Floptical disks

£24.00

Adpt and Software

Prices include official Atari

ICD Products
Ad Speed ST

£140.00

Ad Speed STE

£160.00

AdSCSI Micro Host Adpt £
AdSCSI Plus (with clock) £

55.00

AdSCSI ST

59.95

£

69.95

Metal Case for H/D

£

35.00

Power Supply

£

35.00

SCSI Cable

£

5.00

DMA Cable

£

5.00

ICD - THE LINK
Connects an Atari ST

computer to an exeternal SCSI
hard drive, floptical drive, CD
Rom

£59.00

Please add £3JO postage and packing to aU orders under £100.00 and Orders over £100.00 add £5.00 postageand packing. COURIER CHARGE £10.00. Ail prices include VAT.

Co&teinefc accept*, payment*, by VUa, Acoeu, Cheque st pMtal otdofc.
E.&.O.E. Piioe*, Aubject te- change Without notion Coeds, Subject to- aVasVirslity. Speoifioatjoa subject to change Without notioc.AH "Bxidoma*i
Acknowledged.

ST & AMIGA BUDGET 1ITLES UNDER £10

Eagle
Software
118a Palmers Road

New Southgate

SPECIAL •?
CHRISTMAS ~~

LONDON N111SL

OFFER

(10am-6pm 6 days)

10% OFF

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730
(2733 Faxline after6pm)

ORDERS OVER

CREDIT CARD HOTUNE:

U
A500+ 1Meg Upgrade

N/A£39.99

TOP TITLES
Cover Girl Poker
Covert Action

0.5 MegUpgrade + clock

N/A £2599

CrazyCarslll
Cruise fora Corpse

TOP TITLES

ST AMIGA

A6001Megllpgrade +clock ..N/A £49.99
W. Series Cricket
N/A £14.99
3D Construction Kit II".... £3699 £3599

40 SportsBoxing
4DSports Driving

N/A£11.99
N/A £11.99

Curse of the Enchanter

Darkmere

DarkQueen ofKrynn

0818899172

£699
£6,99
£6.99
£»99
&99
£5.99
£699
£6.99

Ghostbusters II
Ghoub'n'Ghosts

£6.99
£699

Golden Axe
Hard Dwin'
Head over Heels

£699
£599
£699

H.H. Guideto Galaxy

£7.99

IK+

£699

Impossible Mission II

£699

Beach Volley
BloodMoney

£599
£6.99

James Pond

£699

Jet Set Wily (Amiga only) ..£7.99

Cabal

£6.99

Kid Gloves

£599

California Games

£699

LastNinja II

£599
£5.99

N/A £2699

£1599 £1699

N/A £2299
N/A £11.99

Daysof Thunder

£1299 £699

£1699 £1699
£1599 £1599
£1599 £1599

Deliverance

£1599 £15.99

D/Generation

£11.99 £11.99

Aliens III*
AMaclean'sPool
AMNIOS

£1699 £1699
£17.99 £17.99
£1599 £1299

Disciples of Steel
Double Dragon III
Dreadnoughts

£17.99 £17.99
£1699 £1699
£2299 £2299

Duel
Dune

£699 £699
£19.99 £19.99

SwichBlade

£599

£699

M. Jackson Moonwalker

£699

Teenage MutantTurtles

£599

Combo Racer

£699

Moonshine Racers

£6.99

Conflictin Europe

£7.99

New Zealand Story

£6.99

Thunderstrike
Toobkl'

£599
£599

Continental Circus
Defender of the Crown

£699
£7.99

North& South
Out Run

£699
£699

TVSports Football
Vigilante

£7.99
£699

DeluxeStrip Poker
DoubleDragon Ior II
Dragon Ninja
FantasyWorld Dizzy

£699
£599
£699
£599

OperationThunderbolt
Operation Wolf
Pang
Panza Kickboxing

£599
£6.99
£6.99
£699

War Zone
Waterloo

£699
£699

F16 Combat Pilot

£7.99

Platoon

£599

Xenon II

N/A£3199

Narc

... £6.99 £599
. £1599 £1599

Space Crusade
Space Quest Ullll.or IV

Hudson Hawk
I. Bothams Cricket

£1599 £1599
£19.99 £19.99

ORBITUS

£1699 £1599

£599

£599

ST AMIGA

N. Mansell World Champ . . £20.99 £20.99
. £1299 £1299
. £1599 £1599

Ork
Outlanders*

N/A £19.99
Paciic Islands - T.Yankee 11 £20.99 £20.99
. £1599 £699
. £1599 £15.99

Parasol Stars

Perfect General
PGA Golf Tour *
PGA Courses Disk

J. Whites Whirlwind

£1599 £16.99

J. Barnes (1 Meg

£15.99 £1599

PinbaU Dreams

J. MaddensFootball
KGB*

N/A £1699
£20.99 £2099

Pinball Dreams II*

£15.99 £1599
N/A£14.99
£1699 £1599

Apidga
Aquaventura
Armourgeddon
Armourgeddon Upgrade*
Ashesof Empire

£1699 £1699
N/A£1699
£1599 £15.99
£10.99 £10.99
£20.99£20.99

Epic
Eyeofthe Beholder
Eyeofthe Beholder II

£19.99 £19.99
N/A £19.99
N/A £2699

K.O. Winning Tactics
Kid Gloves II

£1699 £1599

Premiere
Prince of Persia

Kliing Cloud

£11.99 £11.99

Pro Flight

FMTomCat*

£1599 £1899

KILLINGGAME SHOW.... £1599

F15StrikeEagleII

£2199 £2699

A.T.A.C."

£2699 £2399

KingsQuest IV
£1299 £2299
KkigsQuestV
N/A £26.99
Knight Maret HintBook .. £19.99 £19.99
Knight ofthe Sky
£23.99 £23.99

£699

F29 RetaKator

£1599 £1599

Face ON-Ice Hockey

£1599 £1599

Falcon
Fakx>n Mission Disk I

£11.99 £11.99

BARBARIAN II(Psyg) .... £1299 £14.99
Bard's Tale III

Falcon Mission Disk II

B17Flying Fortress*
£23.99 £2699
Baneofthe CosmicForge
N/A £24.99
N/A £8.99

BardsTaleTrilogy"

N/A £19.99

BAT. II

£22.99 £22.99

Battle Chess II
Battle Isle
Battle Isle Data Disc
BATTLE MASTER
Battle Toads*

N/A
£1599
N/A
N/A
£1599

BigRun
Birds ofPrey
BlackCrypt

£1599 £1699
N/A £2699
N/A £1599

£1699
£1599
£1699
£11.99
£1699

Blue Max

£19.99 £11.99

BountiulHOScenery
Buck Rogers
Buck RogersII

N/A £1699
£19.99£19.99
N/A£20.99

Cadaver

£1699 £1699

Cadaver- the pay off
£10.99 £10.99
Captive
£15.99 £1599
Cirl Lewis Challenge .... £1699 £1599
CARTHAGE

N/A £7.99

Carve Up

£7.99 £7.99

Castles

£1699 £1699

Castle of Dr Brain *

N/A £17.99

ChaosEngine

£1699 £1699

Chase HO.
Chase HO II
Chuck Rock
Civilisation

£699 £699
£14.99 £14.99
£7.99 £7.99
£2699 £23.99

C.Y'sAkCombat
Codename Assassin
CodenamelceMan

£20.99 £20.99
N/A £1699
£1299
N/A

Cod Croc Twins

£1699 £16.99

Cool World*
Conflict Korea

N/A £1699

N/A £2699

Contraptions*
N/A £1699
MIND GAMES only £14.99
AustwHtz, Waterloo, and Corrflk*. inEurope

ACTION 5 only £19.99
RickDangerous II,Ghostbuetere II,Gunship,
Super Skiand HerdDriving

GRANDSTAND only £11.99
Gazza Super Soccer, Pro Tennis Tour,
World ClerssLeaderboard and Continental Circus

£699 £599
£699

£699

Falcon 3.0*

£23.99 £2199

Fantastic Voyage

£1699 £1599

Fate ofAtlantis (Adv) *
Fate ofAtlantis (Arc) *
F. of Free Traders
Final Blow

N/A £17.99
N/A £17.99
£699 £699
£1699 £1699

FinalFight

£1699 £1899

FrearJlce

£599

LastNinialll
LawnMowerMan*
Leander

£7.99 £7.99
£1699 £1699
£15.99 £15.99

LeathalWeapon III'
Legend♦ Hint Book
LegendsofValour*

£16.99 £1699
£19.99 £19.99
£2599 £2599

Leisure SuitLarry I
LeisureSuit LarryII
LeisureSul Larry III
LeisureSuit LarryV
Lemmings

£1299 .. N/A
£14.99 £14.99
£25.99 £25.99
N/A£2699
£15.99 £15.99

£1599 E1599

Lemmingsll*
£21.99 £21.99
Lemmings-DataDisk
£1199 £13.99
Lemmings-Stand Alone .. £1599 £1599

FirstSamu/MegaLoMan.... £20.99 £20.99
FkeStoneHD Scenery
N/A £1199
Flashback *

£1699 £1699

Lieandljeath II

N/A £20.99

Flightofthe Intruder

£14.99 £16.99

Links HD

N/A £2199

Floor 13

£19.99 £19.99

FootballCrazy
FootballManagerIII

£1699 £16.99
£14.99 £14.99

Free DC
Gauntlet III
Global Effect
Gobliins
Gods
GoforGoW
Golden Shot
a Gooch Cricket*

N/A £1599
£16.99 £1299
£16.99 £1699
£1699 £1699
£1699 £1699
£599 £699
£1699 £1699
£21.99 £21.99

Graham Taylor
Grand Prix(Formula)

£1599 £15.99
£2699 £2199

Gunshk>2000"

£21.99 £21.99

GuySpy
Hagar the Horrible

N/A £20.99
N/A £1599

Liquid Kids

£1699 £16.99

Lost Patrol

£15.99 £1299

LotusTurboChallengeII .. £16.99 £1699
LotusTurboChallengeIII* £16.99 £1699
Lureofthe Temptress
£19.99 £19.99

£2199 £2199

£699
£1699
£1599
£6.99
£20.99
£23.99
£699

. £1599 £15.99

Realms
Red Zone

. £20.99 £20.99
. £1599 £15.99

Rise of the Dragon

...

Risky Woods

.. £16.99 £16.99

Robtn Hood

,. £1699 £1699
.. £15.99 £1599
.. £699 £699

Robocod

Robocop
Robocopll
Robocop III
Robo Sports*

N/A £24.99

„ £14.99 £14.99
.. £1699 £16.99

Rod Land
Rookies*

R-Type II
RugbyWorld Cup

£599

N/A £2299
.. £21.99 £21.99
.. £19.99 £19.99
.. £1699 £16.99
.. £20.99 £20.99

.. £1699 £16.99
.. £20.99 £20.99
.. £2199 £23.99

N/A £2299

£1599 £1299

Harlequin
Harpoon(1 Meg)

£1699 £1699
N/A£19.99

Mig 29 Fulcrum
Might of Magic III

£1699 £1699
N/A£23.99

Moonstone

£19.99 £19.99

Snow Bros

Monkey Island

£15.99 £15.99

Soccer Kid

Space 1889

„ £20.99 £20.99

£2199 £2199

£1699 £1599

HillStreet Blues

£15.99 £15.99

BITMAPBROS VOL 2 * only £1599
Xenon II,SpeedbaN II,Gods, MagicPockets

CHAMPIONS only £13.99
Jahangir KhanSquash, ManUnied
and W.C. BoxingManager

POWER PACKonly £14.99
Xenon2, TVSportsFootball Bloodwych and
LombardRally

MonkeyIsland II

N/A £2599

BITMAP BROTHERS VOL1 only £1599
Xenon Cadaver and S |

SOCCER MANIA only £11.99
FootbaN ManagerII,Gazza's Soccer,Football
Manager-W.C. Edition,MtcroproseSoccer

RAINBOW COLLECTION only £13.99
New Zealand Story. BubbleBobble.

£20.99
£15.99
£15.99
£15.99
£1699
£16.99

£20.99
£15.99
£15.99
£15.99
£1699
£16.99

BIG BOX II only £19.99

TEST DRIVE II COLLECTION

AT

120a

MYDDLETON
ROAD
WOOD GREEN
LONDON
N224NQ.

MAY VARY.

£20.99 £20.99

ThunderhawkAH-73M
Thunder Jaws

£21.99 £21.99
£1699 £16.99

Tip Off

£16.99 £16.99

Toki
Troddlers

£14.99 £14.99
N/A £1699

TVSportsBaseball
TVSportsBoxing

N/A£1599
N/A£1599

Turricanll

£7.99 £7.99

Twilight 2000

£2199 £2199

Ugh!

N/A £15.99

Ultima Martian Dreams * .. £20.99 £20.99

Untouchables

£599 £699

Uridiumll"

N/A £17.99

Utopia
UtopiaNewWorld
VengeanceofExcali

£20.99 £20.99
£11.99 £11.99
N/A£1299

Video Kid

£15.99 £1599

Viking Fields of Conquest.. £1699 £1699
VoKied
Vroom

£10.99 £10.99
£1699 £1699

White Death (1 Meg)

£1299 £1299

Witd Wheels

£14.99 £7.99

WilyBeamish"
WingCommanderI"

N/A£2199
N/A£19.99

Wiz Kid

£1599 £15.99

Wolf Chid

£1599 £1699

WorldChampionship Boxing £6 99 £599
W.W.F

£15.99 £1599

W.W.F. II

£1599 £1599

Zooi

£16 99 £16.99

RAVING MAD only £18.99
Mega twins, Rodland, Robocod

FLIGHT COMMAND only £14.99
Eliminator, StrikeFoic*Hairier,

Lancaster, SkyFox and SkyChase
AWARD WINNERSONLYE16.9
KickOff If,Pipemania,SpaceAce
and Populous

MAX EXTRA only £17.99
TurricanII,ST Dragon. SWIVand NightShit

Batman the Movie

ACTIONPACK only £15.99

STRATEGY MASTER

CosmrePkates. Rotor. Maya, On Safari Eliminator,

Backto the Future III.R-Type,IKi, Real

AMIGA only £20.99

only £20.99

Fast Lane, Sherman M4. Hostages, Targlan,

Muscle Cars, Callotnia Challenge,

Deutetos, Populous, Hunter,
Chessplayer 2150 and Spirts of Excalibur

Colorado

Ghostbusters, Dot of the Earth. TV Sports Football
Shanghai Armalyte,Sinbad. Bomboozal

BOARD GENIUS AMIGA only £17.99

QUESTFORADVENTURE only £2199

SUPER HEROES only El7.99

2 HOT2 HANDLE only £18.99

DeluxeMonopory,DeluxeScrabble,

OperationStealh, Indiana's Last Crusade and

Strider II,Indiana Jones, Last NinjaII

Golden Axe, Total Recall, Shadow Wanioi,

Cleudo Master Detective and Risk

Mean Streets

jPlease makechequesandP.O.'spayabletofiifl/e Software. P&P is£1.00 per item in the UK.

European Challenge, Duel,Super Cars

Super OffRoad Racing

and Spy who loved me

Name;

Orders under £10pleaseadd50pperitem. Europe: add£3.50 peritem. Elsewhere add£4.50 per
item. New titleswill be sent as releasedandare subjecttomanufacturers price reviews. E.&O.E. Address:

| SPECIAL OFFER APPLIES ONLY IF QUOTED WHEN ORDERING.
Computer
Date
Title
Price
Price
Price

Card No:

Price

Exp Date

iP&P
SHOP PRICES

The Manager

AIR,LAND, SEA AMIGA only £23.99
FA18 Interceptor, 688 Attack Sub, Indy 500

NOW OPEN

£19.99 £19.99

and Batman Caped Crusade*

HEADTO HEADonly £26.99

NEW SHOP

N/A £15.99

Their Finest Hour

MAGNUH4 Amiga £16.99 ST El2.99

Mig29 Super Fulcrum. F19 Stealh Fighter

Combo Racer

£1599 £1599

Test Drive III

The Games S2 Espana .... £20.99 £20.99

Afterburner. Double Dragon, Operation Wot,

RoboCop. Ghostbusters 2, Indiana Jones

LotusEspri.CeticaGT4Rahy, Teeat Suzuki and

N/A£1599
£1599 £1699

TVSportsFootball, Wings,
TVSportsBasketball, Loidsofthe RisingSun

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION only £1699

4 WHEa DRIVEonly C19.99

£599

N/A £1699
N/A £68.99

Terminator II

DOUBLEDOUBLEBILLonly El 4.99

Rainbow Islands

£599

Tear AwayThomas
TennisCup 2

D. Oiagon, Shadow Wailiot,D. Ninja

Pro Tennis Tour, Run the Gauntlet
W.C.Soccet (Italia '90)

BIG BOXonly £15.99

Switch Blade II

Sword of Honour*
Take 2

NINJA COLLECTION only El3.99

SPORTS COLLECTION only £1199

Captain Blood, TinThionthe Moon,Salari Guns
Teenage Queen. Bubc-lePkis, PurpleSaturn Days,
Krypton Egg,JurapingJackson, BoBo,Hostages

£699 £599
£899 £599
£1699 £1699
E1699 £1699
£1599 £1899

£699 £6.99
£2199 £23.99
£20.99 £20.99

£699

Hard DrK/in II

Heimdall

£1599 £1699

Super Cars II
Super Off Road
Super Space Invaders
Super SWIV*
Supremacy

£20.99 £20.98
£20.99 £20.99

..
..
..
..
..
..

Hero* Quest (Grem)

£1599 £1599
£1699 £1699

Striker

ULTIMATE RIDE
UMS II
UMS II Planet Editor*

Shoot em up Con. Kit .... .... £7.99 £7.99

Smash TV

Strider II
Strike Fleet

.. £15.99 £15.99

.. £1299 £1299
SHADOW BEAST II
N/A £19.99
Shadow of the Beast III ..

Simpsons
Sleepwalker*

£16.99 £16.99

£19.99 £19.99

Savage Empire

Sim Earth

£2699 £2699
£1699 £1699

Street Fighter II*

Ultima VI
ULTIMA VII *

..

Silent Service II
Sim Ant

£20 99£20.99

StereoMaster
Storm Master

Ultima V

., £1699 £16.99

Shuttle the Sim

Spiritof Excalibur

Sfeel Empire

,. £16.99 £1699
.. £17.99 £17.99
.. £14.99 £14.99

R.V.F. Honda

Shadow Worlds

Special Forces

SpeedballII

£1599 £1599
£1699 £1699
N/A£2199
E2199 £2199
£1599 £15.99
£20.99 £14.99

£20.99 £20.99

Sabre Team
Secret SitVer Blues

Space Gun

Ultima Underworld *

N/A £2199

£1599 £1599

Midwinter II

N/A £20.99

R.B.I. 2 Baseball

Magic Pockets

£1599 £1599

£20.99 £20.99

. £15.99 £1599
. £30.99 £30.99

... £6.99
. £16.99
. £15.99
PushOver
. £6.99
Puzznic
QUEST AND GLORY .... . £20.99
. £23.99
RailroadTycoon
. £699
Rainbow Islands

Sensible Soccer 1.1
Shadowtands

£19.99 £1599
£1699 £16.99
£20.99 £20.99
£11.99 £11.99
£16.99 £1899
£2199 £2199
£699 £599

. £1599 £1599

Pro Tennis Tour

Secret WeapLuft*

MegaFortress
MegaSports
MegatraveierII
Mercenary III
Merchant Colony
MicroproseGolf
Midnight Resistance

. £9.99 £9.99
. £20.99 £20.99

Project X

£19.99 £19.99

M. Ditka Ultimate Football" £1699 £18.99

£20.99
£20.99
£10.99
£1599

N/A £1699

Populous 11(1 or 0.5 Meg)

M1 Tank Platoon

ManUtd. Europe

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

...
...
...

Prtfighter
Plan 9 Outer Space
Plotting

Kick Off III*

£9.99 £9.99

£7.99

ST AMIGA

SpaceAcell

Navy Seats

J.Khan Squash

£599

TOP TITLES

£1599 £1599

Jack NicklausUnlimited Clip. N/A £10.99
Jaguar XJ220
£1599 £1699

WC Leaderboard

. £14.99 £14.99
. £18.99 £1899

Hook

IndyHeat
£1599 £1699
International Sports Chall. £1699 £1699
Ishar- LegendFortress .... £20.99 £20.99

Wingsof Fury(Amiga only) ..£699

Mouse (Swrtchable)
Myth

TOP TITLES

Kick OffII(1 Meg)
Kick OffII .5 Meg)

£599

£6.99
£599

Colossus Chess

£21.99 £21.99

£699

£7.99
E599

Strike Force Harrier
Stunt Car Racer

£6.99
£599

£2399 £23.99

£599

Speedball
Starglider II
Supaplex
Super Hang On

£19.99 £19.99
£20.99 £20.99

ATOMINO

£6.99
£6.99
£699
£6.99
£6.99

Licence to Kil

Elvira Mistress Dark
Elvira II• Cerberus

AWSOME

£6.99

Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warrior
Sherman M4
Shinobi
Shuffle Puck Cafe

Lombard RACRally
£6.99
Lotus Esprit
£699
Manic Miner (Amigaonly) ..£7.99

Dungeon/Chaos
DynaBlast

F117AStealth Fighter*.... £21.99 £21.99
Ft9 Stealth Fighter
£19.99 £19.99

£9,99
£699

Run The Gauntlet

£699

N/A £3599
£17.99 £17.99

N/A £19.99

Rolling Ronny
R-Type

£699
£699
£699

Amos The Creator
AnotherWorW

AmosCompiler

£699
£9.99
£6.99
£6.99

Carrier Command

ST AMIGA
N/A £1599
N/A £23.99

Jim Power "

Predator
Predator II
Ram bo III
Resolution 101

Ce(caGT4 Rally
CentrefoldSquares
CloudKingdom

HomeAloneColouring Book " N/A £14.99

AddamsFamily
Agony
AirSupport

N/A £2699

3D Pool
Afterburner
Altered Beast
Arkanoidll
Baal
Barbarian
Barbarian II
Batman The Movie

£16.99 £16.99
£17.99 £17.99

Das Boot

Amos 3D

£699

TOP TITLES
Hoi
HomeAkone

N/A £30.99
£1299 £1299

N/A £23.99

Gauntlet II

ST AMIGA
N/A £1699
£2199 £23.99

A-Train"
Action Stations

Amos (Easy)

1 MegCricket(Amigaonly) £3.99

Total

Tel:

Postcode:

Access f~

Member No:

VisaQ

Cheque r

Free Membership with First Order

P.O's

•

REVIEWS
JUST

LIGHTLY TOASTED

THE

START

SERIOUSLY CHARRE

JON PILLAR

ANDY HUTCHINSON
Fave sport:
Gladiators

Fave ST sport:
Inserting the
mouse lead
Fave celeb:
Erika Eleniak

Fave cheese:

Dairy Lee

CHRIS LLOYD
Fave sport:
Table tennis

Fave ST sport:
Fave sport: Tennis

Fave sport: Indoor bowls

Fave ST sport: Sensible Soccer

Fave ST sport: Formula One

Fave celeb: Sherilyn Fenn

Grand Prix

Fave cheese: Austrian smoked

Fave celeb: Magnus Pike

Sensible Soccer
Fave celeb:
John le Mesurier

Fave cheese:

Fave cheese: Dear old Cheddar

ROB MEAD

Boursin

CLIVE PARKER

TIM TUCKER

Fave sport:
Skittles

Fave ST sport:
Soldering
Fave celeb:

Kim Basinger
Fave cheese:
Stilton

PETER CRUSH
Fave sport:
Golf

Fave ST sport:
Fave sport: Tiddlywinks

Fave sport: American football

Fave ST sport: Nigel Mansell's
Championship

Fave ST sport: Speedball

Fave celeb: Eastender's Mandy

Fave cheese: Irish Cheddar

Fave cheese: Edam

(cheap and tasty)

Microprose Golf
Fave celeb:

Fave celeb: Tory Amos

June Whitfield

Fave cheese:
Cheshire

Take a selection of these games, stick 'em in your disk drive
and er, play them. That's what we did, anyway...

FALCON

MICRAPH OCR

Check out our amazing review -

Teach your ST to read - all you

Amberstar

the Falcon inside and out, we
cut through the hype.

need is a hand scanner and this.

page 92

Bill and Ted's Excellent

Adventure
page 103
Blue Lightning
page 102
Hard Drivin
page 103
Jahangir World Champion
ship Squash
page 101
Lotus 3
page 80
Rampage
page 103
Robo-Squash
page 102

Scrapyard Dog
page 103
Shadoworlds
page 83
Magic Worlds
page 95
Striker
page 97
Supercars 2
page 100
Switchblade 2
page 100
Tiny Skweeks
page 87
Ween
page 88
World Championship
Boxing Manager page 101

zor the latest Public Domain releases,

|^s».

turn to page 119

page 106
FLOPTICAL DRIVE

Store masses of data for a bar

gain price on this new acces
sory!
page 114

page 113
PACESTREAM 2.2

The upgraded DTP software should you bother with this?
page 112
SCANLITE

A Desk Accessory scanning propage 112

THE LINK

No more worries about the lack

SY-35 SYNTHESIZER

of a SCSI interface on your ST fit any hard drive you like!

Yamaha'a beautiful new synth
revealed in all its glory.

page 113

page 111

SCREENPLAY
GAME

REVIEW

LOTUS3

THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE

Ah, on the

SOFTWARE HOUSE: GREMLIN

rirrrUDSTgC I The two-player

3SEJ"EGE1"

PRICE: £25.99

option. You get a

Racing Environment Construc

you have to beat

split screen and

road - that

dazzling,
kinetic

experience of
traversing
the great
unknown.

invariably, moans
about his joystick

the factor that elevates Lotus 3

Fire button stick

from its predecessors - because it
enables you to redesign the
courses to your own taste, instead
of putting up with the ones the
programmers thought appropri
ate. These construction kit affairs

have always been popular - from
shoot-'em-ups to the 3D variety and, although RECS sounds suspi
ciously like a gimmicky buzz-term

Your head

to stick on the box, it's a worth
while feature. The idea is that,

whirling with

instead of just fiddling around

fantasies of

your mate who,

tion System, actually. This
beastie is, according to Gremlin,

ing or the rightdirection not

working.

with it, you use it to enhance your
enjoyment of the game.
3D

One of the big problems with dri
ving games is their lack of variety.
Fortunately the programmers of
Lotus 3 have taken great care to

another human, and, so the man

THOSE SPECS!

hedonistic
. ;

abandon.

Shouting out
the window:

ual claims, there's the prospect of
around three trillion tracks to deal

with. But, ahem, we all know that

free and
m

tackle this. If you haven't seen
Lotus 1 or 2, the basic gameplay is
remarkably similar, with the same
method of control, 3D perspective
and the option of either a com
petitive or timed game. But this
time there's the option to race in split-screen mode - with

this is a

rather tortuous mathe

matical calculation based on the

1. The M200. Maximum speed - 148mph. 0-60 in 5.7 sees. Maximum power 268 BHP. Maximum torque - 259 lb ft.

2. The Esprit Turbo SE. Maximum speed - 168 mph. 0-60 in 4.7 sees. Maxi
mum power - 364 BHP. Maximum torque - 361 lb ft.
3. Elan SE. Maximum speed - 197 mph. 0-60 in 6.7 sees. Maximum power 165 BHP. Maximum torque - 148 lb ph.

permutations of the RECS trackdesigner. A track's hills may be
1% steeper than they were on the
previous terrain, but you'd have
to be pretty pedantic to argue
that this made it a different track.
K9

"You could

get a bus
through
there, you
four-eyed
git!" Andy
Lowe burns

rubber with

So, what are your options? The
gears can be automatic or man-

So. That's nice and clear, then.

DRIVE, THEY SAID - SO WE DID
13 different scenarios are

available. Here they are

in all their picturesque
entirety, complete with
their on-screen iconic

counterparts - click on

the pic you can see in the
top right to access the
specific scenes

it's not particularly difficu

few hazards here - inc

real hindrances.

ets and volatile lasers
the side of the road.

Gremlin for
the third

time, being
careful to

explain what
RECS stands
for...

12

• Ifs raining. The clouds have

• This is one of the hottest areas

on Earth. The sand's the problem

ers, potholes, pools of tepid tea

opened. The road is wet. You're
going to skid. You're also going to

and discarded copies of The Sun.

swear a lot.

road. And reality.

"Danger - bottom cleavage in the
area." Watch out for cones, barri

here - it affects your grip on the

SCREEIMRLAY
GAME

REVIEW

' I 'm Iff F^~%j& ?S^
those tracks with Lotus 3's big selling point — Hating Environment Construct!
me generated for
] C'f-1 lIlT-T* •»i»j

Changes the
frequency of the hills

The number of curves

Sets the level of scenery
The curves'

Neat or haphazard
distribution of graphics?

sharpness

The length of the curves

How many obstacles and
hassles can you cope with?

Changes the
steepness of the

Alters level from easy
to extremely irritating

hills

Scenario and

background editor

ual.

Acceleration

can

be

You can customise the logistics of

con

trolled by either the Fire button

the race - it's either driven over a

or by pushing the joystick for
ward.
In the championship

come first. In the timed games,
you must complete the tracks in

series of laps or a number of
stages. The two-player option is
better in championship mode it's you against a mate as well as
both of you against the rest of the
field. Graphics move a little jerkily

the allotted time - or you're out.

at times, but the overall anima-

games, you must drive around the

different tracks and, er, try to

/

i=i=4m^—bM 1E2M'-:,

• Before the race, you can
select a suitable tune to

"-—"

play in the car as you

"
*

• t

~:™";;";~~

-ma

. -i-i-iT

tion is crisp and convincing.
Sound is, well, as you would

should bother buying the sequel
to the sequel. Is it really as deluxe
expect - take it or leave it - and,
as the hype suggests? Well, the
as with all driving games, the
RECS is well-designed, but, if you
gameplay is strictly limited to
use it subtly, it's difficult to notice
avoiding the other cars and get
any difference. Only when you
ting round as quickly and effec
crank the curve-sharpness up to
tively as possible.
yf\
100% and the scenery down
to 0% do things begin to
Verdict
> ^
M
seriously change. As a
If you're a fan of dri
/
single selling point,
ving games, it's
4p
\/
the RECS is push

«%

speed around the track.

pretty likely that

Alternatively, turn down

you

the volume and stick

one of the other Lotus

something on your stereo.
The thought was there.

affairs. So, the big issue
here is whether or not you

already

own
own

ited visibility is the o
completely submerged in water.

the lights in the distance are on.

#

•'••*$

es

S\

&
-

V

ay on the track

ard here, unless, of course, you get
distracted trying to work out what

•M

*&% •

^\

ing it - particularly
if you haveLotus 2.
Remember: Lotus 3 is

the Bentley to Crazy
Cars 3's Rolls Royce. stf

• As in real life, snow's very pretty

But, we didn't see them. Still, this

and you could find yourself going
off the rails, running your fingers

faces and impaired vision are the

scenario is a bit of a pain anyway.

over your lips: "Brrbbbllbbbllbblle."

things to watch here.

but bloody annoying. Slippery sur

•VI

"" I

gs on the track, dense trees linyou

th flatulem

g the action and a bit of water to

one who's ever driven in fog

sion, you just suffer a tiny drop in

couple of visual jokes for toilet-

irk you just that little bit more. Why

knows what a bind it is.

speed. Not a whiplash in sight.

humour enthusiasts are included.

not go and have a lie down?

AND SUPPLY THE SOLUTION
ACS Electronics is an established service centre for ATARI equipment. We
specialise only in the repair and maintenance of computer hardware. Dedicated
to a programme of quality customer care, our continual expansion enables us to
offer you, our customer, a service that we believe to be second to none. Our
service includes;
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE,

most repairs are carried out within ONE DAY
QUOTATIONS RATHER THAN FIXED PRICES,

fairer to you, and in practice faster to process. Each repair is quoted for
seperately, no fixed charges full of exclusions, or hidden extras.
REPAIRS FROM £23

FREE CARRIER SERVICE with insurance,

FREE diagnostic inspection, free 90 day warranty, FREE soak test, FREE software.
No hidden charges.
OPTIONAL EXTENDED WARRANTY

at competitive rates.

Experienced and qualified engineering and support staff.
5% DISCOUNT
available to students and OAP's.

UNBELIEVEABLE UPGRADE FITTED PRICE OF £15 INCLUSIVE

Trade and Education welcome. Dealer pack available on request.

mm
ELECTRONICS

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE, UPGRADES AND REPAIRS
).E.C ELDON STREET, SOUTH SHIELDS, TYNE & WEAR, NE33 5JE
TEL.(091) 4554300 FAX. (091) 455 1847

PREMIER MAIL ORDER
Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa No. and expiry date to:

Dept STF41, 10 Tinkler Side, Basildon, Essex SSI4 HE

Please state make and model of computer when ordering. P&P inc. on UK orders over £5.00. Less than £5.00 and Europe add
£1.00 per item. Elsewhere please add £2.00 per item for Airmail. Telephone orders: Mon-Fri
9am-7pm. Saturday 10am-4pm. Tel orders: 0268 271172 Fax orders: 0268 590076.
Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release.
2 Hot 2 Handle
4 Wheel Drive

16.99
19.99

Addams Family

16.99

Airbus
Alien 3 *
Another World
Assault on Alcatraz *

22.99
19.99
19.99
16.99

B17 Flying Fortress *
Birds of Prey *

22.99
22.99

Blue Max
Blues Brothers
Bonanza Bros
California Games 2 *

19.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Campaign *
CapcomCollection
Carl Lewis Challenge *

NEXT DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE. RING FOR DETAILS.
Man Utd Europe
Football Crazy
16.99
Megasports
Football Director 2
16.99
Mega Traveller 1 (1 Meg)
Formula One Grand Prix
22.99
Mega Traveller 2(1 Meg)
Fun School 4 (alleges)
16.99
Mega Twins
Games 92-Espana
16.99
Microprose Golf
Gauntlet3
16.99
GLoc
Ghouls and Ghosts
Gobliiins..
Godfather Action
Gods
Graham Gooch *

16.99
6.99
16.99
19.99
16.99
19.99

22.99
19.99
16.99

Guy Spy *
Harlequin
Heimdall (1 Meg)
Heroquest

26.99
16.99
19.99
16.99

Castles*

19.99

Hook

16.99

Chaos Engine *

16.99

Chuck Rock 2 *
Commando War *
Cool Croc Twins *

16.99
16.99
16.99

Indy Jones Atlantis-Action *
Int. Sports Challenge

19.99
19.99

Ishar

19.99

Jaguar XJ220 (1 Meg) *
Jimmy White's Snooker
John Barnes (1 meg)
Knightmare
Knights of the Sky (1 meg)

16.99
19.99
16.99
19.99
22.99

Crazy Cars 3 *
Cruise ForA Corpse
Curse of Enchanta (1 Meg) *

16.99
19.99
22.99

Deluxe Paint

39.99

Demonsgate *
DizzyCollection
Double Dragon 3

22.99
16.99
16.99

Dune *
Elf

19.99
16.99

Euro Football Champ
Eyeof the Storm *
F15 Strike Eagle 2

16.99
19.99
22.99

K.O 2 - Final Whistle

8.99

First Samurai + Mega Lo Mania

19.99

K.O 2 - Giants of Europe *
K.O 2 - Return to Europe
K.O 2 - Super League *
K.O 2 - Winning Tactics
Last Ninja 2
Legend
Lemmings
Lemmings Construction Kit *
Lemmings Data Disk
Lethal Weapon 3 *
Lure of the Temptress

Flag *

19.99

Ml Tank Platoon

19.99

Flightof the Intruder

14.99

Magic Pockets

16.99

F16 Combat Pilot

8.99

Final Fight

16.99

Fire and Ice

16.99

7.99
7.99
9.99
5.99
6.99
19.99
16.99
16.99
13.99
16.99
19.99

16.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
16.99
22.99

Midwinter 2
Moonstone *

22.99
19.99

Nigel Mansell World Champ *
Ninja Collection
Outrun Europa
Pang
Paperboy 2 *

16.99
13.99
16.99
6.99
16.99

Plan 9 From Outer Space*

19.99

Player Manager
Populous
Populous 2 (1/2 Meg)
Populous 2 (lMeg)

12.99
8.99
19.99
19.99

Powerdrome

Powermonger
PowermongerData Disk 1
Prince of Persia

Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg)

8.99

19.99
9.99
6.99

22.99

SillyPutty *

16.99

Sim City + Populous

19.99

Sim Earth *

19.99

Simpsons
Sleepwalker*
Space 1889 (1 Meg)
Special Forces

16.99
16.99
19.99
22.99

Strikefleet
Striker

16.99
16.99

Super Sega
Supremacy
Suspicious Cargo

19.99
19.99
19.99

Switchblade 2
Team Yankee
Team Yankee 2

16.99
19.99
19.99

TeenageMutantTurtles 2

16.99

Terminator *
Terminator 2
Their Finest Hour

18.99
16.99
19.99

The Manager *

19.99

Thunderhawk
Titus The Fox
TNT2
Troddlers*

19.99
16.99
19.99
16.99

Turbo Challenge
Turbo Challenge 2
Turbo Challenge 3

8.99
16.99
16.99

Turrican2
Ultima6

9.99
19.99

UMS 2 (1 Meg)
Utopia + Data Disk

19.99
19.99
19.99
6.99

Rainbow Collection

13.99

Ramparts*

16.99

R.B.I. 2 Baseball
Reach for the Skies *
Red Baron *
Robin Hood
Robocod

19.99
19.99
22.99
16.99
16.99

Robocop 2
Robocop 3

16.99
16.99

WinningTeam

Rodland

16.99

Wizzball

Rotator*

16.99

Wolfchild

16.99

R-Type 2
Secret ofMonkey Island (1 Meg)

16.99
16.99

Sensible Soccer
Shadow Lands
Shuttle

16.99
19.99
19.99

Wonderland (1 Meg)
World Class Rugby
World Wrestling Fed
Xenomorph 2 *

19.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Zool Station *

16.99
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GAME

A science

fiction role-playing
adventure game
where you really are
in the dark. Tim

Tucker strikes a

match and peers
through the gloom

n.,

\gimaammmm

REVIEW

SOFTWARE HOUSE: KRISALIS

ous computer terminals inform

PRICE: £25.99

you that areas of the weapons
facility have been infiltrated and

Light

and

darkness

are

alien

important things. They
symbolise the continuing
struggle between good and evil,
day and night, peace and war
and, er, being able to see or not.
Shadoworlds

is

all

about

life

forms

detected.

You

even come across a few hibernat

ing aliens on your travels. But
exactly what they're up to, and
why, is for you to find out.
You have to use your ST's

these

mouse to control a team of four

struggles. You're surrounded by

futuristic soldiers, but this is not

darkness and you have to, well,

as easy as it first appears. It's OK
when you've got a big open room
they can all find space in, but
when you get to a narrow corri
dor or a doorway they all try to
get through it at the same time.
Similarly, if one of your characters

light it up. This is the sequel to
Shadowlands, a fantasy role play
ing game in the Dungeon Master
mould, which got a rating of 84%
in STF 33. Shadoworlds has a com

pletely different plot and replaces
the fantasy environment with a
science-fiction, Alien-esque one.

gets stuck behind a door or wall,
the others have to shuffle back to

get him - your strategic team for

You've lost contact with your top-

mation rapidly descends into far
cical bungling, like a scene from a

secret weapons research facility
on Magna Six and things are

news when you're on the look out

beginning to look suspicious. Vari

for a race of deadly aliens. Often

It's a bit dark in here

Marx Brothers film. This is bad

WHAT'S THIS THEN?
The inventory screen is where you organise what the
characters carry, check health ratings and so on.
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• The attractive Japanesestyle graphics give an
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unusual look to the game.
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• "Hmm. Looks
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like an intelli

gent and highly
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advanced alien.

What do you

Tfci

mi: Or

ram mm uvs m.

think we
should do?"

"Er, run?"

You need batteries for lightin
so pick up as many as you can.

but they run out eventually,

j Click ontheeye icon to give your character a well earned rest.
| This is where you determine the formation thegroup walks in. You are
then bunched together, or in two separate groups.

Drag the fluid bags onto the intravenous drip icon to replenish your
characters. Surelythey could have brought along some sandwiches?
Fluid bags are essential - they're your food supply.

These bar graphs display your health, strength, fluids and battery
power.

Two-handed weapons come in two parts and give you a lot more
power when encountering baddies.
Objects held in the left and right hand.

• A member of your team stumbles across some

blobby things floating around in tanks. In the dark.
Yum yum urgh!

This is what each character is carrying. Crates enable you to lug
around more items, but slow you down considerably.

n

SCREENPLAY
GAME

REVIEW

CONTROL TEAM
This is where you control the game and It always appears at the bottom of the main screen. When a part of the body is activated
on the central control character you can move the cursor around the game window and suitable objects flash
EThe left leg walks the team as a whole, in the formation specified on the

Click on a character's face to make him the control character.

inventory screen.

J—~l Click on the leftarmto useobjects held in lefthand,like weapons.
mThe right leg walks the character on his own, leaving the rest of the team
0

behind.

Click on the head icon to look at things - usually computer terminals.

Keep the mouse button held down to light the helmet lamp.
0

Click on the right arm to operate control panels or pick up objects that
are lying around.

Your character's health is displayed here.

-~i; "••'-*
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sense of atmosphere and the laser
battles with hard-looking robots
are great fun. However, the key to
a good RPC is its addictiveness
and this game doesn't measure up
- it's more enticing than habit-

because it's practically impossible

use. The weapons systems are

to tell them apart.
So, what about the game?
The shadow effects are superb,

excellent - you start off with sim
ple one-handed weapons like

imparting a wonderful sense of
creepiness; you find yourself peer
ing into the darkness, wondering

find two-handed weapons. These
come in separate halves, which

good pasting from a laser cannon
to get rid of them. Unfortunately,
you have to get past one of them
before you can get a laser cannon,
so you have to be nimble, too.
There are puzzles to solve
on your way around; the lighting
effects you use are the key to

what is lurking there. You also get

you can customise. For instance,
you could take a laser and put it

some of these and quite often you
have to place objects on pressure

a real chill from the barrenness of

with a cannon for a laser cannon,

can be annoyingly slow and it's
irritating when you have to keep
an eye on fluid levels, health and

or you could use the laser with an

so on. You also need to save the

its quicker to move characters one
at a time, but even that's not easy

around the rooms you find vari
ous weapons and objects you can

lightsabres and pistols, but later

There are the battery-powered

pads, or turn off flares and lamps
to open doors. None of this is
helped by the robots firing at
auto barrel to get rapid-fire
^
you from the darkness, and
lasershots.
,#> V
you have to do a bit of
Weapons are more

lamps in your helmet, which have

or

a limited life-span, and the flares

depending on what
you're fighting. At
At

the place - where is everybody?
It's well spooky. There are two

ways of lighting up the place.

you find on your travels.

less

y

effective,

A
<x

the start you can
Tooling up

Stupidly, you enter the base com
pletely unarmed, but as you walk

7?

%
get by with a pistol
and a lightsabre, but
\S
the tougher robots need a

\

dodging before you

A

find out where the

r\
*r

blighter is.

forming and you certainly won't
lose sleep over it. The gameplay

game frequently, otherwise team
members cop it while you're try
ing to do the puzzles. If it cap
tures your imagination, go for it,
but it doesn't go down as one of
the all-time greats, stf

VERDICT

Technically Shadoworlds

TIM TUCKER

is faultless. There's a real

The first few rooms in Shadoworlds are designed to get you used to the trickycontrolsystem. Here are a few of the basic concepts
to get you going

ifffc $5
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Standing on pressure

I pads opens doors...
sometimes.You can't always get

near the doors the pressure pads

open, so you have to leave a
heavy object or one member of
the party on the pad while the
rest go through the door.

Crates often contain use-

I ful objects, but even the

\ •: Mi

".UrkJ
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You find computer termi-

1 nals all over the place.

empty ones can be used as part
of your inventory to carry things
in. They are very heavy, though,

They contain handy hints on how
you can use objects or any infor
mation you might have about

and tend to slow you down.

whafs going on.

can fry you if they get too
close. At this stage in the game

you need a lightsabre to finish
them off. Once you've killed
them you can pick up the objects
they leave behind.

~1

RUBYSOFT (STF)
96 Lillie Road, London,

SW6 7SR, England
Tel: 071-381 8998
or: 071-610 1703
Fax:071-610 1703

HAMMERSMITH

'Shop prices will differ from those advertised

ST

AMIGA

A-Train*
A320 Airbus

N/A
£24.50

£29.99
£24.50

Abandoned Places 2

£17.99

£17.99

Advantage Tennis
Addams Family

£17.99
£17.99

£17.99
£17.99
£20.99

Air Bucks

£20.99

Air Support (Psygnosis)

'£17.99....£17.99

Air Warrior

£24.99

£24.99

Amberstar*

£20 99

£20.99

Archer Macleans Pool*
Arsenal"

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99. ,..£17.99

Ashes of Empire
Assassir*

Bards Tale Trilogy

N/A

£25.99

T.B.A

T.B.A

N/A

£23.99

Beast 3'

N/A

£19.99

Bane ot Ihe Cosmic Forge'

N/A

£23.99

Bat 2*

£23.99

£23.99

Battle Isle
Battle Isle Data Disk

•£20.99....£20.99
£13.99. ..£13.99

Birds of Prey 1Mb
Black Crypts

*£23.99. . £23.99
N/A
£16.99

Bonanza Bros

£17.99

Bushbuck *
California Games 2

Campaign*
Carl LewisChallenge
Cartoon Collection(Comp)
Castles

ST

£17.99

N/A

£19.99

£17.99

£17.99

£19.99
£17.99
£16.99

£19.99
£17.99
£16.99

* £19.99....£19.99

Castle of Dr Brain

N/A

£23.99

Casino Trump 2*
Celtic Legends

N/A
£20.99

£17.99
£20.99

Championship Manager1Mb

£17.99

£17.99

Chaos Engine*

£20.99

£20.99

Civilisation

'£22.50 .. £22.50

£17.99
£20.99

£17.99
£20.99

Elf
Eivira The Arcade

£16.99
£17.99

£16.99
£17.99

Elvira Mistress of the Dark 2 ....£22.99

£22.99

Epic

£19.99

European Football Champs
Eye of the Beholder
Eye of the Beholder 2 1Mb
Eye of the Storm *
F15 Strike Eagle 2 1Mb
F19 Stealth Fighter

£19.99
£17.99
N/A
N/A
£19.99
£22.50
£20.50

£17.99
£20.50
£22.99
£19.99
£22.50
£20.50

Falcon 3 '
Fascination
Fire and Ice

£24.99
£19.99
£17.99

£24.99
£19.99
£17.99

Fireforce *

£17.99

£17.99

Floor 13
Football Boss*

'C20.99....E20.99
£16.99
£16.99

Football Manager 3

£16.99

£16.99

G Lock

£17.99

£17.99

Global Effect
Gobliins
Gob.iins 2 '

"£24.99 ....£19.99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

Graham Taylors Football
Challenge

£17.99

Gunship 2000
Guy Spy
Hagar The Homble

N/A
TBA
*E19.99 ... £19.99
N/A
£17.99

Hand of St. James '

£19 99

£19.99

Harlequin
HarpOOn 1.2.1
Harpoon Battle Set 3
Harpoon Battle Set 4
Harpoon Editor

£17.99

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

£17.99
£22.99
£11.99
£11.99
£13.99

£29.99
N/A

£29.99
£22.99

Cool Croc Twins

£17.99

£17.99

Covert Action

£22.99

£22.99

Head to Head F19 +

Crazy Cars 111
Crime City
Cruise for the Corpse
Cyberspace'

£10.99
£19.99
£18.99
N/A

£16.99
£19.99
£18.99
£19.99

Mig 29 S/Fu!crum
Heart of China

D'*Generation
£13.99
Dailysport CoverStrip Poker
N/A
DickTracy Adventure
N/A
Double Double Bill(comp)
N/A

£13.99
£17.99
£20.99
£15.99

DojoDan
Doodlebug *

£17.99
£17.99

N/A
£17.99

Heimdall 1 mg
Heroquest/Return of the
Witch Lord
Heroquest 2 *
Hooklmb

Hoyles Book of Games
(card games)

ST

Jim Power*

£17.99 ....£17.99

Jimmy White's Snooker

£19.99 ....£17.99

John Barnes' Football

£17.99 ....£17.99

John Maddens AmericanFooty

N/A

£17.99

Jones in the Fast Lane *

N/A

£22.99

Kick Off 2 1Mb

N/A

£12.99

Kick Off 2 Final Whistle

N/A

£9.99

Kick Off 3'

N/A

£17.99

Kings Quest IV

N/A

£25.50

Kings Quest V
Killing Cloud

N/A
N/A

£25.50
£8.99

Leander

Legend plus Free Hint Book ....£20.50 ....£20.50

Leisure Suit Larry V
Lemmings

N/A
£22.99
£17.99 ....£17.99

Lemmings Data Disk
Lemmings Oh No!

£13.99 ....£13.99

More Stand Alone

£17.99 ....£17.99

Links (Hard disk only)

N/A

£22.99

Links Firestone Daladisk
Links Bountiful Datadisk

N/A
N/A

£12.99
£12.99

Liverpool
*£17.99....£17.99
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2
£17.99 ....£17.99
Lotus The Ultimate Challenge* £10.99 ....£17.99
Lure of the Temptress 1 Mb £20.50 ....£20.50
M1 Tank Platoon

£20.50 ....£20.50

Magic Pockets
Maupiti Island
MegaFortress
Mega Sports
Mega Traveller 2
Microprose Form 1
Grand Prix (the Best!!)
Microprose Golf
Might and Magic III

£17.99 ....£17.99

£22.99
£19.99

£17.99

£17.99

Midwinter 2 1 Mb
Moonbase

N/A

£10.99

Moonstone
Monkey Island 1Mb

HARDWARE

£17.99

RUBY
ST

£9.99
£12.50
£9.50
£13.50
£12.50
£16.50
£11...
£20.99
£20.50

Squick Mouse ST/Amiga
1 Meg Upgrade Amiga 600
1 Meg Upgrade Amiga 500+

£13.99
£49.98 Demon Blue
£39.99 F16 Combat Pilot

AdvancedDestroyerSim

...£7.99
£5.99 .. £5.99

Arcade Fruit Machine Sim
Badlands

£5.99 . .£5.99

Batman Caped Crusader

£5.99 . .£5.99

Batman The Movie
Battle Chess I

£5.99
£8 99

N/A.. ..£5.99

Bubble Bobble
Count Duckula 2

£5 99 ...£5.99
£6.99 . .£6.99

£5 99

.£5.99
.£7.99
£13.99
£8 99
£8.99
£8 99 ...£8.99

£7.99

£29.99 Falcon

£13.99

£9,50 Falcon Counter Strike

Falcon Fire Fight
ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE FOR HANDHELD First DivisionManager
Forgotten Worlds
GAMES MACHINES PLEASE PHONE.

FIRST SAMURAI/MEGALOMANIA

.£5.99
...£8.99

£5.99.
£5.99. ..

£5.99
£5.99

£20.99 ....£20.50
N/A
£20.99
£17.99 ....£17.99
£19.99 ....£19.99

£22.99 ....£22.99
£22.99 ....£22.99
N/A
£22.99
N/A
N/A

£22.99
£25.99

*£20.50....£20.50
£17.99 ....£17.99

ST

£5.99 ....£5.99

Fun School 2 6-8 years
Fun School 2 8+ years

£5.99
£5.99

Head Over Heels
1K+

£5.99 ....£5.99
£5.99 ....£5.99

....£5.99

....£5.99

Indiana Jones Last

Crusade (arcade)

£5.99

Jack N Golf

£5.99
£5.99
.£5.99

£5.99

James Pond

£5.99

KickOff2 Europe

£5 99

£5.99

Kick Off Extra Time

£5 99

..£5.99

Manchester United

£7.99

£7.99

Motor Head

£7.99

Pang
Popeye2

£5.99
£6.99

Pro Tennis Tour

£5.99

PACK

RAINBOW COLLECTION
Bubble Bobble, Rainbow Island and

New Zealand Story,

Championship

TBA

Nova 9* 1Mb
Outlander*
Paladin 2

PGA Tour Data Disk
Pinball Dreams
Perfect General

N/A

£19.99

N/A
£17.99
N/A

£12.99
£17.99
£22.99

Plan 9 From Outer Space
£22.99
£2299
Pools of Darkness
N/A
£21.50
Populous 2 1/2 Mb or 1Mb
£19.99
£19.99
Populous 2 Challenge"
£11.99
£11.99
Powermonger
£19.99
£19.99
Powermonger WW1 Data Disk.. £11.99
£11.99
Premiere 1Mb
N/A
£20 99
£17.99
Project X 1Mb
N/A
Prophecy
*£19.99 ....£19.99
Pushover (Puzzle)
£17.99
£17.99
Putty
N/A
£17.99
Railroad Tycoon
£22.99
£22.99
Red Baron
N/A
£22.99
Red Zone
£17.99
£17.99
Rise of the Dragon
N/A
£24 99
Risky Woods
* £17.99....£17.99

AIRSEA SUPREMACY

£7.99

Sports Best (comp)
Stalingrad

£16.99
..N/A

£16.99
£17.99

Strike Fleet
Striker

£17.99.. ..£17.99
£17.99. ..£17.99
£17,99

£17.99

Tennis Cup 2
The Games (Espana) 92

N/A
£19.99

£17.99
£19.99

N/A

£19.99

The Humans'
The Lost Treasure of

Infocom (text based adv) C

The Manager *

TBA
*£20.99.. .£20.99

Their Finest Hour

£20.50

Phone

£17.99

£17.99

Treasures of the Savage Frontier .N/A

£21.99

Trivial Pursuits
Troddlers

£14.99
£17.99

£14.99
£17.99

Ugh!*
Utopia Twin Pack

N/A
£19.99

£19.99

Ultima 6

£20.99... £20.99

Vikings Field of Conqest
WizKid
World Class Cricket 1Mb
World Series Cricket Pack

£29.99

£22.99

£19.99
TBA
£17.99

£19.99
TBA
£17.99

Sim City/Populous
Summer Challenge
Space Crusade

£17.99

N/A

Western Front*

£18.99

N/A

£20.99

N/A

£24.99

£17.99
N/A

£17.99
£19.99

WingCommander*

WWF (we still have videos)
Zoo! (It rivals Sonic)1Mg

N/A

£20.50

Phone

Titus The Fox

£17.99

N/A

N/A

Their Finest Hour Missions

£17.99

Sim Earth"

£20.99
£19.99

Terminator 2

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
N/A
£17.99
£17,99
£17.99
£19.99
£19.99
£16.99
£16-99
£19.99
£19.99
£20.50 ...'£20.50
£22.99
£22.99

N/A

£17.99

£17.99 £17.99
*£17.99 ....£17.99

* Please note titles asterisked may not be
released at press date but will be
despatched within 24 hours of release sub

ject to availability. PLEASE TELEPHONE
FOR ANY TITLES NOT SHOWN AS WE
CANNOT SHOW ALL TITLES AVAILABLE.

ALL TITLES CAN BE PUT ON BACK
ORDER. REMEMBER WE HAVE NEVER
DEBITED A VISA CARD YET FOR GOODS
NOT SENT!

RUBY
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AMIGA

R Type
Rainbow Islands
Silkworm
Soccer Pinball

£5.99
£5.99
£7.99
N/A

£5.99
£5.99
£6 99
£5 99

Supercars 2
Switchblade 2
Total Recall
Turbo Outrun
Ultimate Golf
Wizball
Wld Champ Boxing Manager,
Wld Cricket

£7.99
£7.99
£5.99
£5 99
£7.99
£5,99
£5.99
£5.99

£7.99
£7.99
£5.99
£5.99
£7.99
£5 99
£5.99
£5 99

CHECK OUT OUR PRICES ON BUDGET
CHEAPEST AROUND

Cluedo and Risk

Four games only £19.99

* ST Version has no Monopoly,only £18

SOCCER MANIA

FootballManager 2, Gazza's Soccer, Microprose
Soccer and Football Manager 2 World Cup Edition

THE DIZZY COLLECTION

VOLUME 1 (THE BITMAP BROS)
Xenon, Cadaver and Speedball 2
All three games only £17.99

AIR COMBAT ACES

FOOTBALL CRAZY CHALLENGE
KickOff 2, Player Manager and Final Whistle.

Fighter Bomber, Gunship and Falcon
Three great sims only £20.99

You'd have to be crazy not to buy this!!
ONLY £17.99

DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES

STRATEGY MASTERS

Dizzy Princeof the Yoketolk, SpellboundDizzy,

MONSTERPACK VOL 2

' Deuterous, Populous, Hunter, Spirit of Excalibur

Bubble Dizzy, Pank Dizzy, Quick Snax

and Chess Player 2150.
All five games for only £20.99

Shadow of the Beast 2, Killing Game Show

Only £16.99

£22.99
£22.99
£19.99

Robin Hood Adventure

£5.99
£6.99
..£5.99

Four games only £13.99

Five good games only £16.99

N/A
£22.99
£19.99

Robocod (James Pond 2)
Robocop 3
Rules of Engagement
Sabre Team
Samurai
Sensible Soccer
Shadowlands
Shuttle Sim
Silent Service 2 1Mb
Sim Ant 1 Mb

AMIGA

Space Quest IV
Special Forces
Spirit of Excalibur

Supremacy
N/A
Team Yankee 2 (PacificIslands) ..£19.99

Paperboy 2
*£17.99....£17.99
Parasol Stars (Rainbow Isl 2).. £17 99 £17.99

Silent Service, F15 Strike Eagle, Carrier

Fast Food, Kwix Snax, Fantasy World Dizzy,
Treasure Island Dizzy,Magicland Dizzy

TBA

N/A
£22.99
TBA
TBA
£19.99. ...£19.99

BOARD GENIUS
Monopoly Deluxe*, Scrabble Deluxe,

Great comp for the younger ones
Three fantastic games only £13.99

Fantastic comp only £20.99

ST

Nigel Mansel Is World

AMIGA

Fun School 2 under 6

TWO VERY NEW GAMES ONLY £19.99

Command, P47 and Gunship • AmigaVersion
* Wings instead of F15 Strike Eagle

AMIGA

N/A
£23.99
*£17.99....£17.99

CLASSICS

AMIGA

£7.99

Blade Warrior

....£17.99 ....£17.99

£22.99

ST

Monkey Island 2 1Mb
Myth History in the Making

PGA Tour Golf + Data Disk

Knights of the Sky
£22.99 ....£22.99
Knightmareplus free HintBook....£20.99 ....£20.99

£17.99

TBA

AMIGA

International Sports Challenge ...£19.99 ....£19.99
Ishar Legend of the Fortress....£19.99 ....£19.99
*£17.99....£17.99

Jaguar XJ220

£19.99
....TBA

Indiana Jones Fate of Atlantis *....£17.99

Cruiser ( Black)
Navigator
Speedking Autofire
Pro 5000 Extra
Zip Stick Superpro
Delta 3A Analogue
Quick oy Jet Fighter
Quick oy Megastar
Quick oy Topstar

512k Upgrade Amiga with Clock
80 Cap Disk Box

AMIGA

Dungeon Master + Chaos *
Dyna Blaster/Bomberman

SERIOUS/EDUCATIONAL
ST

AMIGA

3D Const Kit

(Ltdqty at this price)

£17.99

£17.99

3D Const Kit 2 *

£39.99

£39.99

ADI English 11-12yrs
ADIEnglish 12-13 yrs
ADIMaths 11-12 yrs
ADIMaths 12-13 yrs

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

Easy AMOS
AMOS Creator
AMOS Compiler
AMOS 3D
Bars and Pipes Pro
Deiuxe Paint 4
Deluxe Prinl 2
Deluxe Video 3
Digicalc
Disney Animation Studio
GB Route Plus
Home Accounts 2
MiniOtlice
STOS 600 Sprites
STOS Compiler
Thomas Fun with Words
Fun School 3& 4 (under5)
Fun School 3 & 4 (5-7)
Fun School 3 & 4 (7-11)
The French Mistress
The German Master
The Spanish Tutor
The Italian Tutor
Answer Back Junior Quiz (6-11)*

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
£44.99
N/A
£13.99
£17.99
£15.99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£15.99
£15.99
£15.99
£15.99
£14.99

£24.99
£34.99
£20.99
£24.99
£235,00
£59.99
£37.99
£54.99
£29.99
£79.99
£53.99
£44.99
£49.99
N/A
N/A
£15,99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£15.99
£15.99
£15.99
£15.99
£14.99

Answer Back Sen Quiz (12-aduit)'

£14.99

£14.99

Maths Adventure
Penpal
Wordworth 1.1
Kindwords v3
All Factfiles for Answer Back available

N/A

£18.99

N/A
N/A
N/A
@ £9.99

£53.99
£92.99
£39.99

and Awesome

only £17.99 Amiga only

* Deuterous only ST
TOP LEAGUE
FANTASTIC WORLDS

Football, Midwinter and Falcon

Realms, Pirates, Wonderland, Populous 1

Our very best seller

and Megalomania
Great comp for only £20.99

for only £20.99

PC and SEGA

PSYCHOS SOCCER

Speed Ball2, Rick Dangerous 2, TV Sports

International Soccer Challenge, KickOff 2, World
Champ Soccer and Manchester United.
Four good soccer games

GAMES ALSO SUPPLIED

Please phone

for only £20.99

Credit cards debited only on day of despatch. Tel: 071-381 8998/071-610 1703 Fax: 071-610 1703
Please charge my Access/Visa No:

Titles

Expiry date:

Valid from:

Please supply me with the following for computer

Date .
Price

Business hours

Name.
Address..

E I Ifflffi'

Monday to
Saturday. After
hours + Sundays
Ansaphone order

Please make cheques & P.O.'s payable to
RUBYSOFT. Credit cardorderscashedonly on
despatch (Please note we do not make any
charge forcreditcard orders.) Please add 75p

This number is a

fax/tel switch sys
tem. Listen to the
announcement

Tel.

VISA

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

hotline:
071-610 1703

.Postcode.

JEf^

10am-5pm

and wait.

pSp per item for all UK orders, EEC countries

add £2,50 per item. Non-EEC add £3.50 per
item, allothercountries add £4.50per item. All
itemsare subjectto availability. All pricessub
ject to change or manufacturers price reviews
without notice. E&OE. Please note mail order

companies may take up to 28 days lo deliver
goods from receipt of orders. Please allowfor
cheque clearance. ST, NOV92

Allspecifications subject to changewithout notice.

Joysticks from
the Characteristic* range

Features include

• Officially licensed products
• Highlysensitive light touch fire buttons
•

Full 8 directional control

• On-table or in-hand operation
• Heavy duty base with strong stabilising
suction cups
•

Versions compatible with
• Nintendo NES (£14.99)

• SegaMaster System (£12.99)
• Sega MegaDrive (£14.99)
• SinclairSpectrum+2/+3 computers
• Commodore computers and video
game systems (£12.99)
• Atari computers and video game
systems (£ 12.99)
• Amstrad computers (£12.99)
• Older computers may require
interfaces and/or adaptors - not

+2/+3 selector connector

• 12 month warranty
• Prices include VAT, postage and
packaging

• Dealer enquiries welcome
Cheetah products availablefrom
branches of: I

rang
CURRYS
SUPERSTORE

Dixons

'JSSESSS

-H*v*«Js gffl

WH SMITH 5j§P3

included.

the most innovative

joystick companyintheworld

CHEETAH INTERNATIONAL LTD

Cheetah House, Bedwas Business Park,
Bedwas, Gwent NPI 8DU

High Street stores and all good
computer shops, or direct from

Tel: 0222-867777 Fax:0222-865575

Cheetah.

SCREEIXIPLAY
GAME

REVIEW

TINY

SKWEEKS
Skweeks that wander too close,

doors - which can only be opened
by a Skweek of the same colour and

switches

which

must

be

thrown to light up the beds on
some of the later levels.

Now for the good news. You
get occasional boosts in the form

of sleepers - which automatically
send

certain

coloured

Skweeks
• Tiny Skweeks is one of those

into a doze, tele-transporters which teleport Skweeks to other
wise

inaccessible

areas

of

games where you can do things
like pick up clocks and... smash

the

into walls, sniggering at the conse
quences. Hardly belly-laugh mater
ial, but good for a guffaw or two.

screen, and time, life and immu

nity bonuses to make the game
• Enter the world of the Skweeks - a land of dayglo garishness, putrid cuteness and reams of codes being sent into Gamebusters. Grrr.

just that tiny bit more varied.
Every level has a code, so, instead
of worrying about how much
progress you're making, you have

Lemmings or Push-Over, it's still a

cheeky and refreshingly bizarre
puzzle-'em-up which holds your

to keep track of all those tatty
SOFTWARE HOUSE: LORICIEL
PRICE: £29.99

T h i s is a game devised by
people with, er, curiously

puzzle game with an immensely
bizarre theme, some fuzzy, cutesy
graphics and distinctly unhinged

you want to avoid start-

sound-effects.

ing from the begin

bits of paper with your level-

codes written on them - if

There are 101 levels. Each

fuelled imaginations. It's

ning every timeyou

one is a single-screen maze which

like this, you see... Mr and Mrs
Skweek gave birth to lots and lots

lose all your lives,

contains

that is.

Skweeks, the coloured circles - or

of Skweekettes - cuddly, furry lit
tle blobs. Like all babies, they

sleepers - which represent their
beds and, usually, some annoying

VERDICT

one

or

more

Tiny

Although

4

o\

Skweeks

*L

obstacles. The idea is to work out

doesn't have the blinding orig

a path to the bed, click on the

gusting nappy too many - their

inality of its genre-

Skweek of the

cousins,

parents realised the Skweekettes

colour and guide him to his slum

were only happy when causing
endless disruption. Then it all got

ber. The Skweek then waddles

nasty - they kidnapped a space-

until he bumps into some
thing.
Complications

driver

and

threatened

to

paint the entire planet pink... And

abound

one-way arrows, surprise

'em all to bed and save the Earth

boxes - which repel any

from looking sickeningly cute.
It's alright, it's from France.

And it's a sequel. The original,
Skweek, was released in 1989 and

was a puzzle game with a slightly
bizarre theme. Tiny Skweeks is a

in

the

form

more of a charmer

\y

than a gripper and

j%f

although you may
find yourself sneaking

j. *
V

<v

the

you

stumped,

of

needs of the maze.

An engaging enough puz
zler which justifies its existence,
but not its price.

• Uncle Entwhistle was an

eccentric sort of Skweek. He used

to amuse us by donning comedy
goggles and flippers, before boring
everyone with his
artichoke anecdote.

which lets the

means that when

not

and shifted around to suit the

blob is a joker

useful, because it

you're

there are really only 30 or 40 dif
ferent challenges glued together

levels. The white

after an explosion.
This is extremely

crafty

about to lose any serious sleep
over it. The game takes a suspi
cious amount of time to display

• One of the later

Skweeks survive

occasional

crack at the level that had

any hard variety and there's the
sense that, within the 101 levels,

blindly in the desired direction

you're the sucker who has to put

you feel like it. It's

\.

$

seemed cute at first, but - after

bus

back to the action when

<^f

the sight of one particularly dis

corresponding

you get stuck. Then you write
down the code and come

^

*

/

Tiny

attention for a few screens until

X\

If you're a bit crap and you
can't get very far hi tiny

4.

RE5TUSHA
ENTRLACO.

Skweeks, these codes at

least let you see the first ten

BOTCREPA,

levels

OCTOANVA
8.

COADSUPP.

don't really die.

1.

GA5IANDI.

9,

RAWBSKIT.

Outrageously handy.

2.

GROIDEKN.

10. TANGVILI.

you die, you

SCREENPLAY
GAME

REVIEW

WEEN
Are you
weird? Do

people stare
at your
Pacamac,

jodphurs and
Garfield

COKTEL VISION

FROM

PRICE: £29.99

How do you feel about prophe
cies? You can't possibly take them
seriously, can you? Nostradamus
was clearly not running on all
eight cylinders, Graham Taylor is
obviously using the wrong kind of

you're asked to find credible and

crystal ball and Witch Throbhazzle of The Cottages, New
Maiden

didn't

manage to predict

Hutchinson
has found

just the game
for you

drive

the

pass

through

pond.
is

which

game. On the one hand it's good

one

not to have to type things in,

(or

Really he seems

Within

as useful as

rooms

there are up

a chocolate

• The stranger

tea cup

stood menac

about prophe
cies

and the worst features of the

nk these

the local duck
Ween

forced

The best way of looking at Ween is
as a series of point-and-click
set pieces. Each stage of
the game is based

rooms.

by

examine it or to use it with some

thing else in your inventory. This
manages to be one of the best

occasionally two)

would

the screen and you then have the
opportunity to either pick it up,

Artificial, elaborate,

around

that the borough
council

slippers when
you go to the
shops? Andy

even

on which Coktel Vision hang this
weirdsville game.

ingly in the

is

doorway doing

fair enough games like this are

vincing impression

always chock full of

June Whitfield.

an utterly uncon

wizened old men wof

systematically around the picture

fling on about ewes giving

about toadstools, the full moon
and the blood of a family line.

to eight objects. You have to use
these along with the items in your
inventory to open the door to the
next set piece. It's like a compli

However,

the

cated version of that bit on the

prophecy factor to new heights.

Krypton Factor where they have to

The deal is that the Master Sor

transform a selection of shapes
from one form into another, only

birth to two-headed lambs and

crotchety old women wittering on

Ween

takes

while on the other hand you often
have to stare intently at the
screen, moving the mouse pointer

cerer has been weakened (as pre

demonic chap called Kraal wants

you don't have to wear a red,
green, blue or yellow jumpsuit.

to take over the land (as pre

To find out what objects are

dicted by a prophecy) and a large
dicted by a prophecy). You (as
Ween) have to stop Kraal and

in the room, you simply search
the screen with the mouse pointer

save the kingdom from an eter

as if it were a metal detector. If

nity of Prisoner Cell Block H
repeats. At least that's the hocum

you can use an object then its
name appears at the bottom of

for ten minutes looking in vain for

helpful objects. Some of these
objects are no bigger than a pixel,
so you find yourself

het

Hatstand
An old wizard appears at t
certain points in the i

game who looks like a
cross

between

Nicholas

Ridley, Nostradamus and
the chap who works in the sweet
shop around the corner from the
ST FORMAToffice. Weird, that.

I Anyway, after she'd shampooed me I fell asleep in the chair. The next

thing I knew Marcey was standing there unplugging her curling tongs and
my barnet had been transformed into a flipping afro. I was not impressed.

• So what kind of a seer would live in a hovel like this? Well, lefs see, he's

obviously a keen reader and I detect something of a nautical influence in
these knick-knacks. Graduation photo's awful too. No surprises there then.

]

SCREENPLAY
GAME

REVIEW

Play with your ball r_
To complete this game you have to master the art of trans- i;forming your magic copper ball. You can transform it into a '

cauldron, a pipe and a sword by using the appropriate magic
jewel. To get the cauldron use the ring on the ball, to get the
pipe use the tiara on the ball and to get the sword use the neck

lace on the ball. Don't forget that you need to transform the cop
per ball back to its original form and into something else, you can't
leap-frog from say, sword to pipe. Oh yes - and the king of the ants
sits on the leaf at the top right of the screen with the hidden door.
• This balcony is to the left of the first location in the game. Use the tongs on
the weed and then on the guard rail to get some kindling for the fire. Don't
ask me why you'd use tongs to disassemble a guard rail, I gave up trying to
understand French games after Captain Blood had me flummoxed.

inches from the screen, scanning
for a likely looking different
coloured pixel.
The problems in the game
range from the sublimely simple
to the infuriatingly obscure. It's
almost as if the programmers

of on-line help in the form of
Petroy. This chap can be asked
about things during the game,
but really he seems about as use
ful as a chocolate tea cup. The

If you feed him some kind of fruit

when you have to keep doing it.

(he's not too fussy what sort you
choose) he does something for

All of this isn't helped by the

you. You won't be able to per
suade him to go and bite the hell
out of Petroy though, however
much you plead with him.
One of the most important
items in your inventory is a magic

a load from the disk drive.

came up with a random list of

objects and then contorted them

into a puzzle. This means that you
end up performing the most
obscure tasks like rubbing feath
ers on chests (ooer), using caul
drons on leaking boats and

lengthy pauses whenever there's

Verdict

For all this game's infuriating
faults it's curiously addictive.
You're likely to find yourself sit
ting in front of your ST for hours
patiently rubbing various base
metals against wasp traps. The
whole thing really is too bizarre
for words.

On the graphic and sonic
front you can't fault Ween. The
static screen shots which you end
up gawping at for hours on end

poking wasp traps with copper
pipes. Occasionally you find your
self turning to an imaginary per
son Woody Allen style and saying
"Can you believe this, I just

are pleasantly drawn and there

are a few well chosen samples
scattered throughout which add
to the atmosphere. The disk loads

take an age, but then in a game
like this that's not such a great

rubbed a feather on a chest." Or

at least you might if you're as

• Yes, children, if you go to illegal raves you are likely to end up looking like

mad as Ween's programmers.

this. Your hair will fall out and none of your friends will speak to you ever

problem and it only becomes irri
tating when you're desperate to

again. This has been a typically cretinous government information bulletin.

get onto the next bit.
number, it's so odd that Vic "Hat-

Laboured, contrived,
planned

It's not even as if your end objec

general idea seems to be that you
clicked on Petroy and then on the

tive on any screen is that clear.

object you were curious about,

You sit there pondering exactly

but 95% of the time he'd sim

what the hell you're meant to do
with a cauldron, a ring, a tiara,

ply say: "I have nothing fur
ther to teach you on that

some pollen, some venom, three
grains of sand, a feather and an

subject." Yeah, cheers

ECU when there's not even a door

Sometimes you can

visible on the screen. It's all woe

also call on the ser

fully weird in a French program

vices of a fruit-eating

mer sort of a way. There is a kind

vampire bat called Urm.

Petroy, old mate.

&
^<\

V

Ween's
copper ball. By collecting three
magic jewels you can transform
this humble orb into a cauldron,
X\

a pipe and a sword and thus

Zf •__

spike, poke and transport

i V

any number of useful
objects such as water

•

7f

• And finally, in a daring raid last Wednesday, callous thieves stole all

\/

Reeves

bloody
would

curious
be

com

pletely freaked out by it. It's also
incredibly appealing in a way that
fans of Rowan and Martin's LaughIn would understand; even our Art

The

Editor got engrossed in it for
three full days - and he was on

forming the copper

deadline. Buy Ween only if your
ability to tolerate pain is

or

leaves.

Q» process of trans-

A

stand"

a

ball does get tedious

however,

especially

extremely high. You have been
warned, s t f

\y

the toilets from Ealing Police Station. A senior officer told reporters that
detectives have nothing to go on. And it's good night from them.

• Funnily enough, this is exactly what the Roman Baths in Bath (just three
minutes from this magazine) look like. Simply imagine a few hundred Span
ish school children with day-glo rucksacks and the picture's complete.

pp

IF YOU'VE BEEN

FOLLOWING SUPER PLAY,
YOU'LL KNOW THAT

EVERYBODY ELSE HAS, T

• it

This year the magazine to
watch for cutting edge console

gaming isn't one of the ones
you might have expected. It's
Super Play.
From the very first issue it
became clear - for the most

accurate, honest reviews, for
the first news and previews,
for the best overview on the

entire world scene for 1992's

hottest new console, there is

now a new place to be.

For the best

• Super Playis never less than 100pages - and sometimes a whole lot

in Player's

more. When the machine specific Super Nintendo competition struggles to

make 84 pages, that's a massive difference in commitment to the SNES

Guides,

straight away.

news,

• Super Play is put together by Future Publishing- the people behind
Total/, the multi-format Nintendo market leader, as well as market leading
computerand videotitles in every sector. We've got this big by being the
best, and we're not stopping now.

• Super Playhas a commitment to covereverySuper Nintendogame as it
comes out - all the official UKgames, plus the best, most playable ones
from America and Japan the minute they get imported. Unlike some

magazines, which concentrate on just one side ofthe story, you get the
complete picture with Super Play.

features,
comment on

existing games and - of course - new game
reviews, nobody brings you as much for the

Super Nintendo as Super Play. For those who've
been following the Super NES, the launch of
Super Play was when everything really got
started. For the competition, it's going to be a
long, heart-breaking year.

SUPER PLAY:

CATCH THE EXCITEMENT FOR YOURSELF.

ItOeUu PCL5 LASER PRINTER

Ricoh UK Ltd is partof the worldwide Ricoh Group of companies, originally

established in Japan, in 1936. With a turnover of over $5 billion and 37,000
employees, Ricoh have beenproducing computers andperipherals since 1971 and
are the world's second largestmanufacturer of Laser Printer engines. Ricoh have
employed theirexpertise to produce a 'first' in laser printers for the world market,

FULLY HP LASERJET III™ COMPATIBLE

400

the LP1200 with FLASH ROM.

Fully HP LaserJet III™ compatible, the newLP1200 employs industry proven laser
technology. Unlike LED page printers, which use light emitting diodes, the LP1200's
laser lightsource, focussed by high quality lenses, is able to produce the most
accurate and intense printed images. Ithas 2Mb of RAM built-in and requires no
additional RAM to print a full A4page of graphics at 300dpi. Its fast, efficient
processor and engine, together with a straight paper path design, allows
printing at a full 6 pages per minute. Unlike its competitors, thisadvanced
.<

OMb
dpi
RAM \JPPM

6,

FLASH ROM UPGRADEABIeTI

^B^Scoop

laser engine enables the LP1200 toaddress a range ofprint resolutions up
to 400dpi. Aspecialdriver, combined with the2Mb RAM upgrade, enables
the RicohLP1200 to print at 400dpifrom Windows 3.

BESflY

Again, unlike the competition, the LP1200 includes a powerful
document description language as standard. This language,
'LAYOUT, offers unique opportunities to develop custom-made
printing systems. Forms anddocument templates canbe designed

OCTOBER '92

and stored electronically in the LP1200's FLASH ROM,
alleviating the need forpre-printedforms!

AUGUST '92

I 11/ EDITOR'S

RICOH LP1200

UK CHOICE

• 6 PAGES PER MINUTE

OCTOBER '92

Using a straight paper path

• PCL5 - ,m HP-GL/2
Latest version with scalable fonts

• SHARP EDGED PRINTING
Ricoh FIAL (Fine Image ALgorithm) enhances

SHOWN WITH
UNIVERSAL FEEDER
TOP TRAY

resolution

• 400dpi RESOLUTION lm^mim

(OPTIONALEXTRA)

Default res - 300dpi. Will address 200, 240 &400dpi.

• 2Mb RAM AS STANDARD
•—•"""* i

Fora full A4page of graphicsat 300dpi.

• UNIQUE FLASH ROM
For controller upgrade and storage

• IC CARD SLOT (PCMCIA/JEIDACompatible)
r F o r programmable FLASH ROM cards

• EXPANSION BOARD SLOT
For improved connectivity to additional

The Ricoh LP1200 is a genuine laser printer and notan
LED printer. Make sure you check outthe competition!

Seehow the Ricoh LP1200 compares
toits Laser Printer Competitors

EPSON
EPL4100

'FEATURES
AverageStreet Price fexcl.VAT)

(-expected)

Official RRP (exci. VAT}

Maximum resolution indotsperinch
Windows 3 Driver@ 400 dpi
Print Speed
Straight Paper Path
PCL5 Printer Command Language

HP-GL/2 VectorGraphicsincluded
Resolution Improvement/Enhancement
Standard RAM

Full A4/300dpi graphics with standard RAM
Warm Up Time
First Page of Text Output
Document Description Language included

E569

HP L/JET
NIP

£699

systems eg. Coax/Twinax, PC-LAN etc

M'MAN
TALLY
MT904+
£699'

IBM 4029
Model 010
£750

£699

£945

£1,179

£1,099

£1,099

£1,195

300x300

300 x 300

300x300

400x400

6ppm

4ppm

4ppm

5ppm

6ppm

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

0.5Mb

1Mb

1Mb

1Mb

2Mb

<45 sees

<60 sees

60 sees

33 fees

45 sees

<20secs

<40 sees

34 sees

20 sees

<15 sees

YES

YES

Flash ROM

YES

Upgradable Firmware

YES

IC Card Slot

YES

Scalable Resident Fonts - in HP LJ 111 Emulation
Resident Bit-Mapped Fonts

11

AGFA Intellifont ScalableFontTechnology
HP LaserJet III Emulation Included
EPSON FX Emulation Included
IBM ProPrinter Emulation Included

Standard Tray Capacity
Protectivecover on standard tray
Cost per copy"
Min-Max Paper Weight in gsm
Ableto print on OHP Film

Able to printon card (157gsm - Manual Feed)
Standby-Noise Level

[.Printing -Noise Level

YES

YES

8

8

0

8

14

14

16

14

YES
YES

YES

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
100

70

YES

• SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS
For connection to PC compatibles and other computers

RICOH
LP1200

300x300

YES

• LAYOUT Document Description Language

|s

• 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY Next working day response
Silica Systems are pleased to introduce the revolutionary, new Ricoh LP1200. It has all
of the specifications that you would expect to see in today's most technically advanced
laser printers, plus a unique additional feature which places it far ahead of the

competition - FLASH ROM. This 'Future Proof technology protects the investment you
make when you buy a Ricoh LP1200, as it enables you to keep up to date with new
laser firmware developments. FLASH ROM is an area of memory inside the LP1200
which holds the printer's controller instruction firmware. If new firmware is developed,
updated printer command languages etc, can be downloaded into this memory. Othermanufacturers would require you to buy a new printer! Fonts, macros, graphics and
additional emulations can also be stored in FLASH ROM, or on removable, industry
standard FLASH ROM IC cards. The new Ricoh LP1200 is the only laser printer to offer
this FLASH ROM facility. The LP1200 comes with a 100 sheet A4 paper tray (letter and
legal trays also available as extras) and the facility to feed single sheets of paper and
card up to 157gsm. An optional extra universal feeder provides the facility to
automatically feed up to 150 sheets, from sizes of 98mmx148mm to 216mmx356mm

in size at weights of up to 158gsm. The universal feeder also feeds up to 15 envelopes,

overhead transparencies and labels automatically.

"Consumables + Accessories]
CODE

200

YES

YES

100

LAA5262

YES

£8.47
£149.00

2.00p

1.71p

1.64p

1.65p

LAA 5210 Developer/Toner Cartridge

..

60-105

60-120

60-131

60-157

LAA 5334 Later Paper Tray (100 She'eis)"

.,

£35.00

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

..

£35.00

YES

LAA5323 Legal Paper Tray (100 Sheets)
LAA5312 A4 Paper Tray (100 Sheets)

..

£35.00

<38dB

[ CALL FOR A FULL PRICE

YES

31.7fJB

<35dB

<50dB

43.3dB

<46dB

38 dB
50 dB
All T arlemarks are ac

<48rJB

nowledgBd |

•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On allhardwareorders shipped in the UKmainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Teamoftechnical expertsat yourservice.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven trackrecordin professional computersales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid,reliable and profitable.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London &Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of yourrequirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to youwith offers + software and peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: Major creditcards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.
Before you decide when to buy your new laser printer, we suggest you think very carefully about
WHERE youbuyit.Consider whatitwill be like a few months afteryouhave madeyourpurchase, when
you may require additional peripherals or consumables, or help and advice with your new purchase.
And, will the company you buy from contact you with details of new products? AtSilica Systems, we
ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. We have been established foralmost 14 years and,
with our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now claim to meetour customers' requirements
with an understanding which is second to none.Butdon'tjusttake our word forit.Complete and return
the couponnowforour latest FREE literature and beginto experiencethe "Silica Systems Service".

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

^081-309 1111

mucA
SYSTEMS

£65.00

+VAT= £821.33

LIST

•

Ref: LAS 5200

CORPORATE SALES TEAM

"Note: A4paper tray is already includedin the £699 price. MoreA
trays can be purchased to feed differentcoloured stationery.

MAIL ORDER:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

Tel: 081-308 0888

Fax:081-308 0608

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111^
No Late Night Opening

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
OpBning Hours:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:

Opening Hours:
ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours

SILICA PRICE:

£699

.. £100.00

1.65p

' 'As quoted by mantilacturers- 2/4/92

\

..

2Mb RAM Module

60-157

<40dB

LP1200 WITH SINGLE BIN & 2Mb RAM

PRICE
Exc VAT

CAB7500 Cable for PC/ST/Amiga
LAA 5238 UniversalFeeder (2nd Tray)

YES

100

PRODUCT

Mon-Sat9.30am-6.00pm

Fax

No: 081-308 0608

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000
No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges list Floor), Oxford Street, London. W1A 1AB
Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.00pm ISat close 6.30pm)
Late Nighl: Thursday - 8pm

Tel: 071-629 1234

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday - 7pm

Extension: 3914

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Keddies (2nd Floor). High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 ILA Tel: 0702 462426

Mon-Fri 9.30am-5.30pm (Sal9.00am-6.00pm)

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 0702 462363

To: Silica Systems, STFOR-1292-75, 1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX~>)
PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON THE RICOH LP1200
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

Postcode:

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised pricesand specitications maychange- Please return the couponforthe latestinformation.

75H
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SCREENPLAY
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GAME

REVIEW

AMBERSTAR
"J

fe

-Mm

«h
':-,

SOFTWARE HOUSE: THALION
PRICE: £29.99

• Hallo titers

lads, my, you

• When Cliff Richard sang "In The

have changed.

Y o u know it's gonna be a
weird sort of a day when
you wake up in a grave
yard. There you are cold and
damp surrounded by swirling mist
and mossy gravestones, looking
like an extra from a Wacko Jacko

video. So you stumble into the
nearest town, not knowing what
on earth Mrs Fate is going to
choose to throw at you next.
Amberstar is a pretty stan

dard role-playing game in which

Country," why did he forgot to

Last lime I saw

mention the blood-curdling

you were In

screams emanating from the for

Teenage Mutant

est?

Hero Turtles...'

and

houses you

can

enter

to

search for clues or to buy and sell

goods. An automapping function
plots out the places you have vis
ited and highlights the key fea
tures. However, you can't use the
map to move around the town
and have to slog it out in 3D
mode, bumping into walls and

you have to explore the land of
Lyramion in search of 13 pieces of

running down dead-ends.

a magic talisman - the amberstar

White elephants

- and defeat the evil Marmion.

The clues and various other items

Along the way you are promised a
variety of adventures, puzzles and

of booty are scattered all over the
place. These are of varying useful
ness and you do tend to end up
carrying a whole load of useless
junk around with you in the vague
hope that somehow, someday it
might be useful - for example,

battles, aided and abetted by the
people you manage to recruit on
the way.

As you explore each of the
towns you discover inns, traders

control-mechanism is reasonably
slick. The manual is a bit vague

many of the weapons and spells
you pick up can only be used by
characters of a certain class.

when it comes to the functions

Once you escape into the
country - on the steed you
bought earlier from a horse-trader

the various button icons perform,
but you soon get the hang of all
the different menu options. The
graphics are good and the sprites
are well-drawn, though things
tend to get a bit fuzzy in bird's
eye mode. One major drawback

- it's time to stick on the hacking

jacket and horned helmet, for
lurking in the woods are all kinds
of baddies hoping to relieve you
of your life. This time you get a
bird's eye view of events, so you
can watch yourself gallop through

has to be the amount of disk-

swapping you have
although the game

to do,
can be
installed on a hard drive if your ST
has 2.5MBytes of free memory.

the forest, career in the moun

tains or plop into the deadly sea.
All the characters' func-

tions are controlled either

by the mouse,
mouse, the keyboard

or a

.

y

%

Verdict

"^J

Amberstar is a rather old-

fashioned

combina

RPG

which

lacks the atmosphere
and intensity of

tion of both and the

"I'd like a studded leather overcoat

Ishar. It's also over

nd a bottle of wee, please." "Why?" "

priced

n my way to Reading Rock Festival."

^/
LV

rK.

%

at

£29.99.

Despite this, it's incredibly addictive. With over

150 locations to explore and
plenty of chaps to chat to and
fight with, this game is going to
take you some time to complete,
but if you haven't got a hard drive
all the disk accessing is likely to
drive you bonkers.

The chemist's? Yes, take the first left, then the

third right, enter the Bala temple, go down
the stairs underneath the priest's robe. Be
careful - he's still wearing it.

Where are Marillion?
>After he left Marillion, Fish released a laughable solo LPand disappeared off the face of the earth. Disappointed

that ordinary mortals could not understand his pseudy poetry, he travelled to Lyramion and opened a chain of
fast-food restaurants called Fish's Chips. Eventually, he was knighted by Lyramion's elders and became Sir Maril
lion. He was brutally murdered several years later by a gang of balding Orks, called the Phil Collins Trio and
buried in the graveyard of Twinlake. As a tribute to the great man, the game's programmers have composed a
suitably prog-rock soundtrack to accompany your adventures.

• Looks like we've stumbled into

the old folk's home, again. Quick
somebody, knit a tea cosy.

ROB MEAD

THE
ATARI SI

•SOFTWARE
•

'HARDWARE

•TRAINING

PEOPLE

Moat House Business Centre • Melbourn Science Park • Melboum • Royston • Herts SG8 6EJ

ACCOUNTS

| ART/GRAPHICS/DESIGN \

Home Accounts 2
Cashbook Combo Pack
Personal Tax Planner

£44.90
£59.95
£34.95

System 3 (Inv/Stock)

£39.95

DATABASES

Degas Elite
HyperrJraw
Hyperpaint v2
Megapainl II v4
Megapaint II Professional v4
Easy Draw 2

5 Supercharged Easy Draw 2
£29.95

Data Manager Professional
Digita DGBase

£39.95

Prodala
Super BasePersonall

£59.95
PHONE

O Cyber Studio (CAD 3D v2)
f~Cyber Control

-, Cyber Paint v2

S;Spectrum512

£19.95
£29.95
£29.95
£85.00
£199.00
£39.95

C-LAB Creator

C-LAB Nolator Alpha

MrtC/tU

C-LAB UnilorII
Cubase v3
Cubase Lite

£129.00
£395.00
£99.00

1- Calligrapher Protessional

PhilipsCM8833 Mkll Monitor

£199.00

Ricoh LP1200 Laser Printer

£795.00

WE DESPATCH ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE WEEKLY

Progate II40 Mb
ProgateII40 Mb DC
Progale I1100 MbDC
Progale I1120 Mb

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)

ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & BFPO
All prices include VAT &delivery • NO surcharges on European orders
Makecheques payable to CambridgeBusiness Software

£45.00
£79.95
£79.95

£45.00
£24.90

£79.95

£79.95

£79.95

£55.95

£89.00

551 MISCELLANEOUS

£57.95
£39.95
£109.00

£85.00

£ C-Font

£9.95

ONeodeskv3

£29.95

i. Harlekin 2
2: NakshaII Hand Scanner

£44,90
PHONE

PHONE SG+Plus

lj

£19.95

•'iSLM804 Replacement Drum

£165.00

SLM605 Replacement Drum

£132.95

SLM605 Replacement Toner

£32.£

SLM804 Replacement Toner

less from CBS!

£37.95 |

HOW £219.00

MOW
#01*
HOW
NOW

£295.00
£339.00
£489.00
£599.00

PC EMULATORS/TOS 2.06
PCSpeed
AT Speed8MHz
AT SpeedC-16MHZ

24-HOUR ORDER LINE 0763 263127

£109.00

pj Prospero Developers Toolkit

£129.00

|: That's Write v1.5

£29.95
£69.95

Hisoft Lattice C v5.5

Hisoft High SpeedPascal
R FTL Modula 2 Developer

WORD PROCESSORS

prcttor

£42.00

£795.00 ~ ProsperoFortran
i£ Prospero C

£249.00 8«Calligrapher Gold
£129.00 ;r520STE upgraded 1Mb
£259.00 3; GST First Word Plusv3.2
£575.00 I-520STE upgraded 2Mb
£285.00 b Wordwriler
£89.95 O520STE upgraded 4Mb
£359.00 ~ Protext v5.5
£19.95 ^1040STE Family Curriculum II
£299.00
£39.95 S1040STE Music Pack incl Pro 24
£299.00 •< That's Write v2
5 MegaSTEs
From £399.00
TT030
Fro/7!£890.00
PHONE
Falcon 0301MB
£99.00 Falcon 030 4Mb 65HD
PHONE
£95.00
Good Hard Dmes Cost
SM124 Mono Monitor
£129.00
£69.95 AtariSC1435 Colour
£209.00
20Mb

LDW PowerSpreadsheel v2
K-Spread 4
K-Spread 3
Digicalc
Logistix v1.2

£65.C

Hisoft C. Interpreter

PHONE q GFA Basic Interpreter v3.5
£34.95 *~ GFA BasicCompiler v3.5
£39.95 ^ Prospero Pascal

£39.95 .£Quartet

SPREADSHEETS

£65.00 |

Hisott Basic 2

Hisofl Nevada Cobol (With CP/M)

£99.95

£39.95 q Breakttiru Sequencer
£32.95 [~ Concerto

£159.00 e*520STE Start Pack

Hisofl Devpac v3

_

£59.95 H Replay 16

DESKTOP PUBLISHING^ COMPVTEBS/MOmORS/PRMERS
Calamus v1.09n
Calamus SL
Timeworks DTP v2
EZ TextPlus
EZ TextProfessional

MLANGUAGES &COMPILERS

HEW PRODUCIS

£24.90 feSTACEY Laptop4Mb/40
£179.95 ffl

Super Bass Professional... Spec/3/£89.95 i£Technobox Drafter v2
Pagestream v2.2

MUSIC
C-LAB Nolator

£99.00
£129.00
£199.00

TOS 2.06 Official UK Versions in Stock

0763 262582
FAX 0763 263488 <3
TELEX 817932 CAMTEC-G

ATARI
DUSTCOVER

mar? Crazy Christmas Offers From BCS
•

• OFFER S •

OFFER 1 •

Philips CM8833 Mk II+ on-site maintenance

+Lotus Turbo Chalienge II + lead + tailored

mouse mat + Microswitch joystick + tailored

dust cover £*]95

dust cover £995

100% certified error free
50 3.5" DS/DD
£22.99

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD

£38.99
£54.99
£70.99
£139.99
£165.99

1000 + Call for spot prices
Remember these prices
include free delivery

50
100
150
200
400
500

Pleasecall forlatestprices

Atari dust cover
Star LC-200 cover

£3.00
£3.50

Star LC-24 200 cover

£3.50

Philips CM8833 Mkl/ll cover

£3.50

Citizen Swift 9 cover

£3.50

Citizen Swift 24 cover

£3.50

ACCESSORIES
Printer tead

1000Tractor Labeis ...£10.00 Topstar Joystick
AtariNaksha Mouse...£22.50

Zipstick
Cheetah 125+....

Mouse Mat

£2.50

Quickshot Python 1

£9.50 Competition

31/2"Cleanins Kit

£2.75

ProJoystick

• OFFIR 3 •
Atari 1040STE FamilyCurriculum Pack + 10

3.5" DS/DD disks + disk box + mouse mat +

boxes & disks
No quibble lifetime guarantee
3.5" DS/DD + 100 caplockable box...£25.99
3.5" DS/DD + 100cap lockable box...£41.99
3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap lockable box...£58.99
3.5" DS/DD + 2100caplockableboxes..£75.99
3.5" DS/DD -M 100 cap lockable boxes .£149.99
3.5" DS/DD + 5100 cap lockable boxes .£178.99
Remember these prices include
free delivery
Please call for latest prices

£8 00
...£21.00
£11.00

Falcon
Falcon 4Mb RAM 65Mb HD

M95
BANX BOXES

50 3.5" DS/DD + 80 CapBanx Box
£31.99
100 3.5" DS/DD+ 80 Cap Banx Box
£46.99
150 3.5" DS/DD +2x80Cap Banx Box
£70.99
200 3.5" DS/DD+2x80Cap Banx Box
£87.99
300 3.5" DS/DD+4x80Cap Banx Box £139.99
400 3.5" DS/DD+5x80Cap Banx Box £182.99
500 3.5" DS/DD +6x80 Cap Banx Box
£216.99
Prices include VAT/Labels/Delivery

5.25" DS/DD Disks
5.25" DS/HD Disks

Citizen Swift 24E colour
Citizen 200 mono
Citizen 240 mono
Citizen 240 colour
Star LC - 200 colour
Star LC - 24 200 colour

£245
£209
£245
£268
£199
£259

Sekoshka SL-90 mono 24 pin

£185

All printers come with Lead & Dust Cover

Citizen Printers have 2 year warranty
...£15.00

tailored dust cover

£995 (Limited stock)
3.5" DS/DD Disks

21p each
39p each

60p each
100 3.5" DS/HD ..£61.00 INC. P&P

60 Cap 3.5" Stackable Box....£10.00
80 Cap 3.5" Banx Box
150 Cap 3.5" Posso Box

^3.5" 10 Cap boxes

£9.95
£15.50

£1.00each^

3.5" 40 Cap boxes
3.5" 100 Cap boxes
5.25" 50 Cap boxes

£4.10 each
£4.50 each
£5.10 each

\^5.25" 100 Cap boxes

£5.90 each

ORDER HOTLINE:
0273 506269 / 0831 279084

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABLE

Citizen Swift 9 pin colour
£179
Citizen Swift 24 pin 224 colour ....£220

,

OFFER 4 •

+ diskbox + mouse mat+ Microswitch joystick +

DISKS + STACKABU

£449
£799

STAR/CITIZEN PRINTERS
Citizen 120D 9 pin mono
£124

•

Atari 1040STE Music Master + 10 3.5" DS/DDdisks

Microswitch joystick + tailored dust cover

NEW FROM ATARI

DUST COVERS

Atari Cumana Drive....£72.00

r
v

New 100 capacity 3.5" lockable

DISKS DISKS DISKS
100
150
200
400
500

^

Atari 1MB STE Art Pack+ Family Curriculum
Software +10 3.5" DS/DD disks + disk box +

£3.00

All prices include VAT. Add £4 delivery unless stated.
Add £10 next day. Cheques will be held for clearance.
Call or send cheques /postal orders to:

BCS Ltd-,

349 Ditchlins Road, Brighton,
East Sussex BN1 6JJ
All offers subject to availability. E&OE

^l

Due to shortagesof 31" DSDD disks, prices

r-

may change without notice

I

PREMIUMBULK3.5"DS/DDDISKS

25

10.99

50

20.50

100

36.99

250

34.99

RIBBONS-POSTFREE

Full Mark Brand

^^f

Citizen 120D/124D Swift 24

500

0

2

Panasonic KXP1050/1123/1124

3.25
2.60
5.90

3.05
2.40
5.70

StarLC24-10

2.95

2.75

StarLC200

SNAP

4.49

3.5"PREMIUMDISKSWITH OURBOXES

-mMW:h,Wiimw

0703 #

A SUPERB FRODUCTWHICH1530TH
LOCKABLE AND 5TACKA3LE
ONE

9.95

TWO

1<9.95

2.95

Ribbon re-ink

12.95

Minimum order - 2 ribbons, except those
marked with an asterisk "

ACCESSORIES-POSTFREE
2.99

Mouse Holder

2.99

2 Piece Universal Printer Stand

6.99

3.5 Disk Clean Kit

2.99

Roll 1000 3.5 Disk Labels

3.99

PrinterCable (1.5metre)

3.99

Ata ri ST d u st cover

3.50

Phillips monitor cover

3.99

Star LC10, Star LC20 covers

Star LC24-10, Star LC24-200 covers 3.99

457111

26.95

2.75

9.95*

Mouse Mat

24.49
42.99
29.49

230

9.95*

Star LC24-200 Colour (Compat)

COMPUTER

6.49

100 Cap. box +50 3.5" DS/DD
120Cap. box +100 3.5" DS/DD
90 Cap. Bank box+ 50 5.5" DS/DD

3.00

StarLC24-200

3.5 SUPERIORLOCKABLEDISKBOXES
100 Capacity
.120 Capacity

9.95"

StarlCZOOColour (Compat)

ALL DISKS ARE FULLYGUARANTEED
ANDARE COMFLETE WITH LABELS

2.55

J2.95*

StarLC10/LC20
Star LC10-4 Colour

Star LC24-10 Colour (Compat)

164.99

THREE

2.75

Citizen Swift24Coloui-(Compat)

All products are subject toavailability-All prices include VAT.
Pleaseadd£3.50 p+p fordisksandboxes. E&OE.

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax:0703 457222
Unit 16,The Sidings, Hound Rd, Netley Abbey, Southampton S03 5QA

Educational &

NEw DEGA

ATTENTION

Entertaining'

Parts 1 & 2

v2.0

Tlh© Friei

ATARI ST PROGRAMMERS

idly Art Tftntoir

• Over 1600k bytes on2 disks +78picture files - each hand-produced.
• Designed notonly for Degas enthusiasts butalso forothers wishing to become more

Do you have a commercial grade program which you would
like to see published in the United States?

proficient in practising computer ait.

• Interactive program ensures full viewer participation.

• Step-by-step tuition witha host of tips and hintson various techniques.

Well, look no further! We'll take our publishing knowledge

• Unveils the secrets of creating prize-winning pictures as wellas other

compositions - allclearly described andillustrated.

• Numerous features on know-how & tricks-of-the-trade - including random/repeal

pattern-making, perspective, dithering, anti-aliasing, kerning, animation, colour-

cvcling and stencilling.

,

.

along with our distribution network and put them to work
for you!

.. , ,,

• 13 GDOS screen fonts with appropriate Assign.Sys files prepared ready, with lull
instructions, for installation into the Degas Elite program.
• User-friendly and versatile viewing-program provides slick one-Click^access o
Tutorialsand On-linehelp - backwards, forwards, upanddown ... couldn t be easier!

For further information contact:

Aubrey J. Whitten
Pacific Software Supply

"DEGASART isagreat titlorial program..." COMPUTER SHOPPER INov. '921

PRICE: £10.95, inclusive
Cheque or Postal Order to:-

PO BOX 1111 / San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 / USA

MARKOTEK, 15 Stourton Road, llkley, West Yorkshire LS29 9BG.

Tel: 805/543-1037 - Fax 805/541-1623 24hrs

NEWDATA

SYSTEMS

ATARI ST 'E' *Computers *Software *Peripherals
SPECIAL OFFERS

DiCE Trilogy

1040 ST'E' Family Curriculum pack

3 Games in one

snake eyes,
down the tubes,
cricket.

1040 ST'E' Music pack with PRO 24

NOW ONLY

£269

LOTS of Game packs. WP
DTP

CAD

MIDI

Video

9 Clarence Street
RICHMOND
r^^l
(near The ORANGE TREE)

Surrey TW9 2SA
Tel: 081 332 6840

etc.

inclusive VAT

£

4.95

TOS 1.62 or below

jim's VIDEO TITLER
stand alone program.

EARN&POUNDS with your
^SS

MICRO

&&^

Financial Security - New car - Holiday
Your Micro can give you all of this and MORE.

The make

Any micro will become a goldmine
if you follow just a few simple instructions.

and power is irrelevant

Working for others will never get you rich - but we will show
how working from home can open the door to undreamed of
riches.

You already possess the tools to guarantee your

financial security - now take the most important step of
your life and send for our FREE information pack detailing
how to set up your own

HOME MICRO BASED BUSINESS
NOTE - unlike several other advertisers we do NOT offer just a small flimsy

£19.99
TOS 1.62 or below

(demo disk £ 2.95}

printed booklet of ideas, but we DO offer a complete get you started package
including training/reference material, cut price sources, software and backup.
For FREE details, send SAE to

'PPV, 3 GreavesWay, Bishops Itchington, Warks, CV33 OPY

SCREENPLAY

GAME

REVIEW

MAGIC

WORLDS

I And
so - hurtl

in from outer

space came the Crystals of
Arborea. Mo one knows why.

SOFTWARE HOUSE: DAZE

financial affairs effi

compilation. From the peo
ple who brought you the

ciently. Then, you
can attack by send
ing over your flying
devices and blasting

superb Ishar - cheated in this

the Sharkaanians into

month's Camebusters on page 49

oblivion. Storm Master

- comes Magic Worlds, three RPGs

is a god game - but a slightly

from those lovely, if not wizened
old crone and mysterious mum
bling-obsessed, French Silmarilis
people. All three games have

tweaked one. It features superb
graphics, terrific sampled sound
and a dramatic and slightly guf
faw-inducing wind-raising cere

been reviewed in STF before and

mony - check it out.

so, if you're the dedicated sort,
you probably know instantly what

Crystals Of Arborea

PRICE: £25.99

H a n d s on wallets -

it's a

• Whipping up
the winds in
Storm Master.
This man

believes that by
regarding the
world with an

intense sense

of natural, ele
mental wonder,
he can create
awesome wind
storms from

scratch.

they're all about and how they

78% in STF 22

fared. If not, read on.

This one has much in common

Storm Master

exclusively 3D perspective and

84% in STF 33

sees you taking charge of a bunch
of dudes wandering around the
countryside. The evil Morgorth

qualities, strengths and weak
nesses. Of course, you have to
pick 'em carefully if you're going
to succeed. Gorgeous 3D graphics
with incredible detail and a handy
overhead view of the whole play
ing area - just in case you're hav
ing trouble finding your bearings.
Crystals is Ishar's slightly less pol
ished grand-daddy.

with Ishar. It features an almost

There are these two islands, see.
One's called Eolia and the other
one's called Sharkaania. True to

has

the spirit of this kind of thing,

always return, don't they? But why this one? Well, the four
magic crystals that once held him
prisoner have disappeared and
now he's getting down to some
serious rampaging and generally
wreaking havoc over Arborea.
j,
So - surprise, surprise - it's

these two islands have been at

war for quite a while. You're the

leader of Eolia and, by issuing
commands

to

the

members

of

your council, you must attack and
completely destroy the other
place. To do this, you just click on

the desired fella and, as if by
magic, his icons appear. But, it
isn't all one-sided baddie-bashing.
Occasionally the Sharkaanians do

something dastardly in return
and, because this simply won't
do, you have to retaliate.
Before that, you need to
design your war machinery and
manage your soldier-training and

returned.

These

evil

you who has to do the

right thing and ram-

ones

•

Dragon's Breath
92% in STF 10

OK, let's get 'em over with... This
isn't an insult for the halitosisafflicted. Nor is it the result of a

particularly awesome biryani.

jr

"^ v

Right, well - this one's set in

the magical kingdom of
Anrea.

Why

do

the

names of all these

ble about the land,
recovering crystals

f->y

and restoring law,
order and good of

have to begin with
begin and end with

L\. %
Three players get to
At the beginning, you
<fy
take part - a mixture of
can select a ranger, warrior or
humans and STs, or just all of
magician and determine their
^n

the

• One of the attractive range of Barratt Castles.

%| Sparsely furnished. All mod cons. PO Box 423.

12$ N° «ime-wasters. please. Or smokers.

elusive

-

and

inevitable

-

pieces of a magic talisman. You
start with one dragon and can go
to an incubation room to plant
dragon eggs. Here, you adjust the
heat and condensation levels and

generally look after the egg until
it hatches, spewing forth its firebreathing inhabitant. All this heat
and energy all costs money - and
you get that by taking over
villages and charging tax to the
proles. But, set the tax too high
and you risk a bloody uprising.
There are plenty of other ways of
making money, but we're not
going to tell you what they are.

magical kingdoms

the letter "A"? Hmmm.

family values.

the same. A game turn lasts for a
month - well, not literally - and
then the others get a go. You
need to use dragons to search for

Pieces of the talisman are

scattered around and you occa
sionally have to approach some
beastie and severely beat him
around the face and neck to get
to them. The object is to end up
with a dragon guarding each
section of the talisman. Dragon's
Breath is easy to get into, but the
spell-casting is complex and needs
a bit of experimenting. Lots of
aspects to the gameplay make it a
versatile and varied game.
VERDICT

A brilliant compilation with a bit
I

of something for every taste, pro
vided you like role playing games,
of

course.

Excellent

value

for

money, too. Even if you own one
or two of the games, get it now.
I "So I said to Harry, I said... Harry, what time
is this bloody bus, due? And he says,
sorry, do I know you?' How we laughed

ANDY LOWE

AMAZING PRICES FOR
Exile

17.95

2-Hot 2-Handle (Comp)

20.95

F-15 Strike Eagle II

23.95

3D Construction Kit

25.85

F-16 Combat Pilot

GAME

PRICE

Lemmings Levels
(standalone)

17.95

Seymour Goes to Hollywood

6.96
13.95

Shadow of the Beast n

17.95

Shadow Sorceror

19.95

Shadow Warriors

Sensible Soccer

3D Construction Kit 2

33.95

F-19 Stealth Fighter

20.95

Leonardo
Lineker Collection

4 Wheel Drive (Comp)

20,95

F-29 Retaliator
Falcon
Falcon - Counterstrike
Data Disk

17.95
11.95

Liverpool Football
Lombard RAC Rally

17.95
6.96

Lost Patrol

17.95

A.P.B

6.96

Action Masters (Comp)
Addams Family
ADI English (11-12)
ADI English (12-13)
ADI Maths (11-12)
Advanced Destroyer Sim

20.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
7.95

Advanced Fruit Machine

5.95

Advantage Tennis

7.95

7.95

Falcon - Firefight Data Disk
Fantasy World Dizzy
Fascination
Fast Food
Final Command

17.95 Final Fight
Fire and Ice
Fire Force

7.95
6.96
20.95
5.95
6.96

17.95
17.95
17.95

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge...7.95
Lotus m - The Ultimate Challenge 17.95
Lotus Turbo Challenge II
17,95
Lure of the Temptress (1Mb)
20.95

Shoe People
Shoot'em up Construction Kit

17.95
7.95

Shuttle

20.95

Silent Service II (1Mb)

20.95

Ml Tank Platoon

20.95

Silkworm

Magic Maths (4-8)
Magic Pockets
Magic Storybook
Magicland Dizzy
Magnetic Scrolls Collection

19.95
17.95
20.95
6.96
20.95

Sim City/Populous

20.95

Sim Earth

23.95

Simpsons

17.95

Smash TV
Soccer Match

17.95
6.96

Soccer Stars (comp)

17.95

Sooty & Sweep
Space Crusade
Space Gun
Spanish Tutor
Special Forces
Spellbound
Sporting Gold
Sports Best
Sports Collection
Spot
ST Dragon
Steel Empire (1Mb)

6.96
17.95
17.95
15.99
23.95
13.95
20.95
17.95
13.95
13.95
6.96
20.95

Storm Master
STOS 3D

20.95
23.95

17.95
6.96

First Letters (under 5's)
6.96
7.95
20.95 Fists of Fury (Comp) (Not STEJ15.85 Manchester United
Manchester United Europe
17.95
Flight
Simulator
2
23.95
17.95
17.95
8.95 Match of the Day
6.96 Flood
19.95
17.95 Maths Mania (8-12)
17.95 Football Crazy (Comp)
20.95
17.95 Formula 1 Grand Prix (Budget) .4.49 Maupiti Island
20.95
23.95 Max (Comp)
17.95 Formula 1 Grand Prix (MP)
17.95
15.99 Mega Sports
17.95 French Mistress
17.95
6.96 Mega Twins
17.95 Fun School 2 (6-8)
Mega-Lo-Mania/First
Samurai...20.95
Fun
School
2
(over
8)
6.96
17.95
17.95
6.96 Mercs
6.96 Fun School 2 (under 6)
23.95
17.95 Microprose Golf
6.96 Fun School 3 (5-7)
Midnight
Resistance
6.96
Fun
School
4
(5-7)
17.95
17.95
20.95
17.95 Midwinter 1
6.96 Fun School 4 (7-11)
23.95
17.95 Midwinter II
6.96 Fun School 4 (under 5's)
26.95
17.95 Mig 29M Super Fulcrum
8.95 G-Loc
7.96
6.96 Monty Python
17.95 Gauntlet II

Air Sea Supremacy (Comp)

Aquatic Games
Archer Macleans Pool
Armour Geddon
Atomino

Award Winners (Comp)
Ball Game

Barbarian II (Budget)
Barbarian II (Psygnosis)
Batman - Caped Crusader
Batman - The Movie

Battle Chess
Battle Toads
Beastbusters

17.95

Better Maths (12-16)
Better Spelling (8-adult)

19.95
19.95

Bitmap Brothers - volume 1
Bitmap Brothers - volume 2

17.95
17.95

Blue Max
Board Genius
Bonanza Brothers
Brain Blaster
Brides of Dracula
Bubble Bobble
Cabal

11.95
17.95
15.96
6.96
17.95
6.96
6.96

Cadaver - The Payoff

11.95

California Games n

17.95

Captain Planet
Captive
Carl Lewis Challenge

Gauntlet EI
German Master
Ghostbusters 2
Gobliiins
Godfather
Gods
Golden Axe

Golden Eagle

17.95
15.99
6.96
17.95
20.95
17.95
7.95

6.96

Harrier Assault
Head Over Heels
Heimdall

Pacific Islands

20.95

Hudson Hawk

15.95

Ian Botham's Cricket

Civilisation (1Mb)
CJ in Space

23.95
6.96

IK+ (Not STE)
Imperium

Continental Circus
Cool Croc Twins

7.95
17.95

Indiana Jones &

17.95
20.95
7.95
20.95

6.96
8.95

L Crusade (ACT)
6.96
17.95
19.95 IndyHeat
17.95 International Rugby Challengel7.95
14.95 International Sports Challenge20.95
Ishar - Legend of the Fortress.20.95
40.95
20.95

Devpac ST V2.25
31.95
Dizzy Collection
17.95
6.'
Dizzy Panic
Dizzy's Excellent Adventures..17.95
Double Dragon 1
7.95
Double Dragon n
7.95
Double Dragon ni
17.95
Dragon Ninja
6.96
Dragon's Lair - Singes Castle ..23.95
Dreadnoughts
25.99
Driller
Dune
Edd the Duck
Elf
Elvira - Arcade Game
Elvira n

6.96
20.95
6.96
17.95
17.95
23.95

Emlyn Hughes Int. Soccer
Epic
Espana - The Games '92
Euro Football Champ
European Championships 1992

7.95
20.95
20.95
17.95
17.95

6.96
17.95

17.95

Pit Fighter

17.95 The Three Bears (5-10)

19.95

Plan 9 from Outer Space

23.95

Thunderhawk

20.95

Platinum (Comp)
Populous n (1 meg)
Populous II (1/2 meg)
Power Pack (Comp)

17.95
20.95
20.95
17.95

Tip Off

17.95

Toki

17.95

Top Banana

17.95

Total Recall

6.96

Powermonger
20.95
Powermonger Data Disk (WW1) ..11.95

Touring Car Racer
Toyota Celica
Treasure Island Dizzy

4.49

Pro Tennis Tour 1

Turricann

Powerdrift

6.96

Pro Tennis Tour 2

6.96
17.95

Projectyle
Psycho's Soccer Selection

8.95
20.95

Push-Over
Puzznic

17.95
17.95

6.96
17.95

R.B.I. Baseball 2
RaceDrivin'

20.95
18.95

Railroad Tycoon (1Mb)

23.95

Kick Off II (1/2 Meg)

15.96
6.96
17.95

17.95

Kick Off + Extra Time

Switchblade n
Team Suzuki

Superbase Personal II
Supercars

20.95

James Pond
Jim Power

Football (1Mb)
Junior Typist (5-10)
Jupiter's Masterdrive

Suspicious Cargo

7.95
7.95
7.95
20.95
17.95
64.95
6.96
17.95

Terminator II

Jaguar XJ220 (1Mb)

John Barnes Euro.

17.95
17.95

The Manager

Quest and Glory (Comp)
20.95
Quest for Adventure {Comp)...23.95
R-Type 1
6.96
R-Type II
15.96

20.95

Strike Fleet
Striker

Tennis Cup 2

15.99
6.96

Snooker

20.95
6.96

6.96
7.95

Italian Tutor
Ivanhoe

Jimmy White's Whirlwind

13.95

STOS The Creator
Strider

17.95

Pang
Panza Kick Boxing
Parasol Stars

7.95

STOS Compiler

17.95 Striker Manager
6.96 Super Monaco G.P
6.96 Super Off Road
13.95 Super Sega (Comp)
6.96 Super Space Invaders
23.95
6.96

Cisco Heat

Deluxe Paint
Deuteros

6.96
6.96

Omar Sharifs Bridge
Operation Thunderbolt
Operation Wolf
Outrun Europa

17.95 Humans
8.95 Hunt for Red October

Olympic Challenge (Not STE) .6.96

17.95

Narc
Narco Police

North & South

Chips Challenge
Chuck Yeager 2

Cruise for a Corpse
Cyberconin
D-Generation (1Mb)
Daley Thompson's

Myth

6.96

Graham Souness Soccer Manager ...6.96
Graham Taylor's Soccer (1Mb) 17.95
Great Napoleonic Battles
20.95
Guy Spy
20.95
Harlequin
17.95

17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95 Heroquest
20.95
Cartoon Collection
17.95 Heroquest - Twin Pack
Champions (Comp)
13.95 Hitchikers Guide to the Galaxy ...7.95
17.95
Championship Manager
17.95 Hook (1Mb)
6.96
Chart Attack - vol 1 (Comp) ....20.95 Hoversprint

Chase HQI

Moonwalker

Neighbours
New Zealand Story
Nightbreed - action game
17.95 Ninja Collection

26.95
6.96
23.95

6.96

20.95
6.96

Agony
Alcatraz
Ancient Games
Another World

6.96

Shadowlands
Sherman M4

Adventurers
After Burner

17.95

17.95

Rainbow Collection
Rainbow Islands

14.99 Rampart
14.95 Realms
6.96 Renegade
6.96 Rick Dangerous 1
13.95 Rick Dangerous II

13.95
6.96

17.95

6.96
6.96
6.96

Turtles 2 - The Coin Op
U.M.S. II (1Mb)

17.95
20.95

Ultima6
Underpressure
Untouchables

20.95
6.96
6.96

Utopia
Utopia-New Worlds Data Disk
Venus The Flytrap

20.95
11.95
6.96

Video Kid

V

V

QUANTITY
10
20

PRICE
£4.99
£9.75
£11.90
£13.90
£15.85
£17.75
£19.75
£21.50
£34.00
£38.75
£45.90
£56.55
£72.85
£89.95
£107.50
£142.75
£169.95
£334.95
£658.00

25
30
35
40
45
50
80
100
120
150
200
250
300
400
500
1000
2000

WITH LABELS & WARRANTY

BOXES
(with keys & dividers)
10
40
50
80
80
100
120
140
150

Slimpack
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity Banx
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity

150 Deluxe stackable

0.94
4.95
5.60
6.30
14.95
6.80
8.75
9.95
10.95
21.95

JOYSTICKS
Python 1 (QS130F)
Maverick 1 (QS128F)
125+

9.25
13.75
9.00

The Bug

13.50

Star Probe

13.50

Competion Pro 5000 - black..13.75
Speedking A/F
11.00
Navigator A/F
13.75
Topstar (SV127)
21.50
Supercharger (SV123)
9.00
Sting Ray A/F
12.50
Megastar A/F (SV133)
22.00

Vidi-ST & Vidi-Chrome

17.95
96.35

20.95
17.95

MISCELLANEOUS

Viz
Volfied
Vroom

7.95
17.95
17.95

Philips CM8833 II monitor .197.95
Zydec disk drive
49.90

20.95

Vroom - Data Disk

12.95

6.96
6.96
17.95

Warriors of Releyne

20.95

Mouse

Wild Wheels

17.95

Winter Supersports '92

17.95

Mouse mat

Wizkid

17.95

Mouse house

2.95

Wonderland

20.95

Head cleaner

3.75

Dust cover (Atari)

3.65

Dust cover (monitor)

6.99

Dust cover (LC10)
Dust cover (LC24)

7.65
6.99

Kid Gloves n

17.95

Roadblasters

20.95
23.95

Robin Hood

17.95

6.96

Robocod

17.95

6.96
6.96

6.96
15.96
17.95

World Class Rugby

17.95

Wrestlemania

17.95

World Class Leaderboard
6.96
World Class Leaderboard + tee set .7.95

Last Ninja m

17.95

Robocop 1
Robocop II
Robocop HI

Leander

17.95

Rodland

17.95

Xybots

Legend
Lemmings (Original)

20.95
17.95

Rolling Ronny

17.95

Rotox

Z-Out
Zool

Lemmings Levels
(add-on version)

13.95

Rugby - The World Cup
17.95
Secret of Monkey Island (1Mb). 17.95

7.95

6.96
6.96
17.95

Trackball

All Prices include UKpostage and VAT and are effective until December 6th 1992
Overseas orders - Postage charged at cost. New titles will be sent as they are released and are subject to ma

Credit Card orders:(10.00am - 10.00pm, 7 days not an answer phone)
Fax Orders: 071-608-0688

New Extended Opening For Christmas - From November 7th Showroom open 10am - 8pm Weekdays 10am - 4pm Saturdays
Cheques/Postal Orders 1

DataGem Ltd, Dept STF, 23 Pitfield Street, London, Nl 6HB
E & OE

Double Sided
Double Density

Virtual Reality 1 (Comp)
Virtual Reality 2 (Comp)

Knightmare
Knights of the Sky (1Mb)
Kult
KwikSnax

3^

Showroom open Monday - Friday 10am - 6pm Exit 2, Old Street Tube
ah orders taken subject to ourstandard terms &conditions

14.75

2.95

28.75

SCREENPLAY
GAME

REVIEW

STRIKER
• Midfield scrambles like this were common at one time, but

FISA ruled that motorcycles should be banned from the pitch
during international matches.

pass and shoot, and there's a neat
after-touch facility too.

SOFTWARE HOUSE: RACE
PRICE: £25.99

• Formations and

settings are, as
Graham Taylor

What sets Striker aside from

S e n s i b l e Soccer, Kick Off 2
and, er, Sensible Soccer.
The list of decent foot

ball games on the ST is endless.
So what chance does a rank out
sider like Striker have?

The game covers an exhaus
tive number of international footy
teams, ranging from Albania to
Zambia, well almost. These teams
act as skill levels because, obvi

ously, you've got a much bet
ter chance of winning if
you play as Germany
or Italy. There are

the other games is its speed - the

can tell you,

players rush around like mad
things. It's like watching one of

another hassle

those films from the early 1900s.
Sliding tackles are the fastest
moves on the pitch, and a slow
player lagging behind a sprinter
can catch up by sliding into him.
It's a good idea, but rather unreal

difficulty settings.
Striker goes
for an oblique look

ball

moves

well,

the players tend to
• The dotted line

at the action. It's a

indicates the

The sprites are bigger than
those that are in Sensible Soccer,
and they're well animated too. A

coloured disc indicates the player
you're currently controlling - all
you need to do is guide this chap
over the ball and run like hell with

it. For the most part, the ball stays
with the player unless he does a
spectacularly violent manoeuvre.
Simply hit the <Fire> button to

football.

player also has an injury meter - if

also three different

distance.

rugby, sorry,

a player is repeatedly tackled hard
he eventually limps off and has to
be replaced. Over the course of a
rough game, the injury readings
on most of your forwards tend to
creep dangerously close to the

game is as you hope
and expect. The

both visually appealing
and works well. It gives
you an advantage when you're
playing up the pitch, because you
can view slightly further into the

tant game of

istic because the slider moves at

aside, the rest of the

above view which is

In that tense time

before an impor

about five times the speed of any
one else on the pitch.
This weird little feature

sort of behind-and-

which you don't
want to address

direction you take the
free-kick. Using this
function it's possible to
slam the ball into the back of

the net, using a banana-shot

red line.

Yet another strange feature
is the scoreboard thing at the bot
tom of the screen. This displays
various messages, pictures and lit
tle animations as the game pro
gresses, to give you an indication

of how well you're playing. For
example, if you pass back, or

redolent of the 1930s.

dither around too much in

the mid-field, the word
get into the right positions and
even the goalie has his head
screwed on the right way when it
comes to attempting to anticipate
the shots.

Of course, there are fouls,

sendings off and bookings, but
strangely enough your ST seems
to do most of the nasty stuff - it
manages to clock up more yellow
cards in one game than Vinny
Jones does

in

a

season.

Each

"Boring" flashes up,
and if you make a
hash of a scoring <y\
attempt, a clown
bounces up and waves
his arms around annoyingly.
There

are

jt
A

n
^L

extensive

options for customising the
game, from setting pitch type and
weather conditions to turning on
the replay function which shows

ANATOMY OF A KILL, ERM, GOAL
.j
10

-V V.O ;f:,IT

I

I The Italian midfielders
rush forwards while the

strikers get into position...

I ...The rather crap defend-

1ers are nowhere to be
seen. This is a doddle...

...The midfielder, let'

1him Gazza, kicks in ;
beautifully timed cross.-.

you the last goal scored over and
over again until you switch it off.
VERDICT

Striker is an excellent game, with
more of an arcade feel than its

rivals. It's smooth, realistic and

very playable. The only real flaw is
in the game's speed - it's wonder
ful if you like a fast, frenzied
game, but those sliding tackles
are just ridiculous. The options
and selection menus give you
many facets to change and fiddle
with and the only thing that's
missing is the names of the

-^j
players on each team as in
'
^\
Sensible Soccer. In game12
Sj.

play, the

V
\y

0}

^
^ >

game
edge,

Sensible's

has
the
but Striker

isn't far behind. It

has a different feel to

it, so the two could hap
pily co-exist. If you're a soft
ware soccer fan, get this too.

JAMES LEACH

=^

UUeServe
Atari Workstation

/Expansion System
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc.

Strong metal construction made from
14SWG steel epoxy coated ST colour.

Special price

£27.50

New Citizens

of Hampshire Established 7 years

Special Offer

Hard Disks

Floppy Drives

1 /2M Simm

Protar Progate

Exclusive Scoop

£12.90
0.5M Simm ram upgrade
2M Simm ram upgrade
4M Simm ram upgrade

12.90
49.00
94.00

0.5M Xtra ram Deluxe
2M Xtra ram Deluxe
4M Xtra ram Deluxe

Swift 240

Series II Hard Disks

44.00
79.00
119.00

Advanced 24pin printer, lots of new
features. Please phone for a data sheet
^optional colour. Price with cable & paper

£245
£265

24pin Colour*
Extra type faces & features. Please phone
for a data sheet "optional colour.
Price with cable & paper

£195
£225

HP

Deskjet Colour

Printer Packs

Free of charge

c . ~n

Deskjet 500
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser
quality at dot matrix price.
3 year warranty. With cable & paper

Citizen Swift Colour

5.00

Deskjet Colour

5.00

Printer Dust Covers
most types in stock

Canon BJ-10ex
360dpi Inkjet printer
with cable & paper

£199

Mono £169

Colour £179

Panasonic
KXP1123

Star SJ-48

£379

While stocks last

Zydec 1M
1 M external drive for ST's

£52.90

TenStar Games pack
Only with an ST

Internal 1M Drive

£19

£47.00

Atari SM146

Atari STE's
with START PACK software

Atari SC1435
14" Colour Monitor
with cable

from £219
520STE 512k ram
520STE 1M ram
520STE 2M ram
520STE4M ram

£199

Special Offer

360dpi Inkjet printer
with cable & paper

£199

Panasonic/Epson
134
215
189
229
135
265

Prices include VAT cable & paper

Happy Mouse

New

£159

START PACK Software:
IstWord, NEOchrome, Ani ST,
+ 4 GAMES: Missle Command,

+game

£1/9 n0 cable

Crystal Castles, Battlezone
& Super Breakout.

Colour Mon

_,. _ _

Add £ 1 0

Commodore
1084SD

1 ST Basic, NEOchrome, ST Tour,
+ 4 GAMES: Sim City, 9 Lives, Final
Fight, Robot Monsters

clone. 1 year warranty with cable

£159 While stocks last

LC20Mono 9pin
LC200 Colour 9pin
LC2420 Mono 24pin
LC24100 Mono 24pin ....
LC24200 Colour 24pin ..

119
177
185
175
249

True Mouse
for Atari ST &Amiga

Naksha Mouse
en

*- Z I . O U

Squik Mouse
for Atari ST &Amiga £13.90

SONY branded

9.90
9.95
4.00
69.00
28.70

9.90
49.00

4.00

£15.90

Naksha Scanner
200 to 400dpi. 105mm width
with new touch up software

£109

(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)
10x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
250x3.5" DS/DD 1 35tpi
1kx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

7.50
32.30
59.93
141.00
540.50

DISKETTES

Power pack software
20 ST games
£29

SONY /DYSAN bulk
(lifetime warranty)

Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70
4 Player adaptor lead
5.88

Prices include VAT cable & paper

for Atari ST &Amiga £14.90

SONY
DISKETTES

Special Offers
FirST Basic - HiSoft
Atari Basic Source book & Tut.
TimeWorks Pub. 2
NeoDesk3

to above for

DISCOVERY XTRA Software:

Accessories

Star

Above ST's are supplied with

£1 89 with cable

Borodino game
All items subject to availability

Star LC 100

£219
£229
£269
£315

UK. 240V

Hyper Paint

9pin colour with cable & paper

fO-1

1040STE 4M ram

Protext V4.3

£169

with house &mat

£279
£319

Organiser - Trangle

Probably the best 24pin mono
printer available. With cable & paper

forAtari ST &Amiga

1040STE 1M ram
1040STE2Mram

Refurbished monitor. CM8833 mk2

Citizen Swift 9

KXP1170 9pin
KXP11 24i 24pin
KXP2180 9pin Colour ....
KXP2123 24pin Colour...
Epson LX400 9pin
Epson LQ570 24pin

STF rating 90%

£69

Philips CM8833 mk2

Printer Drivers

from £4.70 inc VAT

t I Ua

All Citizen printers have
2 year warranty

&paper

84 tracks.

£145

please phone for others

Citizen 120D +

with cable

1M external floppy. High quality build.
The most reliable drive you can buy.

Atari STE's „

£419

£325

All printers are supplied with a printer
pack consisting of printer paper and a
connection cable. If required a printer
stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer)

& paper

Cumana CAS354

£315
£345
£475

Hi Res. 14" Mono monitor & cable

Enhanced 24pin printer. SWIFT 24E plus:

with cable

New Price

300dpi colour inkjet printer.
Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost.
3 year warranty. Price with cable & paper

Swift 200

200 Mono
200C Colour

£215

FAMILY CURRICULM PACK *

24pin Colour*

240 Mono
240C Colour

20DC 20M Hard Disk
40DC 40Mb Hard Disk
50DC 50Mb Hard Disk
105DC 105M Hard Disk

Atari ST Printer cable
Atari ST to ST serial lead
Atari ST Dust Cover

6.99
10.95
4.70

Mouse Mat {thick soft type) ..

4.95

Mouse House

2.95

(100% certified error free)
10x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
5.95
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
21.86
100x3.5" DS/DD 1 35tpi
39.60
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
94.88
1kx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
353.68
40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock .... 5.49
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock .. 7.50

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53

Phone for our 60 page catalogue
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification.
Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11.
Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday
Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 +VAT)

UleServe
Larger items delivered
by Securicor

o
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ST/Format Dept.
40-42 West Street
Portchester Hants

P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354
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Best for service UlBSBrVB

Best for service

Over the years, the
ST FORMAT team has
reviewed thousands

H

of games. We've all
got our favourites,
but we've put our dif
ferences aside to

bring you our utterly
biased list of the 50

best ST games ever.
It's our humble, some

might say affection
ate, nod to 1992 and

to those games we've
known, loved, cher
ished, coveted,

erased, jettisoned,
beaten and cast
aside. Check it out

next month, you
won't believe what

we've picked for
number one!

FORMAT

"Iff you take the life of games
seriously, if you take your nervou
system seriously, if you take your
sense organs seriously, if you take
the energy process seriously and if
you take your ST seriously, you ntust
turn on, t u n e in and blast off."

With apologie%to Timothy Leary

if
THURSDAY

lO DECEMBER 1992

""'•

SCREENPLAY
BUDGET

GAMES

Why pay £30
for a game
when you can
get one that's
as good for a

REDUCED
SWITCHBLADE 2

U Switch

FROM: CBH COLD

blades are

illegal now,

PRICE: £9.99

fraction of

the price? Jon
Pillar hasn't

either, and

that's why he
couldn't tear

himself away
from his ST

last night. He
even missed

On his pass

obvious that no matter how thor

port, Hiro

oughly they defeat their arch
enemy, no matter how many
anti-matter grenades are lodged
in the villain's

got a clue

of course.

Why do heroes bother, eh? It's

belt before

lists his

:upation iM

occu

"Fnlriinn
"Folding

he's

blown out of the airlock, he's

cer, no,

bound to return in the sequel.
Switchblade 2 is no excep
tion. Havoc, big cheese of the first
round,

has

returned

from

really." It
doesn't help.

the

seemingly-dead to wreak - er,
himself on the Cyberworld with
his new gang of far nastier
henchrobots. It's up to the only
living descendent of the original
hero, Hiro, to save the day. Again.
In an extension of the first game,
he has to explore the various lev

power-ups and lots of shooting.
They've retained the clever gim
mick of the first game - that new

surprising. The whole thing's ter
ribly playable and packed with
chunky addictive goodness. Slick

rooms

and smart.

in

darkness

black area of the screen is as inno

The difficulty level has been
expertly pitched - you might find
yourself progressing quite a way,
then stumbling over several nasty
booby traps mid-scoff. The vari
ous elements - rogue robots, hid
den passages, wall-mounted

els of a vast subterranean base,

fighting his way from room to
room, battering down walls to

taking on the very best of the
very worst.

lasers

and

bonus

icons

-

\^ have been shuffled and

Verdict

Well, it's a console game:
lots of platforms, lots of

hidden

cent as it seems.

and couldn't
care less

are

until you move into them, so
you're never quite sure if that big

move from section to section and

Madonna -

°9^t

comb offi

8*

&' mixed to such an extent that
the game's nearly always

• Tragedy struck early on in the
quest, as Susan deftly avoided a
scampish robot but accidentally
poked herself in the eye with a
pencil with a rubber on the end.

'•y

SUPERCARS 2

with the estimable SS, it's a case

devices that fitted on the dash

violent destruction -

FROM: CBH COLD

machine gun to deal out some

of first past the flag takes home
the pot (and uses it to buy even
larger and
more unfriendly
weapons). In that junk mail com
petition phrase, up to two players
can take part, in which case the
screen politely splits vertically and

swift tarmac justice.

draws an attractive line down the

board of your car and made excit
ingly dangerous noises when you
pointed them at other motorists
and pressed the trigger. Supercars
2 is built along the same lines.
It's incredibly satisfying to
throw your car around a sharp
bend, swerve around the pack

Supercars 2 fulfils that dream
in spades, with the contestants

middle to make things clearer.

leader and rake him with missile

armed with everything from hom
ing missiles to smart mines. Com
bat - er, sorry, racing takes place
on large scrolling tracks, and as

Verdict

winning or the losing that mat
ters, but the taking apart.
However, if you do decide to
play properly, the game still deliv
ers a hefty dollop of fun. Those
rascally ST drivers play for keeps,
hedging you into the crash barri
ers and cutting you off on the
bends, while the increasingly
complicated tracks add to the
manic action. Long term you're
likely to tire of it, but for a quick
buzz on a quiet afternoon, Super-

PRICE: £9.99

Every SuperSprint player, at some
time or other during the game,
has eyed the car in front and
wished

for

I It's all terri

bly violent.

a

bonnet-mounted

A while ago, some American
company made the bizarre
move of importing little <s'

fire, causing a large explosion and
probably a devastating - but
to
pyromanical
.A exciting
onlookers - pile-up. Every-

*"c$ thing's geared towards this

8! *•

Here we see

Player One

'

-H
\

it's not the

cars 2 is hard to beat.
• The
dreaded
Devil's

Roundabout -

taking on the

if you look

entire enemy

closely at

pack single-

the island in

handed,

the centre,

while Player

you can see

Two cowers

a geometri

under a

cal represen

bridge and

tation of Old

Nick, comi

has an anxi

ety attack.

cally shaking
his fist at the

passing
drivers.

J****;
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TO CLEAR
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

BOXING MANAGER

flitting between a selection of
menu
screens,
setting
up

FROM: CBH

matches, making sure your boys

PRICE: £7.99

are in the peak of condition as
well as juggling the finances. The

Whatever your personal feelings
about boxing; whether you feel
it's a barbaric and exploitative
sport that has the same effect as a
particularly nasty gang fight, or
whether you're just plain stupid,
be assured that World Champi

Verdict

What a stunning idea. Take a
footy management game, throw
out the footy and insert a couple
of prizefighters instead. The most
amazing thing is that it works.

the somewhat disrep
manager of a group
casualty ward?) of box
spend most of your time

when he's on

HnNr

||_SPEED UP
•

STRUMA
AVERAGE

EXCELLENT

DEFENCE

have lost

money. It's
the nearest

SMIMGS

LUCKS

ft

PUNCH

ULD

BE

LDnONT

M
v

JAHANGIR KHAN WORLD

CHAMPIONSHIP SQUASH
FROM: CBH
PRICE: £7.99

When it comes down to it, squash
consists of shutting yourself inside
a large plastic box with another
person and a high-velocity rubber
ball which spends most of its time
out of your line of sight - a bit like
the old school game Dodgeball,
except for money and without the
silly nicknames.
In this comprehensive game,
you get the opportunity to take
• And, as we
can see

clearly from
this satellite

shot,

McCready
has made
contact with

Thin Jim and

passed over
the uncut dia

monds in
return for a

plane ticket
to Port-

meirion. The

squash game
is a ruse.

on the world's best players, the
world's worst players or your best
friend, who, of course, may
belong to one of these groups. Or
not. There are several options to
deal with if you fancy taking the
sport sim route rather than the

quick race-around-the-quadrangle
approach - ball speed, tourna
ments, a choice of rules and so

on. But no matter how long you
spend tripping through the
colourful menus, you've got to
^
step into the plastic box
and brave the flying bungy.

into

your

woolly

onto the canvas in the fifth round.

&' find yourself cheering along

the head or two, or something

has,

on

the

all the

usual

click-on-the-

pretty-picture menus, but the

NAME :
NORMAN

quietly

jumper when they crash defeated

whole things hangs tor gether very well. You might

with

satire in this

matey.

HBORT
| PBJJSE

Depends on what your tempera
ment is really.
Possibly the only real com
plaint, apart from the speed of
the thing (it's somewhere bet
ween sluggish and salted slug
gish) is the mindbogglingly
offensive animation of your
buxom secretary as she retrieves
the boxers' files. Apart from that,
it's only worth a smack around

political
caption,

not.)

boxers manage to win - or even

desperate life-or-death decisions

DOUNFHLL

^

a knockout,
believe it or

sob

Gameplay

POWER

back to win

taking a camp of up to five, really
gets you involved with the pixellated pugilists and adds to the
suspense during the punch-ups

whole, been professionally tweak
ed to a high standard - you make
all the usual training/financial/-

thing you can
get to

r

actually came

Concentrating on one boxer, or

themselves.

BIT

DURABILITY
TAKES « GOOD

P

the ropes. (He

this match by

?••

tH

SLOW DOUN |

COME: ] NUT I ON 1

ft

\
#

Lamont. And

all of them

THROWS

/

named
Norman

OUT

•f ^

I All my
boxers are

fights hardest

".'.r?\ '-/ •:' ."""^t

ness for that, eh?

onship Boxing Manager features a

Good old

Norman! He

actual fighting occurs surrepti
tiously in the wings, reported
blow-by-blow by a couple of ring
side commentators. Thank good

marked lack of on-screen violence.

As
utable
(clutch?
ers, you

•

X

enthusiastically when your

Verdict

Well, the menus are brilliant. And

the game? Well, that's a bit dubi
ous. Until you get your bearings it
seems to consist entirely of win

ning points on services, leaving
you plenty of time to appreciate
the nifty animation and smashing
touches such as the little players
legging it across the court to
retrieve a dead ball. The problem
isn't with the controls - it's just
that the action's so fast you
really have to be on your
toes.

It's almost as

if the

like that.

game was designed with the precognitive element of society in
mind - if you want to cross the
court in time, you have to be in
motion before the ball hits the

wall

and rebounds. Still, once

you've got into the swing of
things it's jolly good fun batting
around the place and accidentally
jumping in front of your oppo
nent at difficult

moments.

You

might not enjoy ST squash as
much as ST tennis, but, as a whole

new ball game,
enough number.

it's

a decent

• Jahangir
Khan's Philo

sophical
Squash - the
world cham

pion seeks to
prove that the
red line does

not exist,

thereby rob
bing his oppo
nent of the

match point.
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We all know the Lynx has great
colours, though you might not
believe it looking at this page.
Andy Hutchinson gets ducky
about blue screenshots and

says they're not really like that

LYNX
L a s t month we brought you
news of eight Lynx games.

any notable titles we've missed,
drop us a line at STFORMAT, 30

This month we check out

Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BS1

some older titles and a couple of

2BW and let us know. We'd also

stunning brand new ones. If
you've got a Lynx and can think of

like to know if you think we
should continue to cover the Lynx.

in an arcade, let alone on a Lynx.
The designers have invested a

the squadron of jets that are
frighteningly bearing down on
your six.
It's the speed of this game
which is its most stunning feature.
The wonderful texture-mapped
planet zips along below and jets
bear down on you without slow
ing down. When you zoom up
into the air and hide among the
clouds or fly through a forest,
there's a brilliant feeling of free
dom. If things get a bit too hectic
for you to cope with, you can per

BLUE LIGHTNING
It's every boy and - sexually nonstereotyped - girl's dream to fly a
top secret jet airplane. The Blue
Lightning jet is a phallic love mon

Blackpool and
Michael Rodd's
greatest hour with the Twicky

ster with the kind of manoeuvra

Blue Lightning is seriously bril
liant. Right from the start, you're
likely to realise this is a game you
could spend hundreds
of pounds on if it was

bility and fire-power that only a
seriously
frustrated
games
designer - who really rather en
joyed the Bay City Rollers' gigs in

robot on Tommorow's World -

can

invent.

brilliant amount of detail in the

game and it shows in every lov
ingly carved pixel.
The idea is to battle your
way through nine missions. These
missions range from blowing up
convoys to performing daring
night-time runs into enemy terri
tory. For each mission you have
the same weapons: an endless
supply of bullets not to mention
40 sidewinder missiles. Your on

board computer picks out targets
and by tapping the Option-1 but
ton you let loose a sidewinder

and it just happens to go swiftly

• Sometime in the future we shall be capable of fly

fighters thanks to psychic computers. The viability of this
was established in 1956 by the Morris Minor owners' club.

.4
/^

up the exhaust port of some
unsuspecting tank commander's
pride and joy.
The gameplay is extremely
frantic and massively satisfying.
You throw Blue Lightning around
the sky with gay abandon,
unleashing salvo after salvo of
missiles. That is until you run out
of them, of course, at which point
you wish you'd saved a couple for

form a wicked barrel roll which
throws off the most efficient heat-

seeking missile.
Blue Lightning has a pass
word facility so you can join the
action at any point. The game's
shelf-life is unlimited - even when

you've completed all the missions,

you're still going to want to plug
this in and play it for a quick blast.
There's no finer advertisement for

the Lynx than Blue Lightning. It's
one seriously excellent testos
terone blastorama. Load, lock and
unleash.

-v ROBO-SQUASH
Here's a puzzling game. It's a 3D
version of squash with a differ
ence - it's not played against a
wall, but against either your Lynx
or another player at the other end
of a ComLynx lead. You move a

bat around the zone trying to
knock bricks out of a wall that lies

midway between you and your
opponent.

Of course, no game can be
complete without a bevy of

power-ups and Robo-Squash has a
rather tasty batch of them. For
example, if you hit the right brick
you're able to enlarge your bat or

walls. It's also possible to direct
the ball in much the same way as
you do in Arkanoid - you can

slow down the ball. This adds to

you can move the bat as the ball

the excitement a

hits it. Because there's no longterm goal to complete in fioboSquash, its appeal should be fairly
enduring. It's one of those games
you can dig out whenever you
fancy a quick blast, although it's
infinitely better in its two-player
incarnation. Robo-Squash is like a

bit and makes

life considerably easier. There are
some amusing touches within the
game, too - when you miss the
ball, it splats paintball-style on to
the screen obscuring the screen a
bit, making the next return even
harder. The gameplay is surpris
ingly fluid. It's quite easy to judge
where the ball is going from the
shadow it casts

on

the

either let the ball clip your bat or

Mars bar - a bit dull after a few

years, but still satisfying when you
all you want is a quick bite.

Squash, anyone?
The name of the popular racket and ball court game invented in

J
• What was the name of the flying robot dog in the Battle
of the Planets, where did they live and what was their
catchphrase when transforming? Answers by Fri 11 Dec.

1817 at Harrow school actually gets itsname from a species ofthe
cucumber family with large funnel-shaped flowers and not (as is
widely believed), from the name of the headmaster, one Bernard St
Smythington Squashberry. History books should be amended today.

SCREENPLAY
LYNX

GAMES

ROUNDUP
SCRAPYARD DOG
Walk sideways and lob cans at
dogs and birds. If those were all
the instructions available for this

game, you'd still be able to com

plete it. Still, simplistic gameplay
sometimes works, so why knock
it? The game's set in - amazingly
enough - a scrapyard, so you can
clamber over, under and round

knackered

cars,

mucky

tyres,

vague rusty orange huts, dustbins
and dogs in raincoats. No, wait,

the dogs in raincoats are your

enemy - you can dispatch them

route.
Graphically
the
game's OK. The scrolling is
smooth, the sprites are
vaguely pleasant while the
backdrops are imaginative
and bright - the sound
doesn't exactly push the
Lynx to its limits, however.
A game to get your
teeth into, but only if
/i you're the type who

with cans.

Scrapyard Dog is peculiarly
addictive. It's a jump and judge
game where all that matters is
your ability to leap by the toes
between platforms while rattling
off a few er, cans. You progress by
memorising what happens at
which point and being pre
pared. In other words, you
^
die a lot. It can't be helped <£>
- you just have to learn the

ft

^ really gets excited by plat
form action.

• Handy hint: don't let your dog

drag his bum across the sitting
room floor. It smells.

RAMPAGE
Gloriously brilliant idea for a
game, this - you have to take con
trol of a mutant psycho monster
which has grown to alarming pro
portions and kicks the hell out of
buildings. At the same time you
must keep its energy levels high
by encouraging it to munch on
delicate tasty-looking humans.
Play against your mates and kick
the fur out of them to make it

even more interesting. It's simple,
childish and enjoyable.

The level of difficulty at each
stage is determined by the num-

ber of buildings on the level. To

eat them by mistake. It's

complete a level you have to do a
Fred Dibner on each skyscraper climb up it, then bash it to bits by
punching it. Once a building's
been drilled with plenty of holes,

also extremely easy to fall
off the buildings - a trick
that

the ground.
The game is actually quite
difficult. Soldiers take potshots at
you from windows, and heli
copters drop bombs on you.
* 1
There are also various nox
substances which

kill

you should you happen to

mutant

mon

unscathed.

it shatters and then crumbles to

ious

even

sters can't get away with

•m

Rampage isn't that
much cop, though you're
likely to find it's alright but nothing more - for a

while. The two-player
.
version is slightly more amus~ 'a ing, but it's not worth £30.

,^ Spend your money on Blue
y

Lightning instead.

• Quite possibly the best track to
come out during the '70s was The
Monster Mash. It had a fab video

that was filmed in a cemetery.
Kung Fu Fighting was good, too.

HARD DRIVIN1
Or, extremely hard drivin'. All the
Hard Drivin' games, on whatever
format, have been a load of rub

bish. What it is exactly that makes
the game so incredibly unplayable
is a bit of a mystery, but it must
have something to do with the
chronically sluggish controls.
This is a kind of racing
game. You can drive around
either

a

stunt track

or

a

race

course. The general idea of the
game is to (a) finish first, (b) sur
vive with your car intact within

on the grass watching the
competition speed away
over the horizon that you

the time limits and (c) stop your

realise how Mark Thatcher

self from repeatedly bashing your
head against the table because

must have felt. The graph
ics are pretty, the idea's
the whole thing is so annoying.
good, but it's all com
//»
That awful sluggish con
pletely screwed up by
trol completely ruins this
•*
the control system.
v
cartridge. You spend so ^
q. Hard Drivin' is not a good
much time spinning around
& game. Avoid like the plague.

• I failed my driving test three
times. The same man failed me

each time. And he failed my dad.

BILL AND TED'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURE
Or rather more accurately, Bill and
Ted's rather tedious waddle around

some particularly uninspiring land
scapes in-search-of-nothing-in-para

let

true.)

The actual cartridge is based

ticular adventure.

What

this is akin to Newport Pagnell.
(And Blue Lightning is like Monte
Carlo, incidentally. Strange but

down

this

is.

more on the cartoon of the film

Given a licence with a reputation
like this, a brilliant game could
have been produced - complete
with radical samples - but no,
what you get is a dreadfully
dreary affair. If Blue Lightning's

than the film itself. You've got to
toddle around time zones picking
up useful objects and avoiding
nasties which definitely have
something against you and
'
aren't afraid to show it. And <t>

anything like Monte Carlo, then

that's it. Bill and Ted is com-

\

pletely devoid of any longterm interest. It is dull,

insipid and lacklustre. The
graphics are bland, the
sound is grey and the
gameplay is utterly, com
pletely and totally lacking.
If you only destroy
one game in your life by
stabbing it repeatedly
4\
•U

• Bogus, duff, bland, tedious and

with the serious end of a

utterly crap. Comments by my

sharp

teacher on my first English essay

cutlass, make it this

one. 'Nuff said? s t f

apply equally well to this, er, game.
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IRST COMPUTER CENTRE (leeds) Tel: 0532 319444
OMPUTERS

o

NEW!!. HE ATARI FALCON
or fast processing,

All our printers are UK spec

THE FIRST
COMPUTER CENTRE

This pack now corr
Lives, First Word won

animation package and ST

£229.99//
PEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

EN MON • SAT
9.30AM-5.30PM
WAY OPENING
I I.00AM-3.00PM
JRSDAY NIGHT LATE...9.30AM-7.30PM
THOR/SED DEALERS FOR STAR,
TIZEN, COMMODORE, ACORN,

♦

We can also upgrade the
Atari STE Discovery pack:
£244.99
Meg version
£279.99
1 Meg version
"leg version
£319.99

OMBO, ATARI, SUPRA & PRIMA

THE 1040 FAMILY

•REE DELIVERY!

All our monitors are UK spec.
All monitors come complete

Canon CITIZEN
ra ssx£ hhc

with a free Atari lead.

iOWTO ORDER
ier by telephone quoting your credit
d number. If paying by cheque please
ke payable to FIRST COMPUTER
•4TRE. In any correspondence please
ite a contact phone number and post
!e. Allow 5 working days for cheque

URRICU

°

iuaranteed Next Day Delivery
nly £4.90
)pen seven days a week for
Dur convenience

>verseas orders welcome

Uk»;~.!.l
B Clac 6
i. LINES
I imcc
jchnical &Sales
4 HOUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE!!

Star LC20

.NEW!!;

CUSTOMER CARE:

0532 637988
FAX: 0532 319191

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL
:ORRESPONDENCE TO:

DEPT. STF, UNIT 3

RMLEY PARK COURT

OFF CECIL STREET
TANNINGLEY ROAD

LEEDS, LSI2 2AE

'rices are subject to change
without notice. E&OE.

=n

likelyto be a "GREY" import. These monitors do not
complywith Britishsafetystandards and are not covered
byan official warranty

£ 134.99

Star LC 100 Colour

£ 179.99

8 resident fonts, ISOcps draft/45cps NLQ, Quiet mode

StarLC200 colour....£l95.99

stereo colour monitor
oojour stereo monitor. 600*285 line resolution,

green screen facility,one years on site maintenance.

9 pin colour, 8 fonts, 225 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, A4
landscape printing.

NewStar LC24-100

£ 191.99

only

£ 199.99

24 pin quality, 210 cps draft, 60 cps LQ, I6K buffer
expandible to 48K, 10 fonts and LCD front display.

Star LC24-200 mono

The Atari 1435

£219.99

24 pin, 222 cps draft, 67 cps LQ, 10 fonts, A4
landscape.7k buffer expandable to 39K

Same tube and resolution as the CM8833 Mk II

Star LC24-200 colour

match your Atari. Includes a built in tilt and

£269.99

>ut restyled, rebadged and colour coded to
!.stand.

Professional quality with On-site maintenance, very quiet.

^COMPUTERS &CONSOLES
COMMODORE
•modore A500 cartoon classics

,„ for.,"! priiftc f> npsintf ,,,£294.99
Commodore A600
£269.99
'"""imodore A600 Wild Weird &

ked pack fnr. frrsnrf Prbr,
y; [?r/cfiovrir fc HPfifnfi,£299.99
imodore A600HD Epic pack

Star SJ48 Bubble jet

£209.99

Laser quality, ultra quiet, Epson compatible & portable

Star Laserjet 4 MK3

4 page laser, I years on site maintenance

Star LC20 Autosheetfeeder
Star LC200 Autosheetfeeder
Star LC24-20 Autosheetfeeder

£59.99
£62.99
£64.99

Citizen Swift 9 Colour

L RANGE OF ARCHIMEDES...£POA

PRIMA IBM COMPATIBLES

PC386-25 Mhz only £687.38

PC386-40
Mhz only
£766.09
,f) Kr DX
Kfj 40
f> VGfK
m/nHtir

NEW Swift 240 Colour

£52.99

N EW Swift 200 Colour

£204.99

Semi auto sheet feeder

£29.99

Automatic Sheet feeder

£79.99

CanonBJ20

£309.99

Built in auto sheet feeder and extra facilities than BJ10

Canon BJ330

ADD JUST £15.00 TO INCLUDE

set with full remote control

now only £ 169.99
SPECIAL OFFERS ON
ACCESSORIES WHEN BOUGHT
WITH A MONITOR.'.'

suiitufin niuti

* are just 3 examples of our full range of IBM
ibles. Please ring for more details on this range

Sfrffti iftii \i<\fr?:i\\-iO'i or C\ymptr. Gr,\d

contro

Laser quality output. Larger buffer than the
StarSJ48Canon/Starbubblejet cartridges
£17.99

Canon BJ300

" 'yr'ipic CtrAri cartririffi T-- A\r=sz V'tdti
. ER SYSTEM PLUS.. only £87.99
strife 2 ftgrfid, Afer TWrff> r-ffjljf: jrr;n
A MEGADRIVE 16 bit...only £ 124.99

i AR R

£279.99

24 pin, 240cps draft, 10fonts, quiet mode, 240cps.

486-33 DX 33 Mhz only £1092.74

CONSOLES
SEGA MASTER SYSTEM
only £77.99

9.99

£ 183.99

Same out put as the 240 but with less facilities

£POA

figh resolution mono monitor.640 * 400 resolution,
image and razor sharp quality. The obvious
isive applications

StarLC24-200Autosheetfeeder....£64.99

StarSJ48 Autosheetfeeder

Excellent value 9 pin colour. Highly recommended

£529.99
£559.99

NEW Atari SM I

£739.99

£379.99

Desktop bubble jet with laser quality

532 319444

it hasa full UK specification. You might bebuying what
youthinkisa similar monitorat a lowerpricebut it is

Star XB24-200 colour....£379.99

NON ATARI

ore A600 60 Mb
.modore A600 80 Mb
ACORN
rn Archimedes 3010

WARNING: Beforeyou purchasea monitor make sure

180 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, quiet mode and multi
fonts, push button operation.

Colour version with 30K buffer expandable to 62K

trance

Jl prices include VAT and
tandard Deliveryill hardware/computers are
enuine UK spec,
ree Fast Standard 4 to 7 day
lelivery
iuaranteed 2 to 3 day Delivery

All Star&Citizen dot matrixprinterscome
complete with printer drivers &paper.'.'

Star LC24-20

With I Meg as standard this pack must be one of the
best educational packages. Inc. ST Word, ST Base,
Hyper-paint 2, Music Maker 2, First Basic, Micro Maths,
French Mistress language tutor, Reading tutor
general knowledge tutor, Mouse & manuals

MONITORS

All ourprinters inc ribbons and free stdprinter cable. All Citizen printers
comewitha2year guarantee. Allprintershaveafull UK specification.

more details

from _
1 DISCOVERY PACK

nly £2.50

PRINTERS

£519.99

Wide carriage version ofthe BJ300

BJ IOex Autosheetfeeder

£52.99

Hewlett Packard Printers

HP500 mono

SUPRA MODEMS

The New super fast
Supra-Fax Mode.
V.32 bis (14400 baud
vs you to send and receive fax messages. This new

now £334.99

modem from Supra has full 14400 baud capability,

HP 500 Colour..now £459.99

includes V;32bis, V.32, V.22bis, V22, V2 I, MNP4V.42, V42bis, Class I & 2 commands, 9600/14400
Group 3 Fax. Includes free comms software and mo

HP500 mono cartridges
Double life 500 cartridges

£14.99
£24.99

dem cable

All HPprinterscome witha 3 year warranty

STREETS OF RAGE WITH MEGADRIVE!!

"~A GAMEGEAR PLUS inc. Sonic The

hog & Mains Adaptor..only 124.99

| The First 10 Games Pack!!
WV.-h rhaw HO. A.rimnaid, Super Hang On.
~.':nnv/; Operation Wolf
uper Cars. T-W:t~ Switch
Blade, srfrf f'.rrjc lUtfr. tfzmmw

only £29.99

JOYSTICKS
iser Black
iser Multi Colour

Stick Triple Fire
ck Shot Python I
,
ck Shot Flight Grip I...

With the FIRSTEXTRAS Pack you can
make sure you have every thing you
need when buying an Atari. All the
essentials required for the first time
buyer and at a bargain price.'.'

Comprises:
•Top quality microswitched
Powerplay Cruiser joystick

I 9.99 with any

ck Shot Aviator 5
ck Shot Maverick I

FIRST EXTRAS PACK

,
£28.99

Supra Fax Plu
With the ability to send faxes! and even faster than the
standard 2400 from Supra with auto dial and auto receive.
?600bps Hayes compatible. V22, V42Bis, MNP 5 and auto
adjusting facility to maximise transmission speeds. Spec
•Includes free modem cable and comms software/.'

on line with this incredible value fast modem with

• Mouse Mat

auto dial and auto receive. 2400 baud Hayes compat

• Dust Cover

ible, V22 BIS. Includes

modem cable and comms

• 10 high quality Blank Disks
• Plus 3 extra games.'.'

only £29.99

All Supra Modems come with a
5 year warranty//

THE COMPLETE

COLOUR SOLUTION

SCANNERS

ACCESSORIES
The Zy-Fi Stereo System

BY ROMBO
As official dealers for Rombo, we are now able to

offer this excellent package at a great price. The

Complete Colour Solution comes with RGB
Splitter,Vidt ST,Vidi Chrome and Power supply

This scanner comes with the latest version 2 sofware.

With bright & sharp grey scale performance &
flexible scanned image display manipulation options.
Options include Clean up, embolden, resize & flip.

This is a powerful speaker system with built in
ill plug into an Atari STE,

Commodore Amiga or Acorn Archimedes. The
speakers are optimised with reflex ported
cabinets. Complete with its own power supply the
Zy-Fi system can also be powered by batteries

now only £119.99

only £38.99
New version of this famous 400 DPI scanner. Includes

VIDI-ST

the highly rated Touch Up software enabling yopu

Highqualitydigitizing. IncVidichrome colourising

to alter and manipulate high resolution images.

software

MICE&TRACKERBALLS |

HA MOUSE a:, o.„,, :,„, i',.i;j ||j

only £23.99

mouse with Deluxe paint ST

and software for setting time and date. All
Frontier products carry a full 2 year
guarantee

powerful DTP package. This is the very
ttest

version

Atari ST

only £29.99
ecTrackball..£29.99

PUBLI

only £39.99

en Image Trackball £3 7

The successor to the popular Timeworks
ST this new version boasts over 40 new

Atari Internal Drives

DISK DRIVES

only £49.99

Zydec 3.5"
ExternalDrive
xtoi'iwl .b'lvo, liljjri .|oolH:y low noho .li'lvo.,

Monitor Switcher Box (switches
between mono & colour monitors, such
as SM 144 & 8833 MK2)
only £ 17.99
Mouse/joystick switcher (put joystick

only £49.99

and mouse into one port)..only £ 13.99
Video Scart Switch
only £ 19.99

SAMPLERS

2 way Parallel port sharer box with
cable
only £ 17.99
Joystick and mouse double extension

PLAY 16 by Microdeal

jXn^',^'..',on\y£l'\9^9
ncrLAY 8,,,

only £66.99

STEREO MASTER

.,£29.99

leads

£4.99

QUALITY MOUSE MATS

£3.99

25 CAPACITY DISK BOX

£2.99

40 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX

£4.99

100 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX

ROM SHARERS
Upagade your Atari to TOS 2.06 with this
easy to install add-on. Gives you the capability
to switch between your old TOS and 2.06

£8.99

150 CAP STACKABLE POSSO

£16.99

ATARI 520 DUST COVER

£3.99

PRINTERCOVERS

inc TOS 2.06 ROM

£6.99

I 90 CAP STACKABLE BANX BOX

from£4.99

14" MONITOR DUSTCOVER

£6.99

l2"MONITORDUSTCOVER

£5.99

First word Plus v3.2

£44.99

Protext Version S.53 W/P

£109.99

VIDEO AND GRAPHICS
Deluxe Paint ST inc mouse

£24.99

Flexi Dump Plus

£31.99

HYPER Draw
HYPER Paint
rum 5 I 2

GFA Basic Interpreter V3.5....£39.99
* Basic Compiler V3.5
£24.99
3D

£29.99

_ J Interpretor
STOS Compiler

where the quality counts

£29.99

£24.99

Sequencer One
encer One Plus

Atari. Expandable to AMb by the use of I*8/9 SIMMS
modules, the 512k expansion is ideal for the user

j

Master

8Mhz AT SPEED

in

Atari Product/.'

£49.99
£47.99
£109.99
£66.99
£119.99
£39.99
£119.99

£29.99

quality magnetic mediaanda

BUSINESS

only £299.99
PC Speed 8Mhz PC/XT
only £95.99

Fitting service available and
full repair service on all

£9.99
£ 16.99

MUSIC/SOUND
Concerto

Prodigy Sequencer
Quartet Sequencer
Replay Pro Digitiser
Replay 8 Digitiser
Replay 8 Digitiser

The Deluxe range of RAM expansions by Frontier

£9.99
£9.99
£9.99

.-.I Up scanner software..£27.99
PROGRAMMING
Devpac 3 ST
£POA

STD 1.8 METRE PRINTER STAND..£4.99

£ 17.99

£109.99

Write On word publisher

Play Back

MODEM & NULL MODEM CABLES..£9.99

only £29.99

Thats Write V.2

ST TO SCART CABLES..

2WAY Parallel port sharer

who may need more RAM later on.

significant features.

Vortex ATonce 386SX

only £224.99

10

TIMEWORKS2

Power Supplies

for the older STFM must be the best available on the

only £149.99

includes

: II.;!, ,,,|.i|ii;y ) :,i|i:i;„„ ,nouio v/ii!l full o.)i:|.:ol

BARE HARD DRIVES AVAIL

l6Mhz AT SPEED

which

:ompugraphic fonts, spell checker,
comprehensive text manipulation and effects
and much more.

only £17.99

OPTICAL MOUSE

28ms j

EMULATORS

.99
TREAM

FORGET ME CLOCK 2

GOLDEN IMAGE

Progate 20.
.40ms
only £215.99
Progate 40.
28ms
only £289.99
Progate 50DC... 19ms
only £339.99

ABLEFOR UPGRADES....£POA

Protext is the one!

This is a real time clock that plugs into the
cartridge port. Includes a through port

'tonly'^i^'0'

disk accessing time by 50% Standard
warranty I year, The DC range
comes with 2 years

only£4l9.99
Progate l05DC.I6ms
only£469.99
Progate 120DC. 16ms
only £589.99
Progate 240DC. 15ms
only £919.99
Progate 440DC15ms
only£l389.99
Progate 500DC. 15ms
only£l589.99

you type. With mail merge, Help, English

only £22.99 (pemb)

cache as standard that can reduce

Progate 80

Fast, flexible and reliable, this is the best

sub £100 WYSIWYG word processor for
the ST. Wide range of printer drivers,
columns and box mode and spell check as

1 MEG by 8/9 SIMM boards as used in the Atari
STE and Frontier Deluxe expansion modules

*only£l93f

As authorised dealers for PROTAR

only £ 105.99

dictionary and lightning fast operation,

RAM CHIPS

GOLDEN IMAGE Brusn

we can offer these high performance
drives at truly realistic prices

These drives are autobooting, high
spec, fast access and VERY QUIET.
The DC range come with a 64k disk

players alike, gives you the Ability to rip into
any Atari program on the market

only £24.99
ENIUS Happy mouse

IARD DRIVES

rapher Gold

The ultimate cartridge for the Arari ST.
Essential tool for programmers and game

:i-M.\>.y:»i":nml^/,miV\l

only £54.99

Probably the best word publisher on the
market for the ST. Includes many features
not found in more expensive DTP packages.
The Gold version also comes with powerful
text manipulation, formula editor and even
a grammar checker.

CARTRIDGE

only £79.99
Enablesyouto Colour Digitizeinasecond.Replaces
red green blue filter set Can be used with all
Rombo products

*M-^ *M I nl

CALLIGRAPHEI

THE POWER RIPPER

Needs I Mb of RAM and runs in mono only.

RGB SPLITTER

WORD PROCESSIN

4 Mb populated to S12k

£64.99

TDKISONr

QTY
10

IBRANDED] K Spread 3
£4.99

£5.99

Frontier offer a seven day money back

30......£I4.29

£16.99

guarantee provided the product is stil

50

£21.99

£26.99

100....£39.99

£52.99

as

new condition. All

Frontier

products come

First STE RAM expans
.99
.£45.99

.£91.99

Home Accounts 2

200....£72.99

£99.99

500......£ 169.99

£ 189.99

1000..£339.99

£POA

Prodata Database
SBA Cash

System 3 Accounts

£37.99

£59.99
£59.99
£69.99

£39.99

UTILITIES
The ultimate backup utility for the Atari
by HiSoft. Essential for usersof hard drives.

Recently reviewed in ST Format (August)
and awarded
status (92%)

TDK Branded disks come

complete with labels

Disk Labels....500...now only £6.99

esk 3 Desktop.

Disk Labels.. IO00....now only £9.99

Print

.£34.99
£9.49
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To get behind
all the hype
about the

Falcon we sent

Clive Parker
off to Atari UK

(behind the

A

HAWK

AMONG

railway sta
tion) with a
bag full of ST
floppy disks
• he Falcon! Is this

to see what he

T

the machine that

I

could find. He

i: to revolutionise
is

the

home

computer

market? There has been

toiled into

the night, and
ended up with
a belt buckle,
a brooch a

dinosaur

shaped tie-pin

so much talk, hype and
general guesswork being
quoted as "facts" over
the last few months about the new

flagship of the Atari fleet that we
decided to see what the Falcon030 is

actually like to use. We also took this
opportunity to get some impressive
detailed pictures of the inside of the
Falcon, so you can see exactly what

the

Falcon

computer

machine.
It is a

sale. The machine should therefore

to specifics such as changing

The Desktop

3.0,

with

machine but needs more attention

screen modes and resolutions.

be available now.

all

that

the

are

familiar

now com-

monplace such as definable icons, the
ability to launch programs from func
tion keys and so on. The only major
difference is in the selection of screen

modes. Instead of the usual options
of low, medium and high resolutions,
you can also select the number of
screen colours you want and choose
whether to enable interlace or normal
screen modes.
There

jifflrMmw*

/

in
Villi
ii ii i i ii i ii
1

LI III II .11.1 LI.. 1
I 1
II

several

cosmetic

GEM, the most

noticeable being 3D sculpted buttons
on menu options and a 3D look to

.1

II

11

are

enhancements to

////,/////

i i i ii [ 1,1...n Liu,

model

there would be none of the usual

a 32-bit

of the new

good general introduction to the

enhancements

as

the ins

sea freight shipments follow about
the time this issue of STF goes on

The Falcon lives in a standard Atari

motherboard

manual

explaining

were shipped into the country in the
middle of October by air freight, and

TOS

but with a new case. This means that

with a

and outs

First impressions

that was once

con comes

The first batch of UK machines

The Falcon's Desktop environment is
virtually identical to TOS 2.06 and

pile of bits
and pieces

• The Fal

second week in October.

all the fuss is about.

STE style case with dark grey keys,
although a different case design is on
the way. It seems likely that a Mega
ST or Mega STE style machine is also
being developed - probably some
thing that can use the same basic

and a small

ing umlauts and other non-English
keytops. This was because the i
machine we were testing was a Ger
man pre-production model; sales
started in Germany at the end of the

1

window buttons such as the close,

circuit board - the new version of the

• As you can see, the Falcon is, at

Falcon would be identical except for
the external case. The keys are all
marked with German legends includ

first glance identical to the STE, only

full, enlarge and scroll bar arrows. In
all other respects TOS 4.0 is exactly
the same as its predecessors. The file

the darker keys and Falcon030 label

selector

give the game away.

treatment.

costs involved with designing a new

has

also

received

the

3D

ARE TESTS
The first thing to remember is that the machine we
used for testing was not a final production model,
the final version of TOS 4.0 has to be finished and

there are still a few things to be sorted out with the
sound hardware to improve compatibility with the
ST. Atari UK have never claimed that the Falcon

would be downwardly compatible with the STE,
they have taken the position that some ST software
would be upwardly compatible with the Falcon 030.
We tried out a few ST games on the Falcon: F15 Strike Eagle, Populous 2, Cybernetix and Dungeon

Master. None of the games got as far as their intro
sequence because the sound hardware was incom
patible. We tested several serious packages tested

generally disappointing results. First Word Plus
worked until we tried to import some graphics, at
which point it bombed out. That's Write worked for
a while, but when we imported some fonts the pro
gram froze up when we attempted to change a
block. Similar results occurred with most of the pro
grams we tried, including Cubase 3.0, Cubase Lite,
Notator and Feeling Partner.
In the main, the software problems were likely
to have been caused by the sound hardware glitch,
although the dongles for Cubase and Notator may
have contributed to their problems. Steinberg are
working on Falcon software and are likely to release
an upgrade so Cubase operates. The biggest sur

prise was Daatascan Professional - because it is a
hardware and software combination we expected
this to fail. Both the cartridge and the software
worked perfectly and we scanned in several pic
tures and saved them without any problems.
Daatascan is, however, compatible with the TT, also
a 68030 based machine so perhaps it was not so
surprising.
Other successful programs included CFA Basic
3.5, HiSoft Basic 2, UVKand Diamond Back 2. Gener

ally we were quite disappointed with the results of
the software tests, although the Desk Accessories
and AUTO folder programs we tried worked with
out problems.
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REVEALED AT LAST!

" hlll'ljijl 3BJJEL""

r socket for 68881/68882

| Floating Point Unit maths coprocessor
J IDE hard drive connector, the optional
internal IDE hard drive connects to the

CODEC chip, contains the 16-bit ADCs
J (Analog to Digital Converters) and DACs
(Digital to Analog Converters) for the sound

TOS 4.0 ROM, now a tiny custom

"1 DSP Static RAM - this is where the

l^| designed square package which con

L^J Falcon is designed to store all its DSP

tains all language versions and MultiTOS
capabilities

programs

\ High Density 1.44MByte drives to be

~I Custom Video processor - this enables

used with the Falcon

JSDMA Sound/DMA coprocessor handles
all the sound processing for the Falcon

Connection points for expansion bus

Motorola 68030 chip. This runs at

I '"I cards to plug into, can be used for

16MHz and is the central core of the

386SX PC emulation boards, DMA coproces-

machine

The hard drive's inside

SCSI

The Falcon uses an internal 2.5inch

enable standard ST hard drives to be

IDE 64MByte hard drive which is

used with the Falcon, but this has yet
to be officially confirmed. Of course,
if your drive uses an ICD host adap
tor, then it can be plugged directly to
the 50 way SCSI connection com
pletely bypassing the host adaptor.
Some ST hard drives are provided

mounted centrally at the rear of the
case, a ribbon cable connects the

main circuit

board. This makes internal hard drive

replacement a very simple matter all you have to do is unplug the old
drive and plug in a new one - and
about time too.

External

hard

drives

can

be

connected via the standard SCSI 2
interface on the back of the machine
- there have been murmurs about a

plug into

modes

J

| 32MHz clock, to process digital info

Connection points for memory cards to

_| the Falcon to have so many screen

Motorola 56001 DSP processor and

drive directly to the

bilities combined

system

main circuit board here

"I Ajax floppy drive controller, enables

Custom Motorola manufactured chip

I ""I containing glue, MMU and Blitter capa

to

DMA

lead

connector

to

with SCSI connections as standard -

the Protar Progate, FAST drives from
Atari Workshop and Ladbroke Com

puting drives are among these.
There is a range of options
when you buy a Falcon, but it seems

pointless buying a machine without a
built-in hard drive unless you already

or the DSP ports, so there is a definite
multi-media look to the machine.

have an Atari or SCSI hard drive that

you can use with it. 2.5inch IDE dri
ves are quite expensive at the
moment although the fact that IDE

from three sizes of RAM board: either

drives are used extensively in PC
compatible machines is likely to
mean a swift drop in price - many PC
based hardware add-ons typically
halve in price by the time they have

1MByte, 4MByte and 16MByte. In
the 16MByte board only 14MByte is
available for applications because
2MByte is used by the operating sys
tem for housekeeping and other sys

been out for about nine months.

tem management. The two smaller

With suitable software it is pos
sible to drive standard PC style CDROM drives via either the SCSI2 port

memory boards have their full capac
ity availablefor use by software appli

Memory

You can buy the Falcon with a choice

cations. The actual boards

DSP56001 PROCESSOR
TOOTffiB
JTrriT
~??n
• The lid removed from the Falcon -

you can see the power supply, IDE
hard drive and 1.44MByte floppy
drive. The rather small black box

that you can see in the centre of the

The DSP (digital signal proces

video or a more esoteric

sor) is what makes the Falcon

process such as a software

the powerful machine it is. The
DSP is a specialised co-proces
sor designed specifically to
process digital signals at high
speed separately from the

modem. The processor is fully
words of zero wait-state RAM

main 68030 processor. This

tions.

enables the 68030 to get on
with the main job of running
the system and dealing with

Running at an internal
clock speed of 32MHz and

the only connections to the Falcon

general processing work, while
the DSP works directly on the

are by means of a power lead and a

data, whether it is sound.

machine is the 64MByte hard drive -

ribbon cable.

programmable and has 96K

built in (very fast indeed) to
speed all processing opera

combined with the other cus

Digital Convenors),
the SDMA (Sound
Direct Memory
Access) chip and t
Multiplexer coordinat
ing the entire process,
the DSP gives the Fal
con the edge over any other
machine at the same level.

DSP chips can be found in
top of the range machines

tom chips such as the 16-bit

such as SUN SPARC work sta

DACs (Digital to Analog Con
venors) and ADCs (Analog to

tions and the NeXT Cube cost

ing thousands of pounds.
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WHAT A

SEXY BEHIND

There are major differences on the back of the machine the new ports from left to right are as
follows.

One of the great strides forward
for Atari computers is the advent
of MultiTOS, a true multi-tasking
operating system designed to run
on the Falcon and other Atari 030
and 040 machines as standard. It

access to the DSP

Stereo hesclphone socket -

SCSI 2 port connection to

chip for audio,

3.5mm stereo

hard drives, CD-

video and other

output jack from

ROM and other

digital processing

16-bit DACs

SCSI devices

- direct

-

LAW - Local Area

standard TVs
can be connected to this
RF output

Network, used for
linking machines
together to share
data and peripherals

was not, however, ready to run on
the machine we tested. The only
machines we have seen MultiTOS

running on so far have been TT030
machines both at Atari and on the

Hisoft stand at computer shows.
However, Atari are making sure
that MultiTOS is fully tested before
it is released with any machines,
and a ROM based version is not

likely to appear before early 1993.
Falcons purchased without Multi
TOS ROMs will be able to load a

Stereo microphone

hard

socket - 3.5mm

disk

based version

of the

operating system when it becomes
available. Multi-tasking is only fea
sible on machines with 4MByt.es or

stereo input jack to
16-bit ADCs

- 19-pin
video output, adaptors available to provide ST monitor and
VGA monitor sockets

standard 25pin bi-directional
parallel port

standard 9-pin
RS232 serial
port

more of RAM - installing it on a

1MByte machine would leave no
room for software to run.

are of a simple elegant design and
use standard 4Mbit RAM chips, every
two chips make up 1MByte of RAM.

The 16MByte board has 32 of these
chips, 16 mounted on either side.

using SIMM based memory boards in
the Falcon so as to save space inside
the machine and keep manufacturing

PC compatible machine is so that
both 5.25inch and 3.5inch disks can
be read.

If you have a hardware based

costs down.

disk copying device like Blitz or Spec

Connection to the main circuit board

Floppy drives

is by two IDC connector sockets on

All new Atari

tre GCR, the Macintosh emulator,

machines

have had

the RAM card which mount on to

1,44MByte high density disk drives as

two sets corresponding pins on the

standard for some time now, so, of
course, Falcons each have one

installed. The major advantage of
having an HD floppy drive is so that
you can store much larger files on
floppy disk and transfer them to
other machines.

With

disk

intensive

software

such as video grabbing and sound
sampling becoming more common,

you might lose out because of he lack
of an external floppy drive. That's
rather a shame because Spectre run-

Atari UK have taken

the position that
some ST software will

it's important to be able to store files

be upwardly
compatible with the

the Roobarb demo and consists of

that are bigger than 1MByte. Because
the Falcon disk format is PC compati

Falcon 030

both sound and video samples.

ble, you can transfer files between

• This is a sneak preview of what
the Falcon can do with Videomaster

from Microdeal. This picture is from

machine formats.

motherboard, you can unplug the
boards if you want to replace them
and upgrade the memory. Atari have
not announced any prices for the
memory boards but they expect
prices to be favourably comparable
to SIMMs memory. They also expect
third party manufacturers to produce
competitively priced mem
ory upgrades. Atari aren't

is no external floppy

ning at 16MHz on the Falcon would

drive port on the Falcon. This is not
the big problem that most people

have been something worth seeing,
since Mac applications run twice as

perceive it to be because the main
use for a floppy drive with the Falcon

fast as Mac Pluses. It is also worth

There

noting that Spectre GCR is compati

somewhat vague to say the least. The
Falcon has the capacity for quite
large circuit boards to be mounted
on the internal expansion bus which
is made up of two rows of connec
tions. This can have boards plugged
on to them by means of standard
IDC connectors similar to that used

by the IDE drive connection.
Possibilities for boards to plug
in here include graphics cards expan
sions, JPEG and MPEG graphics com

pression processors, PC and Mac
emulators and perhaps even greater
memory expansion cards.
It sounds wonderful

The sound capabilities of the Falcon
are outstanding, with its built-in 16bit DACs and ADCs - you can record
and play back sound at better than
CD quality. Combined with software
using the DSP56001 processor,
amazing effects can be achieved with
sound samples and other sound data.
The direct to disk recording software

from D2D Systems (^ 0223 420252)
is almost complete, the program just

is to transfer software to the hard

ble with the TT, the other 68030

needs cosmetic touches to its look

drive. With the internal hard drive

machine. There have been hints of a

and feel. The final version of the pro

possible new Mac emulator that is to

gram should be ready by the end of

be fitted internally in the Falcon,
although details of this have been

around £300. One simple idea that

there is no longer any need for a sec
ond floppy drive - after all, the only
reason that there are two drives on a

November and is expected to cost

• Falcon memory
boards come in three

sizes, here we see a

The TOS 4.0 ROMs installed are identical in all Falcons worldwide

4MBytes and a

with all the different language versions contained on one chip. The
appropriate language is enabled on each Falcon automatically in the
assembly plant depending on what country the current production

side. The only differ
ence between the

run is destined for. The installation program can even enable a dif
ferent language in a ROM depending on what time of day the ROM

chips installed on each.

is fitted to a machine.

16MBytes board side by

boards is the number of

REVIEW

FALCON

SOUND PROBLEMS
The sound chip is mapped in a dif
ferent way on the Falcon to the ST,
so that every time an ST program
calls a sound routine on the Falcon,
a bus error occurs causing the pro
gram to crash. This means all ST
games software fails when it runs on

told us that the problem is being
rectified, while in Europe the feeling
is that the sound chip is going to
remain as it is in the production
models. We at STF hope that this is
not the case. We must stress again
that the machine we used is not a

the Falcon, as does a lot of serious

production model and there are

software. There seems to be a differ

bound

ence of opinion on the fix for the
sound problem - sources in the US

this one and the version which is to

to

be

differences

between

go on sale.

030

SF
Much noise has been made about the graphics capabilities of
the Falcon, and the display has to be seen to be believed. The
16-bit true colour mode displays up to 65,536 colours on
screen at once from a palette of 262,144 possible colours.
This means that pictures displayed by Falcon are indistin
guishable from a colour TV picture.
The Falcon can display all three ST screen modes on
the Atari SC1224 and SC1435 monitors, along with 256
colour and true colour modes- these display modes can also
be displayed on a colour TV. High resolution on a colour
monitor or TV is interlaced and a little flickery, but is still a
lot better than using a mono emulator on an ST. This means

that any software designed to run In ST high resolution mode
Another improved graphic mode is called overscan.
Overscan increases the size of the picture by a factor of 1.2 so
it fills the whole screen, resulting in no more black borders
around the edges of the screen. Overscan cannot be set from

the Desktop, but there is an XBIOS call that programmers can
• This is the first screenshot of the Falcon D2D hard drive recording system,
and, while it's not a wildly exciting picture, D2D is the forerunner of an

avalanche of professional quality music software under development for the
Falcon. Here you can see what the demo version of the program looks like.
makes a world of difference to the

tests we performed with ST software

machine is the inclusion of an internal

were made in either ST medium or

speaker. This has turned out to be a

any standard VGA monitor without
speakers can be used with the Falcon
so everyone can get the best possible

high resolution on an SCI 435 moni
tor. We couldn't find any problems at
all with the operating system and all
the Falcon specific software worked
perfectly. There are a few problems

sound and 'graphics from their sys

to be sorted out with ST sound com

brilliant idea because it means that

patibility, but these should not be a

tem.

Uses for the

sound

system

major setback to the release of the

could be for sound tracks and sound

machine.

effects in games, voice synthesis
within software (for blind people?) or

With over 100 developers that
we know of already working on Fal

even as a sound effects studio for

con

amateur theatrical productions or
dubbing sound effects on to home

future prospects for the machine look
pretty good. Atari need to promote

videos. These are all viable uses for a

the machine vigorously - starting

sound system with these capabilities.

now - and ensure that supply meets
demand. This means getting the
machines in the shops as soon as pos
sible and making sure that the boats
keep them coming.

One great sound utility supplied with

the Falcon is a speaking clock Acces
sory - and you can turn it off if it gets
too much for you.

software

and

hardware,

the

The Falcon 030 is an excel-

General feelings
The machine looks, feels and

"V

0

machine

capabilities

handles exactly like an STE
with TOS 2.06 installed. All the

lent

with

and

brilliant

it

well

deserves to succeed - let's just
hope it does, stf

use when writing software. You can see the resolutions available with each option in the table below:
VGA refers to a standard VGA monitor.
TV refers to both TV and Atari SCI 224 monitor
40 column modes

four colours, normal mode TV
16 colours, normal mode TV
256 colours, normal mode TV
True colour, normal mode TV
four colours, interlace mode TV
16 colours, interlace mode TV
256 colours, interlace mode TV
True colour, interlace mode TV

320 x 200, two planes
320 x 200, four planes
320 x 200, eight planes
320 x 200, true colour

320 x 400, two planes
320 x 400, four planes
320 x 400, eight planes
320 x 400, true colour

four colours, normal mode VGA
16 colours, normal mode VGA
256 colours, normal mode VGA
True colour, normal mode VGA

320 x 480, two planes
320 x 480, four planes
320 x 480, eight planes

four colours, line-doubling mode VGA
16 colours, line-doubling mode VGA
256 colours, line-doubling mode VGA
True colour, line-doubling mode VGA

320 x 240, two planes
320 x 240, four planes
320 x 240, eight planes

320 x 480, true colour

320 x 240, true colour

80 column modes

two colours, normal mode TV
four colours, normal mode TV
16 colours, normal mode TV
256 colours, normal mode TV
True colour, normal mode TV
four colours, interlace mode TV
16 colours, interlace mode TV
256 colours, interlace mode TV
True colour, interlace mode TV

TECH SPECS

two colours, normal mode VGA
four colours, normal mode VGA
16 colours, normal mode VGA
256 colours, normal mode VGA

68030 Motorola CPU running at 16MHz 3.84 MIPS

four colours, line-doubling mode VGA
16 colours, line-doubling mode VGA

640 x 200, one plane
640 x 200, two planes
640 x 200, four planes
640 x 200, eight planes
640 x 200, true colour

640 x 400, two planes
640 x 400, four planes
640 x 400, eight planes
640 x 400, true colour

640 x 480,
640 x 480,
640 x 480,
640 x 480,
640 x 240,
640 x 240,
640 x 240,

one plane
two planes
four planes
eight planes
two planes
four planes
eight planes

32-bit data and address bus

256 colours, line-doubling mode VGA

68881/2 optional FPU coprocessor
1,4or14MBytesRAM
Motorola 56001DSP running at 32MHz 16 MIPS

Atari low resolution

320x200 16 colours

Atari medium resolution

640 x 200 four colours

DSP connector for direct connection of 19.2K baud modems, voice mail sys

Atari high resolution

640 x 400 two colours

tems, direct to disk recording
Internal expansion for additional processors

Eight 16-bit digital audio DMA channels, sampling at up to 50kHz
Stereo 16-bit digital DMAaudio input/output
SDMA sound/DMA coprocessor
1.44MByte MS-DOS compatible floppy drive
Optional internal IDE hard drive

These demos were on a slideshow program which displays pictures of almost
photographic quality on the Atari monitor and Videomaster from Microdeal («
0726 68020). This is a software and cartridge combination so video and sound
can be captured in real-time at up to 12 frames per second; a Falcon with
14MBytes of RAM can sample complete Tom and jerrycartoons. Videomaster
created the intro to both Stingray and the Roobarb cartoon.
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GT-PRO
MIDI WORKSTATION
Professional Workstation Stand For MIDI

DOES YOUR KEYBOARD SET-UP
DESERVE ALITTLE MORE THAN AVERAGE

Studio Equipment. Total Support For
Keyboard/Synth's, Expander Modules and
Computers (Optional Mic. Boom Arm).
R.R.P. £99.95

33
Z

SUPPORT. IF SO, YOU SHOULD CONSIDER

J>

THE CONNECTRIX KEYBOARD STAND RANGE

Z3

WHICH OFFERS TOTAL SUPPORT FOR KEYBOARDS
AND ELECTRONIC PIANOS. THE LATEST GENERATION

OF 'ST SERIES COBBECTRIX STANDS BRING, TO YOU,

O
Z

J>

ROBUST S STABLE CONSTRUCTION, VISUAL
ELEGABCE AND TOTAL TRANSPORTABILITY AT

AFFORDABLE PRICES, PLEASE WRITE, FAX OR CALL.

C.I.S. (INTERNATIONAL) LIMITED

C.l.S. House • Building No.2 • Leyton Avenue

Mildenhall • Suffolk • IP287BL • United Kingdom

ES: (0638) 711570 /718S69 •FAX: (0638) 718964

ORDER PY PHONE

THE TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD

Educational
Software

COMPUTER EXCHANGE
CASH PAID ON ALL YOUR COMPUTER

The Connoisseur's Choice

AND CONSOLE EQUIPMENT
INCLUDING:
ALL ATARI STs

If youare looking for softwareto help with the National Curriculum,
then look no further. Our new free catalogue is packed with

ATARI LEISURE AND BUSINESS SOFTWARE,

programs suitable for all ages from six to adult on a wide range of

MONITORS, PRINTERS, HARD DRIVES AND
PC BOARDS, PC COMPATIBLES (286 AND

educational and leisure subjects.
Subjects now available include...

Geography
History

Sport

Spanish

English Words
Spelling

General Knowledge
England

Italian

Arithmetic

Scotland

Science

Football

Natural History

Maths

French
German

First Aid

^t Available for most home &business computers

ABOVE), ALL SEGA, NINTENDO AND LYNX
CARTRIDGES, GAME GEAR, GAMEBOY, LYNX
LAPTOPS, NOTEBOOKS AND PALMTOPS

PART EXCHANGE ALSO AVAILABLE

CHECK OUT OUR STOCK
OF COMPUTER BARGAINS

-At Best-selling programs with superb reviews

•i/i Ask your dealer or use our 24hour mall order service
•4t Many programs allow you toadd your own lessons
4t Enjoy learning from your computer

AT
143 WHITFIELD STREET. LONDON W1

(NEAR WARREN STREET TUBE)
|

s

I

Write or telephone for our new FREE 16-page colour brochure of
Educational and Leisure software (Please state computer type)

Court Road

-0- Tube Station
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Street
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Goodgi
St. Tube
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Here

Tube
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Tottenham
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Tottenham Court Road

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR

Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406
Vu\Um\=U= mill" HI HI iii 'iUii'm'IP

071-388-2613
OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 10AM TO 8PM

f EXCITING GAMES DESIGNED FOR THE HORSE RACING ENTHUSIAST

THE RACING GAME

£19.95

Manage, train &race 36 horses in Britain, Europe &USA. Race your horses over 5 Furlongs to 2 miles in Group, Listed, Graduation, Stake,
Cup, Handicap and, of course, the 5 English Classic Races, form, fitness, going, draw and distance all affect results. Training schedules and
jockey instructions. Full betting market, stewards' enquiry, photo finish, financial &success reports, save game....

THE NATIONAL HUNT GAME

£19.95

Manage a Stable of Hurdlers and Chasers through a complete season, including the Cheltenham Festival. Races over 2 miles to 4.5 miles.
Form, fitness, going, stamina, jumping, distance all affect results. Various types of racing including handicaps. Full betting market, financial
reports, name horses, training schedules, role of honour &so much more that make this such an exciting game.
CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO:

TANGLEWOOD SOFTWARE, 157 WARWICK ROAD, RAYLEIGH, ESSEX SS6 8SG
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SYNTHESIZER

•

The SY-35 is

so sexy that it
never has to

stay home on
Friday night!

voices which you can use as wave
form building blocks. If you run out
of space inside the Yamaha, you can

do this with the joystick that's on the
left hand side of the keyboard. By
using this control you can pick four

machine is a flexible keyboard with a
wide range of sophisticated functions
and on top of all that, it comes at a
very reasonable price. If you've

always add an external memory card

waveforms (sounds) and meld them

or two to give you limitless room for

together to create sweeping effects of

new sounds.

limitless form. You can then record

become used to home keyboards
rather than synths, then this is a good

What a fine voice

and play back these new sounds as
you want by pressing any of the
notes on the keyboard.

perfect start-up synth for the home
MIDI setup, stf

The 64 preset voices within the SY-35

machine to start out with - it's the

cover nine different kinds of "real"
PRICE: £599

FROM:

YAMAHA KEMBLE
CONTACT:

n 0908 366700
he Yamaha SY

T

22 was a rath

natty

synthe

sizer which was clucked over a lot

sound. These are acoustic piano, elec
tric piano, keyboard, brass, strings,
bass, wind, plucked and chorus. The
editable internal sounds are initially
set to a range of 64 very synthesized

VERDICT

tones with names like Power, Drama

ing parameters - you can't usually
have everything. The SY-35, however,

or Elegant. Ifyou like synths to sound
synth-like, then this is the wave bank
you're going to want to spend most
time with.

choose

between

either

a

certain

range of sounds, waveforms or edit

manages to combine most of the

popular features in one very attractive
synth. The multi-play function is a

Synthesizers have had a

useful way to create song setups,
while the vector synthesis function

music since the late '70s.
ence hasn't stood the test
of time too well. Here's a

and roundly cheered because it had a

You can modify the editable

brilliant selection of sounds at an

sounds by using one of the 128 pre
set advanced wave memory (AWM)
waveforms or the 256 preset FM
waveforms. However if you want

enables you to produce sounds which
are peculiar to your songs.

something a bit different, the sounds

designed, though

ating synthesizer with a full size, five

can be treated to a spot of vector

warm tones are a lot better than the

octave keyboard, so you don't have
to fiddle around trying to hit the
right note as you do on some other
synths. The keyboard is also kitted
out with after-touch and velocity con
trols. Velocity gives the synth piano
like responsiveness - when you hit a

synthesis - one
strongest features.

harsher guitar ones. The SY-35 even
has built-in drum sounds,
so you don't have to

excellent price. Consequently it's
rather a happy day when its successor

looks set to improve on the original.
The SY-35 is an FM tone gener

of

the

SY-35's

Vector synthesis enables you to

DY
UTCHINSON

The problem with most synthesizers
isyou have to specialise- you have to

The

combine either two or four sounds

resort to

together to create a single one. You

drum

built-in

a

sounds

are well

the

string-like

separate

machine.

0

This $.

formative influence on

Unfortunately, that influ

list of the duffest synthy
songs ever...
ABC - Look of love
BREAK MACHINE - Street Dance

COLONEL ABRAMS - Trapped
FLOCK OF SEAGULLS -

If I had a

photograph of you (Assomethingto
remind us?)
HAROLD FALTEMEYER - Axel F

JEAN MICHELJARRE - Oxygene
KAJACOOCOO - Too Shy (Frmm,
hush hush eye to eye?)

key harder, the note sounds harder.
After-touch means you can add

KIM

WILDE

-

Kids

in

America

(Looking out a dirty old window?)
MC MIKER "G" AND D) SVEN -

vibrato when you've hit the note by
pushing harder or softer on the key.
Any synthesizer is graded by

Holiday Rap (We're going to ring
rang a dong fora hoi ee day)

the kind of built-in sounds it has -

MIKE OLDFIELD - Arrival

from these sounds you can build oth
ers that you want. The SY-35 has

NIK KERSHAW - I won't let the sun

go down on me (Apocrphyal or

128, consisting of 64 editable internal

what...)

sounds and 64 non-editable preset

POINTER SISTERS - Neutron Dance
RAH

BAND -

Clouds across the

moon (Ugh, ugh, ugh, uggggh)
TARZAN BOY - Baltimora (Dreadful
summer hit of 1986)
WHISTLE - (Nothing serious) just
buggin' (They weren't kidding)

• The Yamaha SY-35 has a 128 preset
advance wave memory and 256 FM
waveforms. It can also do 0-60 in three
seconds and comes with a brown

leather pannier as standard.

HE 55 it lil
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The SY-35 has a mode called multi-play.
If you use your ST and sequencer with
the synthesizer, then this is the option
you should be using
The multi-play option enables you to choose eight
sounds which you can play back simultaneously
from your ST. To solve the problem of having to
input these sounds each time you power-up, there's
the option to store up to 16 of them in batterybacked memory.

H E 3%P^* 1 HFIVIfltrR

at any time, so you could have a different one for

for each sound, so that when you load the appro

each song in your repertoire. However, the SY-35
has 16-note polyphony - as a result, if you use all
eight of the multi-play sounds, then each voice can

ity to assign each track to a different MIDI channel.

only play two notes at once.

create some really original effects.

Of course, if you only use one note on a couple
of tracks, that frees up a couple of multi-plays for
several chords on another track. Setting up multiplays can be quite daunting, but if you follow the
manual you're likely to find it's actually fairly rudi-

priate song into your sequencer, you have the abil
By combining interesting sounds it's possible to
If you do want really original noises you can
treat each sound to a different effect such as distor

tion, echo or delay - if you wanted to you could
even make your tune sound like you're playing in a
hall - or perhaps a sewer!
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ANALYSIS
If you've got a problem, you analyse it to work out why it's a
problem and what you can do about it. If you've got an ST you
lavish tender loving care on it by buying it accessories and soft
ware. But how does your ST feel about this? We take a look at
some of the latest add-ons and whether they are likely to
improve your ST's quality of life. Care to join us?

STREAMLINED PAGES
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PAGESTREAM V2.2
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MACHINE: 1 MBYTE STs, HIGH

to install it from scratch because most

OR MEDIUM RES

of the new files and programming is
completely new.
It's not a very good idea to use
PageStream unless you have two
floppy drives, and it runs very much

PRICE: £169
FROM: SILICA SHOP

Stt Ustr Vitwittg Stilt
..«
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CONTACT: 081 309 1111

PageStream, the desk
top publishing soft
ware from SoftLogic,

Ustr Stilt ;Bl7 *
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and was previously
known as Publishing
Partner. It has occupied
the middle ground in

ST desktop publishing, with more
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better and faster on a hard drive ST
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fonts and the like. V2.2 can load files

created with v2.1, and documents

has been around for

a couple of years,
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dum to the main manual. You have

• Redrawing speed can be improved

• As well as the usual view modes

and fonts may be freely switched

(full page, actual size, half size and

between

for

further by setting a new draft option

so on) you can now set any level of

macros has been changed though, so
you have to re-enter these.

in the Greeking menu - this replaces

zoom you want, like that very popu
lar little number 117% magnification,

just as we're using here.

them.

The

format

outline fonts on-screen with

bitmaps for a speedy display with

The screen fonts for Times and

out affecting printed output.

Triumvirate (PageStream's version of

A brand new PostScript printer driver

from a wide range of sources,
PageStream
v2.2
has
certainly
become a very comprehensive pro
gram, capable of extremely profes
sional results. With compatibility

is provided which is claimed to be

claimed for all versions of TOS includ

have made thousands of changes to

faster and better, enabling PageS
tream to output to PostScript laser

to be cheaper than PageStream. The
latest version of PageStream has just

the programming to improve "stabil
ity and interface uniformity," as only

ing the forthcoming
MultiTOS
quicker and easier use and improved
performance, PageStream must now

The slowness of screen redrawing was

be considered as the best value in

been released, following on from
v2.1 which was launched over a year
ago. Many of the new features are
"bug fixes" and improvements to

always a problem with PageStream,
Americans could put it.
but the new version has noticeably
The upgrade kit for PageStream
;.
quicker redraws and scrolling.
2.2 comprises a completely new

colour desktop publishing for the ST.

features than GST's Timeworks Pub

smoothly, but there are also a num

Swiss or Helvetica) text have been

lisher, but cheaper and easier to use

ber of visible changes to the appear

than Calamus.

ance

A few things have changed,
however,
PageStream has now
enhancements, and Calamus vl.09

program. The main icons have been
simplified and streamlined, making
them more logical and straightfor
ward to use, and SoftLogic claim to

changed to improve their display,
and some of the problems with using
Compugraphic fonts have been fixed.

has come down dramatically in price

reached

v2

make it run
• The new

with

a

handful

of

more reliably and

has been

redesigned
and includes
two new

tools. You can
move the

tools around
on-screen or

set the GEM
window of

your page to
"Full" to

toggle the
tools off.

user

interface

of

the

set of four double-sided floppy
<
disks and a 12 page adden- ^,

printers and typesetting machines.

"9

With a number of new modules

//\y

EdHak 2,35
The Chaneleoo

ModelDriver(s) to use

?7??????9 OX-2000EpsonX

Inagecooy
House Tricks

Acorn Com puts LX-3820HPLaser
Ae/a-GevaertP3400 PSPScript

DX-2000EpsonX

Alcatel Courier

LP-76HPLaser

Acorn Computer LX-3820HPLaser
Agfa-GevaertP3400 PSPScript
Alcatel Courier

Alcatel Courier

9375HPLaser

9376PScript,HPLaser

ALPS
ALPS

ALQ224EpsonQ,EpsonQC
ALQ324eEpsonQ,EpsonQC,Ep

ALPS

LPX600HPLaser

Apollo
Apple

LaserPrint 800PScript,HPLaser
ImageWritter IllmagellJmagellC

Font / Point

• O
O

6
12118*

93?5HPLaser

AlcaielCourier 9376PScripr,HPLaser
ALPS
ALQ224EpsonQ,EpsonQC
ALPS
ALQ324eEptonQ,EpsonQCJ.
ALPS
LPXeOOHPLasB
Apollo
LaserPrintBOOPScnpt,HPLas
Apple
ImageWritter lllmagelljmage
Apple
LaserWrilerPScnpt
Apple
LaserWrner.PScrrpt
Apple
LaserWriterIINTPScript
Apple
LaserWrlerllNTXPScrip'
AST
TurboLaserlPS-Plus3PScript,HPI
Arari

SLM804SLM804musthaveO

Atari

SMM804SMM804

Backslant
Sold
Double Under
Italicise

HL8eHPLaser

M-1109EpsonX
M-1709EpsonX
M-1?24LEpsonQ,EpsonQW

within

PageStream,
and you can

Light

apply these to

Hirror
Outline
Reverse
Shadow

any font you
w a n t to use.

Strike Through AUnderline

AU

Upside Down

AM

BGL Technology MarklUIIIHPLaser
(Brother
2Tj24LEpsonQm ate 180x180resolution
Brother

styles
available

BGLTechnology Markl8HPLaser

Brother
Brother
Brother

• There is a

good range of

SE33MBJJK1

AcerOestrny LP-76HPLaser

FastCapy PRO
Universal III

u

y

Untitled

PETER CRUSH

to accept text and pictures

& rile Edit Layout View Hfin Fornat Text

File Edit Layout view Stale Fornat Text Object Glo5ai A '

toolbox in

PageStream

and

The t e x t

on-screen is
an exhaustive
list of the

printer
drivers

provided.
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THE MISSING

{UNTIL NOW} LINK
• It doesn't look very

PRICE: £59

takes the ST's DMA output data and
processes this to provide a SCSI out
put which can connect to a standard

FROM: CASTEINER

SCSI hard drive. This board has to be

non-standard, scurvy old

CONTACT: 081 3651151

mounted in a casing, supplied with
power so it's a job for an experienced
soldering iron wielder. But a new
device - the Link - changes all that,
claiming to connect any ST, TT, ST
Book, or Falcon to SCSI hard drives,
floptical drives, or magneto optical

the necessary circuitry is inside the

drives CD-ROM drives.

Link - in fact, it's all contained on one

THE LINK

MACHINE: ALL STs

just to be different, the designers of
the ST decided, in their wisdom, that

instead of equipping the machine
with a standard interface for hard dri

ves like most other computers, they
would fit a special non-standard one.
So to connect a hard drive to an ST

you

have to

use the Atari DMA

(Direct Memory Access) port instead
of the common SCSI (Small Com
puter Systems Interface) as used by
many off-the-shelf hard drives. This
means you can only get hard drives
from a few specialised suppliers. Con
sequently ST hard drives have been
very expensive compared with those

exciting, but this small grey
gizmo transforms your ST's

DMA output into the industry
standard SCSI format, thus

enabling the use of a wider
range of more affordable
hard drives and other

storage devices.

The Link is innovative in that it

chip which draws its power from the

functions as a DMA to SCSI adaptor,
yet the whole thing fits into a small
grey plastic gizmo which looks like a
printer plug. The cartridge plugs into
the hard drive's 25-pin SCSI input
socket and is secured with wire clips
like those on printer input ports. The
ST's DMA output lead plugs on to the

SCSI port, and there are no external

for other more mass-market comput

back of the Link where it is secured
via screw-in connectors. Gasteiner

ers. Although ST hard drives have

can supply a DMA lead for £5 when

become more affordable now, they

you buy it with the Link. Apart

are still dearer than, for example, PC

from ensuring both the ST and

contemptible hard drives. It has been
possible to build your own hard drive

the hard drive are turned off &

by getting a special adaptor that

tion, that's all there is to it. All

before you make the connec

/^

ward, and Gasteiner have a range of
these to save you hunting around.
For example, a modest 20MByte hard
drive mechanism costs £99, right up

controls. Supplied with the Link is the

to gargantuan 650MByte drive at

ICD hard drive utilities software on a

£499. You

floppy disk complete with a manual.

power supply, Gasteiner can also sup
ply these for £89. Or you may locate
your own mechanism already cased

This package contains everything you
need to format and partition your
hard drive, and the whole process is
described completely and compre
hensibly. Some useful programs, Desk
Accessories and utilities are detailed

in the manual and included on disk,
so even an absolute beginner
->

<8f

should be able to set up the
system fairly easily. Getting
<J hold

also need a case and

either as a second hand unit or from

discount suppliers. The Link must be

the easiest way of "doing your own"
hard drive, and, if you can get hold
of the other bits and pieces cheaply
enough, you can tailor them to make
your own system for a bargain price.

of suitable hard drive

mechanisms

is

straightfor-

WELL READ
MIGRAPH OCR

PesK

rile

Scan

Clip

Process

Die*

I One of the

mon typefaces, and can be "trained"

most important

to read new ones via its interactive

WITH HARD DISK

bits in OCR's

PRICE: £179

menu is this

FROM: CASTEINER

control panel

mode which requires some assistance
and input from you. Text between 10
and 18 points in size (there are 72

MACHINE: 2MBYTE STs

where you set

CONTACT: 081 3651151

How did you learn to read text? It's

up a range of

points to an inch) is best scanned at

options like the

300 dots per inch (dpi), but smaller

name of the

quite a complex affair really, and
depends on the eye and brain being
able to scan and recognise sentences

the scanned-in

made up from words which are made

text has been

up of letters of varying shapes, sizes

read.

and font styles. Although most peo
ple can do this fairly easily by the
time they leave primary school, to
»'*

'"•

'"•

" " •"•""

•
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be output when

get an ST to accomplish the same
task might have the teacher in a bit
of a tizz. However, USA based soft

I

m

I jflajj I [

• What a damned clever piece of

software - it read the whole thing

Migraph's own scanner, or the more
affordable

scanners

from

Golden

with a solution which requires a lot of

Image or Alfa Data which are also
compatible with the program. In fact
you don't need to own a scanner,

computer brain power in the form of

because Migraph's OCR can import

a 2MByte ST with a hard disk. The

and work on any IMG or TIFF file,
even if it originated on another com
puter such as a PC. Scanning can also
take place directly from within the
OCR software; when you have some
text on-screen you can select the por

ware house Migraph have come up

"~

fc phonogrsoR rcccr(;, s nistc disc rust He produced"""

!; V

textfile that is to

program "reads" printed text from a
page and translates it into a textfile
you can use in a word processing or

desktop publishing application pretty useful ifyou want to save your
self lots of re-typing!
To take advantage of Migraph's
OCR (Optical Character Recogni

tion of it you want to process by

the package and the high specifica
tion of the ST system required puts it
rather out of range for most of us -

it's into the realm of the specialized
power-user.

However,

OCR

is

a

superb program, it works fast and

smoothly and is user-friendly. It could
be a great tool for authors who want
to input their typed manuscripts into
a word processor, for instance, and

a rectangle - it can, therefore,

ers' or typesetting and DTP bureaux.

tion) you need a hand scanner

X cope with text which may

multi-lingual, with a choice of lan

You first have to scan the text

q? have an illustration in it. OCR

guage dictionaries.

to

either

high quality software, and OCR is no
exception. Unfortunately, the price of

could soon earn its keep at publish

and a powerful ST system.
with

example a large sub-heading among
a chunk of smaller body text would
confuse it completely.
Migraph have a reputation for

it. The frame does not have to be

correctly, now you just have to save

"read"

gram cannot cope with major varia
tions of size within the text, for

drawing a re-sizeable frame around

the text to disk. By the way, OCR is

be

or larger text can be dealt with by
scanning at 200 or 400 dpi. The pro

can recognise some 20 com

REVIEWS

SCANLITE/FLOPTICAL

SCANTASTIC
in this way. The software is simple to

from within GEM programs. Some
one realised that you sometimes need

configure and use. You select one of

FROM: LADBROKE COMPUTING

a hand scanner to make a scan of art

four hand scanners, either Daatascan,

INTERNATIONAL

work or clip-art while in the middle of
working on an important documentsometimes it can be very awkward to
exit the DTP application and load up

Other options possible are for normal
or compressed format IMG files,

SCANLITE

MACHINES: ALL STs

PRICE: £20

CONTACT: 0772 203166

Golden Image, Geniscan or Migraph.

white or black background colour
while scanning and selection of bit-

This is a program and Desk Accessory
which has only one possible market,

the scanner software.

At the moment only high-end

plane or multiplane colour systems

owners of hand scanners who use

DTP programs like Calamus T.09N
have built-in scanning options, and
even this is usually dedicated to

on the TT or Falcon. All options can
be saved to a definition file to load

select the relevant number of dots

next time you use Scanlite.

the timeout period (in seconds).

DTP or graphics programs exten

sively. It is a small scanning program
that can be run as a Desk Accessory
Dtsk

File

mm

Option*

!,..!„ I f i i ± H
1 1 PSBri ±1
HI Minimum- tffli 1 1
1 1
"
.1 a, ±
• The ScanLite setup menu, just

click on your scanner type then
choose your other options. A small
"i" indicates that compressed IMG

files can be created and a capital "1"
means normal IMG files are saved.

• From the scanning menu you

per inch, the length of the scan and

Another menu enables the dpi

expensive flat-bed scanners rather
than the more popular hand scan

scanning resolution to be selected,
along with the length of scan and a

ner, then the fact that the instruction
manual consists of a single A5 size

timeout option to turn off the scan
ner after a preset time interval. This

don't need instructions to use this -

saves the LEDs from being on for too

that's how easy all software should be

saved IMG file can be loaded into the

long and overheating. A small config
uration program is also included to

the Daatascan and Naksha scanners

package you're working with, then

set aside a memory buffer for the

ners. It is much more convenient to

have the Accessory loaded and ready

to use - you're likely to find yourself
using graphics packages and scan
ning images from within them. The

software

manipulated - even Atari's Hyper-

paint 2 program has better

store

the

scanned

mage - you need a minimum

^."»

graphics functions than most

to

buffer size of 32K for this.

4,

page of information is irrelevant. You

to use. We tried ScanLite using both
with excellent results, and both the
Daatascan scanner and ScanLite soft
ware worked with the Falcon. Recom

mended and inexpensive.

X
The whole package is easy
& to set up and run, if you are
.*
using a DTP packageor a scan-

scanning software (except J^
Migraph's Touch-Up software) "X
and a lot of time can be saved

CLIVE PARKER

<y

MEGA FLOPPY
• If you look at

DTP files on a single 21MByte floppy,
have another for all your MIDI files,

FLOPTICAL DRIVE

MACHINE: ALL STs

FROM: LADBROKE COMPUTING
INTERNATIONAL

PRICE: £399 (FOR STANDALONE

this hard drive

you can see it

or all of your programming routines,
or all your utilities and store and use
them as you want. Back up your

has what looks

like a floppy
drive built in. In

DRIVE), £299 (UPGRADE PRICE

100MByte hard drive on to five flopti

TO DATAPULSE DRIVE)
INCLUDING 1 DISK, 21 MBYTE
FLOPTICAL DRIVES DISKS

cal disks - a 100 capacity disk box

floptical drive

can potentially hold 2,100MBytes of

and that floppy

data (2.1 gigabytes) - always assum

disk can hold

£24.95 EACH

CONTACT: 0772 203166

Ladbroke are producing a new type

just connect the drive to your ST via

ing exactly like a standard 3.5 inch
floppy drive, the floptical promises

21 MBytes of

ing you can afford £2,500 for 100
floptical disks, that is.
Setting up the drive is simple -

of drivefor the ST, the floptical. Look

fact, it's a

the DMA ports and boot the system.
The floptical is a SCSI device and uses

data.

normal drive. We used the floptical
drive from Ladbroke constantly for
over a week, with no problems saving

an ICD host adaptor along with a

and loading data. The manufacturers

mass storage of data for just over £1

new version of the ICD hard drive

of the disks claim it is impossible to

per MByte, with 21MByte 3.5inch

utilities and driver software. Because

disks costing £24.99. Of course, you

Ladbroke are selling the drive as an

also have to take into account the ini

upgrade to an existing hard drive, the

tial cost of the floptical drive, but

software is pre-installed. However, to

once you have your first half a dozen
disks the

cost

starts

competing

install it yourself you just run the

installation program provided

favourably with traditional hard drive

with the ICD software. Once

prices.

the drive is installed and the O
icon is on the Desktop you

Think of the convenience - you

can now keep all your

can click on it and use it as a

. -\r r:TV-'* '••

this. Data transfer rates to and from
the disk are slower than a hard drive
at around 162.5K/s (1.5Mbit/s)

^< Hs

and a seek rate of 65m/s.

and proven media for the storage and retrieval of
data. Now there is a new type of drive becoming

jJ^JJ available for the ST, the floptical. Essentially, a
floptical disk is a hybrid between a normal 3.5
inch magnetic floppy disk and an optical disk. The mag

and a standard 720K floppy; using

the floptical disks this is reduced to
practically no time at all - you just
select all the files in a partition, drag
them to the floptical disk then wait a
few minutes. To restore a partition

you simply drag the files back to their
original partition - what could be
easier?The final piece of icing on the

In real terms, this trans§ lates at about four minutes to

cake is that the drive can read and
write standard 720K and 1.44MByte

back up a 20MByte hard drive
partition. In comparison, back-

floppy disks, in effect adding a third
floppy drive and enabling high den
sity disks to be used. Ladbroke are
also selling built-to-order hard drive

l /iv^'Q^u! mmiWMM--

.._ve Been floppy, hard, optical and CDROM drives for computers, and all are reliable
__

,

corrupt data on the disks, and we
certainly found no reason to dispute

ing up 20MBytes takes up to 30 min
utes using the best back-up utilities

netic side deals with the storage of data while the optical

part of the drive deals with the accurate location of data
on the disk (see the multi-media feature on page 16 for
more details of how a floptical drive works). The upshot
of all this is that a normal sized 3.5 inch floppy disk can

and floptical drive combinations phone them for prices.
The base price is a little on the

high side, but this is an excellent and
reliable addition to the Data Pulse
range.

hold 21 MBytes of data, with increased disk capacities of
40 and 80MBytespromised for the future.

CLIVE PARKER

ATARI 520ST
DISCOVERY + PACK

PRINTERS

Comprises: Atari 520ST, Mouse, Manual, TV Lead.

PRINTER OF THE MONTH

. CITIZEN SWIFT 240C COLOUR PRINTER .

Monsters, 1st Word, Neochrome, AniST

ONLY £239.95
contains:-

Database, Spreadsheet, Spelling Checker,
Graph Plotter, Typing Tutor, Kidi Story, GCSE
Maths, Spell, Alphabet, Number Round Virus
Killer, Label Printer, Ten Action Games Disk

SHOULD BE AVAILABLE NOW
PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS

SQUIK MOUSE

£12.95

£269.95

Star LC20 (UK)

£139,95

Star LC200 Colour (UK)

£199.95

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

£129 95
£219.95
£239.95
£179.95
£189.95

120D+
224D
224D Colour
Swift 9
Swift 9 Col

PLUS FREE WHILST STOCKS LAST

SPECIAL OFFER

IndianaJones, Strider2, LastNinja 2, James Bond

PANASONIC KXP1123

£179.95

ATARI 1040STE

I

INC. LEAD AND PAPER

FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK
Panasonic KXP 2180 Col
Panasonic KXP 2123 Col

INCLUDES

ACCESSORIES

*

ATARI FALCON

SimCity, FinalFight, 9 Lives, Escape Planet,Robot

FREE software pack with every 520ST which

NEW!! NEW!! NEW!! NEW!! NEW !

£199.95
£269.95

ATARI 1040STE, Mouse, Manual

PRINTER PRICES INCLUDE CONNECTING LEAD &PAPER

Business Module:- ST Word (Wordprocessor),
ST Base (Database)

Creative Module:- Hyperpalnt 2,

MONITORS

Music Maker 2, First Basic

Education Module:- Reading Tutor, French Tutor,

NEW LOW PRICE
£269.95

ATARI SC1435 COLOUR MONITOR
£209.95 WITH TILT N SWIVEL STAND

FAMILY CURRICULUM
BONUS PACK

PHILIPS CM8833/2 with TurboChallenge
connecting lead and on-site warranty.

All items in the Family Curriculum Pack
above, plus:- Vinyl Dust Cover,
Mouse Mat, Twin Extension Lead,

£209.95

Genuine UKSpecification

Mouse Pocket, Disk Head Cleaner,
10 Blank Disks in a Box,Joystick,

Atari 520ST/1040ST
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1123/1124
StarLC10/20
StarLC24/2u0
StarLC200
Citizen 120D+
Citizen 124D/224D/200/240
Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swilt 24/24e
Atari SM125/SM124 Monitor
Atari SM144 Monitor
Atari SC1435 Monitor

£24.95

..£5 95

..£4 95
£4 95

PREMIER MICROS CONTROL CENTRE FOR
THE ATARI 520/1040 ST WITH TOP SHELF

£39.95

SERIOUS SOFTWARE

£4 95
£4 95
£4 95
.£6 95

First Word Plus

£6 95
.£6.95

Philips CM8833/2 Monitor

Neo Desk 3

Atari Lynx

Data Manager Professional

£34.95

STOS

With Batman Returns and Power

Supply unit only £99,95 inc Postage

STOS Compiler
STOS Sprites
STOS 3D

£14 95
£10.95
£26.95

Fun School 3 Under 5 years
Fun School 3 5-7 years
Fun School 3 Over 7 years
Fun School 4 Under 5 years
Fun School 4 5-7 years
Fun School 4 Over 7 years
Magic Maths 4-8 years
Maths Mania 8-12 years
Three Bears 5-10 years

£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

Atari Lynx Accessories

NEW!! NEW!! NEW!! NEW!!
ATARI SM146
HIGH RESOLUTION BLACK AND
WHITE MONITOR
ONLY £139.95

Micro Maths, General Knowledge Quiz

NAKSHA MOUSE WITH OPERATION STEALTH
GAME, MOUSE POCKET. MOUSE MAT

VINYL DUST COVERS

Kit Case
Pouch
Power Supply

£14 95
£9.95
£10.95

Atari Lynx Games
Any Title RRP £29.95

only

£24.95

SEGA MEGADRIVE

Better Spelling (8to 14)

with two controllers and Sonic the Hedgehog

Vast selection of Megadrive

"!e17!95

Better Malhs (12 to 16)
Magic Story Book (5 to 14)
Pepe's Garden (Ages 3 to 7)
Shoe People (Ages 4 to 6)
ADI English 11/12 years
ADI English 12/13 years
ADIMaths 11/12 years
ADIMaths 12/13 years

only £128.95

I

games at discount prices
Please call for details.

£17.95
£20.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16 95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95

[Nintendo Super NES with Super*

' Scope gun, six game cartridge *

ACCESSORIES

Eleven Game Disk

ONLY £294.95

and controller £159.95

FORGET ME CLOCK 2, with throughport
low, low price £14.95

.

NEW!!

NEW!!

NEW"

NEW"*

BUDGET PRICE

Good selection of SUPER
NINTENDO Games in stock

I

FUN SCHOOL 2

*

UNDER 6, 6 TO 8, OVER 8 •
ONLY £6.95 EACH

MAIL - CENTA
,il8..(*??*,eliT,.,ds' The Main Centre, Derby DEI 2PE. Tel: 0332 204077

mmmm

Personal cheques may require 7days clearance. Proprietor Martin Bridges.

Reach the top with

ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!! r.

LCL

• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)

Chosen by Atari for their Family Curriculum pack. World leaders - Hons
graduate/teacher authors. • £5 off total for 2, £10 off for 3.

MICRO ENGLISH (8 years -GCSF.) I ifQ^

Complete course taking students from spelling and
punctuation to understanding literature. Also for EFL, 24
programs with real speech with a book and manual £24.

(ST, STE, Amiga, PC, Arc etc)

JVjICROC™VlAN_(Bei.jni]L-rs -GCSF. &huT| jjflfaKfc
CompTet^TO^ree^Hu^e^rspeecn^dvenSre ^^^^^

game & business letter generator, 24 programs with book

& manual, £24. (ST, STE, Amiga, PC, Arc)

Best Buy

MICRO FRENCH (Beginners - GCSE)

Complete course taking beginners to GCSE,"with real

speech & graphics adventure game, 24 program options
with a book and a manual.

(ST, STE, Amiga, BBC, PC)

PWMAR^L^THSCOURSF^^^^RS)
CURRICULUM (levels 1-4) Counting, addition, subtraction, Long and

short multiplication and division, tables, fractions and decimals.

MICRO MATHS (11 years - GCSE)

j

Best selling GCSE Maths course in UK. For ages 11 upwards in 24
program options with a book and manual. £24.

(ST, STE, Amiga, PC, PCW, CPC,BBC)

FOR

DESPATCH

"Definitely a first classpackage." AMIGA SHOPPER
Send coupon and cheques/PO's (+99p P&P) or phone orders or

requests for free colour poster/catalogue to:

LCL (DEPT STF), THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANDY ROAD,
HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXON RG9 1QB

or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs)
Name

Address

Title(s)
Computer.

512K- POA

2 Meg - POA

• REPAIRS-Phone for details
TERMS: Please specify exact requirements when ordering memory. Strictly payment
with order. All products fitted by tis guaranteed for 3 months against defective parts or
workmanship. All cheques payableto BREVCO thank you.

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES
49 Parish Lane, Pence, London, SE20 7LJ

M» 081-659 2851

MAKE
YOUR ST EARN!
Yes making money with your ST becomes incidental when you know how!
Your ST is, if onlyyou knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is irrelevant.
Makethe initial effort NOWby starting your own

24 program options + book & manual £24

IMMEDIATE

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY

£24.

Complete course with full screen colour graphics. NATIONAL

PHONE NOW

512K-£30

2 Meg - £90

HOME BASED BUSINESS.

This may he the most important move you willever make!

REMEMBER: You'll never getrich bydigging someone else's "ditch".
Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a
relatively short period oftime justby doing a few basic things! It's more
rewarding than playing games.
The benefits are many and varied.
Full or part time.

S

For FREE DETAILS SEND S.A.E. to.

fome Wased wtisiness
31 Pilton Place, King and Queen Street, STF41
Walworth, London SE17 1DR.

The ST FORMAT Special Edition is packed full of reviews of
everything anyone - even sexy Sam - would ever consider
buying: games, printers, scanners, programming, Public
Domain software, art and graphics, desktop publishing,
word processing, databases, spreadsheets, accounts pack
ages - and loads more. It costs only £3.95 if you miss it,
you're really going to regret it...

THE ST FORMAT
On sale Thursday 26 November

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

COMPUTER

^^

SUPPLIES

Suppliers ofDiscount Software since
Educational, Local Authority and government orders
welcome. Overseas orders please call or write for
quotations. All goods subject to availability, prices
subject to change without notice. E & 0 E.
Prices include VAT and delivery by post.
Courier delivery from £3, please ask for details.
Please allow 5 days for cheque clearance
TO ORDER: Please call the telephone number listed
below to place credit card orders (Access/Visa) or
send cheques/POs made out to MJC Supplies to:

MJC SUPPLIES (SF)
Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way,
Letchworth, Herts. SG61UJ.

Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines)
HISOFT PRODUCTS

LEARN TO READ WITH PROF.
PrismsSoftware's complete reading
course for 4 to 9 year olds.
1. Prof Plays a New Game
£19.95
2. Prof Looks at Words
3. Prof Makes Sentences
4. Prof Hunts for Words
ALSO AVAILABLE FROM PRISMA

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

Pepe's Garden (3 to 7)

£19.95
ENGLISH 11/12 OUR PRICE £17.95

Features pronouns, verbs, adverbs, spelling,

FUN SCHOOL

synonyms, prefixes/suffixes.

The all time best selling educational
software from Database Educational.

A number of programs per package
covering a range of subjects.

ment system which is ideal for both professional
and casual programmers.

RRP£79.95 OUR PRICE £54.95

HISOFT C INTERPRETER

Hisoft C lets you develop, debug and test
programs quickly and easily in a simple
environment.

Hisoft C features over 460

library functions, fast and powerful Gem
based editorand built-in help for quick and
easy reference.

For 2 to 6 years
For6 to 8 years

£7.95
£7.95

For the over 8's

£7.95

HISOFT LATTICE C V5.5

RRP£99.95 OUR PRICE £69.95

Lattice C V5.5 is a versatile and powerful
development system forthe popular C pro
gramming language, adhering extremely

NEW-HISOFT DEVPAC 3
Hisoft Devpac 3 is the latest version of the popular

closely to the ANSI standard. It contains
the most complete set of C libraries to be

assembler & debugger packagefor the ST. Packed
full of features it is the ideal programming environ
mentfor beginners and professional programmers

alike. It contains an editor, assembler anda debug

Covers geometry, algebra, statistics,symme
try, quadrilaterals and number operations.
MATHS 12/13 OUR PRICE £17.95

Covers fractions,transformations, propor
tions, mental calculations.

FUN SCHOOL 3

6 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

For 2 to 5 years
For 5 to 7 years

£15.95
£15.95

For the over 7's

£15.95

FUN SCHOOL 4

The latest in this excellent series

For2 to 5 years

£16.95

For 5 to 7 years

£16.95

For the over 7's

£16.95

KOSMOS EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE
Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11) £14.95
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
£7.95
Factfile Spelling (6-11)
£7.95

LCL SOFTWARE
Each package is designed as a complete
course,including a 100pageplus
paperback book, with 24 programs.

Primary Maths Course (3to 11)
Micro Maths (12/adultto GCSE)
Micro French (12/adult to GCSE)

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

NEW MULTI-PACKS
FROM B.WARE
We are now able to offer a number of edu

cational & database programs by B.Ware
invarious Multi-Packs at veryreasonable
prices
PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS

only.

KOSMOS LANGUAGE TUTORS
The ideal aidto learning vocabulary
French Mistress
German Master
Spanish Tutor
Italian Tutor

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

GRAPHICS &

with the hugely successful Turbo Pascal on the PC.

window editor.

Using dictionaries and reference books con
struct adverbs, punctuate sentences.

SOFT STUFF
Magic Storybook
Let's Spell at Home

£23.95
£14.95

Let'sSpell at the Shops

£14.95

Hooray for Henrietta

£17.95

Henrietta's Book of Spells

£17.95

RRP £59.95 OUR PRICE £39.95

HIGHSPEED PASCAL
Highspeed Pascal is designed to be compatible
It features a fast singlepass compiler, compilation
speed of more than 20,000 lines per minute.
Compile to memory or diskand an integrated multi

ENGLISH 12/13 OUR PRICE £17.95

MATHS 11/12 OUR PRICE £17.95

FUN SCHOOL 2

8 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

Factfiles are data for Answerback Quiz
HISOFT BASIC VERSION 2
Hisoft Basic 2 comescomplete with a Compiler and
a Debugger. The package is a complete develop

LEARN TO READ WITH ADI
ADI is a friendly alien whichappearson this
latest rangeof educational softwarefrom
Europress(the manufacturers of Fun
School). Each package is designedto fol
low theNational Curriculum fora particular
school year.

found on the Atari 68000 computers, Gem
based installation program, multi window
editor, project manager and lots more.
(Requires1 Meg)

II MISCELLANEOUS

PRESENTATIONS
Timeworks DTP2 & First Word Plus ..£99.95
Easy Draw 2
£36.95
Supercharged Easy Draw2
£59.95
Deluxe Paint ST
£44.95
Canvas
£10.95
Spectrum 512
£22.95

Concerto

£29.95

Quartet V1.5 4 voice music synth.

£36.95

Mini Office Communications
Harlekin 2
Hisoft Knife ST

£39.95

£19.95

Hisoft Diamond Back II

£31.95

Flexidump (for9 pin mono)

£17.95

£15.95

Cyber Studio (1Mb req'd)

£39.95

Flexidump Plus (all dotmatrix)

£31.95

Cyber Paint

£39.95

Forget-Me-Clock 2

£17.95

ger.

RRP £149.95 OUR PRICE £99.95

PLEASE CALL

SOUND SAMPLERS
STEREO MASTER
Stereo Master isa low cost, high quality sound sam
pler for theST. Its features include: Sample rates
from 3.0 to 27.9 Khz, mix sample with full or half
volume, hifi stereo playback option using the
Playback cartridge, full STE stereo support.

RRP £39.95 OUR PRICE £29.95

STEREO REPLAY
This system can record in high quality
stereo from its twin phono input sockets,
taking sounds from any suitable Stereo

Replay 8 features powerful sampling and playback
commands such as Sample, Pre-Sample, Auto
Record Trigger and more, aswell astheusual editing
commands Replay 8 also contains some Special
Effects software anda 2 voice programmable Drum
Machinecalled Drumbeat 8.

RRP£59.95 OUR PRICE £44.95

REPLAY 16

CD player. Editor features include Mark,
Hide, Cut, Loop, Paste, Insert, Delete, Fill,
more.

RRP£89.95 OUR PRICE £64.95

REPLAY

PROFESSIONAL
comes complete with Editing software as
well as the Drumbeat Professional 4 chan

nel Drum Machine and Midiplay which turns
your ST into a powerful sound sampling
synthesizer. It can sample at rates between

RRP£129.95 OUR PRICE £95.00

RRP£99.95 OUR PRICE £79.95

NAKSHA
Our most popular mouse. Includes
Operation Stealth, Mat and Holder
£21.95

Nevada Cobol (CPM inc. emulator)

£33.95

HisoftHigh Speed Pascal V1.5

£69.95

Hisoft WERCS Plus(inc GDOS)

£33.95

STOS THE CREATOR

5 and 48 Khz

SQUIK
MECHANICAL MOUSE

NEW - ROBOSHIFT
Auto Sensing joystick mouse switch box

MJC PRICE £13.95

ZYDEC 3.5

SECOND

DISK DRIVE
Quality external, double sided diskdrive,
including PSU and cable

£52.95

STOS - The Creator
STOS- Compiler
STOS - 3-D NOW AVAILABLE
STOS- CREATOR AND COMPILER

£19.95
£13.95
£22.95
£29.95

The Game Makers Manual (book)

£11.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHER 1

.EWMIH*ldlJM?MTT

Plus FirstWord Plus(no mail merge)
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE

SPECIAL OFFER
TIMEWORKS
With Zydec Second disk drive

Replay professional is probably the most
complete Sound System for the Atari ST. It

The first 16 bit sound sampler for the Atari ST
Contains an Editor, Midiplay Sequencer and
Dmmbeat 16Samples atrates upto46 Khz.

MECHANICAL MOUSE

£54.95
£29.95
£39.95
£99.95

equipment such as a Portable Cassette or

Clear, Overlay, Reverse, Fade and many
REPLAY 8

aSHSHMEE
HiSoft Basic 2 - Newrelease
Tempus 2 - Programmers Editor
Hisoft C Interpreter
Lattice C version 5

Prodata version 1.2
Data Manager Professional
Super Card 2, by B.Ware
Mini Office Spreadsheet

..£64.95
..£24.95

VIDI-ST

..£15.95

Personal Finance ManagerPlus.

..£29.95

Home Accounts 2

..£36.95

EELEznaisizi

Agreat value replacement mouse

Protext4.3 specialofferjust..
Word Flair (1Mb)

..£39.95
..£57.95

MJC PRICE £12.95

Word Writer

..£36.95
..£39.95

FirstWordPlus (V3.1)

£99.95

..£29.95

Vidi-ST+ Vidi-Chrome
Rombo RGB Splitter

Vidi-ST CompleteColourSolution

£84.95
£49.95
£129.95

COURIER DELIVERY
SERVICE
Available on all orders. Prices start from
£3.00 - Please ask for details

New age PDL

n amazing wordprocesso
Write/phone for full da

Only £1.50 each (UK)

Multi print

All PD disks are FULL

save output to lile for rapid multiple

All PD disks are DOUBLE SIDED

Redacteur Junior - £39!

^ofiW£ir=*

Telephone: (0702) 232826

WARP 9

copies. ST Format Gold Award utility.

Mouse Tricks 2

disk and a stamped SAE. Alternatively add 30p to any order.

More than a mouse accelerator.

Formerly Quick ST. this is the latest and great
est software screen accelerator for the ST/TT:

Mouse Tricks offers a massive choice

graphics and text look the same, but appear
with astonishing speed. Includes a host of

of settings for maximising the
productivity of your rodent.

utilities from CodeHead Software: mouse

H' =high resolution monitoronly. A' =any monitorsuitable.
HOTBABES: - A9 diskset of picturesinspectrum 512Extended(SPX) format. Theyare full colour,span several
screens and feature some great lookinggirls. Absolutelythe best quality pictures on your STi - Only £12.001
FANTASY: - A new 5 diskset of SPX pictures, this time featuring more women but In fantasy images - Only £6.501

Latest version of the ultimate font

After-Dark-alike modular screen saver. Price:

utilityfor the Atari ST/TT. Full details

£24.95, upgrades from other screen
accelerators (return manual cover): £12.95.

GAME 1 - Anduril,Eliminator, Galaxy, Mini Golf, Bubble, Runner. Space War. Tetris Gilgalad, Once A KingH
GAME 6 - TunnelVision,AirWarrior(flightsim), Darts, MisterPacky. (Pacman), Bridge-It,Scanner (draughts)
GAME 15-Ball Blazer, Breakanoid, Concentration, Extensor, Lost Treasure.

GAME 16 - EmpireBuilder, MAD(boulderdash). ShipCombat, FootballManager, Motorism, Pulse Rider
Genocide - A 1 or 2 player strategy game with hints of Populous and SimCity. Brilliant graphics! £3.95
DarkCarpathian - A tale of terrorset in the 1500's written with the 3DConstruction Kit £2.95
DEMONSTRATIONS
DEMO 16-ThingsNotToDo (very funny)

DEMO 3 - ULM Mega Demo

DEMO 42- Total Chaos Double Doozer Demo

BUS12 -

Sheet 2,Dbase One 'A'

Your

Imagecopy

SccrfricJ A4uuueil

— to the A.tari ST
y\

I Copyimagesfrom screen, view andI
I convert images, and print images on I

U s e r s ' CJuicic {<>

I a wide range ofprinters, including: 9-

Titneworks Publisher
y\

Ipin, 24-pin, BJ Bubblejet, and HP|
I Laserjet andDeskjet. Price: £9.95.
• Coming Soon: Imagecopy Colour |

Users ' Guide l<

First Word

I with support for most colour printers.

DEMO 69 - Electro Reset Demo (1 meg)

DEMO 51 • HobyOne Mega Demo
DEMO 78-79- Punish Your Machine Demo (£3.00)
DEMO 74 -Staytonic Cult - STE Only
DEMO 92 -Shamen MusicDemo (1 meg)
DEMO 132- The Pandemonium Demo
DEMO 95 - Corporation Mega Demo - STE Only
DEMO 93 -Songsof the Unexpected - STE Only
DEMO 139-142 Phaleon Gigademo - 4 disk, £5.00
APPLICATIONS & UTILITIES
UTIL 13- German to English. Dbackup, DCUtils A'
UTIL 19- Your second Manual,Jokes A
UTIL 14- Full of printerdrivers inc. Bubblejet'A1
UTIL 20 - Fontkit 3.31 'A'not STE
UTIL 30-

BUPRO 20 - Video Master - superb video Tiller £3.95

Rooks i
—

GAMES

keyboard control over dialogs, and and excellent

of new features available on request.

GLAMOURGIRLS:- The latest 11 disk pack of SPXpictures, the best pack ever done with some of the best
looking women around - Only £15.00!
ART35-37 - In bed with Madonna - 3 disks with over 100 great shots. Enhanced on the STE Only £4.00!
ART51 - Crack Art - Great art package that can rip graphics from programs. 1 meg needed £150.

CI 01 CI 02 -

accelerator, desktop pictures, new system fonts,

Fontkit Plus 4

ART AND GRAPHICS

^s.

***

zr:
Printed Clip Art
Catalogues.

Over 300 disks of

Superboot 7.4 'A'

SOUNDTRACKER MODULES
These disks contain brilliant qualitytunes at great value formoney. Alldisks come withthe ESION strackerwhich
isa complete module editor and piayer.Thereare versionsof both the ST and the STE.

lUEaqs&tj pus su^'spttu^O)

Sleepwalk, Aciiid, Human Invasion,Nice Beat, Ohno, Stone, Stress,X-Ray
Acid Batman 2, Creation 2, Crockets, Tied Up. Enoia, Last Ninja 2, The LastSun. Intro 1

out now
PD and Shareware disks, ST Club Software,
Cables, Books, Dust Covers, Blank Disks,

3.5" Disks

TRAC 11- Clothes, Complicate,Endtheme,Hi-energy, Hunters, Jackdance, Scratch,Magic,SI19
TRAC 20 - Alfair, Bluemon,Clutch, Disco,Einstein, Megamix 88, Shortpsh,Symphaze. Song, Flash4.

TRAC 49- Berry, Close, Depress, DocII, Eagles, Eg. Enemies, Esion, Going, Goodlife, H-dance,L-around 'E"
As well as these disks listed we also stock hundreds of demos including the complete range of POV. We are

official distributors of Budgie UK, Shoestring Software (education), Organised Chaos(adventure/strategy) and
we are the ONLY distributor of Creative Influence (see Genocide and DarkCarpathian above)

ClipArtcat's, ST Applications magazines, etc.

Top quality disks at
bargain prices.

Phone; 0602-410241
MX: 0602-241515

The ST Club, 2 Broadway,

10 @ £5-25 @ £22.50

Write: Nottingham, NG1 1PS

Includes labels and 1st class delivery

(STF 10) 30 Anderson Estate, Lower Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 5NG
Modem users call New Age BBS on (0702) 715025 - 24 Hrs

i FaslCopy PRO - j

t C24.95 -

WHAT MAKES WIZARD SPECIAL?

IMPORW

ANNOUNC EMENT
The latest edition of the Goodman International
Shareware Guide is now available.
Over 150 pages, with screen shots and descriptions for hundreds of disks
of the very best in ST &STE Public Domain and Shareware.
New Loose Leaf Format

For Easy Updating

FULL DOUBLE
SIDED DISKS

KEEN PRICES

G

simple
DTP. 23 built in fonts. A4 size papi works in
print
Ideal
monochrome for best quality
for leaflets etc. DS disk.

• Complete with Card

on this disk.

MRPACKY, another superpacman.
I
SOCCER brilliant 3Dfootball game 2 pla/ers.

Only

SIMON, computerversionof hand heldgame.
DOMINOES, puzzle game. GOLF card
game. Alsoon this diskDRAGON MAZE,2
game,SENSORI BACKGAMMON,

clown and burst the balloons. FIRESTORM,

Goodman International (DEPT STF)
16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate, Longton,
Stoke-on-Trent ST3 1SW

.h

WFR 01 ST WRITER V4.2 and

the'ST (E) plus aspell checker, printspooler

arid a selection of ready to use letters.

ODD 07 THE WORLD.OF STARTREK

Over 300Kof text interviews and biographies

BRIDGET, ST ARTREK, BATTLESHIPS.

up. MONKIES &BALLOONS, bounce the

domain and Shareware needs.

MUS '31 The ACCOMPANIST

FIRSTWORD, The best word processorsfor

games. GALTIC RANGER, unusual shootem

Inclusive of UK Carriage

LANDSCAPE Generators including
GENASIS and a CAD Package.

BRD04 CHESS, superb chess game.
DECODER, excellent mastermind. SUPER

ARCH HOME, and L'ORB 2 super pinball

Discover why thousands of ST users,

morea superbcollection of BOARD GAMES.

DART 05 ANI ST Great animation package
formerly sold at £80.00 now PD, VAN

SEQUENCER FromH. GOSH.

Amendments

today

Astronomy program plu:; aSTronomer.

MUTANT WIPEOUT ariel shoot em up.

INVADERS needs no description.

Source Code Selection

AST 01 PLANETARIUM simply the best PD

Astronomy program. SKYMAP another great

GOGH Paintpackagc withanimated sprites. 4

ARC50 H ACM AN, superb pacmairaone.

• Includes the Official STOS

(we only use the best)

CHECKERS, WHEEL OF FORTUNE, and

DRAGONS, Role playingjtdventure.
PARANOIA, ENCHANTED REALM and
ELBOZO CITY. 3 moregoodadventures also

For Updates &

TOP QUALITY

BRD 01 LAZERCHESS, OTHELLO,

ADV 01 DDST, DUNGEONS &

>Subscription Available

FAST SERVICE
RELIABLE

JUST A FEW EXAMPLE DISKS FROMOUR COLLECTION
ART 07 Superb artpackage, ideal f

• Divided Into 10 Main
Reference Sections
Index Dividers

worldwide, have, for over six years
chosen Goodmans for all their public

Catalogue

From 85p per disk!

Those disks marked with 'E' are STE only.

ASTltOCAl.

The ST Club

BUPRO 23 - Video Master ExtraFontsdisk£3.95

BUSI 1- Invoice &Statement generator demo, Namenet (1 Meg), Sales Controller H'
UTIL 15- Tons of misc utils includingcopiers, formatters, viruskillers, directory listers, diary etc. 'A'
UTIL 16 - Ice Packer, Sticker3, Definitive File Selector, Hard Up,Bench Mark,Chameion (allows32 desk aces) 'A

TRAC 1 TRAC 2 -

nd demo'disks.

Intelligent printer buffer with option to

To order our extensive, easy to use disk catalogue featuring over 900 jam-packed disks, and filled with 2
games, 4 soundtracker modules, a text editor and a brilliantdemo, just send us either a £1 coin or a blank

All disks are £1.50 each unless other prices are stated. All disks will only run on a COLOURsystem except:

n incredible pri

another good arcade game rescue the humans.
LAZERBAL, supergame and interesting

from the original STARTREK and NEXT
GENERATION plus loads of pictures from
both series. A must for all TRETCKIES!!!

ARC 04 TETRIS, superb tetris game (see
review in issue 1 of this mag). KLAX TRIX,
WELTRIS & TETSIDE, 3 more eood games
on the tetris theme. MR DICE, COLLAPSE

version onthe pinbafl theme. Also onthis disk

& BURGER,3 moregoodgames to fillthis

LOST TREASURE, WIDOW MAKER,

super value disk.

SLALOM & BREAK OUT.

WIZARD P.D 24HOURORDERLINE
178 Waverley Rd,Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ Tel: 0734 574685

VISA

For disk cataloguesend blank + S.A.E. OR 7Cp

^^^^^_

PAPER ORDISK CATALOGUE FREE WITH ORDI KON REQUEST yie/l

t-h (V7K2 ^35650

Fax: 0782 3161S2

P.DDisks1

£2.25 2

£4.25 3

£5.75

Additional disks£1.75

We also stock Budgie, POV and KME disks.

hHBIM

REVIEWS

PUBLIC

•

DOMA

N

That bargain

PUBLIC

Public
Domain

software has
many powers,
not least

being the
ability to keep
Chris Lloyd,
Andy Lowe
and Clive

MATHS HELPER

Turing Machine Simulation

PACE 6 - DISK ST 708

A handful of programs to make the
number-crunching game run a little
smoother. The matrix program clev

is an - er, you guessed it,
a theoretical type of com
puter developed to inves
tigate and predicate cal

erly called Matricks handles all the

culus. There are also two

common matrix functions on one of

Parker quiet

calculators with a zillion

the little fellas - the matrices, that is up to 37 squares wide and deep.

functions each.

takes

streets for

hours at a

as well as things called Bessal 0„

0

functions and integration. The

time. It does

not, however,

PRIIMTIIMG PRESS

I SH | CU | ' FRfl | 1flBS |

What's on this disk is the computer
equivalent of a small print shop,
enabling you to easily design and
print documents, including posters,

have the

capacity to

Do Macro: || ZERO H INTG-R

Switch tOl| DIFF |: STOT

Using the built-in art program
you can tweak imported images
until they are just as you want
.
them and graphics can be
used in any of the documents

any more

popular with

except for banners. Each sec

women

tion of the program has either

EQUATORIAL ATLAS

CONST

|

dE/dt |; SUM

JL

6855ft. 00000000
68560.00000000

£3 >
UJ

' i!' i
1 2

1

UNITS |

|| OPTIM i

ROOTS | EflUAT || PLOTS |

[)

68550.00000000

••WWWWH

F
••i

-0.301152636
0.642092616

U

0.958915723

X

0.84147O985

,

3.141592654

1

25.000000000

expres
• Sub Cat shows its form in the

numbers game with powerful func
tions and an accessible interface.

actually doing your maths homework
or maths is a serious hobby, this disk

aren't really for the novice
and, unless you're involved in

is unlikely to be much use to you but if you're in the know it's the biz.

so everything is point-

and click. Printing is sup
ported on Epson and
NEC printers with the
promise of Atari Laser

banners and disk labels.

make them

LUSH

flRCl, IIVPI Hi 19 j 2]
JLL3iJJ.
SIK f COS j ; tN [ EXP] 1 [E£jjJiHJ

[MJEajriTiiTi ggji

[T

•

pop-up, drop-down or
on-screen menu options,

NIGHTSHIFT PD - DISK U64

and HP Laserjet printer
1

support if you register.
This is a great print

utility,

although

^ unfortunately you

• Create an - er, different card. This

4> do need at least 1MByte of

reads: "It's your birthday, fancy that

RAM and a mono monitor.

- thought I'd greet you with a bat!"

UTILS 1

GOODMANS PDL -

BUDGIE - DISK PRO 28

DISK GD1666

This is another in the Budgie UK pro
ductivity series of disks, now up to

This is a clever program that'd be
really handy if you're into

Pro 28. It's packed with a wide vari
ety of utilities and comes with a

astromony as well as have an ST.

Equatorial Atlas is a sky mapping
program which displays the night

booklet detailing the programs. It
also includes a simple text editor
called BQ-TXT that you can use to

sky as you can see it from either

the northern hemisphere and the

create small text files suitable for use

equator, and works in medium

resolution. All 43 major constellations

in the northern and equatorial sky
are covered in the full version, along
with about 1,600 individual objects.
Once you're viewing a constel
lation, you can select individual
objects - the name of the star or
galaxy is displayed at the bottom

of the screen along with any
information

Sub Cal

readable

S-—BMT1

1SOfl | j CUR | IHT | IHU |;

Plot is another imaginativelysions and the Take Note Printing Pro
named program that plots functions
grammers' calculator can store
and uses GDOS to give good
operations and do all sorts of
4
-sj
\
hardcopy. It can handle all the
fancy operations on binary
*>$ V _, numbers. These programs
usual sine and cosine business 0

and off the

interesting

iQirerrei iegj [Rsrj[cirjiBs»j [rrr| rahojr^jxtj Ltoafl[|»5Jj ESSEml^
/;m;KK—^^—

The

4
a

cut down version gives you O jt
access to two thirds of the

"'

• Space, the final frontier. Every

as on disk READ.ME documents,

constellation in the northern hemi

though don't try using it to write
your latest novel. Other programs
include a document displayer, a
MIDI sysex dump program, a pro

sphere can be displayed and stud
ied with Equatorial Atlas. If you
have the slightest interest in the
stars, then this is an excellent pro
gram to add to your collection.

constellations ifyou have a 1040 and
one third of them if you have a
520. For the full program you
need 1MByte of RAM. It's £5
'

to register for the full version,
so get writing those cheques.

I LOAD | f ERASER ||~DRiaiJ~| j SUIT \
;:: 6y'R .Bur-ton;.';:.

gram to automatically transfer a file

• Another utility from Utils 1. This is

to a RAMdisk on booting the system,
a program to identify your TOS type,
a program to convert First Word

Plus programs to ASCII and a
rather good database called
Basoon. A mixed bag with
something for everyone.

x*
4r

Postcard, and it means that you can
V

import and chop Degas or
tMeochrome pictures into

^X

%

frames to create composite
pictures. Handy if you don't
happen to have Degas or
Neochrome to hand.

*

MT SOFTWARE (Dept STF
Greensward House,

MTS
PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE, SHAREWARE

"<* 0983 - 756056
FAX: 0983 - 755800 (24hr)

The Broadway,
Totland, I.O.W

88

P039 OBX

FOR ATARI ST/STE

E

1sl\ ^^3

RING, WRITE OR FAX FOR OUR
FREE 64 PAGE PRINTED CATALOGUE

/f\

•

//\\

19 Hodgkinson Rd
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W
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// \\

Notts NG17 7DJ
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Tel: 0623 7540*1

Budgie UK Demonstration Disks

Programming -Adventure Writing |
Programming - Assembler
Programming - C
Programming - Gem
Programming - GFA Basic
Programming - Pascal
Programming - Stos Basic
Programming - Various

Range

Satellites

BulletinBoard Systems
Chemistry
Clip Art

Games - Colour
Games - Mono
Games - Solution Disks

Communications

Genealogy
Music & Midi - Kawai

Cookery

Music & Midi - Quartet

Databases
Data Protection

Music & Midi - Roland
Music & Midi - Sequencers
Music & Midi - Sound Trackers

Demo Disks -General
Demo Disks - Product
Desk Accessories
Disk and Virus Utilities

Music & Midi - Various
Music & Midi - yamaha

Education

Operating Systems&Emulators

Education - Shoestring Range

Picture Disks

U002: Label Makers

M001: Accompianist 2.4

U004: Double Sentry

M002: Ani ST

G003: Llamatron + 1 Meg
G004: Mystic Well

U006: Supercard 1 + 2

M004: Noisetracker

U007: Fastbase Database

M005: Composer

G009; Ozone

U020: Gemini V1.1

M011: Alchymy Junior 1 Meg

GOiO; Robotz/Valgus 2

U022: C Compiler + Tutor
U024: Viewing Utilities

G026: Haunted House

U026: Sheet 2

G027: Mesaroids

U034: Archivers + Packers

G031: Bold 1 Meg

U037: Opus Spreadsheet

M026: Calamus Fonts

M030: Kosmic 2 1 Meg
M031: Crack Art 1 Meg
M033: Various Trackers
M035: Picture Concept

G036: Football Manager

T001: The Planets Slideshow

U042: Genology

T003: Circuit Designer
T006: Bodyshop

U051: Virus Killers
U056: Yr 2nd Atari Manual

T009: Planetarium

T010: Typing Tutor

G045: Larn VI2 Adventure

U070-. Sagrotan

G050: Match It

U072: intro Concept Demo Make
U076: Latest Disk Copiers
U077: GFA Expert

G053: Fatemaster

W003: 1st A'ord

T011: Business Letters

•

T021: Dot to Dot
T022: Chunnel

T030-. Things Not To Do Demo

FREE POSTAGE

FREE PRINTED CATALOGUE
Make Cheques payable to J. Lowe

(Min 3 disks)
Same Day Despatch

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR SPECIALS

ClipArt Pack

specialist software

Education Packs

C Programming Pack
GFA BasicProgramming Pack
STOSBasicProgramming Pack

VIDEO TITLE!?
VIDEO TITLEI? ST V.2

RING FOR DETAILS

are held on diskand can be assembled using the supplied text
editor and assembler.Thediskalso contains a complete
resourceconstruction kit for producing dialog boxes, drop

Easy Text Pro now

Registers GEMDOS, XBIOS, GRAPHICS, DROP DOWN MENUS,

available.

DIALOG BOXES, WINDOWS and much, much more

downmenus, etc. Learn to program like the professionals.

£29.95 ££4:95

PROFESSIONAL TITLES FOR ALL VIDEO FORMATS

SMOOTH TEXT/FONTS. FLIPS, COLOUR-CYCLES, VENETIAN, WIPES, FADES,
DISSOLVES INTERLOCK, SCROLLS, SPEED CONTROL. SUPPORTS G.DOS &

FSMG. DOS, NEO, DEGAS. & PI1. THE MOST ADVANCED TITLER. ST REVIEW
ESSENTIAL BUY 92%.

Complete with GDOS fonts system

assembly language examples howto program the ST. No

knowledge ofassembler isassumed, all examples in the book

ONLY £19-99

M036: Deluxe Font Master
M038; Noisetracker Modules

U040: Hard Disk Utilities

Spreadsheets
STEOnly
Typing Tutors
Various other subjects
Word Processing

assembler the easy way,step-by-step!
BOOKCOMPLETE WITH DISK! (Over400 pages) only C19.99
Thecomprehensive book introduces the readervia many

on 9 pin, 24 pin
and laser printers

U039: Pack-et-Term

Speech Synthesis

Acomplete assembly language programming environment for
the beginner and intermediate ST programmer. Learn

results

ART MASTER ST/STe

£24.95 £2^95

SUPERB NEW ART PACKAGE FOR THE ST

3D GRAPHICS ADVANCED BLOCK MANIPULATION, DISTORTION & MORE. NEO,
DEGAS AMIGA IFF COMPATIBLE, 9 WORKSCREENS, 4096 COLOURS, RAY,
GRADIENT 3D CONES, SPHERES, SHAPES & IT'S USER FRIENDLY
Complete with colour print driver.
VIDEO TITLER & ART MASTER - Combined price £5*r95 £49.95

PRINT MASTER ST/STe

FREAKS

PRODUCE COLOUR ON A MONOCHROME PRINTER. FULL COLOUR SHADING
SUPPORTS MOST PRINTERS, TRI-COLOUR AND PROFESSIONAL COLOUR
SEPARATION LABEL ROUTINES, SUPPORTS EPSON, CANON BUBBLEJET, STAR,
CITIZEN, 9/24 PIN, HP DESKJET, IBM, NEC ETC.

SUPERB FULL COLOUR SCREEN DUMPS MADE EASY

them with progs you dont want? If you buy from FREAKS you compile your
own selection from our vast fully-described range - up to 10 programs of

PRICE BUSTER DEALS ON HARDWARE

your choice on a double sided disk for £2.50 including postage &packing

WE HAVE THE LOWEST EVER PRICES

WHY NOT TRY US NOW? Choose your selection from the listbelow, making the

520 STE 1/2 MEG £329.99 NOW £26^99 Discovery pack £249.99
520 STE 1 MEG £359.99 NOW £289^9 Discovery pack £269.99

total 10 and you will have your own customised disk for £2.50 including P&P
A450 FLICKER

value 5 points

U950 GRAPHS

value 5 points

Plots graphs, pie charts, bar charts

A560KOSMIC
value 10 points
Add chrome effects to your pictures
A120PALART
value 5 points
512 colour art package
A65 PUBPAINT
value 5 points
Full GEM drawing uses GEM fonts

view or print
E120 SHIPWRECK

mono.

Rescue someone from a shipwreck
by simple maths
E29 TYPIST
value 3 points

Comprehensive communications
prog.

E140BODYSHOP
value 5 points
Teaches children the human body
E80 CHEMIST
value 5 points
GCSE chemistry tutor
E200 FRANGLAIS
value 5 points

TeachesFrench by mixing with
value 2 points

V2.1 desktop publisherfor kids
U320 CIRCUITS

value 5 points

Design electronic circuitsfor use
with GCSE/A Level

U6 EXPANDER

value 1 point

Just upgraded? Turns single sided
disks into double sided

G373 GAMMON

value 1 point
value 10 points

All action arcade adventure

Francisco

ACCESS, VISA &SWITCH NOW AVAILABLE

value 2 points

Escape frombrickworks byjumping
spiders
G58 CHESS

value 2 points

Piays a good game, mousedriven,
many features
G557 CHUNKS
value 2 points
LikeTetris but the blocks come from
all directions

G36 CRIBBAGE
value 4 points
Sharpen your game
U410 OPUS 2.2
value 10 points
Lotus like spreadsheet
value 5 points
850 SAGROTAN
Incredibly versatile virus killer
W60 CALAMANL
value 5 points

P52 GENEAL0G

generations
P180 MONEY

value 3 points

Lotsof waysto makemoneyfrom
your ST
value 3 points
G63 MONOPOLY
One of the best P.D. versions
G33TETRIC0L
value 4 points
P.D. CLASSIC highlyaddictive
W16 ST WRITER
value 8 points
No. 1 in P.D.chart word processor,
full documentation

RIBBON RE-INK £1.00 +POSTAGE (BLACK FABRIC ONLY)

GET YOUR DISK CATALOGUE TODAY bysending either a disk andS.A.E.

or two first class stamps. If you prefer aprinted catalogue please send £1.00

IF YOUR ARE A COMPUTER FREAK LIKE US, SEND TO:

FREAKS P.D.L
VALLEY

TEL 0579 82426

value 3 points

FOR BIG POINT PROGRAMS!

FULL RANGE OF BUDGIE LICENCE WARE

LASER DISTRIBUTION LTD, Dept STF,
PO BOX 1, CALLINGTON PL17 7YZ

Trace yourfamily, 2000relatives, 19

** SPECIAL OFFER ** FOR YOUR FIRST ORDER ONLY ** IF YOU WANT ONE PROGRAM ON A
DISK THEN YOU CAN HAVE IT FOR £1.00 EACH (ANY QUANTITY ALLOWED) - GOOD VALUE

LEAP

1040 STE FAMILY CURRICULUM £,339^79 £275.99

RING FOR LATEST PRICES - Prices include carriage., £5 extra for next day delivery.

G839 LOTTERY
value 4 points
Anadult adventure in red lightSan

A manual for Calamus

89

10 Star games pack £20 extra |only when ordered with STE).

Backgammon againstthe ST
G885 HAUNTED

G127 TENNIS
value 1 point
Nicegraphics tennis game
G162WDEXTRACT value 3 points
Play battleships againstcomputer
G7 BINGO
value 1 point Extracts all words contained within a
word
Prints the cards, calls numbers,
M65 ALCHEMY
value 8 points
check card
G142 BRICK
value 2 points Superbshareware sequencer from

Touch typing tutor
G336 BATTLESHIP

A30 VIEWER
value 5 points
Slide show of Disney favourites
C135HAGTERM
value 5 points

English
E5 KIDPUB21

value 5 points

£19.95

ULTIMATE COLOUR DRIVER FOR COLOUR & MONO PRINTERS

OUR VALUE IS SHEER MADNESS!
WE BELIEVE IN YOUR CHOICE
Why buy from other P.D. Libraries who supply one prog per disk, or pack

Animation prog, better than ANI-ST

\j/

G001: Klatrix
G002; Air Warrior

DISKS: 1-9 £1.25 each. 10 or more £1.00 each

ai.'U:M,1INIJ!rfV.M^I.'.H4!IL'HCTTl
A fullyfeatured desktop
publishingpackage that
produces stunning

\\ //

ATARI ST PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE

U035; Astro 22

WE HAVE SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE.
Electronics
Accounts
Films
Art & Graphics
Font Disks - Calamus
Astrology
Font Disks- Signum
Astronomy
Font Disks - Various
Budgie UK Games
Football
BudgieUK Compilation Range
Games - Adventure
Budgie UK ProductivityRange
Games - Adventure - Zenobi
Budgie UK Magazine Disks

yf\

Kirkby-In-Ashficld,

CRESCENT,

DOWNEND, BRISTOL BS16 6TQ

250 Oldtown Road, Hilton, Inverness IV2 4PT
VISA

(0463)225736

Thousands of Shareware. PD & Licenceware titles for ST / STE / TT and Atari Portfolio
PD titles - £2.50 each - £1.90 each for 10+
AU-191
AU-192

Godel - Mathematics Processor.
Pools Predictor - Now Version 4!

AU-194

Sudden View - Amazing Text Editor

AU-198

Label Printer • Mail Shot Feature etc.

AU-202

BJCrome - Colour Printing for B Jet

GM-119

Cribbage, Fastpoker, Patience &Slots

GM-120

Columbus - Excellent Text Adventure

GM-121
GM-122

The Wiz- Family Quiz Game (1mb)
Smash Hit-Superb Tennis Game

D-0201

Pure as Water - STOS Demo

D-0202

Justice Demo - By Digital Justice

D-0203 Light Speed Demos - Untouchables
D-0204
X-Tream Intros - Screens by X-Tream
DTP-31-34 Postscript Fonts for Pagestream

Easy Text.

Professional
Desktop
Publishing
System

] DTP System foi
mi Publishing needs. Requir
I mb RAM/1 x D/S drive

JUST £39.95

GRANDAD and ihc quest for the holey ve

Requires lmbRAM £2.50
Caledonia also slock thefull Budgie UK and

shoestring Educational Licenceware Titles, plus Bay

Computers A7.7.soft Applications • Call usfordetails
Send £1.00 or a blank disk for our
Amazing NEW Disk Catalogue

REVIEWS
PUBLIC

DOMAIN

EDUCATION
EARLY LEARNING MATHS 2
BUDCIE - DISK PRO 27

and you have to enter the answers

with the keyboard or mouse. If you
should, by any chance, get any ques
tions wrong the program goes
through them in detailfor you.

This is the second half of the previ
ously commercial Early Learning
Maths series. Big, bold and colourful
graphics accompany the five sections

In an effort to keep your child's

which include a just-for-fun game.

interest, two characters Dizzy and
Meanie live on the disk and they bat
tle out the result which obviously

The difficulty level can be set from

the very simple to the parent-con
fusing. It covers the basics of
addition, subtraction, multi
plication as well as division.
0
Each question is tackled •£>.

in a simple step-through way,

depends on your mathematical

prowess. The whole thing is

/V~ well-presented
0
"k.

and

rather

SCOOL NOT SCHOOL

pieces of felt cut out in various

GOODMANS PDL

shapes that you stick to a back
ground to make interesting pictures,

-DISK CD 1615

Charming and slightly weird progette featuring a mis-shapen purple

then lose on the carpet and up the
vacuum cleaner.

alien, Scool Not School is a collection
of six sections which mix education

Each section is colourful and

fairly slick and the emphasis on being
entertaining ratherthan actually edu

and fun. There's a simple paint pack
age, an address book in which you
can store birthdays and add
resses, a simple typing thing,

slick - definitely one of the

spelling and maths games
and an ST version of Fuzzy

better educational efforts.

Felt. Remember that?

Little

cational. The spelling and maths
sections are pitched towards the

<t\

n

very young, while some of the

^r other sections are likely to
0

take a bit more savvy. A jolly
good outing.

I Dizzy floats off into a bright new future having pushed Meanie into obliv

ion by beinga biggerclever-clogs in the maths department. Instills danger

I I dunno what these lorries are carrying but don't drop any of it - could be

ous concepts on the duality of morality if you ask me. Still, who cares about
morals when you've got a maths teaching program as excellent as this?

well dodgy. The sums section of Scoof NotSchoolis a very simple addition

PLAY SPELL

some pretty dexterous manoeuvres,

FLOPPYSHOP ST

while the spelling bit features very
basic words. This makes the learning

- DISK EDU 3254

What people really want to do is play

process slow because you tend to
find you're battling with yourjoystick
long after you've managed to suss
out the spelling. A password system
to skip levels would help to access all

games, right? Especially children who

have had a hard day at school, so
even the best educational software is

likely to gather dust if it's nofun. Play
Spell is a full-blown platform game you jump around collecting letters in
the right order to spell a simple
word. A little picture of an

involvin

commercial; you get closer to this if
you register - there's a manual
"

object provides the clue.
&
The game itself is quite G.
difficult at times,

20 screens. Play Spell used to be

It

and you get data disks to add

'X 40 more screens. Good for a

£' bit, but it tends to turn into a
straight game too quickly.

game - like the whole program it's well-presented and quirky.
WORKOUT REVISION AID

simple task to set up the program to
use the other subjects provided.

GOODMANS PDL
- DISK GD1651

Workout is a general purpose revision
aid which is supplied with questions
on several subjects including French
translations of adventure game clues
and stories, English grammar, Dun
geon Master clues, Bible scriptures
and a section of jokey questions and
answers called playtime. The pro
gram is set up initially to check

the French vocabulary prob
lems - very handy indeed for
1992 and all that- but it is a

The best feature of the Workout

Revision Aid is the ability to design
your own databases for revision,
creating both questions and answers
on the subjects you are - er, least

proficient in. All this assumes you'd
rather spend the time planning your
revision than actually doing it - a bit
like revision timetable planning. This
> disk is probably most interesting
if you want to design your

- Afi&'X own puzzle orquiz, otherwise

,fiX £>' it is not really much use.

?•

QPHiniMMBimil
• Play Spell gives the kids what they really want - a joystick mangling leapabout in the guise of a spelling exercise. To reach the next level just collect
the letters in the right order to spell the name of the object in the bottom
right window. That's the easy bit. some of the jumps are really difficult.

• The questions we got with the Workout Revision Aidwere alltoo simple
for us here at Future Towers, so we devised our own ST FORMAT Workout.
We're hoping that Jane Fonda is going to do the video for us.
pa<

EE

•
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GAMES
UNNKULIAN

northeast, south, ana west,

UNDERWORLD

others, and you seen to see a gliiwer of light in that direction,
snell is in the air, brought on a faint breeze fron the west...

LAPD - DISK G 202

Text-only

adventure.

Infocom fanatics and

CAMRA types only
need apply. Just kid
ding.
The
name
Unnkulian

Underworld

might sound like one
of

those

adventure

gam?c - lots of quasimystical old hermits,

me southern passage is siignTiy wiuer man me

A strange

THE WIZ
PD ST-

DISK GL 528

/read boon

the book's rather big to waste too nuch tine

i now, but you open it to the

Middle and road:
, ,
'...and thus, the natives can be nullified by a large and heavy hanner blow
to the head,

'Another interesting legend that the natives of the Beegas'hell Nountains
are fond of telling tourists is that of the hallucinatory plants, Supposedly,
sone local plants, when crushed or powdered, will produce strange visions when
eaten. Host report seeing a giant talking beaver in the vision who asks for
snack foods. In fact, so the story goes, if the beauer is not fed in the
vision it lashes out and kills the hapless trance-traveller, who dies in real

iife. Sone go so far as to dain that the visions are real, and the giant
beaver truly exists. At any rate, a connon Unnkulian saying goes 'If thou
uouldst journey in the Drean-Uorld, nake sure thou bnngest something to stuff
the beaver.'

'He at Fodor's are inclined toreject the runor as local folklore, as it is

well known by the natives that tourists eat that sort of stuff up,,,
You stop reading.

Another

quizzical

effort from Dunce's

Cap Software - the
creators of Mindlock.

This time, more care
has been taken over

the graphics, the
samples are better
and there's even an

)l

attempt at a

sce

an aversion to vowels, a bizarre quest

• Yes, reading a book in Unnkulian

nario -

- and it is. But, brace yourself, it's

Underworld actually gives you some

got a sense of humour as well. The

useful - not to mention rather sus

idating prospect, though the whole
thing is done with an articulate and
tongue-in-cheek readability usually
so sadly lacking in other games of

spell-laboratory in the sky. As the

normally left out of
quiz games by default. You're an
apprentice wizard who has to
impress your masters by passing vari

screenshot shows, it contains some

ous tests to increase your magical

highly weird problems and solutions.

this type.

more conventional adventure-game

power. The tests consist of trials of
general knowledge, reflexes, vocabu
lary and memory. Do well and you're

The parser is reasonably power
ful, enabling you to have limited

problems, enabling the beginner to
get stuck in without being laughed

conversations with characters. The

at too often.

separation of commands with com
mas gives you an increased speed of
progress through the more func

the

pect - information.

usual screenful of text is still an intim

However, it also has plenty of the

The game was developed on
which offers quite a decent vocabu
lary and word-crunching system with only the old familiar "Thye

tional and boring bits.

It's essentially the story of
an ex-slave - who just hap

TADS text-adventure creator -

1.

pens to be you - who toddles

7i

off to seek his fortune after

his master sods off to the big

0

playable.

and

of

determined

something *V

funster.

Good,

clean fun.

V

great

Clarence whom you

bink in trusty old STOS

must save from vari

Bosk, F-16 and B-17

ous

an

excruciating

fates by dazzling
everyone with your

hour's fiddling but
they're hardly going to

give MicroProse any sleepless nights.
6-17 is a variation

some

samples, Mindlock
places you in charge
of five chaps named

ten by one Martin Rib-

half

reminiscent

tion of the questions, making
it a little easy for the more

.f
0

that would have been given

with

games

for

progression from Mindlock and with
only two minor faults to its name the second being the rapid repeti

A cheery, uncompli
cated quiz-'em-up

shunted on to the
same disk. Both writ

OK

entertainment. This is definitely a

-DISKGD 1650

DISK GAM 3277

are

away free with the 48K Spectrum in
1983 - hitting a certain key at the
precise moment probably isn't every
body's idea of lasting and exciting

GOODMANS PDL

A couple of plain 'n'

blasting

and for goodness' sake, do pay
attention at the back, Watkins!"

MINDLOCK

F-16ANDB-17

bombing

gets closest to doing that wins a
conker. No flicking elastic bands -

which manages to appeal to both
twenty-somethings and younger

players. The biggest niggle is

immensely

Spacebar to match the moving card
with the stationary one. Whoever

circle and demoted to the rank of
Paul Daniels Of The Lower Order.
It's a curious little artefact

the reflex test which is very

Looks terrible, feels terrific.

what you have to do is hit that

rewarded with more magic points.

me" hassle. Sacks of humour

and

I A test of reflexes. "OK chaps,

Do badly and you're unceremoni
ously booted out of the wizard's

look like ordinary stalactites to

FLOPPYSHOP ST -

simple

something

on

that

decrepit old Blitz thing, where your
plane flies left to right across the
screen and, when it wraps around
the screen, it drops down a level. The
idea is to flatten the skyscrapers with

• F16 - shoot down the helicopters,

unbeatable

bomb the tanks, blast the gun

ledge of trivia, mathematics and the

emplacements and then just - er,

English language.

shoot down the helicopters, bomb
the tanks and blast the gun

emplacements again. And again.

ising that you weren't going to get

• Mindlock - an inoffensive quiz

know

The first phase of the game is a

straightforward general-knowledge
quiz leading on to three rather reme
dial maths questions. Next it's Call
My Bluff time - in which you attempt
to figure out the meanings of words

game with a name that sounds like
an episode of The Prisoner and a set
of questions to make you feel like
you've lost at Mastermind.

not very complex, the graphics are
simplistic, it's repetitive, but - it's
one of those games that you'll
strangely find yourself playing one

your bombs and create enough
room for your plane to land safely by

anywhere nearthe assembly level.

the time it gets down to the bottom

time you have control over your

like grimalkin and ameliorate. Fortu

rather

of the screen. Extra features include

plane as you fly left to right across
the wrap-around screen, bombing

nately, though, Robert Robinson's

bored with the latest commercial

nowhere to be seen. Finally, there's a

and shooting things. Occasionally,

strange, rather pointless little section
where you have to press the Space

release, there's nothing on the telly
and none of your mates are coming
out. As with many other games of
this nature, its major strength lies in
its unpretentious simplicity.

the ability to target fuel - enabling
you to move your plane up - and

F-16 is a bit more involved. This

bomb pods which mean you can

there's a 3D intermission,

temporarily lob more destructive

which you get attacked by a plane in 3D... and, er, that's it. Graphics

bombs. In fact, you probably
wrote a similar type of game in
that week when you enter
tained a mild desire to learn

how to program, before real-

during

are OK and it's playable. All in
all though, it's a good effort

0

*

with a touch more originality
needed. See me.

bar at the correct time to plug the
gaps in a border.
Mindlock is not the kind of

-,

sad

evening

when

you're

A quaint and freshly attractive
game which politely charms

game to invite a few mates
around to spend a night of £>
debauchery in front of. It's

rather than wildly impresses.
Ideal for quiz maniacs.

(-, i '

rTHE_FUTURE
NOW!
I Personality profiles + Forecast the future for individuals |
"Professional Reportwrite"
awarded Q@LD MMMslMD

;

I
I

| from ST FORMAT magazine with a 90% STF rating. This package |

I produces reports using a unique but simple system of Astrology and,
includes a personal licence to sell reports. Total package price with I
• telephone support: £395 + VAT.

Send £5 with your date, time and place of birth for your own:

| personality profile and forecast for the year ahead.

||

UPGRADES
and

REPAIRS
Free fitting on all upgrades

Any 520 STFM upgraded
to 1Mb only
£39.95
Upgradable Mh board for ST, STM, STFM

• Software available for ATARI, Macintosh and IBM compatible!

computers

0252 703886

IStart-up modules from £39.95 + VAT MAG|C SPACE promotions I
I
STREET HOUSE, THURSLEY, GODALMING, SURREY, GU8 6QE |

XTRA RAM DELUXE

Populated iMb

£54.99

Populated 2Mb

£89.99

Populated 4Mb

PD4U

4 Sintonville Avenue
BELFAST BT5 5DG
Tel: 0232 672338

£51.00

Includes fitting and warranty. Return delivery .£5.00

£137.99
Return delivery £5.00

STE 2Mb Kit
STE 4Mb Kit

£48.95
£94.99

Includes comprehensive fitting instructions, test disk and delivery

Public Domain Disks £1.50
G068 • ADVENTURE CREATOR
G089 THE MYSTIC WELL
G056 CARD ADDICT
M015 - FRACTAL MUSIC (MIDI)
D010 ST WRITER ELITE
D045 LABEL MAKERS
A 041
HP CHROME
A 032 PALLETTE MASTER
U015 SUPER VIRUS KILLER
M016 MENU MAKER
A 034- VIDEO TITLER
U057 SELF-XLZH MAKER
B007- DOUBLE SENTRY

THE MOJO!
"If you wanta mouse
switcher, then get this one."
77%

ST FORMAT Issue 37

AUTOMATIC £13.95
MANUAL
£10.00

(please add £1 for p + p)

Send blank disk or £1 for latest catalog

REPAIRS
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES. FREE WRITTEN QUOTATIONS.
DISCOUNTS ON REPAIRS IF ACCOMPANIED WITH AN UPGRADE.

THE UPGRADE SHOP
37 CR0SSALL STREET, MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE SK11 6QF. TEL: 0625 503448
9am to 6pm Man to Sat. Please ring before you bring.
VISA

SUPPORT LINE 6.30pm to 8.00pm Mon to FN

SAME DAY SERVICE ON SATURDAYS
ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE WHAT YOU PAY.

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO THE UPGRADE SHOP.
ALL PARTS ARE THOROUGHLY TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH.

SOLENT SOFTWARE
PUBLIC DOMAIN FOR THE ATARI ST
We stock a full range of Games, Demos and Utilities plus ALL the POV Demo

The Shareware Company

TSC

51,Thornleigh Road, Bishopston,

Bristol BS7 8PQ. Phone 0272 - 424743

Disks, all disks are double-sided, single-sided available to special order. For
a copy of our latest disk Catalogue (updated weekly) send a blank disk and
SAE, or just send £1 for Catalogue on one of our disks with free PD.
PRICES - 1 to 9 disks: £2.00 each. 10 disks or more: £1.50 each.

CAME.8
CAME.40

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE
6 KIDCAMES - consists ofKidstory, Kidgraph, Kidgrid, Kidmixup, Kidsketch, etc
EDUCATIONAL GAMES with 7 Kids, Magic Storybook andMagic Speller.

CAME.46

ELVIN CRYSTALS 1 and 2 • two excellent adventures written with STAC.

CAME.49
CAME.50
CAME.54
GAME.57
GAME.59
GAME.71

Revenge oftheMutant Camels - latest shoot'em upfrom Jeff Minter + 3 others.
Klatrix, 8 Ball, Entombed, Rockfall andMystic Well - brilliant collection.
Michaels big Adventure -children's adventure written with theTailspin system.
The Manager - latest football management game - win theLeague and FA Cup!
STRIKER/SWIFTAR - two excellent 'Flying Shark' type vertical scrolling games.
VIOLENCE - thebest 'Xenon' type shoot'em up inthePublic Domain + 2 others.

DEMO.37

SOWATT -17 excellentdemo screensfrom the Carebears. Still one of the best.

DEMO.(>0
DEM0.62

FISH'N'CHIPS - multi-screen demo from Sewer Soft with 12'fishy' surprises.
LIFE'S ABITCH - good demo from theLost Boys with infamous vomit sample.

DEMO.80
DEMO.1)'

KINKY BOOTS - excellent sampled sound from the Persistence of Vision.
ULTIMATE GFA DEMO by the Overlanders, 12 brilliantdemoswrtiiten in GFA basic1

DEM0.97
DEMO. 102
DEMO.103
DEMO 111-134
UTIL.l

DARKSIDE OF THE SPOON - full screen mega-demos from ULM andguest screens.
VODKA DEMO - tenunbelievable screens from Equinox. Oneofthebestto beat.
WHAT NOT TO DO- 8 short comical animations from theInner Circle. Very funny.
PHALEON GIGA DEMO. Massive .34 sub-demos. 4 menuscreens etc...(4 disksl
28 Desktop Accessories complete with Accessory Loader, Ramdisks, etc.

UTIL.4

6 Databases plus2 Label Printers, goodselection foryourhomebusiness.

UTIL.19
UTIL.29
UTIL.32
WORD.l

STICKER III - create andprint excellent disk labels with text andgraphics.
OPUS V2.2 - excellent GEM based spreadsheet and charting program. 1Meg RAM.
GEMINI - replacement desktop from Germany, similar toNeodesk. 1Meg needed
ST. WRITER V4.2 with W.P. Utilities plus 2 Type Tutors and2 Spell Checkers.

WORD.3

1STWORD. Still the best WordProcessor with Printer Drivers and WordCounters.

WORD.22
ART.11
ART.13
ART.31/33
LANG.2
LANG.17
LANG.18
MUS.6
MUS.14

MUS.23
MISC.8

DESKJET Printer Drivers for the HPDeskjet and Cannon Bubblejet plus utilities
COLOURBURST andFINE LINE artprograms with Snoopy andGarfield Slideshows.
6 excellent Art Programs including Van Gogh, Art. ST, ST. Graph andST.Cad.
IN BED WITH MADONNA - 3 disk setofover100digitised picsfrom thefilm.
STOS Basic Source Code forfive complete games - Stos Basic required.
Adventure Game Toolkit (AGT] write your own 'Infocom' style adventure games!
AGT Source Code for eight complete adventure games. (LANG.17 required).
ACCOMPANIST V2.4 midi sequencer byHenry Cosh, includes loads ofsamples.
EMPIRE NOISETRACKER thefull version with modules, samples, source code,etc.
ALCHIMIE IUNIOR SEQUENCER thelatest and best midi sequencer available. IMeg
CITADEL, VULCAN EMBASSY andENTERPRISE - three excellent BBS programs.

MISC.l0

KERMIT VI.02 and VANTERM V3.8 - two of the best communications software.

MISC.14
MISC.26

FILM FILE ENQUIRY - databaseofover2000films withactors, director, etc.
INTRO CONCEPT DEMO CREATOR - create your owndemos with a few mouse clicks

SOLENT SOFTWARE
53 RUFUS GARDENS, TOTTON, HANTS. S04 3TA TEL. 0703/868882

PD for the discerning Atari owner. Over 800 disks of real

software, (no "demos"!) and growing by the day. Same day
turnaround, free help and advice. Amazing range of
subjects: Games, Programming, Education, Clipart, Music,
Graphics, Utilities... Low prices! Enlightened swaps policy.
Same low price for single &double-sided disks (We take
credit cards too: why wait?!)
For a copy of our latest disk catalogue, send two 1st class
stamps and a blank floppy, or £1.00.

INKJET REFILLS
For HP Deskjet, Canon, Star printers.

Refill your cartridges at less than half price.
From only £12.95 for 2 refills
Full colour printing kit £24.00
Over 24 exciting colours to choose from

Write orphone forfree information pack to:
DLIACMIV

104 Skipton Road, llkley, West Yorks LS29 9HE

ccDWircc
TEL:
Jtlt YI\.£t) All
prices <0943>
fully inclusive 607256
UK mainland

SONIC 2 STRIPPED BARE
Of course, you don't have to read MEGA's

exclusive six pages on finishing Sonic 2.
We can't force you or anything.

REVIEWS

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

THE GOOD, THE BAD, THE INDIFFERENT
Grab

Look

Early Learning Maths 2, an excellent
number for you if you have a little
person in your life. It includes sugar
coated maths lessons, squillions of

UnnkulianAdventure- a painless intro
duction to the strange world of text

questions and cute cartoony graph
ics. Get shown up as being Enumer
ate by your six year old - adult
embarrassment ahead.

adventures. Lots of nonsense about

talking to trolls and strange uses for
magic things that glow in the dark all rather silly, really. Expect to hear
weird mutterings and tappings on
the port bow around midnight.

Ignore
EquatorialAtlas - this is all very clever
and attractively done, but how many
of us are really interested? Unless you

Avoid

have an incredible desire to learn

likely to be completely useless. Stars

times and this doesn't help much.
There are no flash graphics, exuber
ant sounds or even spoonfuls of
brown sugar to help the medicine go

on the screen astern.

down in this one.

about 43 major constellations and
you're a budding astronomer, it's

Workout Revision Aid - let's face it,

learning French vocabulary is likelyto
be a bit of a grind at the best of

THE FORMAT PD DIRECTORY
• Where to go for Public Domain soft
ware - demos, games and utilities for
around £3 a disk! If you write to any of
these libraries for a catalogue, enclose an
SAE. • Budgie games are available from
all PD libraries indicated by a (B). Simply
mention the disk number (above the

review) when you order the disk.

PD ESSENTIALS, 22 Fern Avenue,
Mitcham, Surrey CR4 1LS

AKORE SHAREWARE, 7 Fishergate Point,
Lower Parliament Street, Nottingham

PDSSC, 5 Walnut Close, Barkingside,

NG1 1GD = 0800 252221

Essex IG6 1HE n 03548 448

D W STABLES, Atari PD and Commercial,
PO Box 78, South Shore, Blackpool

PROBUS, Birchy Hill, Sway. Lymington,

STATE 808 PDL, 3A Old Lanark Road,

FY1 6AD -a 0253 404550

WOOLLEYSOFT. Humblesknowe Cottage.

PROPHECY PD, 390 Coulsdon Road,
Old Coulsdon, Surrey CR5 1EF

GOODMAN PDL, 16 Conrad Close, Meir
Hay Estate, Longton, Stoke on Trent,
Staffs ST3 1SW v 0782 335650 IB)

WALES

LAPD, 80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor,
Derbys DE7 7HN n 0773 761944 IB)

SHOESTRING SOFTWARE PDL,
78 Carmarthen Road, Swansea SA1 1HS

PUBLIC DOMINATOR PD ATARI,

Ramolye, Dunblane, Perthshire, Scotland

16/32 PDL, 35 Northcote Road, St rood.

P0 Box 801,Bishops Stortford, Herts

Kent, ME2 2DH « 0634 710788

CM23 3TZ -a 0279 757692

METROPOLIS PD. 38 Howick Park Drive,

ARROW PD. 6 Kents Orchard,
Perry Street, South Chard, Somerset

PUBLIC SECTOR PDL, 50 Ripon Road,
Stevenage, Herts SG1 4NA

i 0772 748422

Penwortham, Preston PR1 OLU

<• 0438 364722/361324

ATARI ADVANTAGE, 56 Bath Road,
Cheltenham, GL53 7HJ n 0242 224340

RIVERDENE PDL. 30a School Road,
Tilehurst. Reading, Berks RG3 5AN

AWESOMEDEMOS, 3 Mason Road,
Seaford. East Sussex BN25 3EE

* 0734 452416 (Bl

PAGE 6 PUBLISHING. PO Box 54. Stafford
ST16 1DR '• ' 0785 213928 (B)

SENLAC, 14 Oaklea Close, Old Roar Road,

PD ST KIER BAILEY, 95 Elton Road,

B-SOFT. 2 Oliver Drive, Calcot, Reading.

St Leonards On Sea, East Sussex

NIGHTSHIFT PD, 50 Averill Road,
Highfields.Stafford, Staffs ST17 9XX

Berks RG3 5XN it 0734 419981

TN37 7HB h 0424 753070

Sandbach. Cheshire CW11 9NF
x 0270 762520 IB)

DRAKE PD, 12C How Street.
The Barbican, Plymouth, Devon PL4 0DA

SEVEN DISK, Digswell Water Lodge,
Digswell Lane, Welwyn Garden City, Herts

PLATINUM DISKS, 181 Anson Close,
Padgate, Warrington, Cheshire WA2 OHJ

AL7 1SN -a 0438 840456

" 0925 820693

SOFTVILLEPD, Unit 5, Stratfield Park,
Elettra Avenue, Waterlooville, Hants

ST CLUB,2 Broadway, Nottingham

Cheltenham, Glos GL52 4EVU

FREAKS PDL, 29 Leap Valley Crescent,

P07 7XN n 0705 266509 (B)

Down end, Bristol BS16 6TQ IB)

IMAGEART, 19 Brenda Road. Tooting Bee,
London SW17 7DD u 081 767 4761

MELVILLE MARRIOT MUSIC MEDIA,
46 Market Square, Whitney, Oxon
OX8 6AL " 00993 779500

MERLINPD, 11 Grange Close,
Minchinhampton, Stroud, Glos GL6 9DF

MERTON PD, 10 Grasmere Avenue,
Merton Park, London SW19 3DX

Totton, Hants S04 3TA - 0703 868882

= 051 546 4640

Oxon 0X8 5XD

THE SOURCE PD, 7 Shearwater Lane,
Norton, Stockton-On-Tees, Cleveland

STEVENS PD, 14 Depot Road, Horsham,

TS20 1SH if 0642 550896

West Sussex RH13 5HA

TUMBLEVANE PDL, 6 West Raod.

TOWER PD, P0 Box 40, ThorntonCleveleys.Blackpool FY5 3PH

Emsworth, Hants PO10 7JT o 0243

TRUST PD, 18 The Park, Southowram,

370600

Halifax, HX3 9QY = 0422 341606

River Street. St Judes, Bristol BS2 9EG

WIZARD PD. 178 Waverley Road, Reading,

P039 0BX « 0983 756056 IB)

Berks RG3 2PZ ': 0734 574685 (B)

NEW AGE PDL, 30 Anderson Estate,
Lower Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 5NG

NG11 1PS. '.-• 0602 410241 IB)

STING PUBLIC DOMAIN. 23 Manor Grove.
Westvale, Kirkby, Liverpool L32 0UZ

WARPZONE PDL. 53 Ropewalk,

MT SOFTWARE. Greensward House,

The Broadway. Totland, Isle of Wight

" 0702 232826IB)

NORTH OF ENGLAND

PARADISE COMPUTERS, 11 Winfield

Avenue, Patcham, Brighton, East Sussex

ALPHA COMPUTING.
32 Meadow Drive, Halifax, West Yorks

BN1 8QH

HX3 5JZ

IRELAND
BT5 5DG = 0232 672338

OVERSEAS
ALGEMENE COMPUTER CLUB

NEDERLAND IACN),
Postbus 5011, 200 CA Haarlem
" Holland 023 351100 IB)

A-ONLINE, 1229 East Mohawk Ave,
Tampa, FL33604 USA
-'•• 0101 813 2371656

ATARI ST USER GROUP NORWAY, c/o SA

SOLENT SOFTWARE, 53 Ruf us Gardens,

STE CLUB, The Lodge, Delly End, Whitney,

FK15 OBA

PD 4U, 4 Sintonville Avenue, Belfast

TA20 2QB

EVPD, 15 Cleeve Road. Gotherington,

Carluke.Scotland ML8 4HW

Hampshire S041 6BJ

* 0737 554536

SOUTH OF ENGLAND

OFFICE CHOICE, Suite 14, Avon House,
Town Centre, Cumbernauld G67 1EJ

SCOTLAND
CALEDONIA PDL, 250 Oldtown
Hilton, Inverness, IV2 4PT
v 0463 225736 IBI

THE CIRCULAR PD LIBRARY,
14 Morrison Drive, Lennoxtown,
Glasgow G65 7BA

FLOPPYSHOP ST, PO Box 273, Aberdeen
AB9 8SJ -•' 0224 586208 IB)

Jensen, N-3630 Rodenberg, Norway
DOM' PUBS.10 Rue du Vergeron 38430
Moirans, France

LTPD, 37 Montye Ave, Box #2, Toronto,
Ontario, M6S 2G8, Canada
PUBLIC DOMAIN CORPORATION.

4320 - 196th SW, Suite B 140, Lynnwood,
WA 98036-6721, USA - 0101 206 745
5980 (catalogue £1)

BUYER BEWARE: Any library
included in this directory does not
imply that ST FORMAT endorses
or recommends any PD library in
any way.

• If you run a PD library not listed
here and wish to be included, or if
you want to amend any details,

send full details and a copy of your
latest catalogue to: PD Directory,
ST FORMAT,30 Monmouth Street,
Bath. Avon BA1 2BW

Exciting news and reviews from around
the world in this month's MBUK
jjfiaitflF1

WIN A CANNONDALE WORTH £925

^

O The World Championships

0 Double trouble or doublefun - defying gravity

, worlds

on duelling tandems
••W
a WIN!
TrATrmK*"™"

">

0 Take our adviceon warm winter gear - so you
don't end up looking like a walrus

0 Metrotrekking in Newcastle - why-aye pet!
0 PLUS Isle of Skye- the mosf rugged
landscape in Britain

and loads more
action for only
£1.95

Mountain
Bikinguk
Britain's

best-sellw

bike magai
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Every issue, GamesMaster magazine will
deliver a whole month's worth of
concentrated GamesMaster excitement.
We'll have the first and finest reviews of the

big games, the most enormous competitions,
thrilling challenges and tips from The
GamesMaster himself.

l«

^od Rn«n 2

i M

It's our aim to cover everything that moves

I on the games scene each month. First.

ER NES

IttGA

-3
jrjm

W.-.e"''*"""1
J9
.nithtp
" J4

rather splendid gifts:

I

, .chodulo'

---*£•

The very special first issue comes with three

I

i I

flVIES
irio 3
• SNES and W»9»
I firstpicture*

I

JL*»LfV

Full review inside!

A 100-page tips book with codes, cheats
and tactics for over 250 games.

' I

A GIANT double-sided calendar-poster.

I I

3 sets of smart GamesMaster stickers.

; ENGINE.

FIRST ISSUE IS ON SALE
THURSDAY 3>*D DECEMBER

MEGA DRIVE, SUPER NES, AMIGA, NEO GEO, PC ENGINE
MEGA CD, GAME BOY, GAME GEAR AND LYNX!

WITH

citizen PRINTERS
FREE!

2

YEAR

WARRANTY

BUDGET 9 pin

PRINTER

4K Printer Buffer + 2

Fonts
Parallel or Serial Interface

• 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable
• 3'A" Disk-Driver for Windows 3

• 3S? Disk - Amiga &STDrivers
• 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper

Graphics Resolution: 240 x 240dpi
Epson and IBM Emulation

PLUS! FREE

• 100 Continuous Address Labels

Pull tractor & bottom feed
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

AMIGA PRINT MANAGER
Forfaster printing fromyourAmiga, withclearer
images and more vibrantcolours. Availablefree
of charge fon request! when you buy a Swift9,

• 5 Continuous Envelopes

WORTH £29.38

RRP

Features include:

• Improved Image Smoothing

WORTH

* Gamma/Colour Correction

£14.10

+VAT= £135,13 ret: PRI 2120

• Reduces/llliminates Banding (inc VAT• see texl)

9 pin PRINTERS

g

£!7~^
/**•' ' t!

FREEI - ON REQUEST
CITIZEN AMIGA
PRINT MANAGER

NEW

LOW
PRICE!

w

SWIFT 240C

[FREE COLOUR K

COLOUR PRINTER

80 COLUMN

192 CPS 136 COLUMN

300 CPS

80 COLUMN

SWIFT 240 MONO

• Citizen Prodot9 • 9 pin - 80 column
• 300cps Draft, 60cps NLQ

• Citizen Swift 9 • 9 pin - 80 column
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

• Citizen Swift9x - 9 pin - 136 column
• I92cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

•

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

• CitizenSwift240/240C • 24 pin - 80 column
• 300cps SD (15cpi), 240 cps Draft, 80cps LQ

• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

STARTER KIT . _£25

• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

• 8K Printer Buffer - 40K maximum

•

Parallel Interface

TOTAL VALUE: £354

•

Parallel Interface

•

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi

• Epson and IBM Emulation

• GraphicsResolution:360 x 360 dpi

• Quarter Printing Facility

•

FREE Colour Kit

•

FREE Colour Kit

• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Colour Option Available

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

£189

COLOUR

RRP
COLOUR KIT
STARTER KIT

KIT

STARTER KIT

£25

TOTAL VALUE: £255

SAVING: £76
SILICAPRICE: £179

£179

SILICA PRICE: £169

•

• Auto Set Facility - Bi-directional IIP.

E32B
£25

TOTAL VALUE: £354
SAVING: Zm

SILICAPRICE:£199

+VAT=E19B.5a ret: PRI 2209

SAVING: £115
SILICAPRICE:£239

SWIFT 240C COLOUR
£369

STARTER KIT._£25

• Command Vue IV Front Control Panel

£199

£329

RflP

Auto Emulation Detection

£259

TOTAL VALUE: £394

• Ultra QuietMode - 44.5 dB(A)
• Colour Printing Standard- Swift240c,
ColourPrinting Optional - Swift240

+VAT= E233.B3 ref: PRI 2309

PRINTERS

Parallel Interface

• Epson. IBM. NEC P20 & CEL Emulations

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RflP
STARTER KIT

£169

TOTAL VALUE: £302
SAVING: £133

-fVAT^ £210.33 ref: PRI 2319

24 pin

£239
£38
£25

RflP

• 9LQ Fonts + 2 Scalable Fonts (8-40pts)
• 1 x FontCartridge Slot - forplug in 'Style'Fonts

Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution; 240 x 240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

nnp

SERIES

MONO PRINTER
(COLOUR OPTION AVAILABLE!

is L '

80 COLUMN 192 CPS

£115

SWIFT 240m

"zsm^

4 FREE COLOUR Kltr^

£109

SILICA PHICE:

SWIFT 2

NEW!

•

if-

£224

SAVING:

24 pin PRINTER

(FREEI -ON REQUEST jfell
CITIZEN AMIGA
\ PRINT MANAGER

TOTAL VALUE:

The Cilizen 120D printer comes supplied with a parallel
interface as standard. If you require a serial interface instead,
please state ref: PRI 2125 when placing your order with Silica.

orfof£13,10(Et o!tRPP)topurchase(ASC4572)

> or£19.38 (£10 off RRP) topurchase.

£199

SILICA STARTER KIT.E25

£115

200 or 240 printer

WITH EVERY
CITIZEN DOT MATRIX
PRINTER FROM SILICA

300 CPS

PRICES

Citizen 120D+ - 9 pin
144cps Draft, 30cps NLQ

ALL YOU NEED TO GET STARTED
WITH YOUR NEW CITIZEN PRINTER

WHh«.

LOWER

144 CPS 80 COLUMN

STARTER KIT

SAVING: £135
SILICAPRICE: £259

*VAT= £304.33 rel: PRI 2571

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

INKJET PRINTER NOTEBOOK PRINTER

ACCESSORIES
SHEET FEEDERS

ORIGINAL RIBBONS

SERIAL INTERFACES
'RA1209 Swirl9/9X/124D/224 ..£32.25

>RA17Q9 Sw]ft24A4xS4e

£26.38

32K MEMORY EXPN
JRA "753 l24DQ24JSwrftZ4

HUB

PRINTER STAND

COLOUR KITS
••••V:

;?."£ 2;.o..l;^.:;::jijr>-j:)^

PRA1?40 Swift9x.'2J'

£35.25

PN48 ACCESSORIES
-••••:;
•••-•-•-•-

:::r-:: ,
-•.-:;.
:••

£46.70
[2337

CITIZEN PRINTERS
FREE DELIVERY
NextDay• Anywhere inthe UK mainland

270 CPS

80 COLUMN 192 CPS 136 COLUMN 360 CPS
CitizenSwift200 - 24 pin - 80 column

• 270cpsSD(t5cpi). 216 cps Draft,72cps LQ
• 8K Printer Buffer - 40K maximum
• Parallel Interface
• 6 LQ Fonts

• Citizen Swift24x-24 pin- 136 column
• 192cps Draft, 64cps NLQ

•

80 COLUMN

•
•

• Epson, IBM. & NEC P20 Emulations

• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360dpi

• Rear and Bottom Paper Loading

• Optional HP Compatible Font cards

•

•

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi

2

• 53cps LQ - 4K Buffer + 2 Fonts

WINDOWS 3.0

• Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation
• Colour Option Available

• Graphics Resolution: 300x300dpi

• Epson, IBM, NEC P6 & Citizen Emulation

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

• HP Deskjet plus emulation

• PoweredFrom Mains. Battery orCarAdaptor

RRP
£289
SILICA STARTER KIT £25

RRP
£489
SILICA STARTER KIT £25

RRP

RRP

TOTAL VALUE: £294

SAVINGSILICA PRICE: £179

£179

TOTAL VALUE: £514

SAVING: £215
SILICA PRICE: £299

\^VAT= £210.33 ret: PRI 2490

£299

£496

TOTAL VALUE: £496

SAVING' E15_[
SILICAPRICE: £345

^+VAT= £351.33 rel: PR)2574 y

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On allhardware ordersshippedinthe UK mainland.

•
•
•
•

TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team oftechnical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record inprofessional computer sales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration andtraining facilities at ourLondon &Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of yourrequirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed toyou with offers +software and peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: Major creditcards, cash, chequeor monthly terms.
Before you decide when to buyyour newprinter, wesuggestyou think very carefully about WHERE you
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have madeyour purchase, when you may

£199

SILICA PRICE: £199

V^+VAT^ £405.33 rel:PRI 2090J

Mon-Sat £

Mon-Sat

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London. W1P OBA

Fax No: 081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax

No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st FioorJ, Oxford Street. London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.00pm

Mon-Fri

(Satclose 6.30pm)

Lale Night: Thursday - 8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

FROM SILICA

No Lale Nighl Opening

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Technicalsupport helplineopen durino officehours

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111^

9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

FREE HELPLINE

V^WAT^ £233.63 rel: PRI 2100 J

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat

FREE COLOUR KIT
WitheveryProdot9 and Swift9

SAVING: £126

MAIL ORDER:

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 1

Free Windows 3.0 driver with Starter Kit

£325

TOMi VALUE: £325

£345

YEAR WARRANTY
(including the dot matrixprinterhead)

Parallel Intedace

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

Parallel Interface

FREE STARTER KIT
Worth£29.38- WithCitizen dot matrixprintersfromSilica

Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer

• Non-impact Printing on Plain Paper

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360 dpi
• Quarter Printing and AutoSet Facility
• UltraQuiet Mode - 44.5 dB(A)
• ColourOptionAvailable

8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts
Parallel Interface

80 COLUMN 64 CPS

• Citizen Projet - Inkjet - 80 column
• 360cps Draft, 120cps NLQ
• 50 Nozzle Head • Whisper Quiet 47dB(A)

9.00am-5.30pm

Lale Night: Friday - 7pm

Keddies (2nd Floor). High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 ILA

9.30am-5.30pm (Sal 9.00am-6.00pm)

No Lale Night Opening

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Tel: 0702 462426
Fax

No: 0702 462363

To: Silica Systems. STFOR-1292-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

require additional peripheralsand accessories, or help and advice withyour new purchase. And, will the

company youbuyfrom contact youwith details of newproducts? AtSilica Systems, we ensure that you
will have nothing to worry about. We have been establishedlor almost14 years and, with our unrivalled
experience andexpertise, wecan now claim to meetourcustomers' requirements with an understanding
which is second to none. Butdon't just take our wordforit.Complete and return the couponnowforour

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "SilicaSystems Service".

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111

SILICA
'YSTEMS

Postcode: ..

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

| Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
fc'&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon lor the latest information.

55K J

Go on... it's nearly Christmas - treat
PLAY BACK
& QUARTET

yS

—1 ULTIMATE VIRUS

AWARD WINNERS
COMPILATION

Jr tKILLER

&Va32i '

These are aU just incredible!
STEREO MASTER

SEQUENCER ONE

MCRODEAL

PLUS UPGRADE KIT

This sound sampler offers
real-time special effects echo, reverb and much more - plus
STE stereo support
DESCRIPTION: Stereo Master
PRICE: £29.95 ORDER No: ST394

, PLAYBACK &
j QUARTET
MICRODEAL

"I GAJITS
'' Upgrade to Sequencer One
Plus for a host of extra fea

tures including the unique Juke Box
screen. Diamond Drag note-editing

FUN SCHOOL 4

DESCRIPTION: Sequencer One Plus
PRICE: £39.95

ORDER No: ST395

~~l ULTIMATE VIRUS
,

KILLER

) DOUGLAS
COMMUNICATIONS

DESCRIPTION: Playback ONLY

v MUSIC IN

recognises over 60 viruses, can
repair over 450 different game
disks if they've been virus-dam
aged, and can even hunt out link

' SEQUENCE

viruses. Essential.

) MUSIC SALES

DESCRIPTION: Ultimate Virus Killer
PRICE: £9.99 ORDER No: ST414

This easy-to-follow book

ORDER No: ST413

EUROPRESS SOFTWARE

The best virus killer around - it

guides you through the whole
process of writing songs on a

PRICE: £20.99

more!

PRICE: £29.95 ORDER No : ST372
PRICE: £19.95 ORDER No: ST379

DESCRIPTION: WINNERS
COMPILATION

system, improved sample playback,
tempo maps, auto count-in and

' Playback stereo soundcar
tridge plus the excellent Quartet
sample sequencer (RRP £49.951 for
just a tenner more!
DESCRIPTION: Playback & Quartet

FORMAT Gold winning god-game
Populous and footy sim Kick Off 2,
plus arcade romp Space Ace and
addictive puzzler Pipe Mania.

,

w
The follow-up to the clasj"W
sic educational packages
from Europress. AMthree modules
are available separately here.
DESCRIPTION: Fun School Under 5s
PRICE: £17.99 ORDER No: ST389

DESCRIPTION: Fun School 5 - 7s
PRICE: £17.99 ORDER No: ST390
DESCRIPTION: Fun School 7 - 11s

PRICE: £17.99 ORDER No: ST391
MATH BLASTER
PLUS

) ABLAC COMPUTEC LTD
Five programs, editor and
record facility. "A first choice
maths tutor for primary school chil

sequencer.

AWARD WINNERS
COMPILATION

dren."

DESCRIPTION: Music in Sequence

EMPIRE

DESCRIPTION: Math

PRICE: £12.95 ORDER No: ST398

Four incredible games:

PRICE: £29.95 ORDER No: MATH

yourself to one of these amazing special offers
MUSIC IN SEQUENCE

ST FORMAT
EVEN BIGGER

SEQUENCER ONE

_/ I PLUS UPGRADE KIT
SequencerOne
'••""ttM-HHHItHHIPLUR

• Just make a
note of the

ST FORMAT mail order

LU name of the

Name

package you
want to buy and

f

0

the order num
ber next to it.
Then fill in the

Address

.Telephone^

Postcode

*

Description

Price

Order Number

handy coupon
opposite.
TOTAL ORDER

If you wish to
order by credit
card or have any
queries, ring the

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

D Access

Hotline on •

D Cheque

Dpo

Credit card No

Expiry date

Q ST FORMAT
Mail Order

J Visa

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies

O

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT,
FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.

NOW YOU GET THE
WORLD WITH
IN T H I S M O N T H ' S
I

• Discover how to get the real world into

your PC with our complete guide to
sampling, digitising and scanning
• Protect your hard drive with our
complete hard drive backup program
• Enjoy a special exclusive version of
Jeff Minter's Llamatron game then have
fun with our playable preview of
Gobliins 2.

• Discover how to make your PC life
easier with our beginners' guide to
writing batch files
• Catch our reviews of 14 of the very
latest PC games

• Don't miss our PC tips - we've got
everything from game cheats to
technical queries and regular beginners'
problems

Give them half a chance and computers will the competition in America and now it's about to do
revolutionise your life but who wants all this

the same here. As all the best games are released for

upheaval and change? Some of us just want some fun

the PC and as other types of entertainment software

from our computers. The term fun seems have got lost from animation and graphics to music and education
in the crazy mixed up computer market. The PC has

are released, PC FORMAT will show you what you

been both the perpetrator and the victim ofthis.

can do and how you can have some fun.

Now PC FORMAT is here, straining at the leash

Go on, take a break from the trials and traumas of

to prove that the PC is the entertainment machine of life... put your feet up and have a little fun with the
the future. The PC has already completely wiped out

PC and PC FORMAT.

DON'T MISS THE NEXT ISSUE OF PC FORMAT OUT NOW!

•
•
•
Silica Systems are pleased to recommend Seikosha printers
to you at LOW PROMOTIONAL PRICES. The Seikosha range
is built to the highest standards, by a company that is used to
manufacturing high quality precision products. In fact, you
may be wearing one of these products on your wrist, as
Seikosha are part ot the massive Seiko/Epson group (with a
turnover of £6 billion and 18,000 staff!).

DOT MATRIX
LASER
THERMAL

PRINTERS

(NEW MODELS - NEW LOW PRICES!)

When you buy a Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica, we
will give you a Silica PRINTER STARTER KIT (worth E25+VAT
- £29.38) FREE OF CHARGE (see panel below). For further
information on the Seikosha range of printers, complete and
return the coupon below. Or, if you can't wait to get your
hands on a new Seikosha printer, telephone our mail order

^hotline, 081 -309 1111 to placeyour order now.

FREE! FROM

SILICA

•
•

DcLI wSKm Next day -anywhere in the UK mainland.
rfCLJr ImlNk Technical helpline during office hours.

^

d f/MCI En fvf I With every Seikosha dot matrix printer.

ON-SITE WARRANTY
All Seikosha Dot Matrix Printers come with a 12 month repair warranty
included in the price. Silica are now pleased to offer a fufl one year on-site
warranty option with Seikosha Dot Matrix Printers for only EICKvat extra! In
the unlikely event of a problem with your Seikosha printer, an engineer will
visit your home or business within 8 working hours of your call (on-site

warranty effective for UK mainland only), j vp A D

HMI V C"ln

9-PIN 300cps PRINTER
300 CPS

NEW
LOW
PRICE!

24-PIN 240cps PRINTER
80 COLUMN

•
•

240 CPS

UMZ&

• Seikosha SP-2400 -9 pin- 80 col
• 300cps SD, 240cps D, BOcps NLO
21K Printer Buffer + 5 Fonts
Parallel and Serial interfaces

•

• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder Unit
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

PRINTER RRP
STARTER KIT

20K Buffer + 2 Fonts

• Parallel Interlace • Opt Font ROM
• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson Emulation

• Graphics Resolution: 240x144dpi

•

£199.00
£25.00

•

Standard Semi Auto Sheet Feeder

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

PRINTER RRP
STARTER KIT

TOTAL VALUE: £224.00

£199.00
£25.00

TOTAL VALUE: £224.00
SAVING: £69.00

SAVING: £89.00
SILICA PRICE: £135.00

+VAT = £158.63

80 COLUMN

• Seikosha SL-90 - 24 pin • 80 col
• 240cps SD, 192cps D, 84cps LQ

SILICA PRICE: £155.00

£ :ii55]

l+VAT

Ref: PRI 8204

= £182.13

Ref: PRI 8290 J
<

NOTEBOOK PRINTER

ENTRY-LEVEL LASER

LABEL
The

NEW Seikosha

PRINTER

Smart

NEW!

LabelPrinter Plus range now
includes a PC

version with

both

a 'Windows'

DOS and

'PLUS' MODELS

driver and an Apple Macintosh

STARTER

KIT

model. All are able to mix
fonts on the same label and

have
many other
new
features. They will provide
letter quality address labels,
file labels and bar code labels
on demand. The Smart Label

FOR PC
COMPATIBLES
ONLY

144 cps
•

1K Printer Buffer+ 9 Fonts

•

Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360x180dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Built-in 50 Sheet Auto Feeder
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
PRINTER RRP £299.00
£25.00

TOTAL VALUE: £324.00
SAVING: £105.00
SILICA PRICE: £219.00

on

the

desk,

documents. Using memory
resident or DA software, the
Smart Label

' OP-104 -4 Pages per minute

CompactDesign with Straight

1 HP LaserJet IIP'" Emulation

Paper Path

the

• Resolution: 300x300dpi

Easy-to-useFrontControl Panel
Quiet Operation46dB(A)

' Uses Original HP® Font

paper cassette -100 sheets,
Optional 2nd bin - 300 sheets

text

of

most

popular software packages.

connecting to your PC, SLP

and running with your new printer.
• 3'A" Disk with Amiga & ST PrinterDrivers

1 year guarantee. The Apple

rniijL

Macintosh version(PRI8012)

£499
Ref:

•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardwareorders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Teamof technical expertsat yourservice.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proventrack recordin professional computersales.
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

•
•
•
•

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London &Sidcupbranches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of yourrequirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailedto you withoffers+ software and peripheraldetails.
PAYMENT: Major creditcards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefullyabout WHEREyou
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled experience and
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is
second io none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest
FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

SILICA
SYSTEMS

LSI

• 200 Sheets ot QualityContinuous Paper

price of E165.VAT.

•

RRP
+VAT = £217,38

LAS 6004

I

•1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

is also available at a new low

On-site Warranty not available on this product

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sal

9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:
Opening Hours:

Mon-Fri
Mon-Sat

Late Night: Thursday - 8pm

Fax No: 081-308 0S08

Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax No: 071-323 4737
Tel: 071-629 1234

9.00am-5.30pm

Lale Night: Friday - 7pm

Extension: 3914

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Keddies (2nd Floor], High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 ILA Tel: 0702 462426

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

9.30am-7.00pm (Satclose 6.30pm|

Tel: 081-309 1111

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
No Late Night Opening

Mon-Sat S

LONDON SHOP:

100 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelopes on Tractor Feed
Printer owners may order the Silica Kit (ref: KIT
5000)for only£24,38- £5 off RRP! WORTH £29.38

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

MAIL ORDER:

HJ 081-309 1111

worth £29.38 (£25wat) completely FREE OF
CHARGE. It includes ail you need to get up

software, a roll of labels and a
JiLik,«

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

=T\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

Every Seikoshadot matrix printerfrom Silica
comes with the Silica Printer Starter Kit,

is supplied complete with a
power cord, a serial cable for

' Postscript Emulation Option (Extra)
' Optional IBM, Epson&Diablo
Emulation Cartridges
• Centronics Parallel, RS232C/

screen

The Smart Label Printer Plus

Cartridges

• 512K RAM-expandable to 2.5Mb
• Flexiblepaper handling:Standard

Printer Plus is

able to produce a label from

' 14 Resident Fonts

RS422 Serial Interfaces

£219

sits

working in the background,
while your normal desktop
printer gets on with the

80 COLUMN

• For IBMPC compatibles only
• Seikosha LT-20DX- 24 pin - 80 col
• WOcpsSD, 144cps Draft, 60cps LO

STARTER KIT

Printer

-Gar, bailer? or mainfLcqiv.ereo,

Mon-Fri 9.30am-5.30pm(Sat9.00am-6.00pm)

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 0702 462363

To: Silica Systems, STFOR-1292-84, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
•Pi

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE SEIKOSHA RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:....

Company Name (if applicable);
Address:

Postcode: ..

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
ESOE - Advertised prices and specifications may change •

3 return the coupon for the latest information.

•i

•i

CONNECT

UP!

PERIPHERALS

GET STUCK IN!
Since you
first took

W i t h all of your ST's ports and sock
ets there are hundreds of possible
devices, dongles, cartridges and
gizmos that you can add to make using it more

fun. We take a look at a few of the most com

Floppy drives - the disk drive port
So, you don't think you need an external floppy
drive? Well, for games you don't, but as soon as
you start using any serious software - commer
cial or PD - then you are likely to find that just
having the internal drive is a liability.

the program disk and Drive B for the data disk,
where the files you create are saved. This is
because the software may need to look at the
program disk for extra data while the program is
running to load dictionaries and graphics - if
you have a data disk in the main drive, then the
program cannot find the information and slows
the whole process down. External drives cost
from as little as £45, so get out your dosh and
buy one - it could change your life.

your ST
into your
bedroom,

you have

played games on
it. But then you
emerged, peered
round the back

You know what a hassle it is swapping

files between two floppy disks on a single drive
setup - on an STFM you have to make four disk
swaps for every file transferred and on an STE

you have at least two disk swaps per file. On a
two disk system all you have to do is drag files

mon early additions that you should consider
plugging into your setup and give you an idea
where to start looking at specific hardware.

•

Cumana CAS354 £69

WeServe n 0705 325354
•

Gl External Drive £59.99

from Drive A to Drive B, and that's all there is to
it. It's also much easier to use software since

Ladbroke Computing International - 0772 203166
• Zydec External Drive £49.95

nearly every program you buy uses Drive A for

First Choice » 0532 319444

Hard Drives - the DMA

and noticed some

interesting-looking

(Direct Memory Access) port
A hard drive becomes a an essential part of any

hard drive without a second thought. If you are
into art and graphics packages, your vast collec
tion of pictures can be stored in a series of fold

holes. Blimey,

ST setup as soon as you start moving into the

ers, instead of on 25 floppy disks.

realms of DTP, graphics and MIDI sequencing.
All the software for these applications can be

You can buy 30MByte drives from around
£230 and 50MByte drives from just over £300 -

used without a hard drive, but owning one does

they can be an expensive step up, but in the
long run it's a price well worth paying.

what are they for?
Clive Parker

checks his manual
and reveals all

make using your ST a lot easier.
For a start, everything is stored in one

place on the drive - no more searching for Disk
2 or Disk 4 from a DTP program so you can load
in a new font. Large music or DTP files that
don't fit on a 720K floppy can be saved on to a

• Data-Pulse Plus 127MByte £429.99
Ladbroke Computing International - 0772 203166
• Power Series 900 40MByte £329
Power Computing rr 0234 843388
• Progate 30MByte £229.99
First Choice * 0532 319444

Loudspeakers -

Modems - the serial port

Monitors - the monitor port

the phono ports (STE only)
Loudspeakers are a handy add-on for games,
sound samplers and tracker playbacks. The

Hey, everybody has heard of modems, but you
have to be a propeller-head to work one, right?
Not true at all, even Mark Higham (who?) man
aged to use one once. You usually just have to
plug the thing in, switch it on, run the software,

There's nothing wrong with using a TV if you
just want to play games, but for anything more
serious you really need a monitor. STs have two

quality of the monitor or TV output from an ST
is not noted for being at the top of sound repro
duction technology, but you can do something
about it. The STE - and Mega STE - have handy
phono sockets which you can connect to your

dial the number and you're off. With easy-to-use
PD and Shareware comms programs like Vanterm and Freeze Dried Terminal, it is now dead

stereo system or tq a powered stereo amplifier
and speaker unit. These units are unlikely to do
much for inter-neighbourly relations - all your
games and demos suddenly sound like some
thing from your local arcade - and are just as
loud. Amplified speaker sets cost around £20 to

simple to get to grips with comms on your ST.
A modem is a device which converts com

resolutions for serious work - medium and high.

Unfortunately you need two different monitors
to use both, so you have to make a decision on
what you intend to use your ST for.
If, for example, you plan to do a lot of
colour work using graphics packages to produce
animations, drawings and raytraces, with some

puter data into pulses which can be transmitted

word processing thrown in, then you need a

down a phone line and converted back to com

colour monitor. If, however, you intend to use

puter data at the other end. In this way docu
ments, messages and programs can be sent

professional MIDI programs, DTP, CAD (Com
puter Aided Design) or other serious high-end -

£40 depending on the quality and volume you
want, but they can turn game-playing into a

back and forth. Downloading programs from
bulletin boards means that you can get hold of

and that means expensive - applications you

whole new soundsational experience.
As with virtually any ST product, it pays to

some PD software before PD libraries do.

need a high res mono monitor, since many of
these programs cannot run on a colour setup.

Faster modems are becoming cheaper all
the time, and, with a 2400 baud modem costing
as little as £60, the main expense is likely to be

expensive than high res mono monitors, with
the Phillips and Atari colour models costing

your telephone bill. If you do buy a modem per
haps you should consider investing in some BT

about £200, while the Atari mono monitor costs
around £130. The choice is yours.

shares. That way you should be able to get at
least some of your money back!

• Atari 1435 Stereo Colour £209.99

shop around and try a few different suppliers
before you finally decide to splash out. You can
often find the same set of speakers on sale for

wildly differing prices at any number of shops or
mail order companies. Get yourself a pair of
speakers and pump up the volume.
• Maplins Active Speakers £49.95
Maplins « 0702 554161

• Smart One 2400 modem and software £59.99

• Zy-Fi Amplified Speakers £39.95

• Supra 2400 modem and comms software £79.99

Evesham Micros » 0386 765500

First Choice " 0532 3194444

HCS B 081 777 0751

Perversely,

colour

monitors

First Choice ~ 0532 3194444

• Atari SM144 High Res Mono £115
HCS » 081 777 1751

• Phillips 8833Mk 2 Stereo Colour £199
Silica Systems -•• 081 309 1111

are

more
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Music - the MIDI ports

The ST is the most popular computer in the
world for producing music because of its built-in
MIDI sockets. MIDI is a way for electronic musi
cal devices to communicate with each other and

with computers - it's a musical instrument spe
cific language. MIDI enables STs to play instru
ments directly and to record the output of an
instrument in digital form when played. Conse
quently a lot of software packages, such as
sequencers, have been developed - sequencers
are, in effect, digital tape recorders that can take
the information produced by a keyboard, manip
ulate it and then replay it. You can even write
your own music with some programs and then

have your instrument play it back for you.
You don't have to spend hundreds of
pounds to use sequencers on an ST - there are

many PD and Shareware programs available
from PD libraries and both Yamaha and Casio

produce MIDI keyboards for around £100. In ST
FORMAT 39 we showed you how to create sev

eral different styles of music using your ST and
a keyboard - turn to page 58 if you missed it.
•

Concerto £34.95

Cambridge Business Software tr 0763 262582
• Sequencer One £39.99
First Choice n 0532 319444

Printers - the printer port

or large print runs. If you only want to print
small single documents and your budget starts
at around £150, a 24-pin printer could be just

bring near laser quality to printed output but are
slower, typically printing no more than three

show people what you've been working on if
you've got it on paper rather than having to cart
your ST and monitor around with you. You can

what you are looking for.

also print out letters or READ.ME documents

lower than for laser printers, starting at around
the £230, making the inkjet an ideal compromise
for home use. Whichever printer you choose,

printers including 9-pin and 24-pin DMPs, but
are designed to take advantage of inkjet and
laser printers. This is because DTP programs

A printer is usually the first thing you want to
add to your ST - after all, it's easier to be able to

from PD disks. Most commercial serious soft

ware, PD utilities and programs have options to

More advanced programs such as desktop
publishing (DTP) software can use all kinds of

generate printouts, also known as hard copy. In

use vast amounts of graphics data for high qual

fact, many programs are practically useless
without a printer attached. For such basic output

ity output and DMP printers are usually too slow

a relatively cheap 9-pin dot matrix printer (DMP)

is normally of sufficient quality - you can pick a

graphics pages per minute. Prices are much

you are unlikely to regret getting one.
• Canon BJ-10ex Inkjet £229.99
First Choice n 0532 319444
• Citizen 120D+ £124.99
Softmachine -a 091 510 2660

• Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 £359

without the image quality.
Laser printer prices start at around £650,

Evesham Micros w 0386 765500
•

Panasonic 4420 Laser £849

Gasteiner * 081 365 1151

produce wonderful results and at a reasonably
high speed - usually between six and eight

• Ricoh PCL5 Laser £821.33

pages per minute (PPM). At this price lasers are

•

printouts than 9-pins, but they tend to be slower
and are not really suitable for large documents

likely to be out of your price range - and that's
where the inkjet printer comes in. Inkjet printers

First Choice « 0532 319444
• Star LC24-20 £199.99
Softmachine « 091 510 2660

Scanners - the cartridge port
A scanner is not a machine for taking pictures of

various light intensities into digital signals.
These are then displayed on your ST's screen by

the inside of your head, but a device which can
transfer drawings from paper to the ST's screen.
You would usually do this with a hand scanner -

expensive, starting at around £500 for a cheaper

the scanning software ready to be saved on disk
as a picture file. You can load this into a graph
ics program and manipulate it.

a small device rather like an overgrown mouse
which is dragged across the picture to be

Hand scanners cost about £100 and the

good one up for around £120.

24-pin printers can produce better quality

copied. It has a series of LEDs at the business

end which shine on to the paper. The amount of
reflected light is then measured by a CCD

main use for them is in conjunction with art and
DTP packages. There is another kind of scanner
called a flat-bed scanner which is more like a

photocopier - it can scan complete A4 pages by

Silica Systems" 081 309 1111
Star LC-20 £136.99

closing the lid. Flat-bed scanners are more
one. There are colour flatbed scanners available

for the ST, but they are extremely expensive to
buy. You can usually expect to pay around
£1,000+for hardware of this quality.
• Handy Scanner £99.99
Evesham Micros • 0386 765500
•

Naksha Scanner £99

WeServe u 0705 325354
•

Power Scanner £99

(Charge Coupled Device) which can translate the

placing them in the machine face down and

Sound samplers - the cartridge port

tridge port. This cartridge contains the ADCs

The ST is nothing if not a versatile beast although its original sound hardware was out
moded when the machine was designed in the
mid '80s, it is a big player in the world of sound
sampling. Sampling is a process where your ST

grams which can use sound samples to create

(Analog to Digital Converters) which convert the
sound signals and in some cases it contains
DACs (Digital to Analog Converters), which can

tunes, and both can be linked to a MIDI instru

Power Computing - 0234 843388

play back sounds recorded at frequencies too
high for the ST's internal hardware to cope with.
Sound samples can be added to games to

radio, tape deck or even a microphone, and con

ment to enable samples to be played from the
keyboard. Professional samplers, such as the
Akai S1000, cost thousands of pounds, so when
you consider you can get an ST sampler for as
little as £30, you know it makes sense.

provide realistic sound effects, used on the

• Replay 8 £63.95

verts it to digital information which the ST can
manipulate and process.

Desktop to replace system sounds (see Sysbeep

Evesham Micros ~ 0386 765500

on Cover Disk 39) or used to create entire tunes

• Replay 16 £129.95

takes a sound signal generated by a CD player,

To do this you have to plug an extra piece
of hardware - a sound sampler - into the car

in a soundtracker program. Sequencer One and
Quartet are two well-known commercial pro

Microdeal = 0762 68020

• Stereo Master £29.95
First Choice = 0532 319444
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Addams

I "Arnie, are you

Family - it's

nervous?" "Defi

nitely. I'm always

• "I said I'd be back. Here I am."

finger-click

"Yeah - me too." "Shut up, James.

ing good.

You're only famous because of
your brother." "That's a lie. I am

Sorry, this is

number one of 1984? "Who ya gonna call?"

beefcake who can

a terrible

Yeah! "Ghostbusters!!" Terrible, wasn't it?

only pull a trig

talented... I can do Shakespeare.

caption. Will

ger... and, frankly,

To be or not to be. See?"

it do?

I'm depressed."

• Ah - remember that Ray Parker Jr classic

typecast as a

ilms, movies, flicks, pictures - call 'em

SPRITES
CAMERA
ACTION

F

what you will - they're a part of our cul
ture. They reflect it - hell, they some
times dictate it. Wayne's World and the Bill and
Ted films inspired a whole generation to glee
fully embrace the habit of dude-speak. Basic
Instinct tried to make sex fashionable and dan

gerous. And failed. The Arnie films conditioned
us to the marvel of the body-count. These things
are powerful and although, it's nonsense to sug

gest that violent films inspire violent actions,
we'd be pretty dumb to deny that movies have a
serious influence on our attitudes.

Movies are mass media. So are video

games. It would therefore seem an obvious
move to combine the two in an uneasy but

extremely lucrative partnership. The thing is movie tie-ins are, more often than not, crap. It's

easy to see why. Without the spontaneous

sparks of original genius that inspire the finest
games, there must be an enormous temptation
to let things cruise along, to churn out some-

Is the ST movie tie-in just a part of the
book, the t-shirt, the soundtrack, or is it
a standalone work which, if dragged out
from under the protection of the license,
would stand up to scrutiny? Andy Lowe

eyes up the clapperboard and covets the
director's chair. He's funny like that

.;...- \.k , 5 1Z U '. .:m«mm^. .:,.••,:,««
Ocean - one of the longest-

standing software houses
in the country- Also widely

• "OK - maybe I'm not right for this role. But I was

good in Frankie and Johnny, wasn't I?" "Er, no."

*

film company - photos, work-in-

stf: How do film licenses come

progress... We then need to work
out exactly which parts of th~

about? Who approaches who and

film are to be translated into th

~* terms?

ean have a good rela-

recognised as the kings of

structure of the game. Next, w

the film tie-in... But how

get to work on designing the

companies and the companies

does it all happen? How do

thing.

may tell them what films are on
the way and are up for conver
sion. It's all a result of past expe
riences. Film companies know
where they are with Ocean. With
the larger, more general licenses,
there tends to be a bidding

they get 'em and do 'em?
Mick West, currently cod
ing Lethal Weapon 3
in-house for Ocean,

enlightened us...

stf: What kind of problems do
you encounter?
Trying to stay true to the

spirit of the film is difficult. We
need a

connection between the

with a

number of film

in helps to attract people to the
game?
Yeah. They know what
sort of thing to expect. It can
also make it easier to get into the

game. Besides, a lot of kids don't
get to see the 18 rated films, like
the original Lethal Weapon.
The trend for licenses is part

of the general convergence of
the

entertainment

industry.

Things can and probably will
work the other way around very
soon. There are already rumours

stf; How do you approach a film

artistic presentation of the film,

license?

and, at the same time, provide
decent gameplay. Sometimes,

process with the other software
companies and the winner is usu
ally the company with the better
reputation.

games - I've heard about Double
Dragon and also Mario World
starring, believe it or not. Bob
Hoskins or Danny De Vito. So the
whole thing may soon become a
lot more merged.

The movie may not be fin

ished yet, so we need to get hold

you have to make compromises.

of the actual script, which we

It's a little incongruous to imag

read and, hopefully, draw inspira

ine tough-guys like Mel Gibson

tion from. Then we're supplied
with source material from the

reduced to a cute sprite bouncing

stf: How do you think a license
helps the marketing process? Do

on baddie's heads.

you really believe that a film tie-

of

films

based

on

computer

E^-
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I Apparently, he'd buy that for a

00% %.

• ED 209 is a lethal

• A long, long, long,

piece of robotic

long time ago in a

weaponry and is

galaxy far far far far

• "I'm Frank Robocop. I don't

not famous for his

far far far away... Oh
bugger, I've forgot

mean I'm a sincere model of

conversational affa

ten the rest of the

Robocop - it's my name. Ha ha.
See, I've got a sense of humour,

anecdotes. Neither

quotation.

too. Now, put the gun down."

is Ed Ricketts.

bility or amusing

But the three ST games actually got better

hitch a ride on the hype of the movie. We rest
our case with the fact that only two movie tie-ins

respectively achieving 56%, 84% and 94%. It's as

have ever made it to FORMAT Gold status - Robo
cop 3 and Batman - both

were published by Ocean.
The Robocop games

have a strange record, any
In the film world,

^^^^^^

cop 3 should be anyone's

We'd be dumb to deny

idea of an ideal movie tiein. It looks slick and cine

that movies have a

matic and actually seems
to be inspired by the film.

sequels are awaited with
about as much excitement

as freezing

though someone actually learned from the mismaHnpBiBi
takes and, anyway, Robo

serious influence on

All

this

instead

of

the

our attitudes

more
usual
desperate
attempt to come up with a

^^^^^

barely average platform

Wednesday

nights in January. The two

^^™^^^

game which hardly seems

Robocop films effortlessly lived down to this with Robocop 2 getting nowhere near the extra

relevant to the original story and characters. We
must live in hope that any future developers

ordinary vision and cult status of the original.

Here's a list of every
movie tie-in game ever

4

thing rather ordinary which is predetermined to

way.

'-. V dollar. What a nice man.

of movie tie-ins are taking note, stf

released on the ST and
not mentioned somewhere in this

feature. We may have missed one
or two - but then we're human,
aren't we? I think-

Back To The Future 2
mageworks
Back To Th

Imageworks

Bart Simps
Batma

Ocean

Darkm

cean

Flight Of Th

Digital Integration

Ghostbuste

Activision

Gremlins

Si Hook-

Elite
ean

Indiana Ji

^%1

Adventure -

Monty Python (well, they made fil
didn't they
Plan 9 "

I "Phooar!

Look, boys -

Spidei

it's KJml

Basinger."!

Empire

Terminat

Ocean

The Addams

"Aw, come '

on. Every

Ocean

The Blues Brot

Titus

The James Bond Co

one knows

that cartoon
characters

i The Running

never have

any..."

The Untouchi

"Please.

Total Rec-"

This is a

family show

W*%

as Ms

Basinger

Cool World and Lethal Weapon 3, both

Five of those movie tie-ins thatreally should have ended upontheeuttlng-room floor

BEVERLY HILLS COP

STF Rating - 49% in Issue 8

heavy veil over a shy and uninter
esting game. A curious example
of a game that is just as bad as

No. Not good. This one falls into

the original movie.

the trap of trying to cram too
many different types of action

NIGHTBREED

TEENAGE MUTANT
HERO TURTLES

the quality of the whole thing far
too thinly.

baddie-bashers.

Imagine

every

one's excitement when we found

STFRating - 38% in Issue 19

out about the ST game based on
their antics... Er - oh, it's a bit
crap, isn't it? A distinctly drab

Once, the turtles were bad, bold

and utterly plain platform game.

into one game - thus spreading
STF Rating - 58% in Issue 16
Hmmm. A bit different this one.

It's a game that seems to be try

I Michelangelo

MOONWALKER
US GOLD

ing to take the place of the
movie. Jolly cute graphics, neat

Donatello? -

STF Rating - 84% in Issue 5

animation and all that... But it's

wanders along

84%? No, no, no. Don't agree.
Sorry. An intensely boring and

it falls into that old and glaringly

ingly unin:

ing back

heavily

Ocean

Ocean

TYNESOFT

non-addictive

an astonish

of

obvious trap of trying to shove in
a few rather gratuitous "action

in one of'

pieces of rabbit suits and won
dering "Why?" a lot. Don't be

sequences"... which aren't. Not

ultimate film

even remotely. Watch the film.
It's not brilliant, but it's better

tie-in turkeys.

around,

bout

not an "interactive movie," and

up

walking

Domark
Ocean

V

- delectable

CUT!

Grandslam

The Star "*

picking

wooed by those pretty animated
intro sequences. They're just a

than this.

KEJ

FLOTSAM
AND

JETSAM

LIEE, THE UNIVERSE
AND
You know the

bit of bubble

gum you find
at the end of
an ice cream

tub? This is

its tasty

cousin. Enjoy!

FORMULA ONE GRAND PRIX REVISITED
At last, STF has spawned its own child

for his ST games and so is uniquely

prodigy in the form of 14 year old James

qualified to comment on what's hot and

Moran. Unlike us poor unfortunates at

whafs not. This month he examines

ST FORMAT, James actually has to pay

Microprose's famous racing sim

world's race-tracks and smile drily
at the small amounts of specta

sight more fun when you've
good with excellent backgrounds

seen out with you. Among your

tors, your tyres spitting grit as
you go. But, with Formula One

latest casualties are a few rather

Grand Prix, Microprose make sure

sound is fairly crap, though.

well-known racing drivers. A
master of disguise, you assume

you can do all that and more.

their identities and race around

how you want to race, what to

the world in a souped up go-kart,

race with and whether it's worth

becoming a grand prix legend in

racing at all - why not just learn
to play the clarinet instead?

You are a psychopath, a nasty,
murdering psychopath - even

your children don't like to be

your own lunchtime.
In the real world of Formula

One racing you can leisurely

ponce around the cream of the

You can choose where and

One of the game's neat

touches is its adjustable difficulty
level. This ranges from Rookie to
Ace and there's loads of

p for beginners - auto
irake, auto gear, auto back

On the minus side, the two-

player mode is flippin' awful,
while the one-player mode is
frustrating. If you wreck your car
- tactically, of course - you have
to watch the other drivers whizz
round until the end of the race,

by which time you feel so humili
ated you're tempted to grab the
game and feed it to your gerbils.
The only way to abandon play
during a race is to hit the reset
button and start again.

gradually cancelled out as
you get better. Even so,
**ie professional is well

painful amount of disk accessing

oose the correct wind

Another pet hate is the
to be done - there are four
wretched disks to load - some of
them twice - and the whole

downforce and the type of

tedious rigmarole of setting up

tyres, for example.

takes about 20 long minutes.
For all its faults, Formula One

The sound is bearable,

at first, and gives a jolly
realistic Formula One

engine noise, but after
seven hours of tearing
around the track it can get

J an incy little bit irritating.
•-—
Several pairs of earplugs
going round a multi-story ca .
There's always some smug git in
front hogging all the room.

and the manual is first class. The

scratcher - which is

Jtered for - you can

• Formula One motor racin

mastered it. The graphics are very

are recommended.

On the whole, the game is

Grand Prix is a reasonably good
race sim. It's easily as good as

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2, or any of
the other 7,000 clones around
and should help to while away
those long winter evenings. If

your name is Nigel M and you've
got a nifty tosh, this game ought
to be implanted into your brain.

good. It is harder to get into than

STF Rating: 75%

Test Drive or Cisco Heat, but a darn

TAVAM2GLRGILTW0P Competition winners
There were sackloads of

Megatraveller winners

Laurence Passmore, Reading

Chris Braid, Blandford Forum

Martin Cubitt, Rayleigh

Howard Angel, Harrogate

A Piper, Cardiff

Steve Baxter, Skegness

llkka Poutanen,

STF 37. The answers were

Andrew Borthwick, Kilmarnock

Valkeakoski, Finland

(a) This time it's war
(b) Megatraveller 2 is the

Michael Cadshead, Manchester

L Rigden, Faversham

D N Hazelden, BFPO 19

S Capehorn, Luton
Chris Coleman, King's Lynn

G Salcombe, Brierley Hill

D Hunter, Sunderland

A Shorthand, Malvern

Keven Joyce, Sheffield

R Layfield, Northallerton
S Philipson, Consett

entries for our Megatraveller 2
comp which appeared in

sequel to Megatraveller and
(c) Glad It's All Over.
Unfortunately, Empire have dis

R Collins, London

Dominic Smith, Grimsby

Leighton Cooper, Wareham

B J Tew, Northampton

P Embley, Weston Super Mare
Emyr Gwyn, Anglesey

Mark Povey, Bilston

covered a bug in Megatraveller

Scott Fisher, Kingsbridge

2 since then and have awarded

Alan Matthews, Tyldesley

Aliens 2 video winners

alternative prizes to winners

M T McGuirk, Southampton

J Barrett, Glasgow

P Spurr, Winterton
P R Thackray, Bradford

who requested the game.

Matthew Mellor, Sandbach

P Berg, Edinburgh

G Wright, Kettering

FLOTSAM
AND

.ufiUinuim-n:a
A.C.S

82

Analogic Computers

36 MT Software

Arnor

30

Markotec

94
120
IBC

Merlin
93 New Age Public Domain
I 10 New Data Systems Ltd
120 Ocean
93 PD4U
86 RP Video
70 Pacific Software

BCS
CIS
Caledonia

Cambridge
Cheetah

Computer Mates
Datagem Ltd

96

Penge TV & Video

Domark

65

Phoenix Services

Europress
Eagle Software

57
78

Power Computing Ltd

Evesham

35

118
94
28.75
123
94
94

First Choice

123

IFC.3

Premier

82

120

Soft Machine
Solent Software
118 ST Direct
22.23 The ST Club
I I 5 Tanglewood

Gasteiner

52
123
137
I 18

76.77

Goodman PDL

H.C.S
Homebased Business

Intermediates/Spec Reserve

no

6,7

Tottenham Court Road
110
TSC
115
US Gold

Kosmos
LCL

Ladbroke Computing

1 10
123
26

32

MJC Computer Supplies
Magic Space Promotions

Virgin
120
11 7 We Serve
123 Wizard PD

Mailcenta

1l 5

Laser Distribution Ltd

cant find st format?
ST FORMAT sells out extremely quickly in many newsagents - why take
the risk of missing your copy? If you don't want to subscribe - but see
page 58 for some good reasons why you should - fill in the form below
and hand it to your newsagent, who'll only be too happy to reserve or
deliver a copy for you. ST FORMAT goes on sale on the second Thurs
day of every month. Don't miss it!

If you have problems getting hold of your favourite ST mag, call
Kate Elston on n 0225 442244 and she'll do her best to help you out.

115

Rubysoft
85
104.105 SilicaSystems Ltd (SDL|....41.69.91,127.131

Freaks

JETSAM

15
98

I

I RESERVE YOUR COPY OF 5T FORMAT
I Please reserve/deliver STFORMAT magazine each month,
• beginning with the January issue, on sale Thursday 10 December.

I Name:
' Address:

I
I

• Phone Number:

1 18

W.T.S. Electronics

To the Newsagent: ST FORMAT is published by

40

Future Publishing " 0225 442244

YOUR GUARANTEE OF VALUE

CHEAP Hi

SPACE.
GUN
ONLY £599.

WSPOKTS
FOOTBALL
ONLY £59?

ANY 3 £5.99 GAME FOR £15
FLIGHT OF THE

INT-RUDER £6.99

FALCON CLASSIC
COLLECTION £1299

First Samurai...
Wolf Pack
Kick Off 2
PI,'oyer l"\ancg,
AW

...£599

...£599
...£599
£59?

PVF Honda

£599

Captain Blood

£599

Precious tAelal (Captain Blood. Super Hang on
Arkanoid Xenon)
Untouchables

£5.99
£5.??

..

Voyage,
Captain Fizz
Victory Pood
Plotting

superspace
invaders £5.99

DUNGEON

SMASH TV

MASTER £999

£.1.99

A\on Hunter 2
Gold Hush

£599
£5,99

Polling Ponny

£5,99

£2/99

£11,99

Ninja Warriors

£5.99

£2199

Gemini Wir.a

£5.99

Judge Dread

£5.99

£1999

Xenon...
Continental C.rcus

£5.99

£1199
£1699

£5.99

£1199

Planetfall (Infocom)

£5.99

£5.97

Viz

£599
£5,99
£599

£5.99

Double Dragon
Spot

.

£1599
£1(39
£1199

Tie Break Tennis .

£599

£5.99

Zork One (Infocom)
Zork Tivo (Infocom)

£59?
£5.99

MontyPython

£5,7?

Pamho 3

£599

Operation Thunderbolt
Flight of the Intruder
Killing Cloud

£5.99
£5.99
£599

Golden Ate
Shinob,

£5.9?
£599

Navy Seal'.

£5,99

Light Force Compilation

£599

£5.99

Sly Spy

£5.99

Darkmun
Par
ang...

Midnight Pesistance
Audio Sculpture
Colonels Bequest

£5.99
£5.99
£5.99

Hoyles Book of Games I

£5.99

Hoyles Book of Games2

£5.99

£5.99
£5,99
£5,99

Nighlbreed

Pob.OCOP

L

£1199

£5.99
£5.99

Penegade

Black Cauldron

£2199

Micro Prose Golf

Blood^ych

£599

Total Pecall
Chase HQ 2
Narc

£5,99
, £5.9?
£5.99

£1999
£1599
Hook
£159?
WWF
Lotus 3

£1599

£1599
£1199
£2199
£1999

AU Tank Platoon

£109
£1199

£5.99

shapes and colours

•PHONE.

LZjDUCATIONAL.
£5.9?
fipst letters .

TELLING- THE. TIKE

FOR DETAILS OF OUTZ

NEW ST DIRECT BARGAIN PRICE USERS CLUB IIALL THESOFTWAREYOUNEED AT INCREDIBLY
LOWDIRECTPRICESI!ALL DIRECTSOFTWARE ISSOLDTOrAEKBERSAT DISCOUNTED PRICES

£5.99

BEFORE IT IS ADVERTISED.

DONT MISS THE T5A-R&AINS III

xenon 2

£5.99

WOLFPACK

£5.99

CONFLICT IN EUROPE

£599

3D CONSTRUCTION KfT
- (inc video) £IW

TRIVIAL RURSl

"Please send orders to:

ST DIRECT

Unit 3, Cross Keys Shopping Mall, St. Neots, Cambridgeshire PE19 2AU
Tel: (0480) 471311
SHOP PRICES MAY DIFFER

£599

•

AND

FINAL

IIM

THE

ANALYSIS

Legends of Valour
• Just one

Wf

admirable
professions

you can follow
in the wonderful
medievel town in

Legends of Valour...

ends of Valour, then, that if they can't think in a

said, is sadly lack

distinctly Pythonesque way they're likely to end
up bashing their head repeatedly against the

ing in most ST
games. Alright, so
Monkey Island's

funny and Lure of
the Temptress is a
• ...Is that

JB of WereW

wolf. These
transititional

pictures show
just such a
transformation...

It's worth advising prospective owners of Leg

Humour, It must be

of the

monitor screen in a distinctly Pythonesque way.

In fact, if you came across a tag line for this game
in America it'd probably be something like,
"Packed full of weird limey humour." Or some
thing else like that.

Legends of Valour is an all-British role play
ing game set in a medieval town sometime dur
ing the dark ages. You're a MUMPIE (medieval
upwardly mobile peasant) and you've got to rise
to the top of society. How you get there and what
kind of pursuits you engage in en route are

bit chucklesome,

largely up to you. You can walk on the wild side
or you can be a charitable citizen and get to the

but, by and large,
witty ST games are

top by hard graft.

um

about as common

as intricate plots or

surprise endings in
a Jeffrey Archer

Legends of Valour will be coming out on the
ST around the end of the year and on the Falcon
sometime during 1993. It's a big game from a big

company and, from what we've seen so far, it
looks brilliant and plays even better. Oh yes - and
both Andy Lowe and Hutch are characters within
the actual game. Keep your eyes peeled for the
exclusive demo on our Christmas Cover Disk.
Pillage on. stf

novel
•

• Oh dear, this chap looks a bit
fat, doesn't he? I bet he drinks

Carling Black Label. Rather
attractive necklace, though -

• You can only
see them in this sort

of resolution in the Falcon version. No other

computer can cope with the colour demands.
i g e

i

• One of the best aspects of the game is the way in which you
can insult passers-by to get what you want from them. You can
then interrupt when they're replying to your questions - so they
ask why you bothered speaking to them in the first place.

wonder where he got it!

<W»ATARI

)f o%j, Q
FALCON
V# Amiable Soon!

ri".l ST.1m T4Mfr_

3

STOPpR,
Pack now

ible inTWO configurations both packs include...
ola68030 CPU 16MHz - 3.84MIPS, Possible 262144 Colours, I

Graphics Co-Processor, Super VGA: 640x480 -256 Colours, |

Mora 16BitMode:640x480- 65536Colours, True Colour

Overlay Mode: 640x480 32768 Colours, SCSI Ports, Stereo
In/Out, Analog RGB Colour [ST orVGA], Composite PAL-

1 printers
NEW Bwm
mimm

-SECAM-SCART, RS232Serial, Bi-Directional PrinterPort,

n/Out, 2x Joystick Ports, 8 Channel 16Bit DMA Sound Port,
UCH MORE.,., This istheoneyou've been waiting for...

BothSlaraadCiti/.en haveannounced newproducts...

Citizen 240 - Mono... 24 Pin.80Col, £249.99
200cps/66cps, 9 LQ/2Scaleable Fonts, 8KBuffer

Disk Drive with 3.5" Drive,65Mb. Hard
1MbVersion
Drive, 4Mb. Version

VcMMoiw

^d %#, Atmi

VcM-MMono

ffa, Pimm /ftotU

i49.99 £799.99
ATARI1040STE

,\iC2WCoto»r

Citizen 240C - Colour Vers of above... £269.99

Citizen 200- Mono...24 Pin, 80Col,
£219.99
180cps/60cps, 6 LQFonts, 8KBuffer, Colour Option

I ixM-MO Colour

ATARI SUNDRIES ,

J PACKS CONTAINS

loekable, complete with dividers in two capacities...80 Capacity

adulator PLUS... Some Great Educational Software:

andPrince

(fneot 1l<d**-

rAJNS...

£239."

•-

<-**»*' ii,—=^
»Pack
Colour

£11.95
£59.95
, £59.95
£59.95

1 Starl.CW/»
rstar«!Pri°lers

- s*irt9lM^/ME

t Disk STE Language Disk.

TOO MANY TO LIST!!!

MORE ATARI PRODUCTS
ATARI PORTABLE ST BOOK COMPUTER

""tithe 2331

FANTASTIC NEW PORTABLE FROM ATARI

FEATURING-

Small Footprint: 8.5"x 11.4" x .25"thk,TRULY PORTABLE
20Mb. Built-in HardDrive
3.5"Built-in Floppy Drive
Weighs inal ONLY 4.21bs
Up1010Hrsbattery life
{charger optional)
Supplied withFileTransfer andOrganiser software
Optional FAX modem duetobe released soon!

kes'child's all '?"""'" "»T.ina satellite

[rrp. £1295.001]

ACCESSORIES

[ATAMPORTKOLIO POCKET PC ORGANISER

I

With address &telephone hook, calculator, text processor, £129
diary, Lotus 1-2-3 compatible spreadsheet, & PCcompatible Net,
LOW
Price

for data transfer.A vast selectionof accessoriesavailable,

please phone lordetails.

t44.9'> '
flSlon

£V3.9'» 1

-q 99ea

[ATARI PORTFOLIO SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS... 1
Phonefora detailed lisli tit; ol nilthesegreatPortfolio products
£429.99

Theincredibly powerful Atari TTrange isa trueprofessional work
station compatible withmostSTsoftware, butwithfantastic speed!
Idealforgraphic intensive applications suchas CAD. studio
animation and DTP.

ATARI TTWith2Mb. RAM. 3.5"Floppy Drive
ATARI TTWith4Mb.RAM, 3.5"Floppy Drive

1ZortfgFffS&H** ,£; p»rcr,^«P-^
prinlKDnv

WITH EVERY PRINTER (EXCEPT THOSE MA SKID WITH

AN;*]) YOU

WILL GET THE FOLLOWING INCLUDE

QUALITY DUST COVER

£879.99
£1139.99

iMM>l)RJVF^KWJi(iGASTE:s'&TT's

I

"/^"^
/£r WORTH ^g\
I £251
\£FREE &/

I PART PRINTER STAND
LEAD TO YOUR ATARI
(1*] =allFREE items EXCEPT,, Jus! mtr

!NG DAYS...add£6, or for SPECIALSATURDAY DELIVERY...add just £12.
ier service applies to MOSTUK Mainland addresses)

WARRANTY
-e proving fault* within 30 da\s will be exchanged for NEW(subject

on etc), After 30'days and within 12months from purchase, faults wil

•d by the relevantmanufacturers' repairagent and returnedto you by
'. SoftwareunJ small itemscarry various warranties, just askfor deu

BFPO

&

EXPORT

Merlin are happy to supply BFPO andexport markets for which VAT jj
deductible. Deliverycharges varyfrom UKrates jnd. as produc

WHY NOT ADD A HARD DRIVE TOO!!!

^_^T-

DELIVERY
despatched by post lo all UK Mainlandaddresses (or a nrnn

V;««i'i i:

fee, unlessotherwise discussed. Hardware is despatched bycourierservice
to 2SKg}asfollows: NEXT WORKING DAY... add£7.50 to order.TWO WOI

NEW ATARI MEGA STF,RANGE-Available soon!!!
MEGA 2 STE - 2Mb. RAM, 3.5" Disk Drive

NEW ATARI Tr RANGE- The SeriotlsST Computer!

1 co Font Caros^^__—"IM^^ZIZ--———

w, SelfTestUtility, Calendar, RAM Disk Accessory.

it***.. jCIIQ QQ

PHILIPS—

£9.99
£11.99

AVAILABLE SOON!!!£H49.99

luctivity Disk 1st Word WP, Neochrome Paint, ANI ST,

Breakout, Battlezone.

J14.9.1

PLUS LOTS OF OTHER ACCESSORIES

rAJNS...

rtaimnent Disk Missile Command, Crystal Castles,

one

£19.99

MIG29Soviet Fighter, BMX Simulator. ProTennis andTreasure Island Dizzy.

*-«*£289.99

y 3.5"DiskDrive,Mouse,Built-in TV Modulator PLUS...

•2Hi^.ZCompu,erCabfe £pu
S5KPW
SvtS-

ATARISOFTWARE...Games, Educational andBusiness software is always
availableatdiscounted pricespleasephone& askforprices.
ATARI!IOOK.S...Covering everything Atari!Phonefor details

QUICKJOY H„.Au(o-Fire, Stainless Steel Contact Switch
ZIPSTICK...Auto-Firc,Microswitched,

rack Recording, MIDI,Quantising, ScoreEdit,
Edit, Cycling, StepProgramming, UNDO,
ter Track, ControllerMapping...BRILLIANT!

VTSTE SOFTWARE:

£109.99
£29.99
£16.99

f ^^

KONIX SPEEDKiNG JOYSTICK with FOUR GREAT GAMES!!!

STEINBERG PRO 24 III

520STE Keyboard. 512K RAM, 4096 Colours, Stereo, 1Mb.

From £19.99

KONIX SPEEDKING MEGAPACK...

Adulator PLUS... A MUSICAL SOFTWARE GREAT:

ATARI520STE
StarterPack

£7.99

NAKSHA SCANNER The one you've been waiting for!
NAKSHA MOl'SK+Free Operation Stealth while stocks last
SQUIK MOUSE Budget priced... but GREAT quality

—'The Melody Maker'
I040STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM, 256K ROM, 4096 Colours,
rtsinc.MIDI, 8-BIT PCM Sound inStereo, IMb. Floppy
)iskDrive,Mouse, External Genlock support, Built-in

£0.99

PRINTER STANDS 2Part plastic, paper tils under.
Metal stands for K/Board. Monitor, 2 Disk Drives.

(fat W*~

289.99 £279.99
ATARI1040STE
fusic MasterPack

£6.99

DISKLIBRARY CASES Plastic case for10disks, .1.5"
ATARICONTROLCENTRES

& Learn For younger members ofthe family, fun learning!
or SchoolMaths, Spelling, General Knowledge for Juniors.
E RevisionMaths, French &Geography for GCSE levels.
itiveComputing Paint, Music &Basic programes.

Spreadsheet

£3.99
£3.99
each

DISKSTORAGE BOXES High quality, smoked perspe* lidfully

its inc.MIDI, 8-BITPCMSound in Stereo, 1Mb. Floppy
)iskDrive, Mouse, External Genlock support, Built-in

PACK 1: Great Games

^_ "" '**»««• W,4,l Q"eS"°" "fSport.

MOUSE MAT High quality, save your mouse from din!
DUST COVER HIGH QUALITY vmyi covers for hardware.,.
Atari keyboard, primers, monitors etc, etc.

1040STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM, 256K ROM, 4096 Colours, |

contains allthe above plus...
Two great games: 9 Lives

«»

Star LC100 • Colour... 9 Pin, 80Col, £164.99
180cps/45cps,8 Fonts,
Star LC24/100 - Mono... 24 Pin, 80 Col £189.99

I XB 24-150 CoU*l

Two GreatLearningPacks'—

nsallthe above plus...
d Processor, Database,

^-Vtick...

Citizen 200C - Colour Vers of above... £Phone

nmily Curriculum

{1: The Business

ATARI in„

Aste<w, Oe« P, GAJVTES Pa rv

ADDITIONAL 52Mb.QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive £209.99
ADDITIONAL 120Mb. QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive £309.99
ADDITIONAL 240Mb. QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive £519.99
ADDITIONAL 420Mb.QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive £979.99
InordertofittheHard Drive youwillneedtoINCLUDE fora fitting

kit&fitting/installation byAtari Agents toretain iheAtari Warranty!
FortheMega STEadd£78fitting FortheTTrange add£74filling

[GEXHNK ATARI PERIPHERALS &ACCESSORIES

I

ATARI MEGAFILF, 30 HARD Drive lot ST's. 30Mb.

£279.99

ATARI MEGAFII.E 00 HARD Drive for STs, 60Mb.

B39M

[GENUINE ATARI MONITORS

I

warranties only, faulty items are lo be returned to Merlin by f

deliverycharges will apply.

PLEASE

NOTE

Whilst everyeffort is madeto ensure information in this advertis correct, v
should always confirmany offers, prices, availability etc. prior lo placing y

order. Weendeavour lo supply goods as shown and will ONLYchange detail

shouldit bemadenecessary byoursuppliers etc Asouradvertising is book

so far in advanceMerlinthereforereserve the right lo aller productspecs, i
•draw anyproduct/offer/service or updateprices land that can he up OKdtr
withoutprior notice. Merlinguaranteenever to supplyanythingthat has bei
subject to change without you. the customer, being informed of and agrceini
thai change. Please AIWA YSconfirmdetails PRIOR to placing your order. ,
•ntly advertisedoffers supercedepreviouslyadvertisedoffers and
E&OE
goods are NOTsuppliedon a trial basis.

ATARI SM 124/144 MONO 14'HIGH RES. MONlTORS£Phone

ATARISC 1435STEREO COLOUR 14" MONITOR

TARI520STE1Mb
.USStarterPack
: Atari 520STEStarter Pack above butupgraded by Atari
billion to A FULL 1Mb. RAM MACHINE and also

FREE ENTRY INTO THE MERLIN I'RIZE DRAW
With each hardware

Eofi
•Full Details available on written request to
Merlin Express Ltd. Please include aSAE.

ness Computing Pack - Creative Computing Pack
3MBER... Youstillgetallthesoftware [ie,Productivity,
ainment andStart Disk] asincluded inthe0.5Mb. pack too!

ATARI PTC 1426...

COLOUR 14" MULTISYNC MONITOR TT's

receive a FREE

ENTRY form* for

our E"r0 Disney
m'd'y Competition.

Euro Disni'y is the Cojiyriyjv, nj'Tiir WilliDisnn Corporation

•INTRO TO:

£24.99

WORli PROCESSING.Contains,

<iii.lkniphrr l.ifth!
•INTRO TO:

£24.99

si'itpAiismnisimcEMEm;

Ciiiihum: Miislerpliln

ST SECOND DRIVES
CUMANA CSA 354

£69.99

3.5" Second external drive with throughport
and extra long cable.

ROCTEC 5.25" DISK DRIVE
5.25" Floppy Drive. 360K. 48/96TP1.

complete wiih PSU and connection cable.

£379.99

purchaseyou will

iveof Family Curriculum software as follows...
nd Leam Pack - Jumior School Pack - GCSE Revision Pack

£209.99

•INTRO TO:

PERSONAL FINANCE, Contains:

Pen.finance Manager*-, Datafax
"INTRO TO:
£19.99
PRODUdlVITY, Contains:

ST Word,STBase, STCole

£19.99

SOUNDS MUSIC. Contains:

Musi,Miitii, S„ii,jil,rMusiert

•INTRO TO:

IE PACKS FROM ATARI
MNTROTO:
£19.99

£24.99

INTRO TO:

£19.99

BASICPROGRAMMING. Contains:
PowerBasic

INTRO TO:

PROGRAMMING. Contains: Clock A

DATABASES. Contains:

Calculator. Works, Saved,Archive,

Superbase Personal

£24.99

Font Kit*

£109.99
(rrp £129.96)

'Require anSTorSTEwith a D/S drive andIMb. memory

MgHilM

EXPRESS

UMiTED

DEPT.STF, UNITC7, ROPEWALK INDUSTRIAL. CENTRE,
STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE. DE7 5HX.

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS OF AiNYTHING NOT

LISTED WE'D BE DELIGHTED QUOTE YOU!!!

©0602

M,\MWh

$&

'II? CHI?
•>•

iCOlLD

m

and she will

CARTOON LAND GONE BAD!
Whilst publishing his underground comic Jack Peebs has unwittingly created
aparallel universe inhabited by cartoon characters known as DOODLES.
You are transported into COOL WORLD and seduced, through engaging
messages, by the Poodle \iamp... HOLLI. Visual jokes and gags punctuate
your adventure as you hop to and fro between reality and COOL WORLD.
But Holli's dream is to shed her Poodle indentity... to become a real woman

- with areal interest in Jack!

|WS*-".fTS

A DREAM THAT COULD

DESTROY BOTH WORLDS!
_ _-»
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OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED

2 CASTLE STREET. CASTLEFIELD
MANCHESTER. M34LZ
TELEPHONE: 061 832 6633

TM & @ 1992 PARAMOUNT PICTURES. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

FAX: 061 834 0650

